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Preface 

In 2001, Arnilcare Iannueei and I deeided to embark upon a projeet 
that would integrate my eurrent research on medieval depietions of 
the Orient with his ongoing work on medieval Italian literature, as 
weil as enrieh our common interest in comparative literary history: 
this initiative resulted in a symposium, 'Mareo Polo and the Encounter 
of East and West,' held at the University of Toronto on 24-6 May 2002. 
Along with an exhibition and published eatalogue titled 'Expectations 
and Experience: The World of the Medieval and Renaissance Travel
ler,' eurated and written by Pam Gravestoek, the symposium marked 
one of the first major events organized by the newly founded Human
ities Centre, housed at University College under· the directorship of 
Amilcare Iannucei. We worked together to solicit presentations by a 
formidable range of seholars, induding those whose contributions are 
represented in this volume (John Larner, Marion Steinicke, Debra 
Strickland, Susan Whitfield, Suzanne Yeager, and Longxi Zhang) and 
planned to round out the volume with essays by each of us as weil as 
additional solicited cqntributions. 

The project was harshly interrupted by the iIIness that ultimately 
took Amilcare Iannueci' s life. Through strength of will, he was able to 
further the project by recruiting an essay from Martin MeLaughlin 
and eo-authoring an essay with his longtime collaborator and friend, 
J ahn Tulk; I solicited additional essays from Yunte Huang and Sharon 
Kinoshita, edited the volume, and wrote the introduction we had 
originally hoped to eo-author. I had hoped to learn a great deal from 
Amilcare' s long experienee in editorial work; instead, I learned a great 
deal about how a brave human being faces suffering with dignity and 
grace. Mareo Polo and the Eneounter of East and West is a tribute to 
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Amilcare Iannucci' s ability to draw together scholars from a wide 
range of disciplines, working in institutions scattered across the globe, 
and to unite them in a common search for humanistic understanding. 
It was his belief that the study of the humanities could do much to 
bridge the differences separating soeieties and peoples in the world 
today. If the volume succeeds in this goal, it will be fitting tribute to 
the man. . 

Thanks are due to the persons and organizations who so generously 
supported the initial conference, as weil as to those who nurtured the 
volume during its preparation. These include Alex Kisin, Amilcare's 
dear friend and executor; Paul Perron, of University College; Roland 
Le Huenen, of the Centre for Comparative Literature; Andre Schmid, 
of the Department of East Asian Studies; Carlo Coen, of the Italian . 
Cultural Institute; Anne Dondertman, of the Thomas Fisher Rare 
Book Library; Klaas Ruitenbeek, of the Royal Ontario Museum; the 
Connaught Committee of the University of Toronto; and the Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada. Warm thanks 
to Elizabeth Watkins, for editorial assistance, to Andrew Reeves, for 
work on the bibliography, and to Sara Akbari, for work on the index. 
A publication subvention was provided as a memorial to Amilcare 
Iannucci by the Faculty of Arts and Science of the University of 
Toronto, led by Dean Pekka Sinervo; additional support was pro
vided by the Centre for Medieval Studies, under the acting director
ship of Lawrin Armstrong. Finally, for permission to reproduce the 
works of art included in this volume, I would like to gratefully 
acknowledge the Bibliotheque Nationale, Paris; the Bodleian Library, 
Oxford; the British Library, London; the Parker Library of Corpus 
Christi College, Cambridge; the Morgan Library, New York; and 
Ryukoku University Library, Japan. For her generous help in helping 
to obtain image permissions from the Ryukoku University Library, I 
am very grateful to Mariko Liliefeldt, Chief Librarian of the Japan 
Foundation, Toronto. In the last conversation I had with hirn, Amil
care and I decided that we would like to dedicate this book to his chil
dren and to mine. 

1 

Marco Polo and the Encounter 
of East and West 



1 
I 

1 Introduction: East, West, and In-between 

SUZANNE CONKLIN AKBARI 

The title of this eolleetion eontains a binary opposition - that of 'East' 
and 'West' - which rnany readers will at onee recognize as being both 
reduetive and essentialist. To talk of the 'eneounter of East and West,' 
moreover, is -ta use this essentialist binarism in order to represent the 
history of cultural encounter as if it were fundarnentally an exchange 
of equals, devoid of the irnbalance of power that, historically, has char
acterized colonial experience. This volume, however, deliberately 
begins with this formulation in a kind of 'strategie essentialism.'l Ta 
employ this phrase is to echo the very terms used by writers of histori
cal narratives of encounter to portray that experience, thus using their 
own essentialist binarism as a starting point frorn which to develop 
more complex accounts of cultural interaction. Accordingly, the essays 
contained in this volume begin with the arbitrary dichotomy of 'East 
and West,' but quickly rnove beyond it. In several of the essays that fol-· 
low, this dichotomy is historicized as a medieval construct; other 
essays elaborate the dichotomy of East and West into more complex 
theoretical models based not on static opposition, but on the phenom
ena of currency, mobility, and flow. All of the essays in this volume, 
however, share the common ground of the late thirteenth-century 
travel narrative of Mareo Polo, even as they range from historically 
nuanced explorations of rnedieval textuality to creative postmodern 
theoretical interventions. 

It is appropriate, in the introduction to this volume, to begin by illus
trating the 'strategie' nature of the binarism of the title, showing how 
the binary opposition of 'East and West' ean actually enable a kind of 
'binocular' vision of the cultural encounter of Marco Polo, illustrated 
here in two medieval maps, one produced in late twelfth-century 
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England, one in early fifteenth-century east Asia. Each of these maps 
represents the known world, and each of them reveals a great deal con
cerning the way in which its creator and its first readers understood 
their place in that world. Figure 1.1 shows the twelfth-century mappa
mundi long attributed to Henry of Mainz, now more commonly 
referred to as the Sawley Map2 It is among the earliest of the great 
medieval world maps produced in Europe, whose heyday extended 
from soon after the First Crusade until the fifteenth century, when the 
increase of exploration and territorial expansion rendered such 'sym
bolic geographies' largely redundant.' Like the majority of these map
paemundi, the Sawley Map places Jerusalem at the centre of the world, 
reflecting its role in salvation history, and locates Eden at the top oHhe 
map, in the far East, with the rivers of paradise extending downward 
to water the world with spiritual blessings. In the upper right-hand 
corner of the map (at one o'dock, if the map were a clock face), we find 
the island of 'Taprobana,' the name used by medieval cartographers 
and encydopedists to designate Sri Lanka, a place believed to harbour 
fabulous riches and extraordinary marvels, and to be located at the 
very fringe of the world4 

Figure 1.2 is also a world map, this one produced in Korea in the 
early fifteenth century, cumpiled (according to its prefatory inscrip
lion) with the aid of two earlier maps of China and the surrounding 
regions. Titled the 'Honil kangru yoktae kukto chi to' ('Map of Histori
cal Emperors and Kings and of Integrated Borders and Terrain'; hereaf
ter 'Kangnido'), this world map places the large land mass of China at 
the centre, the peninsula of Korea at the upper right, and the islands of 
Japan on the lower right.s What is extraordinary about the Kangnido, 
however, is its indusion not only of the western portions of Asia arid 
the Middle East, but of Afriea and Europe as weil: the landmass 
extending downward at the left side of the image is the continent of 
Africa, with the Arabian peninsula beside it, and Europe above it. The 
Arabic source of the place names of these western regions attests 10 the 
cultural transmission of cartographic knowledge hand-in-hand with 
the mercantile interaction that linked east Asia with the Islamic world 
and, through the Middle East, with Europe itself. 

On the Kangnido, Sri Lanka appears not as the tiny remote island at 
the fringe of the world that Europeans knew as 'Taprobana'; instead, it 
appears as a round island immediately to the east of the Arabian pen
i!1-su1a, in a relatively centrallocation on the map, near the sprawling 
amalgam of India and China that dominates the Kangnido.lt is Europe 
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Figure 1.1: Sawley Map, late twelfl;:h century; Cambridge University, Corpus 
Christi College MS. 66, fol. 2. Reproduced by permission of the Master and 
Fellows of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. 
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that trails off into mysterious ambiguity at the upper left portion of this 
map, a location that was just barely within ken for those living in 
fifteenth-century Korea who created and read the Kangnido. Placing 
these two maps side by side allows us now to imagine these !wo world 
views superimposed upon each other, sharing features in common -
Africa, India, Arabia, Sri Lanka - but seeing them from very different 
perspectives. For European readers of the Sawley Map, the east Asian 
lands of China, Korea, and Japan were unimaginably distant, beyond 
the already exotic and unreachable island of Taprobana. For Asian 
readers of the Kangnido, the remote lands of Europe lay at the very 
edge of the world, physically unreachable but still imaginable, linked 
through an infinitely long chain of m.ercantile links spanning the 
breadth of the linked continents of Eurasia6 Seeing through the 
medium of these paired maps permits us a glimpse of the 'binocular 
vision' that is offered by the essays of this collection, in which the 
binary opposition of 'East and West' opens the door to exchange, reci
procity, and dialogue. 

In order to adequately introduce the collection of essays contained in 
this volume, it is necessary to comment on their relationship to the 
conceptual framework of 'Orientalism,' a theoretical construct that for 
three decades has dynamically shaped the way in which cultural 
encounter is described. The fact that it is now commonplace to refer to 
'the East' as a construct is owing, in no small measure, to the transfor
mative effect of Edward Said's study of Orientalism, which from its 
publication in 1978 served to make dear the extent to which the Orient 
had, in Said's words, served as a 'stage' on which the West both por
trayed and viewed its most vivid fantasies and fears. Said's character
ization of the Orient, however, was strongly centred on the Middle 
East, in keeping with the geographieal regions which were indeed the 
object of western scrutiny in the dassical and medieval world -
Babyion and Jerusalem chief among them. This focus makes itself 
manifest throughout Orientalism, so much so that formulations such as 
'Islam and the West' or 'the Orient and Europe' corne to be used inter
changeably. To put it another way, in Said' s Orientalism, the Orient and 
the Islamic world are co-terminous? In turn, postcolonial theorists 
(beginning with the work of the Subaltern Studies collective of the 
1970s) have sought to understand the construction of western views of 
the Orient not only through different modalities, political and eco
nomic, but also with a different geographieal focus. The Portuguese 
and British colonization of India and east Asia have been the target of 
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much of the most dynamic work carried out over the last few decades. 
Such work has yielded rich insights into the interrelation of ideologi
cal, economic, political, and cultural modes of domination during peri, 
ods of coionization, from the fifteenth century to the twentieth. 

This volume's foeus on the 'encounter of East and West,' then, is fur
ther complicated by the question of which 'East' one refers to: The 
Orient, variously centred on Babyion and Jerusalem, of Said's great 
work? Or the stereotypically 'despotie' Orient of the Ottoman Empire, 
variably seen as being an ally of European nations (notably, Elizabe
than England) and a perpetual threat to the integrity of eastern Euro
pean borders?8 Or the Orient of the Indian sub-continent, whieh was 
crucial to the development of Portuguese dominance in trade, and sub
sequently to British colonial expansion?9 Or the regions further east, 
partieularly the region of China - then called, following Roman prac
tice, 'Cathay'? Rarely visited and hence scarcely knownto medieval 
travellers, China was nonetheless vividly imagined; today, by contrast, 
this region has become an economie and politieal world power, linked 
globally through technology and the dynamic currents of cultural pro
duction. For all these reasons, the eastward voyage of Marco Polo 
along the Silk Road, narrated during the last years of the thirteenth 
century, makes a fitting starting point for an inquiry into the encounter 
of East and West: an encounter which began many centuries ago and 
still has not conduded. The essays contained within Mareo Polo and the 
Eneounter of East and West therefore trace the paths of exchange and 
interaction not only as they are mapped out within the text, but also as 
they are re-enacted in subsequent cross-cultural readings of the work. 
Accordingly, the volume begins with detailed studies of Marco Polo's 
narrative in its many medieval forms (including French, Italian, and 
Latin versions) that place the text not only in its material manuscript 
context but also in its generic context, considering the place of Marco 
Polo' s account within the conventions of the emergent genre of travel 
literature. Reception of Marco Polo's work, both medieval and mod
ern, characterizes the second group of essays, while the volume con
dudes with historiographieal and poetic accounts of the place of 
Marco Polo in the context of a truly global world literature. By the vol
ume's end, the foundational binarism of East and West emerges as a 
strategic diehotomy that enables the reader to theorize the very nature 
of encounter and the role of the text in mediating cultural difference. 

The origins of the work known as Marco Polo' s Travels are rooted at 
onee in oral narrative and the written tradition of medieval romance. 
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The story was first recorded, its writer teils us, in an Italian prison cell. 
Recounted from his own experiences by the traveller and merchant Ser 
Marco Polo, the story was given written form by a writer of romances 
called Rustichello and rapidly redacted in a number of versions; the 
nature of the lost original text remains tantalizingly elusive. The lan
guage of the earliest surviving version of the Travels is a hybrid of 
French and Italian, a vernacular tongue that would have made its story 
accessible to a wide range of readers, both learned and unlearned. lO 

The appeal of the Travels is attested by the extraordinary rapidity with 
which it would go on to be translated into a range of other vernaculars 
as weil as Latin, the common language of learned culture during the 
Middle Ages. Old French and Tuscan renditions were soon followed 
by the Venetian version as weil as the influential Latin translation of 
Francesco Pipino, as weH as subsequent versions in German, Aragonese, 
Catalan, Castilian, Irish, Czech, and Portuguese. While the title 'Trav
eis' is the one most familiar to modern readers, appearing on the first 
page of virtually all translations, this title only came to be commonly 
attached to Marco Polo's work (like that of John Mandeville) in the 
course of the seventeenth century, with the rise of travelliterature as an 
established genre. Before that time, the book of Marco Polo was known 
undpf a variety of names. The earliest, Franco-Italian version is usually 
described in manuscripts as Le Devisement ddu monde, or The Description 
of the World, a title that attests to the work's sirnultaneous celebration of 
diversity and eagerness to dassify that same heterogeneous reality.n 
As Katherine Park has memorably put it, the Devisement is at once 'a 
hyrnn to the world's diversity' and 'a sermon naturalizing and justify
ing trade."2 

Later Italian versions usually title the work 11 Mi/ione, sometimes 
thought to mean 'the liar,' but now more commonly believed to be an 
adaptation of the Polo family name.13 One medieval French version 
titles the work Le Livre des merveilles du monde (The Book of the Marvels of 
the World), while another titles it Li Livres du Graunt Caam(The Book of 
the Grand Khan). The Latin version of Pipino, very widely disseminated 
throughout Europe during the Middle Ages, refers to the work as De 
mirabilibus mundi. The heterogeneous range of narrative genres 
through which Marco Polo's voyage was recounted during the thir
teenth and fourteenth centuries went on to become even more diverse, 
as the work - now dubbed The Travels of Mareo Polo - came to be ren
dered in a wide range of editions, scholarly and popular, published in 
expensive luxury editions and in popular press versions. Editions 
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printed in the British colonies of Hong Kong and Shanghai [sie] attest 
to the paradox of the record of a medieval encounter of Europe and 
China becoming a luxurious artifact of Victorian colonialism in British
controlled east Asia. Ouring the last century, film adaptations, ranging 
from children's cartoons to pornography, have recast Marco Polo's 
account into new forms, to suit the tastes of very different audiences. It 
is appropriate that a book which filtered into so many vernaculars and 
genres, and whose text spans such a wide range of geographiealloca
tions, should have been known under such a wide range of names. 
This heterogeneity is reflected in the various editions of the work cited 

. in the essays ineluded here, some of which focus on one or more of the 
medieval redactions, while others select one oE the modern versions oE 
the text: for example, in his study of Calvino, Martin McLaughlin uses 
the modern edition of Il Mi/ione that the novelist himself is known to 
have owned. In most cases, the role of the editor is to harmonize the 
various versions oE the text discussed in the volume's essays; in this 
case, however, to do so would be to undermine the very principle of 
textual heterogeneity essential to the ongoing interpretive fecundity of 
Marco Polo's book. The multiple 'textual isotopes' of the Oevisement 
dou monde, both medieval and modern, embody the mediating proper
ties of a text as it multiplies across linguistic, cultural, and temporal 
boundaries.14 The work is singular only temporarily and provisionally, 
in the eye of the individual during the moment of reading. 

This collection begins with studies of the earliest versions of Marco 
Polo's book, while subsequent essays delve into the historieal back
ground that lies behind the semi-fietional account of the Venetian mer
chant. The essays that elose the volum'; return to the paradigm with 
which it began, provocatively exploring the question of whether 
Marco Polo' s Travels offers a reflection of the West in the mirror of the 
Orient, a sidelong view of the East in the eye of the western observer -
or something in-between. The first seetion of this colleetion, 'Marco 
Polo and the Experience of Wonder,' sets the narrative of the Oevise
ment dou monde in its medieval context. The essays contained in this 
seetion (by Strickland, Kinoshita, Steinicke, and Akbari) both explore 
the manuscript tradition of the work and place it within the frame
work of other travel literature and descriptions of the so-called 
'wondersof the East.'15 Oebra Higgs Strickland' s 'Text, Image, and 
Contradiction in the Oevisement dou monde' reflects the ways in which 
illustrated manuscripts 'do not simply reflect the texts they accom
pany, but may complement, contradict, augment, diminish, or even 
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ignore them.' This essay, written from the perspective of a historian of 
art, sensitively explores the interrelation of text and image in two of 
the four extant illustrated Marco Polo manuscripts of the French text 
of the Travels: Bibliotheque nationale MS French 2810, commissioned 
by John the Feadess, Duke of Burgundy, in the early fifteenth century; 
and Bodley 264, an early fifteenth-century product of the London 
workshop of the master artist Johannes. These manuscripts lend thern
selves to detailed cornparison, not only because both are productions 
of the great age of illurninated painting, both centred on the vernacu
lar French text of the Oevisement, both of them deluxe commodities 
produced for courtly patrons, but also because both depict the inha
bitants of remote lands using conventions for the representation of 
'Saracens' and 'monstrous races,' Strickland's monograph on these 
very conventions, Saracens, Oemo11S, and Jews, makes her especially 
weil suited to place the Oevisement dou monde in this pictorial contex!: 
she demonstrates, for example, that the Mongolian soldiers featured in 
Bodley 264 are depieted in ways that correspond to the European 
Christian conventions for the portrayal of Muslims, a 'visual confla
tion' that makes the Mongolians into what Strickland terms 'funetional 
Saracens.'16 Following a comparative analysis of the rnanuscripts' 
iconographic strategies for the depiction of Tartars, monstrous races, 
Mongois, and Saracens, Striekland turns to an exploration of how the 
'city funetioned as an especially relevant pietorial symbol' in the lux
ury manuscripts devoted to the Oevisement dou monde. Like Marco 
Polo and Rustiehello, the illuminators 'fully participated in the goal of 
marketing the East to the West,' yet did so within the narrower, more 
focused framework of satisfying their patrons. 

Like Strickland, Sharon Kinoshita focuses her study on the French text 
of Marco Polo represented by the Oevisement dou monde. Unlike Strick
land, however, Kinoshita.seeks to loeate the work not in the cultural and 
pietorial context of the late Middle Ages, but in its twelfth- and thir
teenth-century literary and historical milieu. 'Marco Polo's Le Oevise
ment dou monde and the Tributary East' is, in Kinoshita' s wo.rds, a 
'thought experiment' that recognizes the centrality of the figure of the 
Grand Khan, an imperial leader of nations in the mould of Alexander 
the Great and Charlemagne. Kinoshita:s recent study of ethnic and racial 
alterity in Old French literature, Medieval Boundaries, provides a broad 
comparative context for this essay's elose examination oE the 'thematics 
of crusade' that informs Marco Polo' s textP Using literary and historical 
sources ranging from the twelfth-century Voyage de Charlemagne to the 
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mid-thirteenth-eentury Ystoria Mongalorum of John of Plano Carpini, 
Killoshita illustrates the way in which the Devisement dou monde ean be 
read as a refleetion of that pivotal period of 'first eontact' between Euro
peans and MongoIs, even as it eonstructs an imaginative fantasy of east
ern wonders. Signifieantly, as Killoshita emphasizes, these wonders are 
not located in the 'monstrous raees' lang assoeiated with the remore Ori
ent; on the eontrary, the greatest wonder of them all is the Grand Khan 
hirnself, and the magnifieent 'tributary power' over whieh he presides. 
The narrator's exploration of the empire of the Grand Khan gradually 
reveals two eoncomitant features of the empire of the MongoIs: first, the 
'effaeement of dear lines of differenee' between the Oriental other and 
the western self; and, second, the growing prominenee of the figure of 
the merchant, who proves to be able to move effortlessly aeross national, 
linguistic, and eultural boundaries through the transformative power of 
the eommodity. 

While Strickland and Killoshita historieize the encounter with the 
other narrated in the Devisement dou monde, Marion Steinicke instead 
provides a psyehoanalytieal contex!. She interprets the eneounter with 
the other in Freudian terms as an intellectual trauma that first negates 
the 'unbearable diseovery,' and only subsequently aeeepts and assimi
lates it. In the case of Marco Polo' s narrative, Steinicke argues, the 
'unbearable discovery' is preeisely the reeognition of oriental eultural, 
scientific, and economic supremacy, and the consequent I decentraliza
tion' of the Oeciden!. Central to Steinieke's reading of the text is the 
Letter to Prester John, a twelfth-eentury forgery that - for its European 
Christian audienee - at onee forecast the aseent to power of the 
MongoIs and eneouraged Christian hopes for a sueeessful reeonquest 
of Jernsalem. Steinieke argues tnat the figures of Prester John and his 
putative aneestors, the three Magi, serve to underpin the Devisement 
dou monde's narrative of the eastern assimilation of western migh!. The 
variable loeations assigned to the tomb of the three Magi, ranging from 
Milan and Cologne, on the one hand, to Baghdad and Persia, on the 
other, map out a trajectory of displacement that testifies to the 'nar
eissistie trauma' played out in the mereantile myth of Mareo Polo. 
Steinieke' s essay closes by comparing the Devisement with the travel 
narrative of John Mandeville, a text that integrates the wonders of the 
East into western eategories of knowledge and thus r;,affirms the ideo
logieal supremacy of the Oeeiden!. 

In 'Currents and Curreney in Mareo Polo's Devisement dou monde and 
The Book of John Mandeville,' Suzanne Akbari plaees into dial~gue the 
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late thirteenth-eentury aeeount of an aetual voyage and the mid
fourteenth-eentury aeeount whose author is unlikely to have travelled 
beyond the walls of his library. Any eonsideration of the genre of medi
eval travelliterature has reeourse to the paired texts of Marco Polo and 
Mandeville; to plaee them in a single eategory, however, is to elide the 
extraordinary gap that separates their visions of the world. Akbari' s 
essay seeks to loeate their distinct visions in a semioties of spaee, in 
whieh the definition of centre and periphery serves to delineate bor
ders, ereate hierarchies, and generate symmetries. Through the polyse
mous notion of 'eurrency,' Akbari seeks to use a single set of terms to 
artieulate both the devotional discourse that strnetures the Book of John 
Mandeville and the mereantile discourse that pervades the Devisement 
dou monde. While the rivers and streams emanating from Eden nourish 
the world both physieally and spiritually, the system of watereourses 
and eanals that permeate the lands of the Grand Khan faeilitate eeo
nomie and cultural exchange. In Akbari's reading, eurreney - both the 
flow of liquids and the stream of paper money emanating from the 
treasury of the Grand Khan - is the lifeblood oE empire. The saered 
centres of Jerusalem and Eden found in the Book of John Mandeville find 
their counterpart, in the Devisement dou monde, in the variable and tem
porary centrality of the great cities of the Grand Khan's empire. While 
both texts partieipate in apre-modern discourse of Orientalism, they 
do so in very different ways, refleeting the variable interseetion of the 
discourse of Orientalism with the distinetive veetors of religious and 
national alterity. 

The essays in the seeond seetion of this volume are gathered under 
the heading 'The Reeeption of Mareo Polo: Medieval and Modern.' 
Appropriately, the s<,etion begins with an essay by John Larner, whose 
reeent book on Marco Polo and the Discovery of the World has had a 
transformative effeet on studies of the historieal context of the Devise
ment dou monde.'8 In 'PluekingHairs from the Great Cham's Beard: 
Mareo Polo, Jan de Langhe, and Sir John Mandeville,' tarner, like 
Akbari, plaees the works of Mareo Polo and John Mandeville into dia
logue. Larner, however, addresses the relationship of these writers in 
terms of a third, Jan de Langhe, who together with his more famous 
counterparts participated in the generation oE geographieal knowl
edge that shaped late medieval and early modern pereeptions of the 
world. Using a familiar, diseursive style that refleets his intimate 
knowledge of these authors and their eultural environment, Larner 
spins a narrative web that places each writer in his historical eontext 
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and illuminates his place in late medieval imaginings 01 the East. 
Larner boldly suggests that Jan de Langhe may be identified as the 
author 01 the Book of John Mandeville, a work whose apparently eponyC 
mous author has long been known to be a myth, noting the elose corC 
respondence 01 source materials in the Book of Jolm Mandeville with 
works known to have been translated by Jan de Langhe, ineluding the 
Relatio 01 Oderic 01 Pordenone. Curiously, however, as Larner remarks, 
the Book of John Mandeville largely abandons the pragmatic geography 
01 Oderic in lavour 01 a lantastical narrative 01 wonders which 'makes 
no attempt to deal with coherent space.' For Larner, the relentless 
abandonment 01 realistic geography and well-grounded historiogra
phy found in the Book of John Mandeville renders it epistemologica11y 
incampatible with the Devisement of Marco Polo, which ignores the 
world of marvels to locus instead on 'what is sternly lacluaL' 

Fo11owing in the footsteps of Larner, Suzanne Yeager continues the 
dialogue of Marco Polo and Mandeville in 'The World Translated: 
Marco Polo's Devisement dou monde, The Book of JohnMandeville, and 
Their Medieval Audiences.' Yeager brings a wealth 01 knowledge 01 
the manuscript tradition and the patterns 01 dissemination 01 these 
travel narratives, generating a truck description of late medieval 
reading practices that reveals a great deal abaut how these works 
were understood by their lourteenth-century readers. Because Yeager 
foeuses particularlyon English readership, the Latin version of 
Marco Polo produced by Francesco Pipino assurnes a special promi
nence. While the numerous vernacular redactions 01 the Book of John 
Mandeville ensured that it was transmitted as a popular text in Eng
land, Marco Polo's narrative was known only through the learned, 
didactic Latin 01 Pipino. Yeager's survey 01 manuscript co11ation pat
terns reveals the context within which medieval readers interpreted 
Mandeville, on the one hand, and Marco Polo, on the other. While 
Mandeville' s Book appears as commonly in devotional co11ections as 
in miscellanies devoted to the wonders of the East, Pipino' s transla
tion 01 Marco Polo generally appears in co11ections 01 scientific trea
tises and historical chronicles. This distribution, Yeager argues, both 
reveals the' nature of medieval 'tastes' and illustrates the extent to 
which an appetite lor marvels influenced late medieval reading prac
tices. Yeager offers a elose reading 01 the depiction 01 Jerusalem in the 
Book of lohn Mandeville, contrasting that work's privileging 01 the 
Holy City with the portrayal 01 Venice - Marco Polo' s native city -
and Khanbaliq - the Grand Khan' s imperial city - in the Devisement 
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dou monde. Like Strickland, Kinoshita, and Akbari, Yeager uses the 
city as acspatial point 01 orientation around which the travel narrative 
is constructed. In her reading, however, biblical models and the prac
tice 01 devotional reading are the cflicial elements that serve to locate 
medieval readers: experience 01 both Mandeville's Book and Pipino's 
translation 01 Marco Polo. 

With Martin McLaughlin's essay 'Calvino's Rewriting 01 Marco 
Polo: From the 1960 Screenplay to Invisible -Cities,' Marco Polo is 
revealed as an author who has influenced modern imaginations 01 the 
city as pervasively as those of the Middle Ages. Perhaps the most 
lamous modern work 01 literature to have been inspired by Marco 
Polo's trave! narrative is Italo Calvino's 1972 novel Invisible Cities. The 
book became Calvino's best-known work in North America, and 
quickly acquired cult status not just among readers 01 literature, but 
also among architects and practitioners of a wide range of visual arts. 
It is less we11 known, however, that Calvino first became interested in 
Marco Polo's text in the summer of 1960, exactly ten years belore he 
embarked upon Invisible Cities, when he wrote a substantial draft 
screenplay for an Italian film about Marco Polo (a film which, in the 
end, was never made). Calvino's screenplay has only recently become 
available for 8tud y by 8chulürs, and has received cOillparalively lütle 
attentionduring that time. McLaughlin's essay examines in lu11 lor 
the first time the two-stage process by which Marco Polo' s original 
text led, first, to the 1960 screenplay 01 Marco Polo and, subsequently, 
to Invisible Cities. McLaughlin thus charts the different kinds 01 inspi
ration that the medieval account of Marco Polo exercised on the 
modern author Calvino, tracing a creative route that led from an abor
tive screenplay to one of the great modern works 01 poetic prose. Like 
the twiuning 01 Mandeville and Marca Polo in Yeager's essay, the 
twinning of Calvino and MarcoPolo in McLaughlin' s work reveals 
the dynamic poetic processes at work in the creative imagination, 
whether in the fourteenth century or in the twentieth, and illustrates 
the extraordinary fertility of Marco Polo's Devisement. 

McLaughlin's essay is followed by another meditation on modern 
appropriations of Marco Polo's narrative. Co-authored by Amilcare 
Iaunucci and John Tulk, 'From Alterity to Holism: Cinematic Depic
tions of Marco Polo and His Trave/s' illustrates the range 01 creative 
reworkings of the late thirteenth-cenlury text, ranging from children's 
cartoons to orientalist pornography. This essay' s unusual length is 
justified by its status as a unique resource lor the study of cinematic 
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adaptations of the Marco Polo story: it provides summaries of films 
rarely seen and, in some cases, obtainable only with great difficulty. 
Iannucci and Tulk provide an overview of these adaptations, focusing 
particularl y on their tendency to characterize their protagonist within 
two general categories: the adventurous romantic hero, and the histor
ical ethnographer. The former model, unsurprisingly, is on full display 
in the 1938 Adventures 0/ Mareo Polo directed by Archie Mayo, starring 
Gary Cboper and a nubile Lana Turner; the latter model is unfolded in 
elaborate detail in Giuliano Montaldo's lavish 1982 historical mini
series, Mareo Polo. Iannucci and Tulk argue that the latter adaptation 
features an extraordinarily nuanced depiction of alterity, in which the 
experience of travel transforms the traveller to such an extent that his 
I exotic' environment becomes a new homeland. They discuss in detail 
the extent to which contemporary historical circumstances exerted a 
formative influence on the Orientalism of the Marco Polo films, focus
ing particularly on the perspectives of American film-makers and the 
viewing public on the on-going social and political reforms taking 
place in China. This history reaches its pinnacle, for Iannucci and Tulk, 
in the extraordinary co-operation and cultural interaction between 
Italian and Chinese institutions that enabled the realization of Mon
taldo's alubitious luini-series. 

The volume's final section, 'Cross-Cultural Currents,' reaches out 
broadly to consider the extent to which the occidental self finds itself 
reflected in the oriental other, and the ways in which the Orient 
speaks back to its past colonial masters. The essays in this section 
include Susan Whitfield's historiographie approach to cultural 
exchange in terms of 'ebb and flow,' Yunte Huang's meditation on the 
poetic currents engendered by Marco Polo' s text, and Longxi Zhang' s 
synthetic evocation of what lessons might be drawn from Marco 
Polds experience in order to enable 'an alternative model of East
West encounter.' In 'The Perils of Dichotomous Thinking: A Case of 
Ebb and Flow Rather Than East and West,' Susan Whitfield argues 
persuasively that it is impossible to understand Central Asian history 
if we continue to articulate that history in terms of an encounter of 
East and West. Whitfield is extraordinarily well-placed to comment 
on methods of theorizing cultural relations in Asian historiography: 
renowned for her numerous publications on the Silk Road, Whitfield 
is director of the International Dunhuang Project housed at the British 
Library19 She argues that the terms 'East' and 'West' are expressions 
of a dichotomous model of thinking that is fundamental to much 
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modern historiography of both China and Central Asia. While to a 
large degree such thinking emanates from the modern theoretical 
framework of Orientalism, it is deployed by means of a wide range of 
dichotomous terms. In terms of contemporary Chinese history, it is 
seen in the ubiquitous use of 'Han' versus 'non-Han' by both Chinese 
and western historians and journalists; such usage perpetuates a mis
leading homogeneous model of Chinese (or 'Han') history. In terms of 
Central Asian history, this model is expressed in terms of the preva
lent discussion of 'sedentary' versus 'nomad,' or 'civilized' versus 
'barbarian.' The pitfalls of such dichotomous thinking are demon
strated amply by the reaction to the discovery of the Shu finds in 
what is now south-western China, and European mummies in what is 
now western China: both of these were hailed as astonishing, simply 
because they did not fit the conventional dichotomous model. In this 
essay, Whitfield argues that, instead of trying to shoehorn such data 
into an ill-fitting dichotomous model, we must reject the model as tao 
limited and instead find new models that are able to accommodate 
and help us to better understand and analyse these complex data. 
Whitfield's groundbreaking work on computer models for cultural 
movement, extrapolated from computer models centred on oceano

. graphie phenomena, enables her to suggest bold new frameworks for 
how we might discuss Central Asia - and, by extension, other regions 
- without the distorting binarism of 'East' and 'West.' 

Yunte Huang' s 'Marco Polo: Meditations on Intangible Economy 
and Vernacular Imagination' is an evocative essay that employs Marco 
Polo' s text as the central point of an argument that, in Huang' s words, 
'proceeds in incomplete circles.' The circular mode of meditative 
argument allows Huang to draw together literary texts andcultural 
phenomena into a postmodern investigation of the 'vernacular irriagi
nation.' Focusing on visual image and audible utterance as dual modes 
of perception, Huang argues, permits a reading of Marco Polo's Devise
ment that provides a template for broader considerations qf 'visual 
space' and f acoustic space.' This theoretical framework, which is 
indebted to the work of Marshall McLuhan and Bruce Powers, is 
applied by Huang to other literary texts including Calvino's Invisible 
Cities and Eugene O'Neill's Mareo Millions, placing these modem 
works into dialogue with the thirteenth-century text. The oral origins 
of Mareo Polds narrative re-emerge, in Huang's reading, in the 'acous
tic space' of these twentieth-century literary refashionings. The 'uni
versallanguage' of curreney, evoked in the famous passage coneerning 
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paper money in Marco Polo' s text and recalled in the Calvino novel 
and O'Neili play, corresponds to the linguistic vernacular, so that the 
reader is always also a listenerf and what he sees/hears is at onee 
financial currency and the currency of the word. Linguistic exchange, 
like financial exchange, proves to be fraught with pitfalls, gaps that 
separate word from meaning and threaten to cancel the transaction. 
Huang' s recent monograph on the overiapping and conflicting de
mands of Chinese and North American identity offers a rich founda
tion for his extended meditation on the role of poetic language in the 
global economy, whether in the medieval world of Marco Polo or the 
postmodern worid in which we live20 

To elose the volume, eminent cultural theorist Longxi Zhang pro
vides a synthetie overview of issues raised in this introductionf and 
explored in several of the essays." 'Marco Polo, Chinese Cultural 
Identity, and an Alternative Model of East-West Encounter' begins 
with an effort to seek out Chinese documentary sources that offer evi
dence relating to the circumstances of Marco Polo' s historieal journey, 
thus providing a contemporaneous look back at the European self 
through the eyes of the oriental ather. Such inversion of the conven
tional subject-object relationship reappears in Zhang' s reading of 
Marco Polo f s narrative, in which Zhang suggests that Marco Polo sclf
consciously adopts a 'Mongolian perspective,' enabling hirri to present 
an extremely positive 'pieture of China and the East blessed with 
incredible wealth.' Like Huang, Zhang explores the complementary 
relationship of the visible and the audible as they are reflected in 
Marco Polo' s text, comparing eleventh-century Chinese poetic evoca
tions of the unintelligible 'language of the south' with Marco Polo' s 
own description of the foreign place-names he encounters. While 
Zhang continues to draw upon the binary opposition of 'barbarian' 
and 'Chinese,' a formulation that Susan Whitfield suggests should be 
superseded, he complicates that dichotomous relationship by pointing 
out how 'porous' the boundaries of 'Chineseness' prove to be. In 
Zhang's view, ethnicity, religious affiliation, national identity, family 
structures, and cultural forms all participate to varying degrees in the 
construction of identity, which is itself an ongoing process that has the 
capa city to result in 'dialogue and exchange rather than antagonism 
or confrontation. f In Zhang's essay, as in the many voices collected 
together in this volume, the encounter of East and West is reframed in 
terms of reciprocity rather than conflict, generating a fertile cross
cultural ground to nourish other future endeavours. The legacy of 
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Marco Polo' s journey is a continuation of the Silk Road followed long 
ago by the merchant/ explorer / story teller, a path that leads into a 
future of continued exchange. 

NOTES 

1 The phrase 'strategie essentialism' is adapted from its original use in eon
nection with some strands of post-humanist ferninism; see Fussf Essentially 
Speaking. 

2 On the reattribution of the so-called Henry of Mainz map and its re-dating 
to the late twelfth century (from l100), see Harvey, 'Sawley Map.' 

3 The phrase 'symbolic geography' was made widely current by its use in 
Greenblatt, Marvelous Possessions. 

4 On the identification of Taprobana, its variant spellingsf and its appearance 
on a range of world maps, see von den Brinckenf 'Fines terrae.' 

5 On the Kangnidof see Ledyard, 'Cartography in Korea' and 'The Kang
nido.' 

6 On the arbitrariness of how continents are designated and the connotations 
of where their boundaries are drawn, see Lewis and Wisen, The Myth of 
Continents. 

7 For an overview of critiques of Said's theory and on its relevance for stud
ies of medieval Europe, see Akbari, Idols in the East, especially 'Introduc
tion: _Medieval Orientalism?' 

8 See Matar, Turks, Moors, and Englishmen; Bisaha, Creating East and West. 
9 See Rubü~Sf Travel and Ethnology; Raiswell, 'Before the Company.' 

10 On the status of Franco-Italian (orf as it is somenmes called, Franco-Veneto) 
as 'a literary language, leamed from books, but often presen~ed to a listen
ing public' (Cornish 320)f see the influential work of Aurelio Roncagliaf 
'Le Letteratura franco-veneta'; see also Alison Cornishf 'Translatio 
Galliae,' esp. 315-21, 328-9. On the Franco-Italian compositions of 
Rustichello da Pisa, see Vitullo, The Chivalric Epic; see also the discussion of 
the Franeo-Italian text of Mareo Polo and Rustichello da Pisa to appear in 
Simon Gaunt's forthcoming monograph. 

11 A eombined edition of the earliest version of the text, the Devisement dou 
monde (based on the edition of L.F. Benedetto)f together with the first 
Tuscan version, Il Milione, can be found in Milione / Le Divisament dou 
monde. Il Milione nelle redazioni toscana e franco-italiana, ed. Gabriella Ronchi 
(Milan: Mondadori, 1982). A detailed, multi-volume edition 01 the Old 
French Devisement is currently appearing under the general editorship of 
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Philippe Menard (2001-); see the detailed listing of editions and transla
tions of Mareo Polo in the Bibliography below, pp. 297-8. 

12 Park, 'The Meanings of Natural Diversity' 146. On natural diversity in 
medieval encyc10pedias and travelliterature, see Suzanne Conklin Akbari, 
'The Diversity of Mankind. ' 

13 See the discussion in the introduction to Valeria Bertolucci Pizzorusso's edi
tion of Marco Polo, as weil as the original hypothesis as presented by 
Benedetto in 'Ferche fu chiamato Milione illibro di Marco Polo,' Il Marzocco 
35 (14 September 1930) and 'Aneore deI norne Milione,' Il Marzocco 35 
(16 November 1930). 

14 The evocative phrase 'textual isotope' was coined by Iain Mac1eod Higgins 
to describe the medieval 'multi-text' of the Book of John Mandeville; see 
Higgins, Writing East. 

15 On wonder in medieval narrative, see Katherine Park and Lorraine Daston, 
Wonders and the Order ofNature; Caroline Walker Bynum, 'Wonder' (revised 
version in Metamorphosis and Identity). 

16 Debra Higgs Strickland, Saracens, Demans, and Jews. 
17 Sharon Kinoshita, Medieval Boundaries. 
18 John Larner, Marco Polo and the Discouery 0/ the World. 
19 See espeeially Susan Whitfield, Life along the Silk Road and The Silk Road: 

Trade, Travel, War and Faith, ed. Susan Whitfield with Ursula Sims-Williams. 
20 Yunte Huang, Transpacific Displacement. 
21 Among his many publications, see especially Longxi Zhang, Allegoresis and 

Mighty Opposites. 
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2 Text, Image, and Contradiction 
in the Devisement dou monde 

DEBRA HIGGS STRICKLAND 

One of the main debates in current Mareo Polo studies concerns the 
original function of the Devisemenl dou monde. Most recently, the prob
lem has been examined in detail by John Larner (68-87), who evaluates 
different theories that by turn interpret the work as a travel itinerary, a 
merchant's handbook, a book of marvels, a chivalric tale, or a call to 
crusade. The nature of a Latin version made before the year 1341 by 
the Dominican friar Francesco Pipino of Bologna has also prompted 
the hypothesis that it fulfilled an essentially Christiangoal as a guide
book for missionaries (Critchley 137-57; Larner 111-15). However, 
what the debate has largely overlooked is the role of pictorial images 
in the Devisement; specifically, their ability to shape reader perceptions 
of the lands and inhabitants of the exotic East. Because painted minia
tures were an integral part of the presentation of the text to at least a 
smilll number of late medieval aristocratic patrons, any discussion of 
the book' s lunction for these readers must also consider the nature and 
power of its images.1 

This thesis is underpinned by the theoretical conviction that images 
in illuminated manuscripts do not simply reflect the texts they accom
pany, but may complement, contradict, augment, diminish, cr even 
ignore them. The responsibility for conceiving and executing these rela
tionships in a given manuscript lay with medieval authors, artists, 
patrons, patrons' agents, or some combination of these (Green 62). By 
whatever means such relationships were enacted, it was the combined 
force of text and images that generated meanings impossible to com
municate by either wards or pietures alone. This essay seeks to examine 
a selected series of such text-image interdependencies in two fifteenth
century deluxe copies of the Devisement, BNF fr. 2810 and Bodley 264. 
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The extent to which artists were familiar with the texts they illus
trated is another issue rightly considered in the assessment of any 
illustrated book, but it is by no means a solvable problem or even a 
straightforward question. This is because knowledge of a text does not 
necessarily inspire a visual response to it, nor does apparent pictorial 
evocation of a text automatically signify artistic understanding. Super
ficial text-image correspondences rnay be achieved through someone 
eIse's instructions or pictorial models; while meaningful contradiction 
of a text, just as mueh as detailed adherence to it, reguires knowledge 
of it (Runte; Alexander, Medieval Illuminators 52-71). Author-illustrated 
manuscripts are among the very few about which the artis!'s knowl
edge of the text is absolutely certain2 

Rejecting the claim that medieval miniaturists were by definition 
artisanal automatons who simply followed instructions (Hindman), 

. we may hypothesize that verbal-visual disjunctions in BNF fr. 2810 
and Bodley 264 were carefully planned glosses on the text and not sim
ply examples of 'artistie error.' I shall argue that well-informed and 
commercially motivated artists responsible for the execution of the 
Devisement illustrations responded to the text in ways that may be 
explained through reference to spedfic interests and beliefs current 
among their aristocratic patrons.3 

Precious few illuminated copies of the Devisement have survived, but 
it is very likely that others have been lost. In theory a contemporary 
inventory reference to a livre des merveilles Of a roman rnight refer to a 
lost copy of the Devisement, although in the absence of corroborating 
external evidence, the significance of such references is impossible to 
assess. However, the survival of even a few illustrated cories suggests 
that for some readers, pictorial images were an inseparable part of 
their experience of the Devisemei1t, an especially popular book in the 
French court (Benedetto xlv-xlvii; Ciccuto 6). That painted images were 
an integral component of many other types of books in aristocratic and 
royal libraries is the best evidence that courtly readers preferred not 
just texts but also images for maximum edification, contemplation, and 
entertainment - as weIl as conspieuous eonsumption (Buettner). It is 
to such a cciurtly audience tl1at Marco Polo's prologue is in fact 
addressed: 'Seignors enperaor et rois, dux et marquois, euens, cheva
liers et b[olrgio[ils, et toutes gens que voles savoir les deverses jenera
sions des hornes et les deversih~s des deverses region dou monde, si 
prennes cestui livre et le feites lire· ['Emperors and kings, dukes and 
marquises, counts, knights, and townsfolk, and all people who wish to 
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know the various races of men and the peeuliarities of the various 
regions of the world, take this book and have it read to you']" (Ronchi 
305; Latham 33). 

The luxury manuscript compilations to be examined here represent 
!wo out of only four extant that contain extensively illustrated ver
sions of the Devisement. BNF fr. 2810 in the National Library in Paris is 
the famous travel anthology commissioned in 1412 by the Duke of 
Burgundy, John the Fearless, as a gift for his uncle, Jean, Duke of 
Berry. Jean of Berry was a travelliterature enthusiast, as were a-num
ber of his contemporaries in the French court. He kept another copy 
of the Devisement in his own collection and in l412 he gave still 
another to Pierre des Essarts, provost of Paris. A few years earlier he 
had given a copy of the Travels of Sir John Mandeville to his valet, 
Jean Barre. In addition, he owned six large tapestries of scenes of the 
Great Khan (Meiss, The Boucicaut Master 43; Porter 9-11). BNF fr. 2810, 
his most spectacular book of travels, bears the title Livre des Merveilles 
du Monde (Book of the World's Marvels). In addition to the Devisement, it 
contains several other illustrated travel texts, including those of 
Odoric of Pordenone, the Mandeville author; and Hetoum (Porter 2). 
The illustrations have been attributed to the atelier of the Boucicaut 
Master in collaboration with another atelier working in the style of 
the Bedford Master4 

The second lavishly illustrated copy of the Devisementwas bound 
into Bodley 264, housed today in the Bodleian Library in Oxford. The 
portion of Bodley 264 that bears the title Li Livres du Graunt Caam was 
executed between 1400 and 1410 by the master artist Johannes and 
members of his London workshop (Christianson 124; Scott 2: 70-3). ln 
this case, the original patron is unknown and the Livres du Graunt Caam 
was added to an earliercollection of Alexander romances of Flemish 
origins dated to 1338 (Scott 2: 68-70; James, Romanee). This fact of later 
addition does not rule out original English ownership of the manu
script, however, as Edward III and a good number of his retinue were 
in Flanders for most of 1338--40, at which point the Alexander 
romances could have been commissioned (Dutschke, 'Truth' 298). In 
any case, the earliest known mention of Bodley 264 appears in a 1397 
inventory of the library of Edward's youngest son, Thomas, Duke of 
Gloucester, and an inscription of 1466 indicates that by the time the 
Livres du Graunt Caam was added, the manuscript was owned by Rich
ard Wydevill, Lord Rivers, father-in-Iaw of Edward IV (Pächt and 
Alexander 70; Dutschke 298). 
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As noted, only tvvo more surviving manuscript cGpies of the Devise
mmt contain lavish pictorial cycles. Royal 19.D.I, a Parisian manuscript 
of the first quarter of the fourteenth century housed today in the 
British Library, was probably made for Philip VI and was the model for 
Bodley 264-' However, the images in Ws manuscript bear little stylistic 
or iconographical relation to those of Bodley 264, and their technical 
level of execution is considerably lower. This last judgment is based on 
the fact that many of the relatively simplified images exhibit a perfunc
tory and repetitive stock quality, certain important subjects are not rep
resented, and the folios lack the gold leaf and elaborate decoration 
characteristic of Bodley 264. The sixteenth-century French 5219 in the 
Arsenal Library in Paris was made for an unknown patron, and while 
its pictorial cycle is highly accomplished, its relatively late date pre
cludes its indusion in the present discussion.6 In addition to the four 
luxury manuscripts, there are also a number of other fourteenth- and 
fifteenth-century copies of the Devisement that contain much more 
modest pictorial programs, mostly in the form of historiated initials or 
line drawings.7 

I have chosen to focus on Bodley 264 and BNF fr. 2810 for three rea
sons. First, these two manuscripts cantain independently conceived pic
torial cycles that contrast in style and iconographical content, and are 
therefore interesting from a comparative point of view (Menard, Tlllus
tration' 17-31). Second, the fact that they are both deluxe manuscripts 
written invernacular French for courtly patrons makes them analyti
cally compatible (Menard, ed., Devisement 1: 40-50). Third, and most 
importantly, these are the !wo medieval copies of the book with the most 
artistically impressive, carefully planned, and extensive pietorial pro
grams, and thus represent the height of contemporary artistic attempts 
to real-ize - and, as we shall see, to modify - Marco Polols vision. 

The Devisement dou monde is certainly a text that cries out for pic
tures. Marco and his collaborator, Rustichello of Pisa, were at contin
ual literary pains to creale vivid mental images of eastern lands, 
peoples, fauna, and cultural practices. Because its power derives from 
the novelty of unseen things, it is perhaps not too far-fetched to 
hypothesize that if there had been an artist imprisoned in Genoa 
alongside Marco and Rustichello, the Devisement in its original draft 
would have included drawings or paintings of some kind. This was 
information too novel to commlU1icate through conventional, written 
modes of description; what was needed was a way of putting 
the eolours and forms of the marvellous before the very eyes of the 
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audience, something that artists accomplished by modifying existing 
pictorial models with exceptional creativity and awareness of the 
interests of their aristocratic viewers. 

Unlike other books popular at court, such as bibles, psalters, Books 
of Hours, or Arthurian rornances, most of which include variations on 
familiar iconographical cycles, the Devisement was a new text filled 
with observations about persons, places, and events unknown in the 
West. Most significantly, the tenor of most of these observations flew in 
the face of long-held western beliefs concerning the nature of the Bast 
and its inhabitants. These two factors spelled major challenges for art
ists, who had to find ways of 'translating' into visual form concepts 
unfamiliar to their western readers in a manner that retained narrative 
coherence and the high entertainment value that aristocratic patrons 
had come to expect from their illustrated books. 

A few specific examples will demonstrate how the artists of Bodley 
264 and BNF fr. 2810 demonstrated extraordinary skill and creativity in 
meeting these artistic challenges. An image from Bodley 264 accompa
nies the extended description of the Great Khan' s birthday party 
held annually in his palace in Canbaluc (Khanbaliq, today Beijing; 
figure 2.1). In their verbal description, Marco and Rustichello were 
Inainly trying to communicate something of the overwhelmmg splen
dour of the Khan's court (Latham 135-40). But western courtly readers 
already knew how a splendid court should look, both from their own 
experiences and from images in other types of books. This is why the 
Bodley 264 artist situated the Khan's elaborate celebration in a contem
porary western Gothic interior, complete with golden goblets, a golden 
fountain that dispenses wine, and court musicians positioned in upper 
towers. The text mentions all of these things specifically, as weil as the 
attendants who kneel before the Great Khan as a show of humility. The 
Khan and the seated ladies - probably his four wives - all wear golden 
erowns and sit in Gothic-style chairs. The artist did not depict the jug
glers and other entertainers described in the text, or the !wo huge men 
with staves who guard the threshold, perhaps because these specifics 
are not crucial to a presentation of splendour, which in this image is 
signified primarily by the colour gold, the ultimate sign of sumptuos
ity in western art and thought. 

The image in BNF fr. 2810 of the surrender of the Queen of Mangi to 
the Khan' sbaron, Baian Cinqsan, is anothergood example of the artis' 
tic translation of the foreign into the familiar (figure 2.2). Although sit
uated in southern China, this consequence of the siege of the city is 
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Figure 2.1:. The Great Khan's birthday feast, Li Livres du Graunt Caam, London, 
ca. 1400--10. Oxlord, Bodl. Lib. MS Bodley 264, 101. 239r. Photo: Bodleian 
Library, University of Oxford. 
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Figure 2.2: Surrender of the Queen of Mangi, Livre des merveilles du monde, 
Paris, 1412. Paris, BibI. Nat. MS Ir. 2810, 101. 64r. Photo: Bibliotheque Nationale 
de France, Paris. 

rendered visually in western chivalric terms (Latham 202-3). With its 
whitewashed exterior, towers, crenellations, and city gate, the castle 
would not look out of place in another of the Duke öf Berry' s prized 
books, the Beiles Heures (Meiss and Beatson). The crowned queen, ele
gantly dressed in pink and riding sidesaddle on her dapple-gray, is 
handing over the silver city keys to Baüm, identified by his gold crown. 
Although not described in the text, handing over keys was the stan
dard ritual following siege in the West (Keen 119-33), and the artist 
relied on the viewer's familiarity with this practice to understand the 
meaning of this scene. Such an iconographical addition also ensured 
that the image was comprehensible even if the viewer did not read the 
text. This characteristic, observable in this and other images, in combi
nation with the statement in the Prologue ('prennes cestui livre et le 
feites lire' ['take this book and have it read to you']) and ather rhetori
cal evidence from the text, supports the hypothesis that the book was 
read aloud to the patron and probably also to others.8 

A second image from BNF fr. 2810 depicts Kublai Khan's four wives 
and eldest sons (figure 2.3). Although in many ways a conventional 
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Figure 2.3: The four wives and eldest sons of Kublai Khan, Livre des merveilles 
du monde, fol. 36r. Photo: Bibliotheque Nationale de Franc€, Paris. 

image, it beeomes more eompelling once the viewer realizes that the 
four sons represent only a sixth of the total number of offspring the 
Khan reportedly sired by these four women (Latham 123-4). It remains 
to explain why, of all the numerous personages mentioned in the 
Devisement, the artist and/or patron eleeted to include a portrait of the 

. Khan' 5 four anonymous wives and eldest sons. J believe the answer 
lies in both the importance of lineage in the West, and also in a well
documented prurient western interest in eastern sexuality. It has 
already been observed that the eastern practices of keeping multiple 
,vives and of making wives available to travelling strangers are given 
repeated emphasis throughout the Devisement (Westrem, 'Medieval 
Western' 141-56). Espeeially titillating must have been the diseussion 
that follows this partieular image of the Khan' s sexual rota of six young 
women, every three days (Latharn 122-3). There is sorne intriguing 
manuscript evidence of reader enthusiasm for these customs. In 
Hunter 458 (fol. 115v), today in the Glasgow University Library, and 
Garrett 157 (101. 41 v), now at Princeton University, contemporary read
ers made a visual nota bcne either in the form of a pointing finger cr a 
note in the margin beside the deseription of the Khan's wornen. In his 

i 
I 
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annotations to his Latin edition of 1485, even Christopher Columbus 
expressed partieular interest in the text passages eoneerning the 
Tibetan preference for non-virginal wives as weH as wife-sharing in 
Camul, eharaeterizing the latter as 'an admirable way of showing 
hospitality to strangers." 

An aristoeratie audience may have responded to the story of the 
Khan's women as they did to other popular stories with a sexual 
dimension. These would have included the tales of lust, adultery, and 
multiple sexual partners scattered throughout the Old Testament, illus
trated versions of which were regularly eommissioned by members of 
the French and English courts, as well as copies of such risque litera
ture as the fabliaux and Boceaecio' s Decameron. That the four wives are 
rendered in the BNF fr. 2810 image not with a eoncern for ·empirieal 
aeeuraey but rather according to a western, eourtly ideal is highly eon
ducive to vicarious, viewer participation in the Khan's' world of 
women. Aecordingly, the figures are elongated and slender, with white 
skin and demure postures, wearing contemporary French gowns and 
golden erowns adorned with pearls and eoloured gems. 

All three of the images examined so far depict subjects familiar to 
their western readers from their experience not only of courtly life, 
but of romance imagery. Court-commissioned illuminated manu
scripts, panel paintings, tapestries, and precious objects of ivory or 
metal routinely pictured courtly interiors, castle sieges, and gather
ings of dainty women. It therelore appears that the subjects included 
for illustration in luxury eopies of Marco's book were selected for 
their potential for visual translation into familiar subjects that made 
eastern personages and experiences tangible and accessible to a west
ern, courtly readership. 

Bodley 264 continues this trend with an image of the Garden of 
Paradise, located in Mulecte (persia) and administered by the Old 
Man of the Mountain (figure 2.4). Aeeording to the text, the Old Man 
uses this wonderful garden, populated with beautiful wornen and 
other sensual delights, to lure young men into his company of mur
detaus Assassins.10 But to western viewers, this was an image of the 
hortus delieiarum ['garden 01 delights'], an aristocratie emblem of 
luxury, leis ure, and courtly love that was depicted often in tapestry, 
luxury objects, and popular texts such as the Roman de la Rose (Flern
ing 54-103; Huot). The eastle setting, private garden, fruit trees, elegant 
la dies, contemporary costumes, and even musical instruments are all 
charaeteristic of a eonventional garden of delights; the only way to 
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Figure 2.4: Old Man of the Mountain j Li Livres du Graunt Caam, foL 226r. Photo: 
Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. 

know that this garden represents something rather different is to read 
the accompanying text. 

We may turn again to Bodley 264 for still another example of an ori
ental episode transformed into an occidental event. The subject of this 
image is the battle between Chinggis Khan and Prester John, fought on 
the plain of Tenduc following Prester John's refusal to hand over his 
own daughter for marriage to the Khan (figure 2.5). During the ensu
ing conflict, called 'the greatest battle that was ever seen,' Prester J ohn 
was slain by the Great Khan hirnself (Latharn 93-6). Close observation 
reveals that the fallen Prester John is the light-skirtned figure in the 
foreground slumped over his horse, and that the tall, dark-skirtned, 
bearded figure wearing a crown over his helmet and waving a blood
stained scimitar represents Cl-unggis Khan. 

lconographically and in its pietorial details, Ws image is similar to 
numerous battle scenes faund in illustrated chrorndes and chansons de 
gestes which normally pit western Christians against Muslims, known 
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Figure 2.5: Battle of Chinggis Khan and Prester John, Li Livres· du Graunt Caam, 
fol. 231v. Photo: Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. 

pejoratively as 'Saracens.' In the Bodley 264 image, the western-style 
arms, armour, and standards employed by Prester John's army con
trast with the costume and eastern scimitars wielded by the Khan and 
his men. Most notable is the eccentric white beehive headgear worn by 
the latter group, an odd cross between a turban and a heImet. The 
visual distinction betvveen the Mongolian and Christian armies makes 
sense in the context of the Devisement narrative, which reiterates con
temporary belief in the legendary Prester John as a powerful Christian 
leader, albeil still a vassal of the Great Khan (Latham 105-6; Hamilton 
177-91). Although dearly an inhabitant of the East, the fact that he is 
Christian earns for Prester John an essentially western identificatioll, 
expressed visually through white physiognomy and western armaur. 
Members of the Mongolian army in this image might be viewed in 
light of the more familiar Christian-Muslim battle imagery as 'func
tional Saracens.' They are accordingly represented as smalI, dark, and 
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inappropriately dressed for battle, just as Saracens are often so ren
dered in contemporary chronide and romance illustrations (Lejeune 
andStiennon; Strickland, Sameens 179-82). 

The resulting visual conflation of Muslims with other 'pagans,' such 
as MongoIs, is an artistic phenomenon that is in keeping with the 
broader medieval Christian tendency to conceive of all non-Christians 
as more or less ideologically interchangeable as God' s rejected. How
ever, in the case of the Devisement illustrations, this visual conflation is 
at odds with the accompanying text, in which Marco and Rustichello 
normally characterize Mongols positively and Muslims n~gatively, 
and in so doing draw sharp distinctions between them. While the 
Devisement was highly unusual in expressing a favourable view of 
Mongois, its anti-Muslim stories and remarks are consistent with the 
stereotype promoted by many other contemporary writers during the 
long period of the crusades. ll 

Marco's desire to portray Kublai Khan as an ideal ruler informs 
details of the Khan's appearance and the activities in which he is 
involved in both Bodley 264 and BNF fr. 2810. For example, the Great 
Khan' s love of hunting is translated in both manuscripts into a western 
courtly idiom, doubtless because this skill was such an important hall
mark of the western monarchy und. aristocracy (Cununins). In an 
image from BNF fr. 2810, the Khan engages in his weekly hunt in the 
private park that surrounds his summer palace in Ciandu (Shangdu), 
on the northeast coast of China (figure 2.6). The text indicates that the 
hunting reserve is stocked with animals that provide food for the 
Khan's fakons (Latham 108), and so he is shown luring one of them. 
The image also contain$ same exotic additions: the Khan wears not 
conventional western hunting gear, but a bright red robe and fanciful 
eastern headgear as he prepares to ride a~ross the river on his white 
horse, not with dogs, but with a trained leopard in tow (Kubiski 172-4). 
In its basic outlines, however, to western viewers trus was a recogniz
able scene of a huntsman luring his fakon in a northern European for
est setting, with a northern Gothic castle and even a windmill visible in 
the distance. 

A comparable image in Bodley 264 shows a crowned Khan consult
ing his hunting party as a huntsman blows ahorn before the charging 
hounds in a representation of an apparently simultaneous deer, boar, 
and bear hunt (figure 2.7). The accompanying text describes the hunt in 
great detail, from the hounds to their baronial keepers to the treatment 
and distribution of the hides (Latham 141-7). Compositionally, the 
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Figure 2.6: Kublai Khan hunting in Ciandu, Livre des merveilles du monde, 
fol. 31 v. Photo: Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris. 

Bodley 264 image closely resembles many other western hunting 
scenes depicted in virtually all artistic media, especially tapestry and 
manuscript painting, such as that found in fifteenth-century copies of 
GastonPhebus's Livre de chasse, a hunting manual well known at court 
(Thomas et al.). The same iconographical elements of aristocratic hunt
ers, huntsmen on foot, hounds, and wild animals bounding into -the 
forest against a decorative gold background may be observed in many 
such images. The only element that signifies Elsewhere in the Bodley 
264 scene is the dark-skinned figure wearing the white turban, par
tially visible on the far left. 

We have observed how the process of translating eastern customs 
into a western courtly visual parlance not entirely devoid of the exotic 
was a major creative challenge for artists. A considerably more formi
dable one was the task of satisfying reader expectations, of resolving 
the disjunction between contemporary received wisdom about the East 
and its inhabitants and Marco's radical, revisionist text. Most revolu
tionary were the implications that the East - even the Par East - was 
not an entirely craggy wasteland rife with only savage beasts and dan
ger; and that the MongoIs, known pejoratively as 'Tartars,' were not 
the uncivilized, conspiratorial agents of Antichrist dreaded since the 
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Figure 2.7: Kublai Khan hunting stags;boars, and bears, Li Livres du Graunt 
Caam, foL 240v. Photo: Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. 

mid-thirteenth century. Rather, the image of MongoIs that emerges 
from Marco and Rustiehello's report is of highly civilized people with 
an organized system of government and a powerful and just ruler, an 
image completely at odds with centuries of western Iiterary and picto
rial tradition. 

A sumptuously illustrated book of marvels executed in Angers 
around 1460 for the court of Rene d' Anjou is one of many that contains 
images that reinforee the coneeption of the East that Marco and Rus
tichello sought to overturn12 Throughout this manuscript, the artists 
have insisted on the long-entrenched view of a mythical, hostile East 
full of monstrous men and fabulous fauna. One such image represents 
Seythia, said to include Cathay (northern China), the land of the Great 
Khan that Marco wrote about with such admiration (figure 2.8). How
ever, unIike in Marco's Cathay, in this place things are not going weil at 
all. On the left, three men flay another man alive in order to use his skin 
for saddles and pavemehts. To their immediate right are werewolves in 
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Figure 2.8: Scythia/Cathay, Livre des merveiJIes, Angers, ca. 1460. New York, 
Pierpont Morgan Library, MS M. 461, fol. 70r. Photo: Tbe Pierpont Morgan 
Library, New York. 
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human form worshiping an idol of Mars to which human sacrifices are 
burning in a holocaust. On the far right, a vampiric group pledge 
friendship by letting the blood they plan to imbibe. Here and there are 
fantastic beasts, such as the griffin eyeing the cyclops in the right back
ground and the man-faced manticore squaring off with another quad
ruped beside the stream in the middle distance. All the while, in the far 
left background, ferocious Anthropophagi feast on human flesh, and 
armed, mounted Amazons converse between twin mountains. It is 
notable that this Livre des merveilies was illustrated about fifty years after 
both Bodley 264 and BNF fr. 2810 and for a similar courtly readership. 
Clearly this was a view of the East that was going to die very hard, and 
it would take much more than the Devisement to finally kill it13 

Not only their landsbut also the MongoIs themselves were the stuff 
of myth and legend. The traditional, fearful, western view of MongoIs 
inspired the name Tartars, because they were believed to have burst 
forth from Tartarus, the infernal regions (Conne11 115-37; Bezzola). 
This belief emerged as a western European reaction to the devastating 
MongoI invasion of eastern Europe during the early 1240s.14 In later 
medieval sources coneerned with events to take place at the end of 
time, the Tartars are identified with Gog and Magag, the ferocious 
hordes loeked up behind gates by Alexander the Great, now guarded 
by the Queen of the Amazons but seheduled 10 burst forth during the 
Last Days to wreak havoc on a11 of Christendom15 Marco hirnself 
encouragedthis eschatologieal tradition, perhaps unintentionally. 
That is, even though the Devisement initially dismisses the association 
between the Tartars and Gog and Magog by claiming that the 
enclosed peoples are actua11y a different group, it later indicates that 
the names 'Gog' and 'Magog' are translations of 'Ung' and 'Mungul 
(=Mongols?): provinces inhabited by the Ung and the Tartars, respec
tively (Latham 106). It is easy to see how this passage could be used 
later to support rather than dispute the notion that the Tartars were 
Gog and Magog, an idea to which medieval world maps also bear 
witness (Baumgärtner 248-52), as diseussed below. 

Cannibalism was without question the worst behavioural trait com
monly attributed to non-Christian groups by western writers, and so it 
became an important element of the western view of the heathen East, 
including the Tartars (Guzman). In his Chroniea majora, Matthew Paris 
provided a contemporary illustration of man-eating Tartars to accom
pany his sensationalized aceount of their alleged barbaric customs and 
war atrocities (figure 2.9).16 In this image, ugly Tartars eat human flesh, 
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Figure 2.9: Tartar cannibals, Matthew Paris, Chronica majora, St. Albans, ca. 1240-53 
and latcr. Cambridge, Corpus Christi College .'MS 16, foL 167r. Photo: by 
permission of the Master and Fellows of Corpus Christi College, Cambridge. 

not unlike their monstrous brethren in the Livre des merveilles image of 
Cathay discussed above (figure 2.8). Such cannibalistic images were 
based on representations of the Anthropophagi, imaginary man-eaters 
depicted in many contemporary artistie contexts concerned with the 
monstrous men of the East. By the thirteenth century, Anthropophagi 
were familiar inclusions on mappaemundi, such as the Hereford Map, 
and were also favourites in illustrated treatises on the Monstrous 
Races17 Informed by this tradition, images of eannibalism were a 
popular feature of many illustrated travel accounts. For example, in 
the seetion of BNF fr. 2810 containing Odoric of Pordenone's travel 
report (which follows on directly from the Devisement), there is a 
graphic image of man-eaters on the island of Dondin chopping a man 
to pieces and hastily consuming his flesh at table. '8 

Although Matthew Paris's drawing of man-eating Tartars probably 
was not widely viewed outside of St Albans where he painted it, it is 
entirely consistent with contemporary literary descriptions of Tartars 
that were very weil known, such as those of John of Plano Carpini and 
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of Simon of Saint-Quentin.19 These reports assert that Tartars are smalI, 
filthy, and imattractive, with large, slanted eyes, wide faces, and wide 
and flat nOSeS. They wear odd clothing; their speech is rapid, guttural, 
and horrible; and their women are extremely ugly. They live in tents 
rather than in villages or cities, and because they are pastoralists, they 
have no bread. Instead they eat unspeakable things, such as lice and 
the afterbirth of mares. Usurious, oversexed, and idolatrous, they had 
no place in western courtly or mercantile culture. 

Or did they? Although the western view of Mongois was a decid
edly negative one based on a combination of myth and polemical 
accounts, it could be argued that Halians might have been better 
informed, as Halian merchants maintained regular contact with them 
in the course of business transactions. Moreovel~ there were many Asi
atic immigrants in Haly during Marcds time who were sold in slave 
markets in key cities, including Venice, for distribution to the rest of 
Haly (Olschki, 'Asiatic Exoticism'; Origo). Marco hirnself kept one such 
slave, known as Peter the Tartar, whose freedom after Marco' s death 
was a condition of his master's will (Moule and Pelliot 1: 539). How
ever, it is unlikely that fifteenth-century French and English aristocratic 
patrons drew any meaningful connection between Mongolian slaves in 
Haly and the dreaded Tartars of lore. As was the caSe with most ethnic 
and religious outsiders, such as Black Africans, Jews, and Muslims, 
there were at least two different types of medieval Mongois: one 
informed by reality, and the other by the Christian imagination. 

To late medieval courtly readers, Tartars were a de facto Monstrous 
Race, ideologically comparable to Anthropophagi, Panotii (huge-eared 
people), and Cynocephali (Dogheads). Literary as weil as pictorial evi
dence supports this view. Both Monstrous Races and Tartars functioned 
symbolically in didactic western Christian literature. In moralizing bes
tiaries and exempla, Monstrous Races were held up as either positive or 
negative examples of Christian behaviour. For example, the Panotii 
were said to USe their large ears to hear evil, or else to hear the word of 
God, depending on the particular slant the preacher needed for his Ser
mon. Pygmies Were compared to the humble, Giants to the proud, and 
Cynocephali to nay-sayers20 

The imaginary Tartars sometimes figured into Christian sermons, 
where they, too, provided either positive or negative examples for 
Christian edification: In the mid-thirteenth century, Berthold of 
Regensburg preached that even the polygamous, pagan Tartars still 
punish each other severely for adultery, while Christian adultery runs 
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rampant and goes unpunished. On a still darker note, as a means of 
dissuading Christian idolatry, Berthold in another Sermon mocks Tar
tar idolatry and its obvious futility. If the idol itself can bUffi in the fire, 
Berthold says, how could it possibly save anyone's soul from elemal 
fire (Ruotsala 443)7 Tartar idolatry is, therefore, another of the continu
ing themes in the Deviseme111 and so it is the frequent subject of illustra
tion in both BNF fr. 2810 and Bodley264. In BNF fr. 2810, one image of 
idol-worship puts a familiar, visual spin on the text description of the 
annual White Feast, said to take place every February (figure 2.10). 
According to the text, the Great Khan dresses himself in gold and 
twelve thousand of his Tartar subjects in white because white is 
considered an auspicious colour with which to begin the new year. All 
rulers and lords then assemble to offer costly gifts to the Khan and to 
worship him as a god (Latharn 138-9). This act has been translated by 
the artist into a more conventional form of idolatry involving the ven
eration of a golden image, even though this contradicts the text 
description. However, the Great Khan' s golden robe connects him 
visually with the golden idol, thereby implying that his subjects' rever
ence for his royal person is tantamount to idolatry. Again, artists had in 
mind a ready model for such a scene: men in exotic headgear kneeling 
before a golden idol is iconographically similar to pejorative images of 
Jews and other 'pagans' worshipping idols, such as the Golden Call, 
found in many types of medieval books, from bibles to bestiaries 
(Camille 165-75). Like cannibalism, idolatry was a definitive sign 
of the non-Christian, and was therefore assumed common practice 
among Jews, Saracens, Tartars, and any other 'pagan' group. This 
explains why the artist in BNF fr. 2810 ignored the details of the text in 
order to render a recognizable scene of idol-worship to accompany the 
description of the White Feast. It also explains the repeated sceneS of 
idol-worship in both this manuscript and in Bodley 264, which 
between them illustrate this practice no fewer than eight times in their 

. D· I . 21 respect1ve eVlsemen sect1ons. 
In Marco Polo' s account, the practice of idolatry is sometimes linked 

with that ofcannibalism. For example, the text states that the inhabit- . 
ants of Ferlec on the island of Lesser Java (Sumatra) practise cannibal
ism (Latham 252-3), as pictured in BNF fr. 2810 at the head of the 
relevant chapter (figure 2.11). In this image, the cannibals are provided 
with a degree of acceptability through relatively good dresS, perhaps 
because man-eating in the text is interpreted not as a savage crime but 
as an unusual custom, part of the islanders' proclivity for eating just 
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Figure 2.10: Idol-worship during the VVhite Feast, Livre des merveilles du monde, 
fol. 40r. Photo: Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris. 

about anything. That they tend to worship whatever they see first in 
the morning is indicated by the figures kneeling in reverence before the 
dog and the horse. Such an association between idolatry and cannibal
ism recalls the medieval Christian conception of idolatry as a vital link 
in a progressively worsening chain of sin. For example, in the thirteenth
century Bibles moralisees executed für Louis IX, trus concept takes visual 
form in a carefully co-ordinated pictorial sequence that links idolatry to 
both usury and the worship of Antichrist (Lipton 31-53). In the secular 
context of the Devisement, the link between idolatry and cannibalism as 
conceived by artists or patrons identifies the islanders as both non
Christian and non-civilized, OY as both pagan and barharic, thus main
tairung the wide cultural gap between Us and Them. 

A final comparison between Tartars and Monstrous Races may be 
drawn on the basis of physicallocation. Geographically speaking, they 
were neighhours. That iSt according to medieval belief, both monsters 
and Tartars inhabited the periphery of the known universe, where only 
a few had ever experienced them directly. In the case of Monstrous 
Races, this belief is clearly expressed on world maps on which they are 
located along the eastern and southern peripheries, as observable on 
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Figure 2.11: Inhabitants of Lesser Java (Sumatra); Livre des merveilles du monde, 

fol. 74v. Photo: BibJiotheque Nationale de France, Paris. 

the thirteenth-eentury Ebstorf, Hereford, and London Psalter maps 
(Harvey, Medieval Maps 18-37; von den Brincken, Fines Terrae 77-96). 
As a result of their conflation with Gag and Magog, Tartars - including 
the Great Khan - also featured on mappaemundi, usually in the far 
northem reaches of Asia.22 The legends that aecompany these 'figures 
on the maps make clear the conflation between the Alexander legends, 
Tartars, Anthropophagi, and the unclean biblical hordes, a phenome
non fuelled especially during the thirteenth century by western fears 
of MongoI eonquest. An especially good example of this eonflatian 
may be observed on the Catalan world atlas ore. 1375 produced by a 
Majorcan Jewish cartographer, Abraham Cresques, for Charles V of 
France.23 One of the legends in the section that represents Cathay pro
claims that Alexander, with the aid of Satan, enclosed the Tartars -
identified as Gog andMagog - in the Caspian Mountains along with 
other nations who eat raw flesh and with whom Antichrist will 
emerge. To the left of this legend is an image of a crowned Alexander 
pointing to a dark, winged demon (Freiesleben 32 and pI. 6). Just above 
this is a portrait of the Great Khan himself, rendered as a ctowned, 
white-skinned, and bearded figure holding a seeptre enthroned beside 
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the city of Cambelech (Beijing). The legend positioned above this 
figure is a laudatory Olle based on a description in the Devisemel1t that 
emphasizes the Great Khan's power and authority24 That the Khan, 
'the mightiest prince of all the Tartars,' enjoys a flattering rendering 
and description on the same map that identifies the Tartars with Gog 
and Magog is testimony to an important transitional phase in cartogra
phy, during which older, conventional ideas were juxtaposed with 
empirical information derived from a small number of contemporary 
travel accounts, including Marco' s. 25 

On the whole, however, traditional views of the Tartars prevailed. 
Because they were thought to be of similar nature and behaviour, 
dwelling together in the far reaches of the exotic East, it is no wonder 
that courtly patrons expected 10 find both Tartars and Monstrous 
Races in their illustrated copies of the Devisement, and that the artists 
responsible for Bodley 264 and BNF fr. 2810 met these expectations. 
Even though no such fabulous beings were recorded by Rustichello -
presumably because Marco Polo neither witnessed nor described 
them - canonical Monstrous Races find their place among pictorial 
representations of eastern lands. While such imagery may appear to 
be a wilful disregard for the text, it was perhaps not quite as indepen
dently conceived by artists as previous assessments of it have implied 
(Wittkower, 'Marco Polo' 77-9, 81-4; Larner 110-11). This is because 
Marco and Rustichello do not altogether dispense with the traditiona! 
monsters and marvels: they simply rationalize them. Hence, unicorns 
become rhinos, man-eating by some groups is explained as a religious 
practice, griffins are identified as large and aggressive birds of prey, 
and Pygmies become monkeys dressed up to resemble men. But the 
fact that unicorns, cannibals, griffins, and Pygmies are included at all 
indicates that the authors aswell as the artists recognized that patrons 
would expect 10 read about those marvellous things that everyone 
knew inhabited the exotic East. 

This is why monsters and marvels in luxury copies of the Devisement 
are illustrated in traditional ways rather than the new, rationalized 
ones. Unicorns look like unicorns, not rhinos; and griffins look like 
griffins, not eagles. Familiar, fabulous inhabitants of India appear in 
Bodley 264, and Monstrous Races also turn up in the wild region of 
Bargu (on the Russian/Mongolian border) in BNF fr. 2810 (Friedman 
154-8; Tesniere et a1. 194n87) (figures 2.12, 2.13). lconographically and 
compositionally, either of these images would be at home in a tradi
tionallivre des merveilles. The Bodley artist has situated his monsters on 
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Figure 2.12: Monstrous Races in India, Li Livres du Graunt Caam, foL 260r. 
Photo: Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. 

what appear to be three small islands, and has emphasized their 
aggressive qualities by arming the headless Blemmyae and the one
legged Sciopod with clubs, and the Cyclops and Doghead with 
spears (figure 2.12). Three of the four also carry shields. In addition, 
al! are covered with hair which identifies them with Wild Folk -
savage, sylvan types familiar to courtly readers from medieval 
romance26 In BNF fr. 2810, a Blemmyae, Seiopod, and twin-bearded 
Cyclops are distributed evenly across the foreground of a rocky and 
semi-forested background (figure 2.13). All three are rendered nude; 
the Cyclops alone is armed with a club and shield. The text describes 
their habitat, Bargu, as adeserted plain, but the artist has provided 
the traditional craggy, even mountainous, landscape that so com
monly serves to situate Monstrous Races in other contemporary pic
torial contexts. 

However, both of these images of Monstrous Races are at odds with 
their accompanying texts. It has been long observed that the most 
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Figure 2.13: Monstrous Races in Bargu, Livre des merveilles du monde, foL 29r. 
Photo: Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris. 

monstrous people in the Devisement are the inhabitants of the Anga
man (Andaman) islands in the Bay of Bengal, said to have heads, eyes, 
and teeth like dogs (Latharn 258). Trus may be interpreted as a pejora
tive description that conveys conventional western notions of ugli
ness, because by this time, both literary and pictarial referrals to 
outside groups as 'dogs' as a form of moral condemnation were well
established, cross-cultural practices (White). Based on anticipated 
reader response to this description, however, the BNF fr. 2810 artist 
has transfarmed the inhabitants of Angaman into the familiar Mon
strous Raee of Cynocephali (figure 2.14). Curiously, the artist has 
attempted to 'civilize' these monstrous types in contradiction to both 
the text deseription of the Angaman islanders and the traditiona! eon-' 
ception of Cynocephali, both of whieh emphasize Doghead bestiality 
and cruelty (Lecouteux). But here, gentee! Dogheads outfitted fashion
ably in colourful robes and boots converse politely, gesturing with 
human hands. The city outside of which they are condueting their 
mercantile transaction visible in the far distance is rendered, as in 
other images, in narthern Gothic architectural style. 
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Figure 2.14: Dogheads in Angaman, Livre des merveilles du monde, fo1. 76v. 
Photo: Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris. 

Bodley 264 includes still another representation of Monstrous Races, 
this time located on the islands of India (figure 2.15). Three giant, hir
stite, homed men are involved in an ineident described in the aCCOffi

panying text, which states that the Indian islanders dine on their 
captives in lieu of ransom payments demanded of the vietims' families 
(Latham 247-8). Aecordingly, the figure on the left is devouring the 
limbs of a cadaver from an open sepulchre, while the single-horned, 
hoofed one in the foreground has just taken down astag. The third fig
ure stands holding a shield and spear, guarding the pink castle popu
lated with three more armoured knights waiting to be ransomed. 

Pietarial details in aJl fourof these images reveal that loeation plays 
an important role in viewer perception of monsters (figures 2.12, 2.13, 
2.14, 2.15). As already noted, the inhabitants of Angaman are clearly 
situated outside of the city, visible in the far background, a visual due 
that this is an outside, alien group (figure 2.14). In Bodley 264, the 
monsters in both images are situated in forest settings (figures 2.12, 
2.15), while in BNF fr. 2810, the wild inhabitants of Bargu amble across 
a eraggy plain (figure 2.13). The forest loeation may funetion in these 
images as it does in medieval romance, as a place symbolic of various 
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Figure 2.15: Monstrous men ofIndia islands, Li Livres du Graunt Caam, fal. 262r. 
Photo: Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. 

themes ranging from adventure to misfortune (e. Saunders 132-3). 
Besides forests, islands, deserts1 swarnps, mountains, and caves were 
other typieally monstrous locations featured in treatises on Monstrous 
Raees. Ominous loeation is given partieular emphasis in the Anglo
Saxon Liber monstrorum (Book ofMansters) and in the illustrations of the 
eleventh- and twelfth-eentury manuscript copies of the Marvels af the 
East (James, Marvels; Orehard 175-203). The objeetive was to position 
the monsters as far away as possible from civilization; in particular, 
weil outside of the city, the natural home of the civilized. 

The caneept of the city as the loeus of eivilization was one of aseries of 
medieval ideas inherited from antiquity that sought to separate the eivi
lized from the barbarie, or Vs from Them27 In the aneient Greek world 
a11 Greeks were assumed civilized and a11 non-Greeks barbarians. There~ 
fare, civilized people wore stylish dothes, ate a Mediterranean diet, 
spoke Greek, drank wine, ale eooked food, and, most impartantly, lived 
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in cities. During the Middle Ages, the idea of the city as the physieal 
loeus.of civilization continued to hold sway ,during the long period of 
urban growth and development in western Europe. This is why so many 
depictions of Monstrous Raees show them as naked and cannibalistie, 
but also locate them with the city dearly visible in the background, thus 
emphasizing their barbaric, outsider status. 

The arehiteetural city was also a powerful, pictarial symbol in 
religious books patronized by the court, including illuminated Apoe
alypse manuscripts. In these manuscripts, very ubiquitous are repre
sentations of the New Jerusalem, often depicted as either a Gothie 
eathedral or as an elaborate and colourful, highly ornamented com
plex of northern Gothie buildings (Stookey; Frugoni 19-28), To ren
der the New Jerusalem in eontemporary, impressive arehitectural 
terms was an effective means of conveying not only the future splen
dour of the New Age as deseribed in Scriptures, but also the fact that 
the Last Days were at hand. Other religious symbols that lent them
selves well to architectural form in books patronized by the court 
include the biblical BabyIon, the Tower of Babel, and St Augustine' s 
City of God. Ina seeular context, Christine,de Pizan's Cite des dames 
(City of Ladies) inspired urban imagery in illuminated manuscripts 
that were espeeially popular at court (Dufresne). The Duke of Berry, 
far example, counted among his illuminated manuscripts three eop
ies of the Cil<i des dames, six eopies of the City of God, and two Apoea
lypses (Meiss, Late Fourteenth Century 1: 312-15). In general, the city 
functioned as an espeeially relevant pietarial symbol in both saered 
and secular pictorial contexts during aperiod in western Europe of 
unprecedented urban growth and developn:i.ent. 

That Marco Polo and Rustichello of Pisa fully grasped the ideologi
eal significance of the city helps to explain why so much of the Devise
ment is organized around detailed descriptions of the urban Orient. lt 
is also true that during the thirteenth eentury, urban description as a 
distinct literary genre had reached its apogee, espeeially in ltaly, and 
to some extent, the city deseriptions in the Devisement follow a famil
iar rhetorieal format (Hyde, 'Medieval Deseriptions'). The authors' 
emphasis on the beauty and sophistication of eastern eities was there
fore an effective way of conv;lleing readers of the high level of civili
zation in this previously unknown part of the world, On the other 
hand, bearing in mind bis readership' s preconceived,o negative ideas 
about the nature of the Tartars and their lands, Johannes's famous 
image of Veniee in Bodley 264 might be interpreted as a sign that the 
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Polos are leaving civilization in order to journey to lands impossibly 
far outside any known, civilized boundaries (figure 2.16). The idea of 
departure is clearly the image's subjeet, as the Polos are pictured at 
three different stages of their leave-taking: approaching the canal near 
the centre of the scene, stepping out of a dinghy docked across the 
canal on th€ lower right, and finally sailing eastward in the flotilla dis
appearing to the far right (Scott 2: 70-1). In fact, the Polos departing 
!rom a western city is the subject of miniatures in all four of the exten
sively illustrated copies of the Devisement, which suggests the impor
tance placed on the nation of departing civilization for unknowll, 
distant lands28 

Bodley 264 contains several images of eastern cities in which it is 
agam possible to observe artistic interpretation and rnodification of 
oriental exoticism for an occidental audience. One of these represents 
Quinsai (Hangzhou), capital of Mangi, described in the text as the 'city 
of heaven,' and 'the finest and most splendid city in the world' 
(Latham 213-29) (figure 2.17). It is said to be surrounded by water with 
twelve thousand bridges with wide and spacious streets, watercourses, 
and large market-places. Quinsai is given unusually extensive treat
ment in a lengthy text seetion that describes its magnificent palaces, 
municipal buildings, artisan and luxury shops, bath-houses, and parks; 
as weH as the Quiilsaruans, who work as magistrates, doctars, astrol
ogers, businessmen, and prostitutes (Moule). 

Given the artistic tendency to translate exotica mto the familiar, it is 
not surprising that many of the architectural features in the Bodley 264 
image of Quinsai are recognizably western, such as the crenellated city 
walls, the towered gatehouse, the pitched red tile roofs, chimneys, and 
the projecting garderobes (latrines) (figure 2.17). However, the round 
form of the central building, presumably a place of worship, is a visual 
device by which the artist has evoked the East, as it is remilliscent of 
other round buildmgs in the West modelled on eastern architecture, 
such as copies of the Holy Sepulchre. On the whole, this is a quite 
modest rendering in spite of the passionate text proclamation that this 
is the finest city in the world. This was perhaps a deliberate attempt by 
the artist or patron to ensure that vieV\Ters realized that Quinsai, how
ever grand, could never approach the greatness of Vernce (figure 2.16). 
Alternatively, the artist may have feit unable to represent the full 
extent of the splendour described in the text and so found more 
emblematic ways of doing so. For example, the single, very prominent 
bridge may stand for all twelve thousand of them. 
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Figure 2.16: Venice, Li Livl'es du Graunt Caam, fol. 218r. Photo: Bodleian Library, 
University of Oxford. 

It is significant that the artist has chosen to emphasize the only two 
negative aspeets of Quinsai recorded in the text. The first is that the 
people of Quinsai are idolaters, made plain visually by the prominent 
golden idol positioned on an altar at the centre of the image. Second, 
Quinsanians are said to eat all sorts of flesh, including that of animals 
'which Christians would not touch for anything in the world,' such 
as dogs (Latham 220); hence the dog's head visible just at the foot of 
the idol. The dog mayaiso funetion independently from the text as a 
general pejorative sign, as noted above. One final reminder that 
Quinsai, however urban and splendid, is still emphatically Elsewhere 
is the presence of the ubiquitous stereotypical Tartars wearing the 
white turbans. 
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Flgure 2.17: Quinsai, Li LiVl'es du Graunt Caam, fal. 257r. Photo: Bodlcian 
Library, University of Oxford. 

It is important to reeognize that dark-skinned, stereotyped render
ings were not used indiseriminately for all Tartar figures in either 
Bodley 264 or BNF fr. 2810. In particular, such renderings were usu
ally avoided in representations of either of the Khans or of high
ranking members of their courts. There are two important reasons for 
this. First, in order to remain consistently within a western pictorial 
idiom, it was necessary to represent the Khan in sumptuous dress 
with recognizable accoutrements of office; mainly a throne and 
golden crown, as faithfully rendered in the image of the coronation of 
Chinggis Khan from BNF fr. 2810 (figure 2.18). For this purpose, a 
majestieally elongated, tall figure is a more appropriate vehicle for· 
splendid costume and attributes. 

The Khan's white European as opposed to dark-skinned physiog
nomy featured in this image suggests a second and more culturally 
important reason for contrasting portrayals of the Khan and his sub
jeds. By this time in western art and literature, there was a long tradi
tion in plaee that sought to differentiate by physical appearance socially 
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Figure 2.18: Coronation of Chinggis Khan, Livre des merveilles du monde, 
foL 25v .. Photo: Bibliotheque Nationale de Franc€, Paris. 

important or divine personages from others (Mellinkoff 1: 119-44; 
Hassig). This differentiation is espedally marked in Bodley 264 in the 
image of Kublai Khan eondemning to death his unde, the traitor, Naian 
(figure 2.19). Naian is shown !wiee, first kneeling before the Khan on 
the left while awaiting judgment, and again as a smalI, dark, nearly 
nude figure hanging from the scaffold near the centre. His hanging con
tradids the text, which reports that Naian was executed by being vio
lently dragged while wrapped tightlyin a earpet so that the blood of 
the imperiallineage might not be spilled upon the earth (Latham 118). 
But in this image, the artist substituted hanging for dragging because 
the former was the typieal contemporary punishment for treason in the 
West, a substitution that may be compared to the western interpretation 
of the surrender of Mangi discussed above (figure 2.2). The ehoice of 
hanging as Naian' s punishment is at the same time not totally unrelated 
to the text, in that the contemporary western punishment of hanging 
was normally preceded by dragging (drawing) the condernned through 
the streets, albeit for different reasons (Bellamy 18 and passim). 

What is especially significant in this image is the fact that Naian is 
rendered as physiognomically distinct from the Great Khan, even 
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Figure 2.19: Condemnation and .execution of Naian, Li UV/"es du Graunt Caam, 
fol. 236v. Photo: Bodleian Library, University of Oxford. 

though the two men were understood to be related by blood. In thls 
and other images, cancern for expressing the Khan' 5 supreme rank 
outweighs any biologieal relationship, and so he is rendered white
skinned as opposed to dark, and tall as opposed to short; in relation 
not only to Naian but to the Khan's own officers. The portrait of Ching
gis Khan in the image of the battle with Prester John diseussed above 
appears at first to eontradiet this visual eode (figure 2.5). However, 
although the Khan is dark-skinned, he is equal in size and costume 
with Prester John, and thus ranks symbolieally higher than members 
of his small, dark-skinned, turbaned army, yet below the legendary 
Christian leader. In this case, the image carries pejorative force because 
it is the 'pagans' who are dark and the Christians who are white. Thls 
eannot be explained by empirical observation of different skin eolour, 
beeause the Christian portrayed is in the first plaee imaginary, and in 
the second a native of the same land as the Creat Khan. 

An image in BNF Ir. 2810 reveals an even more striking physiogno
mieal contras\, this time between the small, dark pepper harvesters 01 

.. " .. 

! 
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Coilun (Quilon, in India) and the tall, white European merehant 
shown tasting the quality 01 a pepper berry (Latham 287; ligure 2.20). 
This is a type of visual ethnocentrism, an example not just 01 eontrast
ing physiognomies but 01 hierarchieal sealing, whereby the personage 
representing the group thought to be the most important and valuable 
is the physically largest (Bunim 7-8). The BNF fr. 2810 image of the 
Indian pepper harvesters was also informed by medieval climatie the
ory, in partieular, the belief inherited from antiquity that great heat 
has an enervating effeet, causes the skin to darken, and the hair to dry 
and frizzle (Tooley 73-5). The effects 01 the environment on physieal 
form and moral character are detailed in other medieval travel 
aeeounts, encyclopedias, and literary works; and reveal the general 
consensus that.inhabitants of the West are superior in both realms 
(Akbari, 'Due East'; Striekland, Saracens 29-39). In the Devisement's 
deseription of Coilun, the authors eomment on the blaekness and 
seanty dress of the inhabitants, and also attribute the non-western 
eharaeteristies of the flora, fauna, and fruit to the extreme heat 
(Latham 288). Earlier in the narrative, they also record the presenee in 
India 01 physiognomists (Latham 267). Most importantly, the image of 
the Coilun pepper-harvesters met eourtly reader expeetations 01 the 
physical appearance of the inhabitants of Tndia in a manner "Vvhich, 
through referenee to physiognomical theory, emphasizes the subordi
nation of Indians to western Europeans . . 

The Devisemcnt text-image relationships examined above show 
how both authors and artists provided an aceount of eastern culture 
lor consumption by a western audience, but they also highlight ways 
by which the images consistently diminish the narrative's 'scientific' 
or ethnographie value (Hyde, 'Ethnographers'). I suggest that Marco 
and Rustiehello organized their aecount around descriptions of cities 
not only because this is an obvious mercantile interest, hut also 
because it is a traditional way of expressing the eoncept of advaneed 
civilization. Mareo's admiration for the MongoI empire was after all 
immense, and he must have hoped that his report 01 sophistieated 
urban development would help to overturn the deeply ingrained, 
traditional medieval view of a barbarie East peopled with unorga
nized, uncivilized savages. 

Artists participated fully in the goal of marketing the East to the 
West, but not in the same ways that Marco and Rustichello did. While 
the authors were interested in creating an image of the East favourable 
enough to be respected in the West, artists working out of commercial 
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Figure 2.20: Pepper harvest in Coilun, Livre des merveilles du monde, fol. 84r. 
Photo: Bibliotheque Nationale de France, Paris. 

workshops were coneerned primarily with satisfying patron demand 
(Doyle; Rouse and Rouse). Toward this end, they rendered eastern 
architecture, battles, celebrations, customs, personages, flora, and 
fauna-in a familiar, western pictorial idiom. Moreover, in order to feed 
the seemingly insatiable eourt!y appetite for the marvellous, they sup
plied imagery of the imaginary exotie that transcends textual bound
aries. While it has been well noted that images of Monstrous Raees 
constitute one such attempt to meet patron demand, these extraneous 
monsters fulfilled still another funetion, which was to push the Devise
ment into a conceptual niche between fiction and empiricism, in wruch 
images supply the 'truth value' seemingly missing in Marco's text. 
lndeed, the restoration of monsters and other 'facts' about the East has 
been held up as one of the prineipal reasons why the Mandeville 
author's later repart was more papular than Marco's.29 

But perhaps another reason why conventional marvels continued 
to be perpetuated in travelliterature was because contemporary read
ers wanted assuranee that they still existed. If viewed from this per
spective, images of Monstrous Races and other fabulous creatures 
in the Devisement were 'evidence' that the new East-West diplomatie 
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relations made witnessing these marvels possible anee again, just as 
they had been experienced long ago by ancient travelers such as 
Alexander the Great (Cary). The great irony was that by the time bOt!1 
Bodley 264 and BNF fr. 2810 were produced, these diplomatie ties had 
essentially shut down, and travel from West to East along the custom
ary trade and missionary routes was both dangerous and illegal 
(Richard, 'Les Navigations'). Of course, owners of luxury copies of 
the Devisement would have been fully aware of this situation, but 
awareness would not necessarily have precluded an intense desire for 
its resolution, adesire that may have been satisfied vicariously 
through perusal of the Devisement imagery. 

With this we may return to the problem of function posed at the 
beginning of this essay. There is much to recommend a reading of the 
Devisement not only as a book of marvels, but as chivalric romance, 
given that it was actually written down by a romance writer and exhib
its many literary characteristics of this genre (Goodman 83-103; Larner 
132). While discussions to date do not marshai pictorial evidence in 
support of this thesis, we have seen that the pictures do support it, 
emphasizing as they do a number of romance themes, such as royal 
splendour, the garden paradise, lovely ladies, and heroic battles. 
Reasons for the selection of these partiClllar subjects include the very 
pragmatic one that the same artists responsible for illustrating the 
Devisement were also illustrators of romance, and this was the visual 
idiom in which they already worked. Such imagery appealed to the 
tastes of royal and aristocratic patrons who were adamant consumers 
of vernaeular romances and other works of art that depicted similar 
themes (Alexander, 'Painting' 156-62). Again, we may take the Duke of 
Berry as a representative of these interests, whose surviving invento
ries list a number of romances, including eopies of Lancelot and the 
Roman de la Rose (Meiss, Late Fourteenth Century 1: 312-15). That the 
Devisement was bound in with romances, such as the Alexander stories, 
in Bodley 264 and other manuscript anthologies, alone suggests a 
strong conceptuallink between the two genres. 

Before interpreting the Devisement as romanee, however, the hypothe
sis that it functioned as pro-crusading propaganda should also be eon
sidered. This view is supported by the fact that certain manuscript 
anthologies group together the Devisement with other texts that express 
this interest, and that crusading was an ongoing concern of their French 
and English courtly patrons (Ross 63-5; Porter 91-157). Justifieation for 
crusade is one of the ftmctions assigned to medieval travelliterature as 
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a genre because so mueh 01 it presents an image 01 a heathen East ripe 
lor Christian eonquest and the introduction 01 the True Faith, one 01 the 
ostensible erusader goals (Porter 86-90; Cieeuto 5-6, 34). It is also true 
that erusading themes are not ineompatible with romanee, as demon
strated in the chansons de geste as weil as in other romance genres that 
emphasize the Christian eonquest 01 the 'inlideI.' In other words, 
romance may lunction as pro-erusading propaganda to which both 
texts and images may contribute. In the illustrated Devisement manu
scripts, battle images modelled iconographically on Christian-5aracen 
conflids may be read as relerences to the ongoing struggle against the 
Ottoman Turks, in which the Burgundian French nobility in partieular 
were active organizers and financiers (Housely 80-117). 

At this point, it is necessary to distinguish between lorm and lune
tian: a ramance can function as a souvenir, Of a caU to crusade, OY as 
eourtly entertainment, or as all three at once. So rather than try to 
pigeonhole the Devisement into a single genre, it is perhaps better to 
reeognize that it had different lunetions lor different audienees: lor 
Pipino 01 Bologna, as a missionary guide; lor Columbus, as a geogra
phical guide to natural resourees; lor Mareo Polo himself, as a souvenir 
01 his extraordinary experiences (Larner 85). For late medieval eourtly 
readers whose manuscripts contained an essential visual gIoss, I sug
gest the Devisement functioned as a multivalent, marvellous ramance 
that provided a vicarious experience of the exotic East otherwise inac
cessible to the western world. 

Finally, the evidence assembled here demonstrates that Devisement 
images were by no means dicta ted by or merely reflective 01 the text 
they accompanied. Rather, text and images are interrelated translations 
01 an utterly alien world in wrueh the whole is greater than the sum 01 
the parts: neither on their own could eommunicate the loreign couehed 
in the lamiliar as effeetively as they could together. Unillustrated 
copies of Marco Polo' s Devisement dou monde were therefore severely 
impoverished, and so were their medieval readers. 
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3 Marco Polo' s Le Devisement dou monde 
and the Tributary East 

SHARON KINOSHITA 

The Old French version of Marco Polo's Le Devisement dou monde is best 
known in magnificent manuscript versions from the turn of the fif" 
teenth century, the same milieu that produced the Tres Riches Heures of 
that great royal bibliophile, Jean, duc de Berry. The most famous of 
these is the so-called Livre des Merveilles du Monde (BNF fr. 2810), com
missioned in 1412 as a gift for Jean by his nephew John, duke of Bur
gundy (Polo, Livre des Merveilles). In consequence, the Devisement is 
typically considered in its late medieval contcxt its manuscripts 
analysed alongside lavish volumes like the Tres Riches Heures and its 
text alongside wonder tales like Mandeville's Travels. This essay 
returns the Devisement to its thirteenth-century context, reconsidering 
it not among those texts and trends it anticipates but among those it 
draws on and transforms. Since its emergence as a literary language in 
the mid-twelfth century, Old French had become the vehicle for 
(among other things) the representation of Latin Europe's contacl with 
the cultures of the Mediterranean and west Asia. From Hs inception, 
vernacular French constituted an alternative to Latinate traditions of 
the representations of the other. In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, 
chansons de geste, for all their violence, displayed toward the Saracen 
'other' a variety of attitudes ranging from brutal intransigence (as in 
Roland' s famous war-cry, 'Pagans are wrong and Christians are right!') 
through fascination, desire, acconunodationism, and outright co
operation (Kinoshita, Medieval Boundaries). In the thirteenth century, 
the eruption of MongoI power in the East vastly extended the scope of 
the European imaginary: tales of the MongoI conquest of the Russian 
steppes and of Baghdad became inextricably linked with legends of 
Prester John and tapped into the Plinian tradition of the 'monstrous 
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races,' derived from Greek antiquity and transmitted to the medieval 
West through encyclopedic compilations like those of Isidore of Seville. 
In cantrast, my thought experiment locates the Devisement in a vernac
ular tradition elaborated by and for a francophone nobility actively 
engaged in conquest and expansion, and, increasingly, for a Mediterra
nean cornmercial elite for whom the true 'marvels of the East' were less 
the monstrous races traditionally taken to populate farthest Asia than 
the great tributary empires controlling fabulous emporia like those of 
Baghdad, Samarcand, and Khanbaliq. This essay, then, approaches the 
Devisement not in its fifteenth-century textualization as a 'Livre des 
merveilles' but - as its earliest manuscripts proclaim it to be - 'le livre 
du Grand Khan' (Menard, ed. Devisement 1: 96)1 

I 

When Le Devisement dou monde was composed c. 1298 through Marco' s 
jail-cell collaboration with romance writer Rustichello da Pisa, its lan
guage of composition was neither Tuscan nor Venetian but Old French. 
However puzzling this may seern from a modem perspective, in con
temporary terms it was a perfectly logical choice: having emerged as a 
written vernacular in the rnid-tw-elfth century, by the second half of the 
thirteenth Old French was 'at once anational and a supranationallan
guage' of 'prestige and dominance' (Brownlee 266). Dante's eIder con
ternporary Brunetto Latini, for example, famously composed his Livres 
dou Tresor in French 'por <;ou que la parleure est plus delitable et plus 
commune a tous langages' ['because that language is more delightful 
and more widespread than all others'] (Brownlee 266; see also Lamer 
56)/ between 1267 and 1275, Marco Polo's countryman and contempo
rary Martin da Canallikewise composed Les Estoires de Venise in French 
'porce que lengue franceise cort parmi le monde et est la plus delitable 
a lire et a OIr que nule autre' ['because the French language goes 
throughout the world and is more delightful to read and to hear than 
any other'] (2, I.5). Beyond the rarefied world of northern Italian let
ters, Old French was the lingua franca of Latin Europe's expansion into 
the Mediterranean, carried by an 'aristocratic diaspora' (Bartlett 24-59) 
to the crusader states of Outrerner,3 Norman Sicily, Lusignan Cyprus, 
and Frankish Morea. 

By the late thirteenth century, literary activity in vernacular French 
included allegories and drearn visions, like the two parts of the Roman 
de la Rose; the 'realist' literature associated with the bourgeois milieux 
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01 northeastern France; prose historiography, like the Grandes chro
niques de France; and the great Arthurian prose cydes like the Lancelot
Graal and the 7hstan en prose, to which Rustichello da Pisa's one surviv
ing romance text, Meliadus, is related (Kay 57--{j8). To varying degrees, 
these texts participated in the totalizing and often moralizing impulse 
01 the time - an age 01 encyclopedias and summas, in contrast to the 
more free-wheeling and fragmented literary production of the previ
ous century (Zink 81)4 On the one hand, the Devisement dearly par
takes of the spirit of its age: its densely textured mapping of the known 
worId and beyond manifests the same will toward totalization evident 
in the Prose Lancelot or Jean de Meun's continuation of the Roman de la 
Rose. At the same time, it shares a great deal with the literature 01 the 
previous century. Hs casual disinterest in matters of religion, to take 
one example, seems less out of place among certain twelfth-century 
texts - 'vernacular' in the strong sense of the word, self-consciously 
articulating interests at odds with the dominant (clerical) culture of 
official truths and learning (Kinoshita, Medieval Boundaries 4-6). 

Among the staple themes of earIy vernacular literaturewas that of 
contact between Christians and 'Saracens,' usually in the heroic mode 
of the Old French chanson de geste. What we might call the 'thematics of 
crusade' was, however, only a subset of a broader motif: the Pranks' 
contact with the great empires of the medieval Mediterranean.5 In the 
twelfth century, as crusaders and other adventurers began making 
their way in large numbers into the Mediterranean, -vernaeular texts 
began reflecting their encounter with the tributary culture of empire. 
Before the emergence of the capitalist worId system in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries, according to political theorist Samir Amin, advanced 
precapitalist societies were charaderized by the relative transpareney 
of economic relations (surplus being extracted as 'tribute') combined 
with the mystification of relations of power (5). 

The cultural dimension of what Amin calls the 'tributary mode of pro
duction' has been most fnlly elucidated by historians and, especially, art 
historians interested in the rieh court eultures eommon to a number of 
medieval empires in the Mediterranean and west Asia. Despite their reli
gious diflerences, these empires - Byzantine, Islamic, and (as we shall 
see) Mongol- were linked by their ways of articulating power relations 
through a constellation of ceremonial practices (the reception of ambas
sadors and supplicants, the distribution ofhonours) often marked by the 
exchange of beautifnl precious objects rendered as tribute, bestowed 
as favours, or given as diplomatie gifts6 Between the tenth and twelfth 
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centuries, the circulation of fine silks, carved ivories, rock crystal, and 
fine metalwork produced what art historian Oleg Grabar has called a 
'shared culture 01 objects,' predominantly secular in nature, linking the 
Islamic, Byzantine, and Latin Mediterranean worlds. A measure of the 
symbolic attraction this culture exerted is revealed in the case of Roger II 

. of Sicily: granted the title 01 'king' in 1130, this upstart count artieulated 
his royal pretensions in a visual and ceremoniallanguage taken not from 
Ottonian or Capetian precedents but from Byzantine Greece and 
Fatimid Egypt (Kinoshita, 'Almeria Silk' 173-4). For nobles from more 
northerly parts of Latin Christen dom, on the other hand, contaet with 
the elaborate palace cultures of Constantinople or Cairo elicited varying 
degrees of awe, incomprehension, desire, and envy. 

A striking literary representation of such contact comes lrom the late 
twelfth-century epie Le Voyage de Charlemagne, a parodie 'prequel' to 
the Chanson de Roland that narrates the western emperor's journey to 
the East to take the measure of his symbolic rival, King Hugh of Con
stantinople. Though the patriarch of Jerusalem has reeently reeognized 
Charles's greatness - 'Aies nun Charles Maines sur tuz reis curunez!' 
['Let your name be Charlemagne, over all crowned kings!'] (1. 158) -
onee Charles arrives in Constantinople, he is overwhelmed - a literary 
reflection of the multiple indignities waves of crusaders and other 
westemers endured in their historical dealings with the Byzantine 
emperor throughout the twelfth eentury (Kinoshita, 'Poetics of Transla
tio' 320-37). The eity's magnilicence is exemplified in its royal palace: 
'KarIes vit le paleis et la rieheee grant; / La sue manantise ne priset mie 
un guant' ['Charles beheld the palace and the great wealth: he eared 
not a glove for his own possessions'] (11. 362-3). A moment later, when 
a sea breeze causes the palaee to spin like a mechanical top, the 
emperor and his retinue are literally floored in terror: 

Karles vit le paleis turneer et frernir: 
Il ne sout que eeo fud, ne l'out de luign apris. 
Ne paut ester sur pez, sur Ie marbre 5' asist. 
Franceis sunt tut verset: ne se poent tenir, 
E covrirent IUT ches et adenz et suvin, 
E dist li uns a l' altre: 'Mal sumes entrepris; 
Les portes sunt uvertes, si n'en poüm issir.' 

Charles saw the palace revolve and quiver: 
He did not know what was happening; he had not learned of it fram alar. 
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Unable to stand 011 his feet, he sat down 011 the marble [floor]. 
The Franks were spilled on the ground, not being able to stand. 
They -covered their heads, same lying face down, others supine, 
And said to one other: 'We're in a bad situation! 
The doors are open, yet we cannot leave.' (11.385-91, ernphases addedf 

A COlnmon trope in Mediterranean and West Asian historiography, the 
motif of the palace that amazes is here turned against the western 
imperial figure synonymous with power and solemnity. 

By the time Marco Polo's father and unde set out on their first jour
ney in the second half of the thirteenth century, descendants of the 
Franks who had once been so humiliated in Constantinople now ruled 
it. In 1204 the Fourth Crusade, originally targeted against Egypt, at 
Venetian instigation attacked the Byzantine capital of Constantinople 
instead. In the ensuing sack of the city, crusaders carried off many trea
sures - most famously. the horses of San Marco - still given pride of 
place in western callections. More significantly, the Venetians gained 
territories out of which they constructed a colonial empire giving them 
'undisputed maritime preeminence in the eastern Mediterranean' 
(Frederic Lane 43). 

Meanwhile, the geopolitics of the eastern Mediterranean and west
ern Asia had been further reshaped by the advent of the Mongois. Fol
lowing a firstwave of conquest under Chinggis Khan in the early 
thirteenth century. the Mongois had rapidly expanded their power in 
all directions. They first burst into the western European conscious
ness in the late 1230s, in reports of the horrific violence and devasta
tion 'Tartar' attacks wrought on Persia and on eastern Europe.8 In 
1238, according to Matthew Paris's Chronica Majora, envoys from the 
Old Man of the Mountain (leader of the so-called Assassins ) reached 
the court of France to propose a Christian-Muslim alliance against 
these barbarian invaders. Ey the 1240s, however, Latin Christendom' s 
leaders foresaw a new possibility: an alliance wilh the Mongois - some 
of whom were reported to be Christian - againsl the Muslim states of 
the eastern Mediterranean. In 1245, Pope Innocent IV dispatched the 
Franciscan John of Plano Carpini 'to the Tartars and the other oriental 
nations ... [with] instructions ... to examine everything and to look at 
everything carefully' (Dawson 3-4). Reaching court just in time to wit
ness Güyük's acclamation as Great Khan, Plano Carpini subsequently 
wrote his Ysloria Mongalorum, a 'spy repor!' (Morgan, The Mongols 24) 
that, alongside ethnographie descriptions of Mongoi customs and 
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practices, detailed their malmer of warfare and made recornmenda
tions on how they might be defeated9 In 1253, Louis IX of France 
unofficially sent William of Rubruek, another Franciscan, to make 
contact with the Great Khan and gather as much information about 
them as possible. 

Thus when Niccolü and Maffeo Polo set out from Constantinople in 
1260, the realignment of power in west and central Asia was relatively 
new, yet 'first cantac!' between Mongois and Latin Europe had already 
been established. The West' s first offieial impressions came from the 
Franciscan envoys mentioned above, whose first-person accounts 
betray a complete misapprehension of the tributary culture of empire. 
The Mongois, John of Plano Carpini writes, 'never make peace except 
with those who subrnit to thern.' Rulers of countries are summoned to 
court, ritually to perform their subservience. 'When they come, they do 
not receive the honour which is their due but are (reated like other 
low-born people and are obliged 10 give substantial presents' (Dawson 39). 
Envoys like himself 

are asked for many presents both by the princes and others of high and 
lower rank and if these are not forthcoming they despise them, indeed 
they consider them of no accounti if they have been sent by men of impor
tance, the Tartars are unwilling to receive a small gift from them,-saying, 
'YOti cOll1e from an important man and YOll give so little.' And they refuse 
to accept it and, if the envoys wish for success in their undertaking, they 
are bound to give larger gifts. On that account we had no choke but to 
bestow in gifts a great part of the things given to us by the faithful for our 
expenses. (Dawson 28) 

Subjected to similar demands, William of Rubruck reacts with rather 
less ethnographie detaehment: 

everything they saw on our attendants, knives, gloves, purses, belts, they 
marvelled at and wanted to have them all. I pleaded as an excuse that we 
still had a goodly stretch before us and ought not thus speedily to divest 
ourselves of things necessary for the completion of so considerable a jour
ney. Whereupon they said I was an imposter. 

It is true they, take nothing away by force but they ask in a most ill
mannered and impudent fashion for whatever they see, and if a man 
gives to them, then he is the loser for they are ungrateful. In their own 
eyes' they are the lords of the world and consider that nobody ought to 
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refuse them anything; if he does not give and then afterwards stands in 
need of their aid, they serve hirn badly. (Dawson, 106-7) 

In the MongoIs' demands for gifts, we recognize a central aspect of 
tributary economies (Cutler); in their importunity, we recognize the 
bluntness of a people themselves relatively new to the imperial cul
.ture of power. lO Where J ohn expresses resignation and William irrita
tion, other petitioners more familiar with tributary practices take such 
demands and expectations as a matter of course. V\Then Hetoum I, 
king of Lesser Armenia, set out in 1254 to seek an alliance with Möngke 
(newly elected Great Khan), he made special arrangements to assure 
the safe transport of 'the goods to be used as gifts and presents.' His 
solicitousness paid off: 'having offered his presents' to Möngke, 
Hetoum remained at court fifty days and 'was suitably honoured' 
(Boyle 178-81)11 

Like Hetoum, the Venetian merchants Niccolö and Maffeo Polo 
understand how to do business in the Mongollands. Setting out from 
Constantinople 'pour gaaignier' ['in order to make a profi!'] (1: 1.9), 
they make a point of taking 'plusours joiaus' ['several jewels'] (1: 1.10) 
with them as they travel first to Soladaye (the Crimean port of Sudak), 
then onward to the court of Barta (Berke), khan 01 thc Golden Horde.!' 
Their foresight, like Hetoum's,pays off; upon their arrival, Barta 

fist grant hounour aux .Ir. freres et ot moult grant alegrece de lor venue. 
Et il li donnerent touz les joiaus que il avoient aportez. Et il les re<;ut 
moult volentiers: si li plorent moult, et illeur fist donner .n. tans que ce ne 
valoit qu'illi avoient donne. 

greatly honoured the MO brothers and was very happy at their coming. 
And they gave hirn all the jewels they had brought. And he very gladly 
accepted them; they pleased rum very much, and he gave them double the 
worth of what they had given hirn. (L 2.6-11) 

The syntax is ambiguous: both the antecedent of 'les' (in 'il les re,ut 
moult volentiers') and the subject of 'ploren!' could plausibly be con
strued as either the jewels OY the brothers. In the end, the two are insep
arable: the brothers' fine welcome is inseparable from the favourable 
impression created by their unstinting generosity. Unlike Friar 
William, they have mastered the basic principle of tributary largesse: 
that one must give in order to receive. Though their adventures are just 
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beginning, they have a!ready amply realized their ambition of making 
a profit, doubling their investment not by buying and selling silks, 
spices, dyes, wooI, grain, soaps, or the other commodities in which 
merchants typically trafficked but by exploiting the inexorable logic 01 
tributary largesse. 

The seven years separating William' s journey from that of the eIder 
Polos hardly seems adequate to explain the disparity in their respec
tive interactions with their MongoI hosts. 01 course, since William is a 
Franciscan, his rejection of acquisitiveness and his disdain for worldIy 
goods is to be expected. But despite the aura of 'first contac!' conveyed 
by both Plano Carpini and William of Rubruck, their accounts offer a 
peek at lands under MongoI rule already teeming with Latin mer
chants. From the time 01 the First Crusade (1096-9),. westerners had 
insinuated themselves into the politics of the region, often through the 
mediation of eastern Mediterranean Christians like the Byzantine 
Greeks and the Armenians13 These political connections helped the 
Latins' commercial expansion into Mongollands. Journeying through 
Kiev (incorporated into the Khanate of the Golden Horde around 
1240), John of Plano Carpini encountered merchants 'from Constanti
nople' who included 'Michael the Genoese ... Manuel the Venetian, 
James ReverielS 01 Acre, [and] Nicolas Pisani' (Dawson 71). Eight years 
later, in the Crimean port of Sudak, William of Rubruck encounters 
'merchants from Constantinople' -likely also a mixed group of !talians 
- who advise him on everything from posing as an envoy to what sort 
of transport to hire for his journey (Dawson 91-2). Two decades and 
more before Marco Polo's journey, countrymen like 'Manuel the Vene
tian' were already pursuing the comrnercial potential within the Mon
goI empire's ever-expanding borders. If Niccola and Maffeo Polo, like 
Hetoum, understand how to do business in the MongoI lands, it is 
because of their double identity as merchants and as Venetians. 

II 

Though Rustichello' s prologue begins by evoking the 'Ies grandesimes 
merveilIes' ['the very great marvels'] (1: 1.3) the book contains, in the 
Devisement traditiona! marvels Iike those associated with India are in 
remarkably short supply (Larner 82_3)14 Those that remain are hlghly 
rationalized: 'unicoms become rhinos, man-eating ... is explained as a 
religious practice: and so forth (Strickland 44, in Ws volume) in a kind 
of 'workaday geography and anthropology' (Larner 83). Most strikingly, 
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'noneof the monstrous races are to be found in the Book' at all- a 'stag
gering omission' (Larner 82) that sharply distinguishes Marco' s text 
from the lavish manuscript illustrations like those found in BNF fr. 2810. 

In the late thirteenth century, when the Mongoi empire was at the 
height of its power, the greatest source of wonder was in fact Kublai 
himself. As Marco describes: 

Gr vous veul commencier en nostre livre a conter les granz faiz et toutes 
les granz merveilles du Grant Caan qui ore regne, qui Cu[b]lay Caan est 
appelez, qui vaut a dire en fran<;ois le grant seigneur des seigneurs et des 
seignours empereours. Et il a bien ce non a droit pour ce que chascuns 
sache en verite que c'est Ze plus puissant homme de gent et de terre et de 
tresor qui onques Just au monde ne qui orendroit sait du temps d' Adam nostre 
premier pere jusques au jour d'ui. Et ce vous mousterrai je tout aperte
ment en nostre livre que c' est tout voir ce que je vous ai dit - et que chas
cuns y sera [content] - comment il fu li plus granz sires qui onques fust ne 
qui orendroit soit. 

Now [at trus point] in our book I want to begin to tell you the great deeds 
and all the great marvels of the currently reigning Great Khan - Kubilai 
Khan is his name - meaning 'the great lord of lords' and 'emperor of 
lords' in French. And he has every fight to this name, for everyone should 
know, in truth, that he is the most poweljul man - in peoples, lands, and 
riches - who ever was or ever has been, from the time of Adam, our first 
father, through today. And in our book I will clearly show you - to every
one's satisfaction - that what I have said is completely true: that he was 
the greatest lord that ever was or will be. (3: 75.1-13) 

In the Latin Middle Ages, Alexander of Macedon was the king. against 
whom all others were measured; in Alexandre de Paris's mid-twelfth
century Roman d'Alexandre, the titular protagonist - having conquered 
the Armenians, Persians, Syrians, Indians, Africans, Egyptians, Baby
lonians, and Tyrians - is hailed by Julius Caesar as 'tous li mieudres 
des princes terrtens' ['the greatest of all earthly princes'] (1: 5.204)15 
But in the wake of the 'currently reigning' Kublai Khan, the power and 
splendour of Alexander and Caesar, of Charlemagne and Arthur, are 
quickly forgotten - swept away as if nothing. In a literature accus
tomed to marking superlatives through vivid (if conventional) com
parison - mightier than Roland, fairer than Iseut - theGreat Khan is a 
world unto himself. There is nothing exceptional about his appearance: 
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'I1 est de belle grandesce, ne petit ne grant, mais il est de moienne gran
desce. II est charnus, de beUe maniere, et est trop bien tailliez de tous 
membres et si a le vis blanc et vermeil, les ieux noirs, le nex bien fait et 
bien seant' ['He' s of fair size: neither small nor large, but of middle 
size. He is plump in an attractive way, his limbs very well-shaped, his 
face white and red, his eyes black, his nose well-formed and regular'] 
(3: 81.2-7). Rather, what occasions marvel is the unprecedented extent 
of his rule: 'le plus grant et le plus poissant' ['the greatest and most 
powerful'] of all the Mongoi khans, he is lord over 'touz les Tartars du 
monde' ['all the world's Tartars'] in both East and West, such that all 
the world's Christian and Saracen kings together 'n'aroient pooir a lui 
ne tant ne porroient faire comme cestui Cublay le Grant Caan porroit' 
['would have no power over him or be able to do as much as this Great 
Khan Kublai'] (2: 68.4-15). 

The fascination exerted by Kublai's unprecedented tributary power 
may be measured by its effect on the syntactico-cultural distribution of 
wonder. At the same time that the Great Khan displaces all other won
ders that 'inspire the amazement of the Western world' {Harf-Lancner 
236), through much of the Droisement, the MongoIs themselves are cast 
as the prime consumers of marvels. The first 'marvel' evoked in the text 
occurs when envoys sent by lhe Il-khan Hülegü to his brother Kublai 
encounter Niccolo and Maffeo Polo in the city of Bukhara, in Transoxi
ania: 'Et quant li message v:irent ces .ll. freres, si orent grant merveille pour 
ce que onques n' avoient veu nul Latin en celle contree' ['when the 
envoys saw these two brothers, they marvelled greatly because they had 
never seen a Lahn in this country'] (1: 3.11-13). They immediately invite 
the Venetians to accompany them, for the Great Khan, they explain, has 
never seen a Latin and 'a grant desir de veoir ent aucun' [' greatly wishes 
to see one'] (1: 3.18). In return, they promise, the Polos will gamer 'grant 
pourfit et grant hounour' ['great profit and great honour'] (1: 3.15). It is 
an offer they can'trefuse. Once they reach Kublai's court, however, 
Niccolo and Maffeo are treated not as wonders but as privileged infor
mants. After welcoming them 'a grant hounour et ... moult grant joie' 
['with great honour and ... very great jo)"] (1: 5.2-3), the Great Khan 
questions them at length 'de maintes choses' ['about many things'] 
(1: 5.4): how their emperors maintain justice and make war; who their 
kings and princes are and what they are like; about the pope, the Roman 
Church, and 'toutes les coustumes des Latins' ['all the customs of the 
Latins'] (1: 6.2-3). Having in the meanwhile become weil acquainted 
with the 'Tartar' language, the brothers 'rurent toute la verite de chascune 
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chose par soi, bien et ordeneement et sagement camme sage homme 
qu'il estoient' ['told the whole truth about everything in turn, in a good, 
well-ordered, and wise fashion befitting the wise men that they were'] 
(1: 6.3-5). Where the worthy friars John of Plano Carpini and William of 
Rubruck had made the journey to the East to gather intelligence on the 
Mongois for the pope and the king of France, the Great Khan turns 
Niccolü and Maffeo into native informants, braught to the heart of 
empire to supply information on their own people. 

The image of the ruler obsessed with assembling knowledge fram all 
corners of the earth is not unique to the Great Khan. In the medieval 
ramance tradition, Alexander the Great's voyages to the ends of the 
known world result at least as much from his desire for knowledge as 
fram his lust for conquest. athers chose not to raam the world them
selves but to have knowledge braught to them. Consider the example 
of one twelfth-century Mediterranean king: 'it pleased him to know 
the nature of his land and to know it with certainty and precision ... He 
also wished to know about other lands, their division into the seven 
dimate zones upon which the scholars agree and which the translators 
andauthors confirm in their registers' (Mallette 146). He began by con
sulting the books of many learned authors - induding a Book of Marvels 
by the tenth-century author al-Mas'udi and a Descriplion of Ihe World 
(whose title anticipates our Devisemenl dou monde) by the ninth-century 
mathematician al-Khwarizmi. How'ever, finding these textual sources 
to be undear, incomplete, and 'ratller simpleminded ... he summoned 
to his presence experts in these things ... and sought their knowledge 
on the subject.' This, too, praves a disappointment: 'he did not find 
among them any more knowledge than he had found in the books 
mentioned above' (Mallette 146-7). So he 

summoned those who : .. had traveled in these lands, and he had them 
questioned by an intermediary ... When their accounts ... corroborated 
each other, he recorded what was most reliable arid most trustworthy. 
VVhen they varied among each other, he put their information aside and 
disregarded it. He worked in this manner for about fifteen years. Not for a 
single moment during trus time did he neglect his research and his search 
to uncover the truth, until his ,"vork became complete as he wished it. 
(Mallette 147) 

The resulting work, completed in 1154 by the North African scholar al
Idrisi, was entitled Nuzhat al-mushlaq fi ikhlirak al-afaq (Amusemenls for 
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Ihose who lang 10 lraverse Ihe hori2011). It is more commonly known, how
ever, as the Book of Roger (Kilab Rujar) after the king who commissioned 
it: Roger II of Sicily (ruled 1130-54), the Norman king known for his 
multilingual, multiconfessional court and kingdom16 Nearly a hun
dred years later, Roger's grandson Frederick II (emperor 1220-50) -
that outsized personality whose quarreis with the papacy rent Italy, the 
Empire, and much of Latin Europe in the first half of the thirteenth 
century - himself authored a treatise called De arie venal1di cum avibus 
(011 Ihe al'l of hUl1ting wilh birds), in which he, too, presented himself as 
'a seeker and a lover of knowledge' (Mallette 164): 

over a long period of time we investigated, with care and diligent atten
tion, those things that pertained to this art, dedicating ourselves to the 
theory and practice of it, in order that we might at last be able to collect in 
a book those things that we have learned through our own experiences or 
those of others. We.summoned from a great distance - at great expense to 
ourselves - those who were experienced in the practice of this art ... tak
ing advantage of whatever they knew best and commending their words 
and deeds to memory. (Mallette 163) 

What these examples show is that the D~visement's representation of 
Kublai Khan (whose reign, 1260-94, takes up almost exactly where 
Frederick' sieaves off) is at least in part a literary topos meant to con
vey the grandeur of the tributary ruler. In the days before fellowships 
and foundation grants, before micrafiche and interlibrary loan, only 
the great and very powerful could command the resources to research 
and compile a 'Book of Marvels' or a 'Description of the World,' when 
sum projects were cast not simply as the collation of existing texts but 
of new accounts based on first-hand experience. In asense, the tales 
travellers and informants bring to the ruler at the heart of empire are of 
a piece with the pearls, silks, spices, and other treasures rendered by 
subject peoples in homage to their tributary lord. 

We are now better placed to understand Marco's unique position at 
Kubilai' s court. When he first arrives with his father and unde on 
their return visit to the Khan, Marco's linguistic and cultural adapt
ability make hirn an object of wonder: 'aprist si bien la coustume des 
Tatars et lor langage et lor lettre et lor archier que ce fu merveilles. Et 
sachiez vraiement, il sot en pou de temps de pluseurs langages et sot 
de .nn. lettres de lor escriptures' ['he learned the Tartars' customs, lan
guages, writing, and archery so well that it was a wonder; know, truly, 
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that in a short time he learned many languages and four scripts'] 
(1: 15.2-6). Dispatched on his first embassy, he impresses even further: 
having previously noted the Great Khan's disappointment when 
envoys returning from fdiverses parties du monde . __ ne li savient 
autre [chose] dire que ce pour quoi il estoient aIe' ['different parts of 
the world ... were unable to tell him ab out anything other than the 
mission on which they had been sent'] (1: 15.15-17), Marco makes a 
special point of noting 'novelties and the ways of different lands' to 
feed Kublai's wide-ranging curiosity: fpour ce, alant et venant, y mis 
moult s'entente de savoir de toutes diverses choses selonc les con
trees, a ce que a son retour le puisse dire au Grant Caan' [fThus, in his 
comings and goings, he put great effort into learning about allthe dif
ferent things in each region, so that on his return he could recount 
them to the Great Khan'] (1: 15.21--4). His effort pays off: 'il conta 
toutes les nouveles et toutes les estranges choses que il avoit veu et 
seu bien et sagement, si que le Seignour et touz ceulz qui l' oirent lel7 

tindrent a merveilles' ['he related all the news and all the strange things 
he had weil and wisely seen and learned about, in such a way that the 
Lord and all those who heard hirn marvelled at hirn'] (1: 16.4-7). 

Located near the end of the prologue of the Devisement, this passage 
is meant to convey the favour Marco enjoyed at Kublai's court and tn 

explain how he came to make the voyages described in the main body 
of the text. Thanks to his skills as an envoy and story teller, 'le Seignour 
l'ama moult et li faisoit moult grant hounor' ['the Lord loved him 
greatly and showed hirn great favour'] (1: 16.25--{j). For seventeen 
years, Marco roamed the world on his behalf; so it was that he f en sot 
plus et en vit des diverses contrees du monde que nul autre homme' 
[' came to know more about and saw more of the world' s different 
lands than any other man'] (1: 16.29-30). It also amounts to a signi
ficant disruption of western narrative logic. Where John of Plano 
Carpini and William of Rubruck had taken pains carefully to 'examine 
everything' (Dawson 4) in Mongollands to report back to Pope Inno
cent IV and King Louis IX of France, respectively, Marco does the same 
with the goal of pleasing Kublai hirnself: 'metoit il moult s'entente a 
savoir et a espier et a enquerre pour raconter au Grant Seignour' [fhe 
put great effort into finding out, observing, and inquiring - in order to 
[have something to] tell the Great Lord'] (1: 16.31-2). As Italo Calvino 
intuits (see McLaughlin, in this volume), Marco's true audience is in 
some sense less the Latin European readership of the Devisernent than 
the Great Khan himself. Formerly the object of western intelligence, 
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Kubilai here becomes the subjeet of wonder, with Marco as his eyes and 
ears18 Whether we marvel over the pearls of Malabar or the barking, 
dog-headed men of Andaman, we are in a way only eavesdropping on 
the tales Marco has collected like tribute to be rendered up to the Grea t 
Khan. Ironically, the ruler of the greatest nomadic empire ever known 
assembles his knowledge not (like Alexander) through constant travel, 
but by staying horne and letting news of the world come to him. 

Of all the narrative and narratological complications created by the 
text's multiple layers - Marco's voice versus Rustichello's, the plural
ity of potential destinataires - I wish to focus on two. The first is the 
gradual effacement of clear lines of difference between Latin Chris
tians and their cultural and confessional others; the second, related to 
the first, is the emergence of merchants not as the excluded figures 
marginal to the world of epic and romance but as key agents of travel, 
interaction, and exchange. 

!II 

From the outset of the Devisement, the formulaic nature of early Freneh 
prose helps level the sense of cultural difference. When the newly 
elected Pope Gregory X receives the Polos fa moult grant hounour et a 
moult grant feste et a moult grant joie' ['with very great honour, cele
bration, and joy'] (1: 12.3-5) as they first prepare to set out from Acre, 
for example, his greeting - except for the 'benejson' ['blessing'] (1: 12.5) 
tacked on at the end - reproduces virtually verbatim the reception pre
viously accorded the eIder Polos by the Great Khan himself: 'illes re,ut 
a grant hounour et leur fist moult grant feste et moult grant joie de lor 
venue' (1: 5.1-3). As the text unfolds, any clean division between Latin 
Christians and their others is complicated, as we have seen, by the per
spectival shifts making MongoIs rather than Latin Europeans the ulti
mate consumers of wonder. Thus when Kublai's brother Hülegü 
captured Baghdad, 'ot moult grant merveille' ['he was amazed'] 
(1: 24.28-9), we are told, to find the caliph ensconced in a tower filled 
with silver and gold. Incredulous, he demands to know why the con
quered leader had not used his massive treasure to hire 'saudoiers et ... 
chevaliers et ... gens d'armes pour toi deffendre et ta cite!' ['mercenar
ies and knights and armed men to defend yourself and the city'] 
(1: 24.35-6). Re-routed through MongoI eyes, western tropes of Muslim 
wealth (and avarice?) are recoded as military incompetence. This scene 
is followed by the anecdote of a caliph of Baghdad who tested the faith 
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of his Christian subjects (1: 25-8). At the end of this long parable dem
onstrating the power of Christianity, the text senres up a conventional 
swipe at Islam: 

Et ne' vous merveilliez se li Sarrazin heent les Crestiens, car la maloite loy 
que Mahoms leur donna si comrnande que touz les maus que il pueent 
faire a toutes manieres de gens et me'ismes aus Crestiens ... Et veez con 
sanglante loy et eom mauvais commandemens que il ont. Et tous les 
Sarrazins du monde se maintiennent en ceste maniere, 

And do not be surprised if Saracens hate Christians, for the aceursed law 
Muhamrnad gave them comrnands them to do a11 the ill they can to a11 
kinds of people and even to Christians ... And you see what a bloody law 
and bad commandments they have, And a11 the Saracens in the world 
behave in this way. (1: 28.46-54) 

If the audience is told not ta be surprised - 'ne vous merveilliez' - it is 
because this violent and perfidious behaviour is precisely the opposite 
of a marvel: it is the predictable, the to-be-expected, the always
already known. Yet the anecdote in question is set in 1275 (1: 25.3) -
twenty years after the supposed MongoI conquest of Baghdad (erro
neously situated, as we have seen, in 1255); 'Et puis ,a avant,' we had 
been told, 'n'i ot nul caliphe n'en Baudas ne en autre lieu' ['from then 
on, there hasn't been any caliph, either in Baghdad or anywhere else'] 
(1: 24.51-2). Despite the Middle Ages' characteristic looseness with 
numbers and disregard for the straight narrative line (Kinoshita, Medi
eval Boundaries 139-40), this blatant evocation of a Christian-hating 
caliph ruling twenty years after the MongoI overthrow of the caliphate 
(and surely within living memory of some in the Devisement's first 
audience) marks this story as an exemplum whose ties to historical real
ity are, as Menard notes, 'tres läches' (Le Devisement 199n.). 

As the narrative takes us further and further into Asia, the clear 
binary opposition between Christians and Saracens proves increas
ingly difficult to maintain. The province of Mosu!, for example, is 
inhabited by 'pluseurs generations de genz ... Il Y a unes gens qui sont 
apelez Arrabi, qui aourent Mahommet. Encore y a une autre maniere 
de gent: Crestiens, [Nestorins] et Jacopins; il ont patriarche que il ape
lent Jocolit' ['several races of people ... There are some people called 
Arabs, who worship Muhammad. There is also another kind of people: 
Christians, [Nestorians] and Jacobites; they have a patriarch they call 
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jocolit'] (1: 23.3-7). What is striking in Ws account is that it is the Arab 
Muslims who require no explanation; eastern Christians, on the other 
hand, necessitate a kind of comparative sociology, highlighting their 
similarity-in-difference: 

Et cestui patriarche fait evesques et arehevesques et abbez et touz autres 
prelez, et les envoie par toutes pars, en Ynde et em Baudas et [au Catal, 
aussi eom fait l' Apostoile de ROlTuIte par les contrees des Latins, car 
sachiez que touz les Crestiens de celle eontree dont il y a moult grant 
quantite sont touz Jacopins et Nestorin crestiens, mais non pas si que 
commande l' Apostoile de l'Eglyse de Romme, car il faillent en pluseurs 
choses de la foy. 

And this patriarch names bishops, arehbishops, abbots, and a11 other prel
ates and sends them ever)'V\rhere - to India and Baghdad and [CathayJ, 
just like the pope of Rome in Latin lands; for know that a11 the Christians 
of that eountry - of which there are a great many - are a11 Jaeobite and 
Nestorian Christians, but not ruled by the pope of the Roman ehurch, for 
they are wanting in several maUers of faith. (1: 23.8-17) 

Still in the area around Müsul, another kind of complication is pre
sented by the Kurds - a people (like the MongoIs) professing more 
than one faith, thus troubling the easy equation between religion and 
'ethnie' identity: 'Encore y a une autre maniere de gens qui habitent es 
montaignes de cele contree, qui s'apelent [Curd], qui sant creslien el 
sarrazin' ['There is also another kind of peoples who live in the moun
tains of this region, who are called [Kurds], wha are Chrislian and 
Saracen'] (1: 23.22-5)19 Pausing not a moment over this multiconfes
siünal diversity, Marco instead hurries on to what all Kurds have in 
common: they are 'mault mauvaise gent, qui robent volentiers les 
marcheanz' ['very bad people who readily rob merchants'] (1: 23.25-6). 

As the narrative progresses, the Christian-Saracen binary is further 
attenuated by different sorts of idolaters. In the province of Tangut, for 
example, there are some Nestorian Christians and Saracens; otherwise, 
its inhabitants are 'tuit ydres' ['all idolaters'] (2: 57.4). Adopting a tone 
of 'scientific' detachrnent, Marco goes on to explicate the funerary 
customs of 'tuit li ydolastre du monde' ['all the world's idolaters'] 
(2: 57.26), including cremation, the burning of paper cut-out men and 
beasts to serve the departed in the afterlife, and offerings of food 
placed before the dead. This broadening of cultural perspectives -
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Lamer's 'workaday anthropology' - produces aseries of dislocations, 
as when the familiar tale of the Magi is recast through the eyes of its 
Zoroastrian protagonists. In the Persian city of Sarra, Marco comes 
across the tombs of Caspar (or Jaspar), Balthasar, and Melchior, the 
three kings who had come with 'offrandes' ['offerings'] (1: 30.25) to 
'aourer Jesus Crist' ['adore Jesus Christ'] (1: 30.6). Entering his presence 
one at a time, each is astonished to find a man his own age. 'Et quant il 
furent touz .IH. ensambIe, si dist chascuns ce que il avoit veu et trouve. 
De ce se firent il moult grant merveille' [' And when all three of them 
got togethel; each one said what he had seen and found. They mar
velled greatly at it'] (1: 30.39-41). On their way horne, they open a box 
the child has given them and find a stone: 'Quant illa virent, si orent 
moult grant merveille que ce pooit estre que I' enfant leur avoit donne 
et pour quele senefiance' ['When they saw it, they greatly wondered 
what this could be that the child had given them, and what (its) mean
ing (could be)'] (1: 31.4-6). Casting the stone into a weil, they are stupe
fied at the sudden descent of a fire from the heavens: 'Et quant les .IlI. 
roys virent ceste merveille, si demourerent taut esbahi et furent mault 
repenti de ce que il avoient la pierre jetee, car bien aper<;urent adont la 
senefiance qui grant estoit et bonne' ['And when the three kings saw 
this marvel, they werc complctcly amazed and greatly repented of hav
ing thrown the stone away, for now they saw its meaning, which was 
great and good'] (1: 31.18-22). The wonder of Chri?tianity is made new 
through the eyes of the idolater kings of Persia. 

As they penetrated the eastern Mediterranean and west and central 
Asia, Latin Christians found themselves in a world increasingly char
acterized not just by its strangeness but by its internal diversity. 
In the high Middle Ages, western 'Europe' emerged as a common 
culture based on programs of standardization initiated in the time of 
Charlemagne (Bartlett, The MakiiIg of Europe; see also Kinoshita, Medic 

eval Boundaries 8). The nascent sense of imagined community thus 
produced was further crystallized during the crusades - exemplified 
in Fulcher of Chartres's famous claim that 'we who were diverse in 
languages, nevertheless seemed to be brothers in the love of God and 
very dose to being of one mind' (Peters 49). In contrast, the empires 
of the eastern Mediterranean and beyond thrived on difference. 
Under the tributary system the MongoIs adopted from the peoples 
they conquered, the greatness of empire is manifested precisely in 
the variety - of peoples, products, and customs - of the lands that 
compose it. This privileging of diversity accounts for the trope of the 
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callectiol1: of the innumerable foreign princes permanently housed at 
. court or making- regular visits to mark special ceremanial occasions; 
of the profusian of precious objects amassed in imperial treasuries -
an objective correlative of the wealth of empire; even of the crowds 01 
women populating the harems of polygamous kings, reinforcing the 
centripetal pull of empire by their marriages to the daughters of local 
indigenous rulers20 (In this sense, in the Devisement as in Calvino' s 
Invisible Cities, the Great Khan is a collector of stories, harvesting the 
wealth of wonders his great empire has to offer.) And in the great 
mar kets and emporia from Cairo to Samarcand and beyond, no La tin 
Europeans were better prepared to benefit from the diversity 01 
empire than the enterprising merchants of Venice. 

IV 

In the second section of Les Estaires de Venise, Marco's compatriot Martin 
da Canal sings the praises oltheir native city, 'la plus belle et la plus 
plaisant dou siede, ploine de biaute et de tos biens' ['the most beautilul 
and agreeable in the world, filled with beauty and good things of all 
kinds'] (2: 1-2). At first glance, we .might assurne that 'biens' refers to 
the town's civic virtues or to its incomparable treasure~ (exemplified by 
the recently rebuilt basiliea of San Marco). The subsequent passage, 
however, suggests he may have had something more cancrete in mind: 

les marchandies i eorent par eele noble eite, con fait l'eive des fontames. 
Venise est desor la marine: si cort l' eive salee parmi et environ et par tos 
autres leus, fors que es maisans et es voies; et lors quant li eitems sont es 
plaees, si povent retorner lor maisan que par terre que par eive. De tos 
leus vient marehandies et rnarcheans, qui achatent les marchandies de 
quel maniere que i1 veulent et les fant condure en lor pals. 

rnerchandise flows through this noble eity like the water from [its] foun
tains. Venice is situated on the sea: every place (exeept the houses and 
roads) has salt water ~unning through and around it; when its citizens are 
in the squares, they can return horne either by land or by water. Merchan
dise and merchants co~e from everywhere/ buying whatever merchan
dise Ihey desiTe and shipping it back 10 Iheir country. (2: 2-5) 

Here, the description of the city' s most distinctive feature - its tnnu
merable waterways and its Iocation an the Venice Iagoan - is bracketed 
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by and inseparable from the merchants and merehandise it draws from 
all over the world21 It would be small wonder if men from such a 
plaee found mueh to admire in a city like Tabriz, eapital of the newly 
conquered Mongoi Il-kbanate of Persia. Hs inhabitants, Marco reports, 
'vivent de mareheandise de dras' ['live by the cloth trade'] (1: 29.7-8); 
the city itself is 

[si1 bien assise que d'Ynde et de Baudas et de Masal et de Tremesor et de 
mains autres lieus y viennent les marcheandises, si que pour ce y vient 
maint marcheant latin et proprement Genevois pour acheter et pour faire 
leur afaires, car on y trueve aussi moult grant quantite de perrerrie. EIe est 
citez que li marcheant y font moult de leur pourfit. 

so weIl located that merchandise comes there from India, Baghdad, 
Mosul, Hormuz, and many other places; for that reason, many Latin mer
chants - specifically, the Genoese - come there to buy and to do business, 
for YOll also find great quantities of stones there. It is a city where mer
chants make a lot 01 profit. (1: 29.9-15) 

For Martin da Canal' saudience, a more enticing description can hardly 
bc imagincd.22 

The Mongoi empire to which Tabriz belonged was in many ways a 
merchant' s paradise. Traversed by the Silk Road, Central Asia had of 
course long prospered from long-distance trade (Foltz 35)23 Before the 
advent of the Mongois, the Soghdians, the Uighurs and the Qara
Khitai had successively played key roles in East-West exchange, linked 
to crossroad centres such as Kashgar, Samarcand, and Bukbara (Tucker 
165--6; Foltz 12-14, 108-9). In the late eleventh century, a Uighur chan
cellor had counselled his prince to treat merchants well: 'It is these who 
will carry your name through the world, / who will spread your repu
tation, good or bad ... / If you want to be sure to become famous, / let 
the merchant have just pay for his goods' (Tucker 166)24 A century and 
a half later, Genghis Khan' s son and successor Ogädei encouraged 
trade in his newly built capital of Qaraqorum by protecting roads with 
permanent garrisons, standardizing weights and measures, abolishing 
local tariffs, introducing a system of paper money, and, not least, pay
ing 'extremely high prices for all manner of goods' - textiles, ivory 
tusks, pearls, hunting faleons, golden goblets, jewelled belts, willow 
whip handles, cheetahs, bows and arrows, garments, hats, exotic animal 
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horns - 'whether he needed them or not and whether they were of 
high or low quality' (Weatherford 136). 

By the seeond half of the thirteenth century, the pax mongolica had 
enabled an unprecedented expansion of Latin commercial activity.25 
In the Mediterranean port of Laias, gateway to the overland routes 
through West and Central Asia, 'les marchans de Venise et de Gelmes 
et de tous autres pays' ['merchants from Venice and Genoa and all 
other countries'] (1: 19.16-17) could be found buying and selling a 
multitude of goods. Further inland, the Genoese, as we have just 
seen, had taken the lead in establishing themselves in places like 
Tabriz and on the Caspian Sea - the half-century from 1257 to 1311 
marking the high point of Genoa's medieval prosperity (Epstein 140); 
around the turn of the fourteenth century, an anonymous poet cap
tured the adventurous spirit driving his compatriots' expansionism: 
'E tanti sun li Zenoexi / e per 10 monde si distexi, / ehe und' eli van 0 

stan / un'atra Zenoa ge fan' ['so nurnerous are the Genoese / and so 
spread out throughout the world, / that wherever one goes or stays / 
he makes another Genoa there'j.26 

As a careful reading of the narratives of John of Plano Carpini and 
William of Rubruck suggests, in the thirteenth-century Latin expansion 
into Mongol-dom.inated lands, 'nlissionaries largely followed in the 
footsteps of merchants' (Larner 119). When Niccolb and Maffeo Polo 
returned from their first expedition in Mongoi lands, they brought 
back a message for the pope that included the Great Khan's request for 
'cent sages hommes de vostre27 1oy crestienne' [' a hundred wise men of 
your Christian faith'] (1: 7.22-3) and some oil from the lamp of the 
Holy Sepulehre. (As Anthony Cutler points out, merchants frequently 
served as envoys: 'a foreigner's designation as "ambassador" or u rner-
chant" [was] a function of the purpose of his visit rather than a clear
eut distinction in the minds and attitudes of those upon whom he 
called.'?8 When the eider Polos set out a second time, in 1271 - this 
time with Mareo in tow - they were accompanied not by a hundred 
wise men but by !wo rather reluctant Dominicans, Nieholas of Vicenza 
and William of Tripoli, who proved much less intrepid than the Vene
tian merchants. Finding Lesser Armenia under threat by the Mamluks 
of Egypt, the two friars 'orent moult grant peour d' aler avant et distrent 
qu'il ne vouloient plus aler avant' ['were very afraid of going on and 
said that they didn't want to go on'] (1: 12.22--4), handing their letters of 
privilege over to the Polos and beating a hasty retreat to Acre. The 
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merchants, in cantrast, venture forth without hesitation. On their ear
lier journey, the eIder Polos, having reached the Crimea, '[il]lor sembla 
bon d'aler plus avant' ['thought it would be good to go Jurther on'] 
(1: 2.2); then, arriving at the court of Berke and finding their way back 
home blocked by hostilities between the riyal MongoI states of the 
Golden Horde and Persia, they simply shrugged and decided it would 
be 'bon d'aler eneore avant' ['good to keep going lurther'] (1: 2.22-3). In 
the Devisemeni, in other words, merchants ga where rnissianaries fear 
to tread. 

As the narrative progresse.sl merchants assume an increasingly visi
ble role. Already in Lesser Armenia, Marco had contrasted the eraven
ness 01 the nobility - 'anciennement ... preudomme d'armes et vaillant, 
mais orendroit ... chetil et vil, ... mais il sont bon buveour' ['formerly 
... brave and valiant fighters, but now miserable and low ... if good 
drinkers'] (1: 19.8-11) - with the energy and initiative 01 the merchants 
from every country who flock to Laias to buy and sell goods and 
arrange transport to the interior. As the Devisement takes us further into 
Asia, however, samething curiaus occurs: 'merchants,' whom Marco 
initially takes pains to identify as (Ior example) Genoese or Venetian, 
gradually come to form a group linked by commonalities 01 interests 
that supersede differences of ethnicity, citizenship, or even religion. The 
merchants 'de tous ... pays' ['from all countries'] (1: 19.16-17) Marco 
deseribes doing business in the Mediterranean port of Laias might 
possibly (if not neeessarily plausibly) be limited to a mix 01 Latin and 
Eastern Christians. On the other hand, those exporting locally made 
silk 'pour faire lor afaire et lor pourfit' ['for business and for profit'] 
(1: 33.4-5) from the Persian city of Jasoy (Yezd) or those who 'vont par 
tout le monde feisant marcheandise' ['traverse the world, buying and 
selling'] (2: 50.7-9) from their base in Casar (Kashgar) in Chinese 
Turkestan clearly belong to supranational cohort unbound by con
straints 01 nationality, language, or religion. In the Persian Gulf port of 
Hormuz, for example, merchants lrom India unload 'leur ne[s] chargies 
d' espieeries et de perrerie et de peIes et de dras de soie et dorez et de 
dens d'olifans et d'autres pluisours marcheandises et si les vendent aus 
marcheans, qui puis les portent par universe monde, vendant aus 
autres marcheans' ['ships loaded with spices, stones, skins, silks and 
gold cloth, elephant tusks and many other kinds of merehandise which 
they sell to merchants, who then earry them throughoutthe world, sell
ing to other merchants'] (1: 36.13-18). As a group, merchants fear 
bandits and highwaymen, irrespective of religion. Thus in Mosul, the 
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Kurds (the same people deseribed, as we have seen, as both Christian 
and Saracen) are 'moult mauvaise gent, qui robent volentiers les 
marcheanz' ['very bad people who readily rob merchants'] (1: 23.24-6). 
Merchants appreciate strong rulers who can curb banditry and impose 
order. Thus Marco praises the rule of the Persia Il-khans, for without 
their lordship [seignourie], the cruel and murderous people of their 
lands (who happen to be Saracens) 'ferDient granz maus as marcheans 
." car se il .ne trouvaissent les marcheanz bien appareilliez d' armes, il 
leur oteroient et roberoient tout; et aucune foiz, quant il ne se prennent 
pas bien garde, si les destruient touz' ['would do great harm to mer
chants ... for if they come across merchants who are not well-armed, 
they rob them of everything; and sometimes if [the merchants] are not 
careful, [the attackers] destroy them all'] (1: 32.25-31). Their prosperity 
dependent on the order and security provided by the pax mongolica, 
merchants were among those who had the most to gain from MongoI 
success29 If the Il-khans of Persia sometimes fell short of being able to 
guarantee full order in their realm, the same cannot be said of Kublai, 
source of all the MongoIs' power and authority. 

v 

At the conclusion of his lengthy exposition (sections 64-9) on the Mon
goIs, Marco alludes to Kublai but defers a full-fledged presentation: 
'Or vous ai moustre et dit toutes les usances et les coustumes des Tar
tars, mais non rnie que je vous ai conte du Grant Caan, qui est sires de 
touz les Tartars ne de sa grant emperial cort. Mais je le vous 'conterai en 
ce livre quant temps et lieus en ·sera car mault sani merveilleuses choses a 
metre en eseript' ['Now I have shown and told you all the Tartars' 
practices and customs, but have told you nothing of the Great Khan 
(lord 01 all the Tartars) or his great imperial court. But I will describe 
[them] to you in this book in due time and place, for these are wondrous 
things to put into writing'] (2: 69.130-5). These marvels are first hinted 
at in Marco's account of Ciandu (Coleridge's fabled Xanadu), the Great 
Khan' s summer residence with a wondrous walled garden enclosing 
not one but two palaces: the first in marble - its walls adomed with . 
images of animals, birds, trees, and flowers so subtly rendered that it's 
'un delis et une merveille a veoir' ['a delight and a wonder to see'] 
(2: 74.9-10) - and a second made 'tout de eane' ['all of cane'] (2: 74.25-
6), gilded and watertight30 But the real objective eorrelative of Kublai's 
power is the superlative palace in his capital of Khanbaliq: 
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Sachiez que il est le greingneur qui soit jarnais veus ... Les murs dedenz 
les sales sont toutes couvertes d' or et les chambres aussi et d' argent, et y a 
[pourtrais] dragons, bestes, oisiaux, chevaliers et ymages de plusieurs 
autres generations de choses. Et la couverture est ainsi faite si que il n'y a 
autre que or et argent et painture. La salle est si grant et si large que bien y 
menger.oient .Vl.M persO1mes. Il y a tant de chambres que c'est merveilles a 
veoir. Il est si biaux et si granz et si riches que il n'y a homme au monde 
qui mieulz le sceüst ordener. 

Know that it is the greatest that was ever seen.' Inside the halls as weIl as 
the rooms, the ''\Talls are a11 covered with gold and silver, with depictions 
of dragons, animals, birds, knights, figures and many other species. The 
ceilings are cornpletely [covered with] gold, silver, and painting. The hall 
is so big and wide that a good 6000 people could eat there. There are so 
many rooms that it's a marvel to see. It [the palace] is so beautiful and rich 
that no man in the world could devise a better one. (3: 83.43.-4, 46~56) 

In the Voyage de Charlemagne, Constantinople and Hugh the Strong' s 
marvellous palace were the end point of Charlemagne's joumey, the ulti
mate instantiation of the wonders of the East. In the Devisement, on the 
other hand, Constantinople is the Illere point of departure for ~ even 
more labulous joumey ~ one in which Kublai Khan appears as a tribu
tary lord to make a Byzantine emperor tremble, an eastem stupor mundi 
who outstrips anything the West could heretofore have imagined. 

By the early lifteenth century, when the 'Livre des Merveilles' (BNF Ir. 
2810) was produced, the Mongoi empire no longer represented either a 
dear and present danger or a source of enticement to merchants and 
travellers. As abruptly as it had arisen in the thirteenth century, Mongoi 
power collapsed in the mid- to late fourteenth: 1335 in Persia and 1368 in 
China. Dependent on 'the quick and constant movement of people, 
goods, and information,' the empire was lUlable to survive the results of 
political instability and the Black Plague: 'With each group cut off from 
the other, the interlocking system ... collapsed' (Weatherlord 241 ~51; see 
also Morgan, The Mongols 171-4; Abu-Lughod 237). With its dissolution, 
the Mongoi empire became available lor resignification ~ rescripted and 
domesticated through Gothic court iconography. For by the early fif
teenth century, courtly patrons' expected to find both Tartars and Mon
strous Races in their illustrated copies of the Devisement' (Strickland 44, 
in this volume; emphasis mine). The illuminations produced to gratify 
these expectations thus resulted in a striking 'verbal-visual' disjunetion 
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between the text and its accompanying 'illustration.' The resurgence of 
the monstrous races may be linked to the late fourteenth-century 
revival of interest in classical antiquity at the court of French king 
CharIes V the Wise (brother 01 the bibliophile duc de Berry), who spon
sored numerous translations of Greek and Latin works and established a 
IOyallibrary in the Louvre. Thus the faseination for the 'monstrous taces' 
evinced in texts such as BNF Ir. 2810 should perhaps be understood less 
as a symptom of medieval credulity, remnant 01 an earlier age, than as a 
cutting-edge trait of the humanist 'renaissance' touching French as weil 
as ltalian letters in the late lourteenth century.31 

NOTES 

1 On the various titles given Marco's text over the centuries, see Larner 77-8, 
105~7. 

2 Brownlee thus describes Dante's Commedia as a 'profoundly aggressive' 
claim on behalf of the new Italian literary vernacular, one that 'strategically 
ignores the fact of French cultural primacy in 'the venlacular' (286). On the 
emergence of the Lingua Franca as a 'contact vernacular,' particularly in the 
eastern Mediterranean, sec Kahnnc and Kuhnne. . 

3 The vestigial crusader kingdom of Acre was captured by the Mamluk 
Egyptians in 1291, just before the Polos' return to Venice. 

4 On the distinction between twelfth- and thirteenth-century literatures, see 
Kinoshita, Medieval Boundal'ies.2-3 and 135-8. 

5 I use 'Frank' here in Bartlett's sense of 'aggressive westerner' far from 
horne. Overlapping with but not identical to 'Latin Christian,' it Was pro
duced in large measure by the experience of the crusades, which brought 
men of many different languages and allegiances into contact (Bartlett; The 
Mahng ofEurope 101~5). 

6 On the way ambassadorial functions were often fulfilled by merchants, see 
Cutler. 

7 Here and throughout, emphases are mine unless otherwise indicated. 
8 The khanate of the Golden Horde was established through the conquests 

made between 1237 and 1240 by Genghis Khan's nephew Batu; in 1241 
Batu entered Hungary, only to be 'recalled' to the famous kuriltai [councilJ 
occasioned by the death of the Great Khan, Ogödei (Morgan, The MongoIs 
136-41). In 1258, Genghis's grandson (Kublai's younger brother) Hülegü 
conquered Baghdad, overthrowing the Caliphate. Though the Mongois' 
westward expansion was checked by the Mamluk victory at Ain Jalut in 
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1260, Hülegü and his successors established the 'U-khanate,' a vassal state 
subordinate to the Great Khan, centred in Khorasan and Azerbaijan. 
Hülegü's great-grandson Ghazan converted to Islam c. 1295, facilitating the 
political and cultural reabsorption of the Persian empire into the Islarnic 
world. For recent positive reassessrnents of the Il-khanate, see Komaroff 

and Carboni, and George Lane. 
9 The Ystoria Mongolorum was subsequently incorporated into Vincent of 

Beauvais's Speculum Historiale (Dawson 2). 
10 Presents loomed large in Mongol foreign relations. In 1289, Arghfin, li-khan 

of Persia (Kubilai's great-nephew), wrote to French king Philip rv, ostensi
bly to propose a Frank-Mongol alliance against the Mamluks of Egypt; the 
deal, .{\rghun hIDted, would be considerably advanced if Philip were to 
send 'rare objects from the land of the Franks, falcons and precious stones 
of various color.' In 1305 his successor Oljaitu, who had become Il-l<han the 
previous year, again wrote to Philip to complain ~f the lack of presents. In 
the past, he begins, Philip had sent envoys bearing 'peace gifts' to Oljaitu' s 
'noble Great-Grandlather' (Hülegü), 'noble Grandlather' (Abaqa), 'noble 
Father' (Arghun), and 'noble eIder Brother' (Ghazan). 'Why: he continues, 
'do you neglect to do this [now]?' (Spuler 141-4). 

11 On the Mongois' diplomatie relations with the Christian rulers of Armenia, 
Georgia, and Trebizond, see Bryer. 

12 leite from Philippe Menard's critieal edition of the French version of the 
Devisement, currently at five volumes. (References refer to volume, seetion, 
and line numbers, with my translations unless otherwise indicated.) This 
edition takes as its base text manuscript BI (British Library, Royal 19 D 1, 
fol. 58-135), made in Paris after 1333; in it Le Devisement is preceded by a 
Vie d'Alexandre (loL 1-46) and La Vengeanee d'Alexandre (foL 46-57) and 101-
lowed by Jean de Vignay's Merveilles d'Outremer (a translation of Odoric de 
Pordenone's Directorium ad jaciendum passagium transmarinum, fol. 135-43), 
excerpts from Vincent de Beauvais's Miroir historial (foL 148-65), Guillaume 
Adam's Directoire (loL 165-92), Prima!'s Chronique (loL 192-251), and 
excerpts from the biblieal Book ofKings (loL 193-252). 

13 By the mid-thirteenth century, for example, the Lusignan kings of Cyprus 
were closely related to the kings of Lesser Armenia (Baase 25-6). 

14 At the beginning 01 the thirteenth century, Gervaise 01 Tilbury had delined 
'marvel' as 'that which, although natural, escapes our understanding' 
(Harf-Lancner 236). In displacing focus from India to China, the Devisement, 
as Harf-Lancner notes, highlights wonders of culture rather than nature 

(Harf-Lanener 236, 245). 
15 References are to branch, laisse, and line numbers of Alexandre de Paris, 

Roman d'Alexandre. 
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16 Elsewhere I have suggested that Norman Sicily, often marginalized in his
tories of the medieval West, may (like Christian Iberia) be recoded as one of 
Latin Europe's privileged points of access to the cultures of the medieval 
Mediterranean (Kinoshita, 'Alrnerfa Silk' 174). 

17 Here I read the singular direct object 'le' as referring to Marco himself, 
rather than more loosely to the wonders (plural) he describes. 

18 The prologue, for example, recounts that on their way to the Great Khan, 
the eIder Polos found 'moult de granz merveilles de diversetez [des] 
choses' ['many great marvels of different kinds'] (1: 4.6). However, says 
Rustichello, 'we will not teil you aboutthem now because my lord Marco, 
who also saw everything, will tell you about them fully later in this book' 
(1: 4.7-10). 

19 Compare the Mongois' reluctance to be called 'Christian/ ev~n when they 
believe 'something of Christ.' As William of Rubruck reports, 'they are 
proud to such a degree that ... they are unwilling to be called Christians, 
wanting their own name, that is, MongoI, to be exalted above every other 
name' (Dawson 121). 

20 See Kinoshita, Medieval Boundaries 91-3. I further develop this analysis in 
my book-in-progre'ss, Paying Tribute: Eastern Empires find the Medieval Fl'encJ1 
Imaginary. 

21 In a subsequent description of Venice's varied population, Martin's praise 
of the eity's nobles is likewise bracketed by mentions of 'li marchans de tos 
pals qui vendent et achatent' ['merchants from all countries who seIl and 
buy'] on the one hand and 'li marcheants ... qui vendent et achatent' ['mer
chants who sell and buy'] - along with moneychangers, 'citaÜls de tos mes
tiers' ['eitizens of every profession'], saHars, and richly dressed ladies 
(2: 5-7) - on the other. 

22 TIle mention of Genoese activity in Tabriz would surely have read as an 
irritation and achallenge to Marco's Venetian readership. 

23 The term 'Silk Road' 'Seidenstraße' was coined by Ferdinand von Rich
thofen in the late nineteenth eentury (Foltz 1-2; Tucker 15). I use it to refer 
to the network of routes spanning Asia. 

24 The Uighurs were among the predecessors whose praetices and expertise 
the Mongois most readily assimilated; John of Plano Carpini describes their 
appropriation of the Uighur alphabet as if it were a spoil of war (Dawson 
20-1; Morgan, The Mangois 108-11). 

25 Nicola di Cosmo underscores the Mongois' key role: in encouraging COffi

mereial activity around the Black Sea, in part to redress the (over}emphasis 
on European, espeeial1y Italian, agency (di Cosmo 393). 

26 Coeito 566, eited in Epstein 166. Mareo notes the new Genoese presence on 
the Caspian Sea in 1: 22.48-9. In 1290, hWldreds of Genoese spent the 
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winter on the Sea of Basra, building a fleet of galleys for the Mongoi li-khan 
to use to disrupt the Indian Ocean trade of his rivals, the Mamluks of Egypt 
(Ashtor 12). 

27 Menard amends the reading 'vostre,' found in ms. Bt to 'nostre,' found in 
Al, A3, Cl, and C2 (123n31). 

28 This was especially so since both roles involved the exchange of 'gifts' 
(Cutler 266). 

29 In quieter moments, merchants 'prennent moult de leur delis' ['take great 
enjoyment'] (1: 33.12-13) from beautiful woods filled with game birds and 
wild asses and other pleasures of the road. 

30 The wonders of Ciandu also include a large herd of white mares whose 
milk is reserved exclusively for the Khan and his lineage, and a cohort of 
Tibetan aod Kashmiri 'sages enchanteeurs astrenomiens' ['wise astrono
mer-magicians'] (2: 74.75) who roast and eat executed prisoners and levi
tate tableware in the Great Khan's palace. 

31 We should not forget that Christine de Pizan, whose Livre des fais et bonne 
maeurs du sage ray Char!es V contributed to the king's reputation as a patron 
of letters, was the daughter of the king's court astrologer (Willard 20, 
126-8). 

4 Marca Pala's Devisement dou monde 
as a Narcissistic Trauma 

MARION STEINICKE 

When, at the beginning of the twentieth century, Sigmund Freud tried 
to place a value on the importance of psychoanalysis for science of the 
future, he posited three narcissistic traumas that humanity in-its recent 
cultural developments had collectively and progressively suffered: 

Zwei große Kränkungen ihrer naiven Eigenliebe hat die Menschheit im 
Laufe der Zeiten von der Wissenschaft erdulden müssen. Die erste, als sie 
erfuhr, daß unsere Erde nicht der :Mittelpunkt des Weltalls ist sondern ein 
winziges Teilchen eines in seiner Größe kaum vorstellbaren Weltsystems. 
Sie knüpft sich für uns an den Namen Kopernikus, obwohl schon die 
alexandrinische Wissenschaft ähnliches verkündet hatte. Die zweite 
dalUl, als die biologische Forschung das angebliche Schöpfungsvorrecht 
des Menschen zunichte machte, i1m auf die Abstammung aus dem 
Tierreich und die Unvertilgbarkeit seiner aniinalischen Natur verwies. 
Diese Umwertwlg hat sich in unseren Tagen unter dem Einfluß von Ch. 
Darwin, Wallace und ihren Vorgängern nicht ohne das heftigste.Sträuben 
der Zeitgenossen vollzogen. Die dritte wld empfindlichste Kränkwlg 
aber soll die menschliche Größensucht durch d,ie heutige psychologische 
Forschung erfahren, welche dem Ich nachweisen wilt daß es nicht einmal 
Herr im eigenen Hause, sondern auf kärgliche Nachrichten angewiesen 
bleibt, von dem, was unbewußt in seinem Seelenleben vorgeht. 

Humanity has in the course of time had to endure from the hands of sci
ence nvo great outrages upon its nai"ve self-Iove. The first was when it 
realized that our earth was not the centre of the universe, but only a tiny 
speck in a world-system of magnitude hardly conceivable; this is associ
ated in our minds with the name of Copernicus, although Alexandrian 
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doctrines taught something very similar. The second was when biological 
research robbed man of his peculiar privilege of having been specially 
created, and relegated him to adescent from the animal world, implying 
an ineradicable animal nature in hirn; this transvaluation has been accom
plished in our time upon the instigation of Charles Darwin, Wallace and 
their predecessors, and not WitllOut the most violent opposition from 
their contemporaries. But man's craving for grandiosity is now suffering 
the third and most bitter blmv from present-day psychological research 
which is endeavouring to prove to the ego of each one of us that h~ is not 
master in his own house, but that he must remain content with the veriest 
scraps of information about what is going on unconsciously in his own 
mind. (Freud, Vorlesungen 283-4; tr. 562) 

These 'outrageous' discoveries have a thoroughly traumatic character 
as experiences that overwhelm the intellectual capacity and, conse
quently, the emotional balance of individuals as well as of a whole 
society by annulling in toto the axioms of their knowledge and episte
mological systems. The three narcissistic traumas of humankind 
named by Freud radically put into question not only certain scientific 
ideas which have been taken for granted but the whole order of things 
that grounds the cultural identity of any given society. The usual reac
tion to an intellectual trauma of this kind entails, according to Freud, 
first, a complete negation of the unbearable discovery; second, recogni
tion of its fact by oHering instead a diverse and more traditional inter
pretation of it; and, finally, acceptance of both the fact and its correct 
interpretation, while reducing or denying its importance and conse
guence for cultural self-image and sociallife. 

From this perspective, it is possible to discern another trauma -to 
western society which (like the MongoI invasion at the beginning of 
the thirteenth century) might have been successfully repressed and 
replaced by the later discoveries of unknown parts of the world that 
were yet to be conquered: namely, the experience manifested in Marco 
Polo's travel report that the Occident is by no means, either geographi
cally or culturally, the very centre of the world. It cannot be regarded 
as the central destination of the universal history of salvation, because 
beyond the horizons of the Christian world it is possible to find cults 
and religions that lay claim to the same traditions for their own pur
pose, as well as entire realms at the remotest margins of the world that 
display higher levels of technical and cultural sophistication than that 
found in any western society, and that conseguently consider Europe 
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and Christianity to be phenomena of relatively small importance, hid
den away at the occidental margins of the world. 

Among the many writings that imparted 'Indian' information and 
projections to the Middle Ages, most important was the Romanee 
of Alexander, especially the adventurous Creek version of Pseudo
Kallisthenes h'anslated into Latin in the ninth or tenth century by the 
Archpresbyter Leo of Naples, and revised and expanded during the 
eleventh century to include some smaller treatises including Alexander's 
famous Letter to Aristotle and his Conversation with the Brahmans. These 
fantastic, so-called 'Indian' treatises were particularly popular and are 
preserved in a significant number of manuscripts. Other important 
sources of information about the Far East were the encyclopedias of 
Roman compilers such as Pliny and Solinus and the bestiaries deriving 
from the late antique Physiologus. In each of these texts, the Orient fig
ures as an ambigtious wonderland where an exotic abundance harbours 
immeasurable treasures and a proliferating nature creates gigantic 
shapes, fabulous animals, and monstrous nations. Derived from antiq
uity, this supposed knowledge about far distant lands was made to 
correspond to the testimonies of Holy Scripture, in particular to the 
prophetie books. Whereas ancient writers such as Pliny regarded the 
Marvels of the East as a manifestation of 'ingenios ... natura' ['inventive 
nature'] (Nat. his. VII, ii, 32), Christian epistemology interpreted the ori
ental world according to eschatological patterns, considering Asia to be 
at once the noblest and most privileged of the three known continents 
(being geographically proximate to the Earthly Paradise) and the home 
of Antichrist, from whence would emanate his diabolic hordes bent on 
demolishing Christianity at the end of the time. As the seat of historieal 
time's beginning and end ~ of Edenic expulsion and apocalyptic horror ~ 
the East occupied an important and fundamentally ambiguous role 
within salvation history.' 

Western canceptions of the Far East were confirmed and actualized 
in the midst of the twelfth century by the so-called Letter 0/ Presbyter (ar 
Prester) lohn.2 The author, of course, was neither (as the letter main
tains) king of India nor king of any other eastern country; instead, he 
might more profitably be sought among Friedrich Barbarossa' s civil 
servants. The letter was addressed to the Byzantine Emperor Manuel 
Komnenos, but also circulated among the important courts of the West. 
The mythical Indian 'rex et sacerdos' John confirmed all the well
known Indian topoi, and therefore was thought to give trustworthy 
evidence of the actual situation in the eastern parts of the world (La 
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lettere dei Prele Gia/1I1i 18). His realm reaehes from the Tower of Babel to 
India Magna, where the Apostle Thomas is buried, and is irrigated by 
one of the four rivers of Paradise. It harbours immense treasures that 
have not only material value hut also magical powers. Monstrous races 
and the apocalyptic nations Gog and Magog live under his rule. His 
dOluinion is the earthly equivalent to the heavenly and messianic 
Jerusalem deseribed in the Revelation of John (Rev. 20-1): lies, envy, 
and murder are eompletely unknown. The royal and priestly deseen
dant from the three Holy Kings knows about the loss of the Christian 
realm of Jerusalem and promises to support his brethren in the fight 
against evil, seeking to destroy their common enemy, the Islamie 
Saraeens, and reeonquer the Holy Land: 

Quando proeednnus ad bel1a contra inimicos nostros, XIII cruees magnas 
et praecelsas, faetas ex auro et lapidibus pretiosis, in singulis plaustris 
loeo vexillorum ante faciem nostram portari facimus, et unamquamque 
ipsarum seeuntur X milia militum et C milia peditum armatorum, excep
tis aliis, qui sarcinis et curribus et indueendis victualibus exercitus depu
tati sunt. ... 

Palatium vero, quod inhabitat sublimitas nostra, ad instar et similitudi
nem palacii, guod apostolus Thomas ordinavit Gtmdoforo, regi Indorum, 
in officinis et reliqua structura per ornnia simile est illi. Laquearia, tigna 
quoque et epistilia sunt de lignis cethim. Coopertura eiusdem palacii est 
de ebeno, ne aliquo casu possit comburi. In extremitatibus vero super 
culmen palacii sunt duo poma aurea, et in unoquoque sunt duo car
bunculi, ut aurum splendeat in die et carbunculi luceant in nocte ... 

Semel in die comedit curia nostra. In mensa nostra comedunt Olnni die 
XXX milia hominum praeter ingredientes et exeuntes. Et hi onmes accipi
unt expensas singulis diebus de camera nostra tarn in equis quam in aliis 
expensis. Haec mensa est de pretioso smaragdo, quam sustinent duae 
columpnae de ametisto. 

When we go to war against our enemies, the wagon before us instead of 
carrying barmers has thirteen huge crosses made out of gold and deco
rated with precious stones, and to each of these crosses are assigned 
10,000 knights and 100,000 foot soldiers, without counting the other peo
pIe making part of the baggage train and ta king care of the wagons and 
the supplies .... 

The palace in which our Majesty resides is really identical to the palace 
that the Apostle Thomas constructed for Gundoforo, King of India; it 
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perfectly resembles it, both inside and outside. The ceiling and the beams 
and architraves, too, are manufactured of Cyprian wood; the roof is made 
out of ebony instead, so that it can in no w,ay catch fixe. On the very top of 
the palace, on the top of the cupola, there are wo golden apples, and 
inside them there are wo carbuncles, so that the gold shines during the 
day and the carbuncles glow at night .... 

At our court, we are accustomed to eat onee a day, and 30,000 persons 
get their daily meal upon our tabler without counting the hosts that are 
present. These others receive daily a11 the resources they need, including 
horses and other equipment, out of our treasure chamber. The table con
sists of noble emerald and lies upon tvvo pillars of amethyst. (La lettere de! 
Prele Gianni 7411.) 

The epistemologically well-known territory, to which the Christian 
side assigned so many hopes and fears, was to be seriously shattered 
by a new and unexpected 'deseription 01 the world' being elaborated 
at the end 01 the thirteenth century in a prison in Genoa. After an 
absence of nearly twenty-five years, the son of a Venetian merchant, 
Marco Polo, his lather Niccola, and his unde Maffeo returned to 
Veniee lrom a long stay in the oriental world.3 Soon afterwards, Marco 
was imprisoned as a result of one of the martial conflicts that, at the 
end of the eentury, took plaee frequently between the two rival sea 
powers of Genoa and Veniee. While in prison, he met the cultivated 
hamme de let/res Rustichello da Pisa, a compiler of romances, who had 
been eaptured - as most scholars assurne - during the battle of Meloria 
in 1284 (Larner 47). !t is not very clear (and probably never will bel 
whether Mareo Polo really dietated the experiences of his journey, 
as Rustichello assures us in the prologue to 'our book,' or whether 
Rustiehello instead based his book on a now-Iost !talian manuseript 
(Emersleben llO). The oldest existing manuscript, however, seems to 
have heen entitied 'Le Devisement dou monde,' and is related in an 
idiom commonly known as Franco-Italian or Franco-Venetian (Segre 
xv-xvi; Larner 46). This purely literary language is one 01 the several 
mixed forms 01 Italian and Freneh that was used in northern Italy from 
the end of twelfth to the end 01 the lourteenth eentury, particularly lor 
the adaptation of ehivalrie romanees. Within the lifetime 01 Marco 
Polo, the experienees 01 his journey were compiled in French, Tuscan, 
Venetian, and Latin versions, whieh olten differed substantially from 
one another. The narration 01 the 'Meraviglie deI mondo' ['Wonders 01 
the world'], as the text was entitled in several !talian manuscripts, 
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spread over the occidental world in the foHowing centuries, repro
duced in almost every language4 

In hardly any other writing has the western view of the world been 
challenged so much. The Devisement dou monde shows the Far East, 
with its incredible wonderst as a cultural hemisphere of its own, 
instead of regarding it - as was generally the case in the past, and as 
the mappaemundi with Jerusalem at the very centre apparently demon
strated - as located at the very margins of the known world. Thus 
'notre livre' ['our book'] differs lrom all other travellingreports of this 
period: it still keeps close to the literary topoi and commonplaces 
about the East, but it differentiates and mingles them with new and 
as yet unheard descriptions (eh. 1)5 The contradictions that arise 
between the expectations caused by a providential interpretation 01 the 
world and its empirical encounters are manifest in the narrative itself. 
In contrast to other travelling reports of the late Middle Ages, the 
Devisement does not succeed in putting the far eastern marvellous 
world in a rational relation to Christian concepts or in harmonizing the 
discrepancies that inevitably arise. Whenever the text faces experiences 
that are radically different from the ideas 01 western tradition and do 
not fit into conventional patterns of interpretation, a moment of 
profound disorientation appears. It is trus hiatus that causes the fasci
nating and anxious atmosphere of the Devisement. The text does not 
give documentary information, as might be expected, but is instead an 
authentie document of a borderline experience in language and litera
ture: by rendering the conception 01 a bewildering counter-world that 
does not make up part 01 the western cultural dominion but lies 
beyond the ecumenical perspective 01 the Occident, it consequently 
puts into question Christian universality. lt threatens not only to split 
off 'our book' and the community of 'our' narrators but also the whole 
'Description of the world: as the story of 'our' three Holy Kings will 
paradigmatically show. 

The story of the Magi, which was to become very important in later 
Christian theology and art, is recounted in the gospels only by Matthew 
(Matt. 2: 1-12). At the time of Jesus' birth, some astrologers lrom the 
East, having seen a new star rising, come to Jerusalem and ask Herod 
where they may find the newborn king of the Jews. Herod and the 
people 01 Jerusalem are frightened, and the Jewish scholars are imme
diately asked where the birth of the Messiah is expected to take place. 
They find out that, according to the prophecies, the Messiah will be 

.born at Bethlehem. Herod therefore sends the Magi to this town and 
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asks them to return to J erusalem on their way horne. During their jour
ney, the astrologers are guided by a star that leads them directly to 
Christ and his mother. They recognize the child as the coming ruler of 
the world and demonstrate their adoration by offering their gifts: gold, 
frankincense, and myrrh. A dream tells them not to return to Herod, so 
they choose another route to the eastem parts they set off from. Herod, 
deceived by the Magi, who do not return, decides to kill the newborn 
king by murdering all the children of Bethlehem younger than two 
years of age. 

The three Holy Kings are representatives 01 the 'ecclesia ex genti
bus: and in this sense are already in the Gospel of Matthew clearly 
opposed to the Jews (Luz 2, 2; Sand 1384). In contrast to the Jews 01 
Jerusalem, the Magi from the East are not frightened by the birth 01 
the new king; while the Jews know the place of his birth but do not 
recognize the time of his coming, the Magi are alerted by the appear
ance of the new star, follow it joyfully, and by searching for the place 
where the Messiah has been born they arrive just in time to adore hirn. 
The adoration of the Kings was understood as the first epiphany 01 
Christ, the appearance 01 God in human form, and it was evidently of 
great importance that this revelation was realized by the pagan 'Magi' 
and not by thc Jcwish priests, since (in the words of the Golden Legend) 
'the Jews' indiflerence was condemned by the Magi's zealous search' 
(Voragine 80). The 'right' adoration 01 the newborn Messiah by the 
pagan astrologers was also seen in relation to the three men from 
Chaldaea who refused to perform the sinful worship of the golden 
idol set up by Nebuchadnezzar, and lor this reasonwere condemned 
to death (Schiller 107). 

Besides the Gospel of Matthew, the traditionalliturgy of epiphany 
also includes Isaiah 60: 1-4 and Psalms 72: 10-11, both of which feature 
astrang metaphorical system focused on light. The exegesis of the 
Psalm 'citation' encouraged the reinterpretation of the oriental Magi as 
kings, a status that was probably thought to be more suitable to hon
our the newborn Messiah and ruler of the world, and which lacked the 
ambiguous signilicance of sorcerers and swindlers that weighed on the 
word 'Magi': a term that, other than in the Gospel of Matthew, was 
employed in the New Testament only in the Acts of ApostIes, and there 
in a pejorative sense (Monneret de Villard 4). In Christian art, the Magi 
were from the tenth century represented as kings; belore this time, they 
were olten depicted in Persian clothes, wearing Phrygian caps to indi
cate their foreign status. Their representation followed the late antique 
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model of the so-called aurum coronarium, in which barbarian people 
offer golden wreaths to victorious cornmanders or emperors. In later 
tradition, the Magi were thought to represent the three known conti
nents of Asia, Africa, and Europe. The number of the Kings, not men
tioned io Matthew, was derived from the quantity of their gifts, while 
their names - MelchiOl~ Balthasar, and Caspar - appear for the first 
time io an Egyptian text around 500. The festive day of the three Holy 
Kiogs, the feast of Epiphany, probably has its origin in Egypt, where it 
took the place of a festival of Isis celebrated on 6 January. At the begin
ning of the fourth century, the day of Epiphany became widespread 
throughout the oriental world and served to celebrate the birth, adora
tion, and baptism of Christ. In the western parts, conversely, the birth 
of Christ and the adoration by the Magi were celebrated together on 
25 December. Only at the end of the fourth century was aseparate 
festive day of Epiphany iotroduced in order to recall the revelation of 
the Christian God to the pagan kiogs, marking the fulfilment of ancient 
expectations of salvation (Schiller 105ff.). 

In the Devisement, the story of the three Magi is introduced after a 
long account of the city of Baudac (today's Baghdad) and of the mar
vels that took place there (chs. 25-9). At first glance, the mention of 

. Bnghdad - a city thnt Mareo Polo never visited und especially of the 
legendary Kings, seems to be somewhat puzzling. The city had been 
taken in 1258 by a cruel assault of the Mongois, and a great part of the 
population had been massacred. The bloodiest deeds during the inva
sion, however, had been carried out by Christians who profi ted Irom 
the opportunity to take revenge on the passionately hated Muslims 
(Weiers 195). In Marco Polo's story of the 'Miracle of Baudac,' nothing 
is said of this matter, but the 'exemplum' could be interpreted as a sub
sequent justification of the Christian crimes. In 1275, we are told, the 
Caliph 01 Baghdad, a mean-spirited and malicious man, read in the 
Gospel 01 Matthew that true Christian faith would be able to move 
mountains. As a result, he cynically decided to ask the Christian com
muruty to perform this wonder, declaring that, in case of failure, all 
Christians would be sentenced to death. Miraculously, the event takes 
place, and after this striking demonstration of the power of the Chris
tian God, a great number of Saracens become Christians, and even the 
Caliph himself decides to be baptized secretly. Yet - as happens so 
often in 'our book' 6 - only a few chapters later a contradictory story 
is told. The account of the three Holy. Kings, though very similar io 
its legendary character and also desCl·ibing a divioe revelation, does 
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not correspond at all to the first example of the splendid and convioc
iog supremacy of Christianity, but presents different and somewhat 
less conviociog results of Christendom: 

En Persie est Ia cite qui est apele Sava, de la quel se partirent les trois mais, 
quant il vindrent ahorer Jesucrit; en ceste cite sunt soveliz les trois mais en 
trois sepouture mout grant et beles, et desor Ia sepouture a une maison 
quares .... Les cors sunt encore tuit en[t]iere et ont ch[e] voilz et barbe. Le 
un avoit a nom Beltasar, le autre Gaspar, le ter~o Melchior. Mesere Mare 
demande plusor jens de cel rite de l' estre de ees trois mais, mes nul ne i ot 
qu'il en sause dire ren, for qu'il disoient qu'il estoient trois rois que ansie
nament i furent soveliz. Mes il en apristent ce que je vos dirai. 

There is a town in Persia called Sava [Saba], from which the three Magi set 
out to adore Jesus Christ, and in this city the three Magi are buried, in 
three very large and beautiful monuments, and above thern there is a 
square building. The bodies are still entire, with the hair and beard 
remaining. One of these was called Balthasar, the second Caspar, and the 
third Melchior. Messer Marco asked several people of this tm"olll about 
those three Magi, but he did not find anybody who could tell hirn any
thing about this matter, except that it was said they were three kings who 
were buried there in days of old. But then he learned about them what I 
am going to tell you. (eh. 31) 

In the West, the names of the three Holy Kings and of the places they 
came from had been spread by the famous Historia Scholastica of Peter 
Comestor, completed around 1170. The even more important Legenda 
Aurea, written io the 1260s by the Dömioican Jacobus de Voragine, also 
relates that the Kings 'came from the borderland of Persia and Chaldaea 
... where the Saba river flows, so that the region is called Sabaea' 
(Voragine 83). So far, the Devisement is io complete correspondence with 
western tradition. But the fact that the 'premitiae gentium' ['firstliogs 01 
pagans'] to whom God revealed hlmself (Augustine, Sermones 1026ff) 
were unknown at the place where their holy bodies were interred must 
have been quite startling to a eontemporary reader who was convinced 
that these Kings, io the influential retelliog of the Legenda Aurea, had 
spread the euangelion or 'good news' of Christian salvation throughout 
the eastern parts of the world after their baptism by the ApostIe 
Thomas (Voragioe 35).7 Even more scandalous, however, was the asser
tion that the mortal remains of the ancestors of Prester John should still 
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rest in Persia: it was widely known that their bodies had long ago been 
transported from Constantinople to Milan and, after the conquest of the 
Italian city by the German Emperor Friedrich Barbarossa, brought in tri
umph to Cologne. 

In the midst of the twelfth century, the city of Milan, the most 
important community in the Italian territories of the Holy Roman 
Empire, was opposed to Friedrich Barbarossa. During the first siege of 
the town, the relics of the three Holy Kings had been moved from the 
church of Saint Eustorgio near Milan into the city itself. After the 
capitulation of Milan in 1162, Barbarossa offered the relics to the Impe
rial Chancellor and archbishop of Cologne, Reinald von Dassei, 
known as a most obedient servant of the Emperor, and the bodies of 
the Holy Kings were brought to Cologne in 1164, where the transfer 
was celebrated each year with a triumphal procession8 The legend of 
the Magi served to reinforce the imperial politics against the papacy 
because the Holy Kings had been witnesses to the revelation of God 
without any intereession of the Church. Iconographically this concept 
is expressed in a relief on the front side of the famous Cologne shrine 
that was finished around 1220, where Otto IV is represented within 
the adoration scene as the fourth of the Holy Kings (Stehkämpfer 39-
40). Pope Alexander IU, who tried in vain to stop Reinald von Dassei 
on his way back to Cologne in order to seize possession of the relics, 
was probably already aware of the politieal importance that the Holy 
Kings could gain as a pro-imperial argument in the investiture contest. 

The translation of these relics had a large 'international resonance' 
(Schäfer 73), and was widely publicized by the chronicles of the time. 
The bodies were exhibited in the nave of the old Cathedral at Cologne 
where they were devoutly adored by the crowd. It was believed' that 
gazing upon the relics could prevent unhouseled death, a quality oth
erwise attributed only to the fourteen auxiliary saints. Immediately 
after their translation, the Magi began to work miracles as the Relatio de 
tribus Magi, written in 1200, recounts. They were said to protect agamst 
misfortune, especially against fire disasters, bad weather, and epilepsy. 
Later, they came to be honoured as patrons of merchants and travellers 
(Brückner 1388-9). Cologne eonsequently beeame a very important 
centre of pilgrimage and was named, together with Rome, Santiago 
de Compostela, and Canterbury, as one of the four 'peregrationes 
maiores' that granted the believer a great reduction of penanee (Gui 
lvi). Milan,trying desperately to reclaim the Kings' relics and asserting 
that it still held a small finger of one of the Magi and a gold piece that 
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had fallen out of one of their pockets during the transport, propagated 
the Cult of the Holy Kings as weil (Hofmann 218 ff.). The signifieanee 
of the holy bodies is also demonstrated by the fact that several chroni
des talking about the terrifying Mongolian invasion in 1236 seriously 
suggested that the frightening horsemen had come to Europe only to 
regain the relics of their deseendants and 10 bring them home to their 
realm (Monneret de Villard 158ff). For these reasons, the Holy Kings' 
presence at Saba, as reported in the Oevisement, must have been most 
inexplicable to a contemporary audience, taking into consideration the 
important role of these relies within the popular imagination, as weil 
as their role within the theological system. It is not amazing that Mareo 
Polo, as he eontinues his repor!, insistently tries to dear up these 
strange facts. At the 'Cala· Ataperistan' ('que vaut a dir en fran<;ois cas
tiaus de les aoraor do feu' ['that is to say, in Freneh, castle of the wor
slupper of fire']) (eh. 21), three days' journey further on, he finally 
obtains more information about this puzzle: 

IL]es hornes de cel caustaus -dient gue jadis ansienemant [trois lar} rois de 
cele contree aloient aorer un profete qui estoit nes, et aportent trois ofert
or, encens et mire - par connoistre se celui profet estoit dieu ou rois 
tereine ou mirre. Car il dient: se il prant Of, qu'il est roi lereine, et se il 
prient encens il est dieu et se il prient mire qu'il est mire. 

The people of this castIe relate that, in days of old, three kings of that 
country went away to worsllip a prophet that had been born, and they 
carried with them three manner of offerings - gold, frankincense and 
myrrh - in order to ascertain whether that prophet were a God, or an 
eartIlly king, or a physician. For, they said, if he takes the gold, then he is 
an earthly king; if he takes the incense, he is a god; if he takes the myrrh, 
he is a physieian. (eh. 31) 

lt is striking that the biblical star guiding the Kings to the erib is not 
even mentioned, for it played an important role in the theological 
debate and was interpreted as enlightenment in several different 
modes: as the Legenda Aurea puts it, 'the star the Magi saw was a five
fold star - a material, a spiritual, an intellectual, a rational, and a super
substantial star' (Voragine 82). In particular, the concept of the 
'spiritual star' as a manifestation of true faith in God and internat 
devotion to his glory and light was very important to the spirituality of 
the late Middle Ages (Luz 2, 2, Sc). The legend related by Marco Polo, 
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however, pays much more attention to the gifts that the three Kings 
took with them. In contrast to western tradition, the Magi do not 
appear as tributaries or fervent devotees of the King and Messiah, but 
instead seem far more interested in assaying the true nature of the 
newborn prophet by their offerings. The symbolic value that the orien
tal version gives to these gifts c6rresponds in Inany ways to the inter
pretation of occidental theologians, who emphasize the disjunction 
between the poverty of the new King and the precious offerings 
brought by the Magi. The myrrh is, however, in early western tradition 
a symbol for death, and thus figures as a sign of the Messiah's human 
nature and mortality rather than his role as a physician, a meaning 
which was particularly widespread in Manichaeism (Monneret de 
Villard 92-8) and later became important for Renaissance iconography. 
The story related to Marco Polo by the people of Ataperistan continues 
most strangely: when the Kings approach the child with their offer
ings, one after the othel~ they find the child to be always of their own 
age .. Only when they decide to enter all together do they behold the 
child in his actual state. They adore the child and offer their presents, 
and the child takes all their offerings at once. In return, the child gives 
a small sealed box to the Kings. On their journey homeward, they can
not resist the desire to open the box; inside they find nothing 111.0re 
than a simple stone. The Kings, showing themselves to be less wise 
and elairvoyant than western tradition expected them to be, do not 
grasp the deeper meaning of the stone, which symbolizes their firm
ness in the Christian faith, and, obviously disappointed, throw it into a 
weIl. At this moment, a fire descends from heaven into the weIl. Seeing 
this marvel, the Kings finally understand the importance of the gift 
and deeply repent their hasty aet. They take the fire horne to their 
country and carry it into a sanctuary, where it is adored as if it were 
God himself. The people of the place take care that the fire will never 
go out; if it happens to go out by accident, they go to their brethren, 
take some of their fire, and bring it back to their own church. 'Et vos 
di,' the narrator coneludes his bewildering aceount, 'qu'il sunt mantes 
jens' ['And I tell you that they are many people'] (eh. 32). 

In spite of the apparent similarities, the oriental version of the leg
end of the Holy Kings related by Messer Marco - whieh is, in fact, an 
etiologicallegend about the origins of Zoroastrianism - differs widely 
in its religious tendency and its theological meaning9 From the west
ern point of view, the Kings' loss of spirituality and holiness would . 
evidently weaken the status and effeets of their relics. In contrast to 
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the 'Miraele of Baudac,' the legend does not demonstrate the suprem
acy of Christianity, but rather creates an atmosphere of confusion and 
anxiety. The Magi, said to have propagated the Christian faith in the 
East, are seen at the same· time as founders of a deeply heretical cult 
that split off from Christianity in statu nascendi, and whieh bears 
throughout it diabolic tendencies. It is significant that this scandalous 
taking over of 'our' three Kings by a eompletely different tradition is 
not even mentioned in the Latin version of the Devisement dou monde 
elaborated by the Dominican monk Fra Pipino between 1310 and 1314. 
The story of the heretical Kings and their many followers, who darken 
the light of the true faith by worshipping fire, did not find any recep
tion in the Occident (Cardona 658-62). It is mentioned neither by the 
Franciscan Odoric nor by the great and ingenious compiler Sir John 
Mandeville. Even the narrator of 'our' book, who distinguishes himself 
explicitly from his protagonist 'mesiere Mare Pol' in only a few cases, 
seems to keep his distance here. Before these incredible and intolerable 
indieations, the text splits off in two positions: Messer Marco Polo, who 
insists that he heard this bewildering account with his own ears, and 
the narrat01~ who insistently confirms that it is Messer Marco (and not 
thenarrator himself) who relates those facts, and consequently refuses 
to take any rcsponsibility for their heretical meaning. As he puts it, lEt 
toute ceste chouse content et distrent, cel, dou ehastel, a mesiere Mare 
Pol' [' And all this was related by those of the castle to Messer Marco 
Polo'] (eh. 32). It remains uneertain whether by withdrawing himself 
from this aeeount the narrator weakens or reinforees its authority. 
Aecording to an early Christian concept, all magie should have come to 
an end with the Incarnation. The Magi, in fact, were said not to be sci
entific astrologers but rather devout Christians when they returned to 
their homelands (Luz 2, 2, 5a). In the Devisement, conversely, the reve
lation of the divine nature of the Son of Man leads to the foundation of 
the 'magie' cult of fire worship. From now on, the ambiguous glow of 
fire from the community in ignibus begins to cast its bright light on the 
whole Description of the World, and the heretical Magi that arise (instead 
of disappear) with the birth of Christ will remain insistently present in 
'our' book. 

The perplexity that arises for the Christian imago mundi in its 
description (the Devisement dou monde) is clearly reflected in the narra
tive functions and competenees separating Messer Mareo Polo from 
the narrator. As Bertolucci Pizzorusso in her seminal artiele (4-30) and 
Rieger in his more reeent study (289-312) have pointed out, in general, 
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the narrative "1' or 'we' oscillates, and it remains unclear precisely who 
is speaking. The few cases where the narrative positions are made 
explicit, therefore, are of special interest for textual analysis. While the 
narrator of the heretical story about the Holy Kings insists on the 
difference between himself and Messer Marco, there is no such separa
tion, for example, in the case of the description of the town of Quin
sai. lO Instead, we find a strong identification of Messer Marco and the 
narrative T that repeatedly confirms the truth and authenticity of the 
experience but which can hardly find adequate words for it, thus lead
ing the narrating subject to the very edge of communicability. The 
exceptional character of this episode is indicated by a strikingly 
unusual opening in the chapter concerning the 'City of Heaven,' 
located in the prosperous province of Mangi, the former state of the 
Sung Dynasty. Right at the beginning, a letter is mentioned which was 
apparently written by the Queen of the Sung to prevent the Mongolian 
conquerors from demolishing the town. This document, which makes 
referenee to detailed internal knowledge, serves as a direct souree for 
the city' s description. Its cilation is legilimized by an external eyewit
ness who calls himself Marco Polo and who vouches for the correct
ness and precision of the information: 'Et selone que en eelle eseripture 
se eontenoit ... fu verite selone ee que je Mare Pol vit puis ilpcrtcmant a 
mes iaux' [' And what this writing contained ... was the truth, accord
ing to what l, Marco Polo, afterwards saw directly with my own eyes'] 
(eh. 152). 

This double authenticatiort - that is, the necessity of a surplus of 
authentication - seems rather strange precisely because Quinsai (today's 
Hangzhou) at first sight may appear quite familiar. The town of Quinsai 
clearly resembles Venice: 'Et nulz se face mervoille se il ha tant de pont, 
por ce que je vos di que ceste ville est taute en eve, et est environ[ e] de 
eve, et por ce convient que maint pont hi aie por aler por toute la vi[ll]e' 
[' And there is no wonder that there are so many bridges, for you see the 
whole city stands as it were in the water and surrounded by water, so 
that a great many bridges are required to give free passage .about it'] 
(eh. 152). From the very beginning of this unusually detailed account, 
however, Quinsai is described as something entirely different: it is not 
merely the far eastern equivalent of the famous European centre of 
commerce, but is far more than that. In quantity as weil as in quality, 
Quinsai is superior to Venice, being of greater beauty and far richer; it 
has many more bridges, twelve thousand in number, all of which are 
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made of stone, some wilh high arches so that even large ships can 
easily pass under them. Although the Franco-Venetian manuscript of 
the Devisemel1t does not explicitly compare Venice to Quinsai, the simi
larities and thus the differences are obvious. Taking into consideration 
the fact that the'largest bridge of Venice was built out of wood and con
nected by a drawbridge which had to be opened in order to give pas
sage to ships with a higher superstructure, there could be no doubt 
about the inferiority of European techniques. Only at the end of the 
sixteenth century was the old bridge of the Rialto replaced by a con
struction made of stone (Hubala 143). 

rhe question 'Et que je vo<; en diroie?' [' And how can I say this to 
you?'], which is insistently repeated and varied in the DevisenJeI1!, is in 
this context far more than a mere rhetorical figure. Faeing the incredi
ble nature of what it tries to describe precisely. the narrative T inter
rupts its discourse and hesitates, as il searching for the right words, 
and at last gives up - only to immediately return to the argument 
which il can neither explain sufficiently nor leave alone.11 There are the 
very rich and luxurious palaces with all their comlort and beauty. and 
the countless abbeys and monasteries of the town. Further, Quinsai is 
known lor ils very beautiful public baths, in which a hundred persons 
can bathe at one time, and it possesses towers of stone, where people 
can take refuge in case the city catches fire. The roads of Quinsai, 
indeed of the whole province, are paved wilh stones and with baked 
bricks, so that one can walk or ride wilhout becoming dirty - an 
nnheard-of luxury for Europeans of that time! More and more the nar
rative develops a peculiar dynamic of its own that urges the narrator 
even against his intention to keep on narrating: 

Et sommeemant vos di con tute verite que l' afer de la provence dou 
Mangi est si tres grant couse, e de richese etde rende e de profit que n'a le 
grant kan, que ne est horne que l'oisse conter e ne le veisse que le peust 
[c]roire; et a poine se poroit escrivere la grant nobilite de ceste provence e 
por ce m'en tara i atant, que ne vos en dirai grantment desormes, me si vo~ 
en dirai aucune couse encore e puis nos en partiron. 

And, in short, I tell you with aU truth that the business of the province of 
Mangi is so very great a thing both in wealth and in revenue and in profit 
which the great Khan derives from it that there is not a man who heard it 
told and did not see it who could believe it; and one can hardly describe 
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the great and noble things of this province. And therefore I shall be silent 
about it then, that I shall not tell you much about it henceforth. But yet I 
will tell you something more agam about it, and then we shallleave it. 

(eh. 152) 

Notwithstanding this determined resolution of the narrator, the narra
tion goes on and on, and subsequently the next chapter insistently turns 
to the description of the city and its marvellous riches. The attempt to 
give an impression of the magnitude and richness of the occupied town 
by caJculating tl,e revenue that the great Khan collects from salt taxes, 
however, leads simply to an abstract enumeration of quantities. The 
sums of income appear even more immense and monstrous, reported 
as they are in a tone of distinguished impartiality and cool merchant 
logic (Greenblatt 47). In contrast to the treasures of Prester John, the rev
enues of the Great Khan do not conduce toward symbolical, allegorieal, 
or anagogical interpretation. They do not give any further information 
beyond their concrete meaning, which refers only to number: 

Or sachies tuit voiremant que le sal de ces te ville rente chascun an 
conslu]etudemant LXXX tomain d'or: e chascun tomain est LXXXM sajes 
d'or; que montent, les LXX t[o]main, MM:MMMM et DeM de sajes d'or, 
que chascun sajes vaut plus de un florin d'or 0 de un ducato d'or. E ce est 
bien une merveiose couse e grandismes enonbre de monoie. 

Now you may know quite truly that the salt of this town produces every 
year, in round numbers, fourscore tomans of gold; and the toman is worth 
70,000 saggi of gold, so that the total value of the fourscore tomans will be 
five millions and six hundred thousand saggi of gold, each saggio being 
worth more than a gold florin or ducat. And this is quite a marvellous 
thing and a very great sum of money. (eh. 153) 

Instead of being a marvellous wonderland, with its four rivers of the 
Earthly Paradise and its fountains of youth, Quinsai turns out to be a 
real town under foreign rule, where the citizens are engaged in their 
various trades and enjoy themselves in the evening. At the same time, 
the southern Chinese capital with all its 'demesure' ['immeasurable'] 
(eh. 152) goods and riches and its infinite number of inhabitants 
appears as an abstract noun that cannot be reproduced or explained by 
conventional terminology or images, because it is beyond any terms 
and imagination. Most surprising is the frighteningly small dimension 
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allotted to Cluistianity in this great metropolis: in the crowded city, 
with its multitude of temples and monasteries, there is 'une gliese de 
cristienz nestorin solemen!' [' one church only, belonging to the Nesto
rian Christians'] (eh. 152). In fact, although the Christian religion can 
be practised without any obstructions at Quinsai, as in the rest of the 
realm, Christianity plays a very limited, even an exotic, role. The spiri
tual power of the state and its Mongolian ruler, who assembles many 
representatives of different cults at his court, is attributed in the Devise
menl almost completely to the lamaistic monks. These Magi are at least 
as extraneous and terrifying as the perverted Holy Kings that founded 
the cult of the fire-worshippers. The description of the powerful bacsi 
from Kashrnir and Tibet, who can conjure up darkness and bad 
weather, who make their idols speak, and who can even cause cups 
full of wine to rise from the pavern.ent and float tluough the hall, oscil
lates in the Devisement between horror and fascination: 12 

Et sajes tout voirmant que cesti bacsi que je VOt; die desovre, que sevent 
tant de enchantemant, fant si grant mervoille com je VOt; dirai. Je vo~ di 
que. quant le grant kaan siet en sa mestre sale a sa table, qui est aut plus 
de VIII coves, eies coupes Sunt emi le paviment de la sale, longe de la 
table bien X pas, et sunt plene de vin et de lait Oll d';:l1ltrf's hupn bevrajes, 
et ceste sajes encanteors que je vo~ ai dit desovre, que bacsi sunt nomes, 
il font tant par lor encantement et por lor ars que celes coupes pleinnes 
por lor meesme se levent [desus] le paviment ou elle estoient et s'en vont 
devant le grant kan san ce que nulz ne le toucent; et ce font voiant 
XM homes, et ce est voir et vertables sanz nulle mensogne. 

And you may know quite truly that those bacsi, of whom I have been 
speaking before as knowing so many enchantments, perform a great mar
vel as I am going to tell you. And I tell you trus: when the Great Khan is in 
rus main hall, seated at his table, which stands on a platform some eight 
cubits above the ground, his cups are set before rum on the paved floor of 
the hall, at a distance of some ten paces from his table, and filled with 
wine and milk or other good spiced beverages. And these wise ·enchant
ers who are called bacsi and of whom I have already told you before, by 
the power and the art of their enchantment, cause the filled cups to move 
by themselves from their place on the floor without bemg touched by 
anybody, and to present themselves to the Great Khan. And they perform 
this in front of 10,000 persons. And this is true and real, without any He. 
(eh. 75) 
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The magieal practiees and their weird performers seem so dangerous 
that the narrator even in faraway Genoa prefers not to talk in detail of 
these enchantments and marvels. By refusing to put into language the 
incredible performances of the bacsi, however, he also dedines to 
appropriate this part of the world by his deseription, to annex and to 
usurp it epistemologieally with his eategories and terms. The explicit 
attempt to not talk ab out the ineomprehensible aets of the bacsi pro
duces an odd attraction, an attraction that neither the narrator nor the 
reader of 'our book' ean withdraw from. Precisely because the magie 
arts of the lamaistic monks are not put into language, and are not com

. prehensively described in words in order to be rejected as demonie 
jugglery, their enchantment remains an inexplicable, latent menace:13 

Et eneore vo~ di qu'il ont les plus sajes eneanteor et les meior astronique, 
selone lor usan~ que soient en toutes eelles provenees gue entot eu~'sunt, 
·car il font les plus fere eneantemant et les greignor mervoiles a oir e a 
veoir por ars de diables, que ne est pas buen a eontere en nostre livre por 
ee que trop se mervelieront les jens. 

And I tell YOll again that there are the wisest soreerers and best astrolo
gers of their tradition, according to the practice of those who reside in the 
surrounding provinces, for they perform the most magie enchantrnents 
and the greatest manTels that you may ever hear and see by means of dia
boHe arts, so that it is not good to retell trus in our book, for people would 
be tao mueh amazed. (eh. 116) 

In the hidden background of this silence, les 'jens' - that is, the Euro
pean people reading this report - may discern at least the gloomy 
shadows of a counter-world where oeeidental culture has lost all sig
nificance. It makes no sense to regard these magic practices as a con
spiracy of Antichrist, and it does not correspond in any way to the 
common Christian topology and topography of evil. The well-known 
wonderland, considered to be loeated merely at the periphery 01 sal
vation history and upon the distant horizon of western thinking, turns 
out to be an autonomous centre of civilization. Looking back from the 
Far East to the Oecident, the latter appears as a region of little impor
tanee: as to riches and goods, it is a quantite negligeable, while as to 
culture and religion, it is only one cult among many others, and is 
even marginal. In later western travel literature, however, different 
strategies can be found which can be identified as reactions to this 
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radieal change of perspective and "to the related traumatic offence of 
cultural narcissism. 

In the Itinerary of the Franciscan Odoric da Pordenone, written in 
1330, the narration of the telekinetie powers of the lamaistic monks is 
placed in another context and is compiled with some descriptions of 
high lestivities at the court of the Great Khan. In contrast to the 
accounts of the Devisement, where these celebrations demonstrate the 
magnitude and power 01 the Mongolian Khan and his assemblage, 
Odoric's description of the Great Khan's birthday celebration dis
plays ridiculous and grotesque features. Upon eommand, the hench
men of the Great Khan fall to the ground, put their fingers into their 
ears, and start - as reported in some manuscripts - to grind flour! At 
the end of this amazing spectade, jugglers come in and cause cups to 
fly through the air. The threatening magicians turn out to be merely 
minstrels and buffoons, their troubling enehantments unmasked as 
simply Chinese aerobaties: 

Hoc facto et ordinato, tunc aliqui ystriones ad ipsum accedunt et etiam 
alique ystrionatrices; ante ipsum tarn du1citer cantant quod quedam 
iucunditas est audire. Deinde ystriones faciunt venire leones que rever
enciam faciunt Imperatori. ... Deinde ystriones vern faciunt ciphos 
aureos per aerem, plenos bono vino, et sie ad ora omnium volencium 
bibere de isto vino porigunt istos ciphos. Sic hec et multa aHa coram 
domino isto faciunt. 

When an this has been done in order, some artists (and among them also 
women) come forward, and they sing so sweetly before the Emperor that 
it is a pleasure to hear them. Then the artists bring in some lions that 
make their reverences to the Emperor .... Then the artists make golden 
cups filled with noble wine fly through the air, and in trns way they offer 
the cups to everyone who eares to taste the wine. And they perform this 
and many other things in front of their lord. (Odoric 29.7, 30.482) 

This tendency to impart only a curiaus and far from menacing charac
ter to the far eastern wonderworld is charaeteristie of Odoric' s Itinerary. 
The representative of the divine logos never lacks for a suitable com
parison, never misses a decisive judgment, and describes the exotic 
world through amusing aneedotes. By demonstrating his sovereignty 
over language, Odorie's Itinerary (which is c1early inspired by hagio
graphie motives) also demonstrates the primacy of Christian religion 
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and western culture. The text communicates a consoling and calming 
message: that even in the queer world of far eastern marvels, 'our' own 
cultural self-consciousness is not menaced at all. 

Sir John Mandeville, who is himself (as Greenblatt [47-83J empha
sizes in his important study) just as fictitious as his travel report 
compiling a great number of written sources, gives another account 
of the ceremonies that take place on the occasion of the Great Khan's 
birthday. In contrast to the Franciscan missionary, the knight-errant 
Mandeville does not content himself with what he knows about the 
queer and foolish performance of the Mongoi entourage. The exem
plary curious pilgrim insists upon asking - here and everywhere else 
throughout the exotic lands he travels - the inhabitants themselves to 
explain their strange habits, and they obligingly describe whatever 
he desires to know. The double affirmation that combines the outside 
perspective of an eyewitness with the exclusive knowledge of an 
insider is characteristic of the Book 0/ John Mandeville. Like Odoric, 
Mandeville never loses sovereignty over his language; moreover, he 
even makes exotic people speak in: terms and categories that sound 
familiar to western ears. In contrast to the Devisement, the occidental 
perception is never called into question but is rather confirmed as the 
only right and valuable interpretation of the world, which naturally 
includes within it the exotic and peripheral regions of the Far East. 
The explanation that Mandeville gives for the strange behaviour of 
the Mongois, for example, is absolutely convincing: 

Ie demanday a eulx quelles misteres ne quelles significacions ces choses 
auoient; et il me respondirent que le bessier la teste a teIle heure dadont 
eelle honneur estoit teIle mistere, que tous ceulz qui lauoient baissie seroi
ent a tousiours mais obeissans et loial a lempereur et que POUf dons ne 
pour promesses il ne pourroient estre eorrumpus ne incliner pour nul 
auoir a lui faire trahision.' Et du doy mectre en loreille ilz disoient que 
nulz de ceuls ne pourroient oir parler ne dire chose qui fust contraire a 
lempereur, que tantost ne lalast dire ou noncier a lempereur, et fust ses 
peres ou ses freres. 

I asked them what seeret ~eaning or significance these things had, and 
they replied that the bowing of the head during this hour of celebrations 
had the seeret meaning that everyone who had bowed would always 
remain obedient and loyal to the Emperor, and that by neither gifts nor 
promises could he be corrupted or inclined to do treason. They said that 
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putting their finger into the ear means that none of them would ever lis
ten or say anything against the Emperor without their referring and 
announcing it to hirn immediately, even if it were their fathers or brothers. 
(Mandeville, ed.Deluz 361) 

Mandeville appropriates the long distant wonderworld anew follow
ing a double strategy: confirming, on the one hand, the traditional 
mirabilia; and, on the other, giving them a 'new' (that is, reasonable) 
explanation. The menacing and troubling wonders of the far eastern 
world are consciously stylized and thus reduced to conventional topoi. 
A striking example of this strategy appears at the end of the birthday 
ceremonies, when jugglers enter the hall. They enter not in order to 
make cups or other things fly around, or to spread dark and bad 
weather, but to make the sun and moon" appear in person, right in the 
middle of the hall, as if 'they presented !heir reverence to the Great 
Khan.' The weird powers of the lamaistic monks turn out to be nothing 
but an allegorical masquerade, alluding to the trees of sun and moon in 
the Romanee 0/ Alexander that prophesy the protagonis!'s fate, thus 
reducing the whole performance to merely an occidental tale of the 
Orient. The incomprehensible far eastern world of the Devisemenl is 
once again annexed to western tradition: 

Et apres viennent iugleours et enchanteurs, qui font trop de merueilles; 
car il font venir en lair le soleil et la lune par semblant pour lui faire reuer
ence, qui dOlment si grant elarte que a paine veoient ilz lun lautre. Et puis 
font la nuit venir, si que on ne voit goute; et puis font il reuenir le iour. 

And afterwards jugglers and enchanters eome in, who work many mar
vels; for they make the sun and the moon rise into the air as if to show 
reverenee to hirn [the Emperor], whieh give forth such brightness that 
only \vith difficulty eould they distinguish one [light] from the other. And 
after that they make night fall, so that one cannot see a thing; and then 
they make the day corne again. (Mandeville, ed. Deluz 362-3) 

Thus Mandeville, after Marco Polo's traumatic loss of language, suc
ceeds in reintegrating those dangerous wonders and figures and sites 
into the former map of western epistemological territories, satisfying 
both conventionalliterary expectations and sceptical attitudes toward 
traditional knowledge. As we know, Mandeville also satisfied many 
seientists, travellers, and philologists who long continued to give more 
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credence to hirn than to Marco Polo and to his disquieting Devisement. 
Perhaps this was sirnply because Mandeville, explaining all those 
bewildering rnarvels in plain wards, was able to replace the traumatic 
effeets of Marco Polo's broken language and -thus reassuringly con
firrned the superiority of western culture. 

NOTES 

1 The literature about the Marvels of the East and their reception is exhaus
tive; still fundamental for the sub.iect are Wittkower; LeGoff.t 'L'Occidente 
medievale' and Phantasie; Perrig. The nexus between monstrous nations 
and apocalyptic hordes is worked out in detail in my dissertation, 
'Apokalyptische Heerscharen und Gottesknechte.' 

2 On this mythical king, see, for example, Olschki, 'Der Brief'; Knefelkamp; 
Zaganelli, 'La Terra Santa'; La lettere deI prete Gianni; Milanesi; Silverberg. 

3 Some recent studies of Marco Polo include Haw, Marco Pala's China; Wood; 
Larner; Emersleben; Münkler. 

4 A still useful study of the very complex redaction of the text is Benedetto. 
For a shorter overview, see Segre xv~xxi; Reichert 181-8; Wunderli 131-6. 

5 All citations of thc Dcviscment are takcn from MilionelLe Divisa111cnt dou 

monde, ed. Roncm. 
6 It seems to be part of the narrative strategy of the text to juxtapose contradic

tory or inconsistent information. See, for example, the unicom and the tailed 
men whose existence is negated in ch. 166, but who reappear in ch. 169. 

7 On the southern choir in the Cathedral at Cologne, the Apostle is repre
sented in the act of consecrating the Holy Kings. 

8 The importance of the Holy Kings in politics, culture, and theology of tms 
time is especially accentuated by Hofmann, Engels, Stehkämpfer, and 
Schäfer. 

9 Allsen emphasizes the importance of the Muslim, especially Persian, 
imprint on the Devisement wmch might have been underestimated: 'Polo 
clearly carried European and Christian cultural baggage to the East, but the 
new baggage that he acquired"along the way is what makes the Description 
so challenging' (All sen 382). 

10 For the representation of Quinsai in illustrated copies of Western fifteenth
century manuscripts, see Strickland, Saracens 511-15. 

11 This argument is developed in further detail in my forthcoming paper 
'Souveränität und Ohnmacht des Erzählens in spätmittelalterlichen 
Reiseberichten.' 
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12 Rossbach interprets tI:e flying cups as 'phantastisches schlaraffisches 
Motiv' ['a fictional motive alluding to the land of Cockaigne'] (31), and 
therefore as a phenomenon of pure Western literariness, without taking 
into consideratiün the menacing traits of the püwerful bacsi that formed the 
religious elite at the court of Kublai. A general tendency of denying the 
disquieting experiences articulated in the Devisement may, however, be 
observed in Park and Daston 27-34. 

13 This menace is sensible, however, in the bewildering encounter with the 
dark-spreading Car~unas (Div. XXXVI) and the acoustic demüns in the des
ert of Lop (Div. LVII). While the Divisament does not succeed in translating 
these lethai experiences into common terms and traditional patterns, later 
'travelliterature' (Odoric, Mandeville, John Bunyan) will reinterpret these 
traumatic episodes allegorically in Christian terms, in the trope of the 
'Valley of the Shadow of Death' (Steinicke, 'Apokalyptische Heerscharen' 
140-237). 



5 Currents and Currency in Marco Polo's 
Devisement dou monde and The Book 
of John Mandeville' 

SUZANNE CONKLIN AKBARI 

It is scarcely possible to discuss the 'travels' of Marco Polo without 
also discussing the 'travels' of Sir John Mandeville, and vice versa. 
These !wo works were composed within sixty years of each other, both 
of them forerunners (01' very early exemplars) of the emerging genre of 
travelliterature; in this sense, they are two texts of a single kind. At the 
same time, the so-called travels of Marco Polo and John Mandeville 
are almost invariably seen as fundamentally different, both in terms of 
their authors' intentions and in terms of their medieval reception. One 
was written by areal merchant and traveller, who tells of places he has 
actually been, even if he exaggerates somewhat in the retelling; the 
other was written by a person who seems to have simply adopted the 
name 'John Mandeville' as a pseudonym, and to have 'traveled no fur
ther' (in the words of one critic) 'than the nearest library:2 Paradoxi
cally, the more 'authentie: reality-based account of Marco Polo was 
less popular with medieval readers than the more fantastical book of 
John Mandeville, which was within fifty years of its composition 
translated into a range of medieval vernaculars as weH as Latin, and 
which survives in literally hundreds of manuscripts3 In spite of the 
ease with which the works of Marco Polo and John Mandeville are 
contrasted, however, few efforts have been made to analyse the struc
tural principles of these works, that is, the discursive basis for the 
geography in each one. The most notable efforts in this direction have 
focused on the phenomenon of 'diversity/ a spatial and narrative 
ordering principle in both the Devisement dou monde and the Book of 
John Mandeville, as Katherine Park and lain Higgins have shown4 This 
essay, by contrast, will explore the interrelation of spatial and narrative 
order.in terms of mediation, that is, the process by means of which 
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disparate elements in the world are drawn together in the process of 
flovv, dispersal, and reintegration. 

Both Marco Polo' s Devisement dou monde and the Book of }olm 
Mandeville - to use the titles by which they were known to medieval 
readers - use what we might call 'currency' to link together the dispa
rate parts of the world into a coherent whole. In the Baale of John 
Maf!-devillc, this is carried out in a devotional context, where the rivers 
of paradise are thought to flow throughout the whole of the created 
world. On a literallevel, the rivers of Eden water the dry land of the 
world, while on a figurative level, these watercourses bestow heavenly 
blessings upon the earth's spiritually parched inhabitants.s In the 
Devisement dou monde of Marco Polo, currency fl'lnctions in quite 
another way. Here, waterways appear not as the conduits of spiritual 
blessings, but rather as the means by which travellers (especially mer
chants) can make their way from oneport to another, from one trading 
pI ace to another. Once there, the travelleI' can participate in the act of 
exchange, trading goods Cand knowledge) with the travellers he 
meets. In this discourse of commodity exchange, currency is the blank 
slate that allows for the transmission of value, as weH as the transrnis:," 
5ion of meaning. 

Ey juxtaposing these two discourses -- one devotional, one mcrcan
tile - I will try to show how the process of synthesis and unification is 
described very similarly throughout medieval travel literature, 
whether the goal of the particular piece of literature is to enable trade, 
01' to facilitate conversion. In the concluding parts of this paper, I will 
argue that the discourse of currents and currency in the Devisement 
dou monde and the Book of John Mandeville allows us to draw certain 
conclusions about the role that orientation plays in the medieval man
ifestation of Orientalism. To put it briefly, a world oriented toward 
sites which are eternally significant in Christian salvation history -
Eden and Jerusalem - is fundamentally different from a world ori
ented towal'd a whole series of interchangeable, variable centres of 
trade and exchange, scattered throughout the islands and ports of 
India and China. 

Throughout the Middle Ages, the rivers of paradise were featured 
prominently on world maps and in prose geographies. Their earliest 
description, found in the opening chapters of Genesis, had been elabo
rately expounded by Church fathers such as Ambrose, who (building 
upon the exegetical strategies of Philo) declal'ed that the four rivers of 
paradise can be interpreted allegorically. and that each of them - both 
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literally and figuratively - continues to flow throughout the world 
today. The river Phison (or 'Pishon,' Gen. 2:11), for example, signifies 
prudence: this river flows to the ends of the earth because, through 
wisdom, all humanity is redeemed. Within the eonfines of paradise, 
Ambrose explains, the river is called 'Phison'; outside Eden, however, 
it is ea11ed the Ganges. Similarly the river ca11ed 'Gihon' in paradise 
appears elsewhere in the world as the Nile; this river represents tem
perance. The Tigris and Euphrates are known by the same names both 
within Eden and outside it; but these watercourses, too, submerge 
themselves within the ground and re-emerge elsewhere~ and are conSe
quently ca11ed by different names in different places6 In his eommen
taries on Genesis, Augustine follows the interpretive path of Ambrose; 
his account of the rivers of paradise in the De Genesi ad litteram was 
reproduced in the Glassa Grdinar;a, a manual of scriptural interpreta
tion widely used for preaching tbroughout the Middle Ages, and by 
this means became very widely disseminated? . 

Medieval maps similarly use the rivers of paradise to provide a 
holistie, unifying strueture to the world. These maps are genera11y ori
ented toward the east, with a schematic representation of Eden at the 
very top of the map. Spreading outward and downward from Eden, 
four watercourses wander throughout the world, re-emcrging to form 
the rivers that divide the land mass of the world into the three known 
continents of Asia, Africa, and Europe. 8 In medieval encyclopedias, the 
rivers of paradise function very similarly: just as the rivers appear at 
the top of the map, they also appear at the beginning of the geogra
phieal sections of medieval encyclopedias, delimiting the boundaries 
between continents and the various regions of the world. For example, 
in Pierre d'Ailly's Imago mundi, a geographical survey composed in the 
early fifteenth century, the rivers of paradise are explicitly identified 
with the rivers of the world. His description of the river Phison segues 
effortlessly into a wide-ranging description of the wonders of India, for 
(as d' Ailly explains) the Phison is actua11y the Ganges, just as the 
Gihon is actua11y the Indus9 For Pierre d'Ailly, to venture into farthest 
India is to enter the gates of Paradise. So far, it seems, the early fif
teenth-century description of Pierre d' Ailly is basica11y similar to that 
produced in the fourth century by Ambrose and Augustine. Interest
ingly, however, this very passage in the Imago mundi is simultaneously 
very modern, in the sense that it integrates its description of the rivers 
of Eden with a detailed account of the known geography of India. 
D'Ai11y's more detailed knowledge of far eastern geography explains 
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why he identifies the river Gihon not as the Nile (as Ambrose and 
Augustine do), but as the Indus. The geography of the Imago mundi is 
so up to date (at least, by fifteenth-eentury standards), including a 
whole series of maps and diagrarns, that it was among the texts carried 
by Columbus on his early voyages; a copy which includes Columbus's 
abundant annotations survives today. 

The Book of Jolm Mandeville appeared in or around 1356, about sixty 
years before Pierre d' Ailly composed his Imago mundi. Although 
one of these works is a geographical treatise and the other a wide
ranging, highly fictional account of one man's travels fhroughout the 
world, they both employ the rivers of paradise as an organizing prin
ciple, in keeping with the rich medieval tradition I have just outlined. 
Mandeville states that a11 the rivers of the world corne from a single 
spring, which is located in Eden: 'Et el plus haut lieu de Paradiz el 
droit mylieu est la fontayne qe gecte les 1111 fluvies qe courent par 
diverses terres' ['In the highest part of Paradise, right in the rniddle, is 
the fountain from which issues the four rivers which flow out 
through different lands.'!O Mandeville identifies the first of these as 
'Physon ou Ganges' ['Phison, or the Ganges'], which 'court parmy 
Ynde' ['flows tbrough India']; the second is Gihon, or the Nile, which 
rises out o( the earth near Mount Atlas, 'vait par Ethiope et puis par 
Egipte' ['passes through Ethiopia and then through Egypt']. The 
other two rivers, the Tigris and the Euphrates, similarly pass through 
various lands, sink down into the earth and re-emerge, known under 
other names, until they tao run into the ocean. Mandeville concludes, 
'Et dit homme par dela qe toutes les eawes douees du mounde des
sure et dessous prignent lour naissance de cel fontaigne de Para dis, et 
de ce11e fontaigne toutes y viegnent et issent' ['And men everywhere 
say that a11 the sweet waters of the world, both above and below, have 
their origin in this fountain of Paradise, and a11 of them flow and 
issue from this fountain'] (eh. 33; 468-9). 

Clearly, this account is at once practical and symbolic - practical, in 
that it aecounts for the physical relationship between various water
ways, connected by underground streams; symbolic, in that it posits a 
single point of origin for a11 the disparate waterways of the world. 
However heterogeneous the world may be, the reader is assured, a11.of 
its disparate elements are joined at their root by the abundant fountain 
located deep within the cradle of mankind. This balance of the praeti
cal and the symbolie pervades a11 descriptions of waterways in the 
Book of lohn Mandeville. The aecount of the Nile, for example, includes 
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the very useful information that the river floods annually, including 
the dates when it floods, and how deeply: 'Celle rivere de Nil toutz les 
aunz quant le solail entre en signe de Cancre elle comence a crestre, et 
crest toutdis tant come le solail est en Cancre et en Leoun, et crest en 
tiel manere qe elle est ascune foiz si grande qe elle ad bien XX cubitz ou 
plus de parfond, et fait adonques grant damage as biens desour terre 
." Et quant le solail entre en signe de Virgine adonques comence la riv
ere a deseroistre petit et petit si qe quant le solail entre en signe de 
Libre adonques elle entre dedeinz ces rives' ['Every year, this river Nile 
begins to rise when the sun enters into the sign of Cancer, and it rises 
continually until the sun is in Cancer and in Leo, and it rises in this 
manner until it is sometimes as deep as twenty cubits or more, and it 
accordingly does great damage to the land ... And when the sun enters 
the sign of Virgo, the river at once begins to fall, little by little, and 
when the sun enters into the sign of Libra, it keeps onee again within 
its banks'] (ch. 6; 144). In the same passage, however, this eminently . 
praetical information is counterbalaneed by the symbolie significance 
of the river, which is (Mandeville writes) rightly called the 'Gihon,' fm 
it 'vient courrant de Paradis par my les desertz de Ynde' ['comes flow
ing !rom Paradise, through the deserts of India'], befme it makes its 
way underground to Ethiopia, through Egypt, to Alexandria, and at 
last into the sea (eh. 6; 144-5). 

Nowhere in the Book of John Mandeville is the practieal and the sym
bolie unified as fully as in the itinerary of the city of Jerusalem. Here, a 
whole series of wells appear whieh are imbued with profound signifi
cance, owing to their saered migin. Near the Temple of the Lord (that is, 
the Dome of the Rock), Mandeville writes, is 'ly bain Nostre Seigneur. 
En ceo bain soloit entrer l'eawe de Paradis et unqore elle degoute' ['the 
bath of Our Lord. Into this bath there used to flow the water of Para
dise, and still now it drips there'] (ch. 11; 2Q5). Near it is the probatica 
piscina or Pool of Bethesda, where 'soloient les angeles descendre et 
baigner dedeinz et Iy primer qe se baignoit apres estoil garriz de que
cunquez maladie q'i! eust' ['the angels used to come down and bathe, 
and the first one who bathed there afterwards would be healed of 
whatever illness he had had'] (ch. 11; 206). Not far away, in the Valley 01 
Jehosaphat, there is a church of Our Lady: 'Et la delez vers occident a 
dessouz d'un autier y ad une fontaigne qe vient deI flun de Paradis' 
[' And near there, toward the west, under an altar, there is aspring that 
comes !rom a river of Paradise' (ch. 11; 212). Eaeh of these sites is holy, 
not just because of its interseetion with specifically Christian salvation 
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history - touched by Jesus, or by his mother - but because of its connec
tion to the ultimate source, located at the birthplace of humanity. These 
sites emanate both !rom the place of mankind' s birth - Eden - and 
mankind's spiritual rebirth - Jerusalem. 

Even in the regions loeated further east in the Book of John Mandeville, 
the rivers of paradise continue to appear as the source of an- abun
danee, both material and spiritual. Near the Indian city of Polumbum, 
the narrator encounters a fountain with extraordinary properties: it is 
'une bele fontayne et grande qe ad odour _et savour de toutes espices et 
a chascun hour deI jour change odour et savour diversement' ['a beau
tiful and great spring, which has the odour and flavour of every spice, 
and each hour of the day it variously changes its smell and flavour']. 
This fountain not only pleases the senses, but has the power to affect 
the body more substantially as weil: 'Et gy boit troiz fois jeun de celle 
fontayne il est curez de queconguez maladie g'il ait. Et eils qe demoer
ent et boivent sovent ils n' ount ungues maladie et semblent toutdis 
estre jeovenes' ['And whoever drinks three times, fasting, from this 
fountain, he is healed of whatever malady afflicted him. And those 
that stay there and drink oiten, they never have any illness and forever 
seem to be youthful']. As a result, 'Ascuns l'appellent la Fontayne de 
Juvente .:. et dit homme qe celle fontaigne vient de Paradis et pur ceo 
est elle vertuouse' ['Some call it the Fountain of Youth ... and men say 
that this fountain comes from Paradise, and this is why it has such 
power'] (ch. 18; 320-1). Here, physical health is assured by the revivi
fying spring; because its souree is the waters of Eden, however, it offers 
spiritual benefits as weIl. It is noteworthy that, like the wafer of Holy 
Communion, this water makes the one who receives it healthy and 
whole when it is received 'jeun,' that is, taken on an empty stomach. 

Still further east, in Ceylon ('Silha'), is found a lake, brimming over 
with waters, marvellously located at the very top of a mountain. This 
water has its source in Eden, too, though not through the usual means. 
Its source is not the fountain at Eden's centre, but the watery fruits of 
the Fall: 'Et dient cils de pals ge Adam et Eve ploroient sur celle mon
taigne C aunz guant ils furent gectez de Paradis. Et celle eawe dient i!s 
estre de lur lermes, qar tant ploroient ils sur celle montaigne qe cis lac 
fust ensi fait' [' And those of that land say that Adam and Eve wept on 
that mountain for a hundred years after they were cast out of Paradise. 
And that water, they say, comes from their tears, for they wept so much 
upon that mountain that this lake was made of it']. These waters, in 
other words, are the overflowing tears of repentance. It is appropriate, 
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therefore, that the lake abounds in jewels whose material value reflects 
the spiritual value of the tears in which they are bathed: 'Et a(founz de 
cellae troeve homme moultz des pierres preciouses et grosses perles .... 
Et ly roys du pays touz les aunz une fois dOlli1e congee as povres a 
entrer ou lac et amasser celles pierres en almoigne et pur l' amur de 
dieu Adam' [' And at the bottom of that lake men find many precious 
stones and great pearls ... And, every year, the king of that land gives 
permission to the poor people to enter into the lake and gather up 
these precious stones, for alms and for the love of the God of Adam']. 
The overflowing lake generates a river running down one side of that 
mountain, where one (an find 'pierres et des perles grant foisoun' 
['great abundance of precious stones and pearls'] (ch. 21; 352-3). Spiri
tual riches give rise to material riches, which are polished (so to speak) 
with the charity and love that continues to govern their use. 

As the itinerary of the Book 0/ John Mandeville moves further east
ward, the narrator continues to approach nearer to Eden itself. This is 
made evident not just by the direction of his journey, but by the mar
vels he sees, which include rare spices and woods, exotic gems, and 
even rivers literally flowing with jewels. In the land of Cathay, the nar
rator discovers that the Grand Khan rides in a chariot made entirely of 
a luxurious vvood called ligl1u111 aloes. Its source, unsurprisingly, is 
Eden: the chariot's coach or 'chambre' is 'faite d'un manere de boys qe 
vient de Paradiz terrestre qe homme appelle lignum aloes, qe les fluvies 
de Paradiz meynent hors en la saisoun ... Et si est celle chambre mult 
adorant pur cause de ceo bois, et est 1a chambre taute coverte par 
dedeinz des plates de fin or ovesqez pierres preciouses et ovesques 
grosses perles' ['made of a type of wood that comes from the Earthly 
Paradise, that men call1ignum aloes, which the rivers of Paradise carry 
outward at a certain time of year ... And this coach is wonderfully 
scented because of this wood, and the coach is entirely covered inside 
with plate of fine gold, with precious stones and with fat pearJs'] 
(eh. 25; 398). In Prester John's Land, which is located even nearer to 
Eden, the narrator discovers an even greater marlel. In tltis land, 
Mandeville writes, I y ad ... multz des merveilles, qar en soun pays est 
la mer Arenouse qe est toute d' areyne et de gravelle sanz goute de 
eawe et vait et vient as grandes undes auxi comme J' a-utre mer fait' 
['there are ... many marvels, for in his land is the Sandy Sea, which is 
entirely of sand and of gravel, without a drop ·of water, and it ebbs and 
flows in great waves just as the other sea does']. Beyond this sea are 
mountains, between vvhich flows 'une fluvie qe vient de Paradiz, et est 
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tout des pierres preciouses sanz eaw€, et court aval parmy le desert a 
. undes si qe fait la mer Arenouse, et se fiert en cel mer et la se piert' [' a 
river that flows from Paradise, and it is full of preciöus stones, without 
water, and it flows through the desert in waves just like the Sandy Sea, 
and it comes to that Sea and disappears into in (ch. 30; 435-6). The 

. lands ruled by the Grand Khan and by Prester John are located so far 
east that they actually lie on the borders of Eden; they are even con
nected to Eden by way of the rivers that flow outward. The abundant 
material riches of the East, then, are presented in the Book 0/ Jolm 
Mandeville as a physical manifestation of the spiritual riches planted by 
God in Eden. The borders that separate these far eastern lands from 
Eden are clearly permeable, because treasures flow outward; it is 
important, however, that the flow is exclusively one-way. 

This may seem like a small point, but it is a crucial one. Mandeville 
hirnself emphasizes the one-way current of the rivers of Eden in a sub
sequent passage. He writes, 'Et sachez qe nul homme mortel ne poait 
aler ne approcher a ceo Paradiz, qar par terre nul n'y porroit aler pur les 
bestes savages qe sont as desertz, et pur les romes ou nuls n'y porroit 
passer par les lieux tenebrous ... Et par les riveres nuls n'y porroit aler 
qar I' eawe court si roidement pur ceo qe elle vient de haut, et si vient a 
si grandes undes qe nul nief ne pürrait vagir encontre' [' And you must 
know that no mortal man can approach or enter Paradise, for by land 
no one can pass through owing to the wi!d beasts in the wi!derness, and 
because of the rocks where no one can pass through the shadowy paths 
... And by the rivers no one can pass, because the water courses so 
strongly that it springs up, and so rises in sum great waves that no ship 
can sai! against them']. The same waters that flow outward from Eden 
bearing spiritual blessings are, sinmltaneously, an impassible barrier: 
'nul mortel ne poet approcher si ceo n' estoit d' especial. grace de Dieu. 
Se que de cellieu ne vous saveroie jeo plus qe dire ne diviser' ['no mOT

tal man may approach except by the special grace of God. And so of 
that place I can teach you no more, or say, or describe'] (m. 33; 470). 
This is the single moment, in all of the Book 0/ Jolm Mandeville, where the 
narrator admits defeat: I couldn't go there, he admits, so I cannot tell 
you about it. Eden remains a sacred space, a geographical sanetum sanc
torum, cut off completely from exploration and trave!. One cannot pene
trate there; but one can be penetrated by it, as the world is inundated by 
the rivers that eternally flow outward from Eden. 

The one-way flow of material wealth and spiritual blessings found 
in the Book 0/ John Mandeville is a!together different from the two-way, 
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variable traffic carried out by means of the many waterways that run 
throughout the Devisement dou monde 01 Marco Polo.· Different, yet 
complementary; for currents and currency unily the world of Marco 
Polo just as surely and coherently as they do the world of John 
Mandeville. Rivers regularly appear in the Devisement dou monde as 
geographical features, as when the great city 01 Canbaluc is said to be 
divided by the river, with the old city on one bank, and the new city on 
the other (eh. 85; 420).'1 Similarly, the province of Gheindu [Kain-du] is 
said to be delimited by 'un grant flun que est apele Brius, au quel se 
fenist la provence de Gheindu' [' a great river called Brius, which marks 
the boundaries 01 the provinee 01 Gheindu'] (eh. 117; 468). Such rivers 
provide not only identifiable borders, but (il wide enough) security 
from invaders as weil. For example, the kingdom 01 Mangi is said to be 
endosed by great rivers that insulate its cities from invaders. In the city 
01 'Singiu,' the ruler 01 Mangi has ingeniously augmented the natural 
protection offered by the city's 'great river' by dividing this natural 
moat into !wo: 'de cest grant flunz en ont fait 11: car il font l'une moitie 
aler ver levant et l'autre moitie ver panent, ce est que le un vait au 
Mangi e le autre por le Catar ['01 this great river they made two, for 
they made one half of it go in one direction and the other half in the 
other direction, that is, one flowing toward Mangi and the other 
toward Cathay']. These rivers facilitate the passage of trade, but they 
also serve as -protective barriers against invasion, manned as they are 
by 'si grant navile ... que ne est nul que ne veisse que peust croire' ['so 
great a fleet ... that there is no one who, seeing it, could believe it'] 
(eh. 135; 494). Rivers both demareate territory and repel aggression, 
preserving the integrity 01 the lands bounded by the waterway. 

Throughout the Devisement dou monde, waterways are universally 
described as lacilitators of eommerce. This is the overwhelming and 
super-abundant norm in Marco Polo' s aeeount, although only a few 
examples are included here. Before entering the realms of Mosul and 
Baghdad, Marco describes the great sea of Glevechelan, which is 
enlarged by the many great rivers that empty into it, induding the 
Euphrates ('Eufrautes'). This sea is navigated not only by loeal traders, 
but by European merchants as weil: 'Et novelemant les marchians de 
Jene najerent por cel mer ... Et d'iluee vint la soie ke est apelle Ghelle' 
[' And reeently the Genoese merchants have begun to navigate this sea 
... And from that place comes the kind of silk called "ghelle'" (eh. 23; 
328). Here we find the name of one of the rivers 01 pa radi se, the 
Euphrates; it appears not in a devotional context, however, as in the 
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Book of Jolm Mandeville, but in a mereanti!e connection. Where this river 
flows together with others, traders congregate lrom all over the world, 
from as far away as Genoa. Many similar cases ensue: for example, ten 
miles west of the city 01 Canbaluc, 'adonc trove un grant flum qui est 
apelles Pulisanghinz, le quel flus aladusque a la mer osiane; et qui 
alent mant mercanz con mantes mercandie' ['at ance you find a great 
river called Pulisangan; this river goes as far as the great acean, and 
along it sai! many merchant vessels, with lots 01 merchandise'] 
(eh. 105; 450-1). The city of Ciangli, in the south of Cathay, is pierced 
by a waterway laden with goods: 'por mi la cites de Ciangli vait un 
grant flum et large por le quel se portentet en sus et en jus grandismes 
quantite de mercandies de saies et de speceries e de autres chieres 
couses' ['in the midst 01 the city of Ciangli flows a wide and deep river, 
upon which are carried here and there great quantities of merchandise, 
silks and spices and other expensive goods'] (eh. 133; 491-2). Through
out the text, watercourses both natural and artilicial serve to mediate 
the !wo-way transport of goods, serving the great capital city that lies 
at the heart of the empire. 

Even in cases where the mediating properties 01 the waterway might 
symbolically convey other values, the mercantile imperative remains 
front and centre. The city of Coygangiu, for example, lies on the 'great 
river' of Caramoran, upon which 'maintes cites hi fant aparter lor mer
candies, par ce que les respandent pür cel flUffi a maintes autres cit~s' 
['many cities have their merchandise transported, because they are 
linked by this river to many other cities'] (eh. 140; 501). This river of 
Caramoran 'vient de la terre dou Prestre Joan' ['flows from the land of 
Prester John'] (eh. 138; 497). In the Book of John Mandeville, nearness to 
the land of Prester John, seen as a Christian king and potential ally in 
the crusader effort to retake Jerusalem, is a dear indicator of spiritual 
as weil as temporal wealth; in the Devisement dou monde, by contrast, 
the material abundance 01 Prester John's land is paramount, and the 
river that flows from his land offers not devotional riehes but the 
potential for ever-expanding mercantile exchange. 

But perhaps the most expansive deseription of how waterways facil
itate trade appears in the Devisement's lengthy and detailed description 
of the city of Singiu, which is not a tremendously large city but is one 
'de grant naives e de grand mercandies' [' of great fleets and abundant 
merchandise'] due to its situation upan the great river 'Quian' (Kiang) . 
This river is 'le greignor flum que soit au monde' ['the greatest river in 
the world'], up to ten miles in width, and requiring one hundred days 
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to navigate. lt flows through more than sixteen provinces, and is 
banked by over!wo hundred cities 'que toute ont plus naives de ceste' 
['which all have even more fleets [upon the river] than tha!']. The city 
of Singiu is not alone in reaping the benefits of the trade carried out 
upan the great river: 'por achaison de cest flum cest dte a maut grand
isme quantites de naves qui partent par ceste flun maintes couses et 
maintes mercandies, e par ce est vi11e de coi Ie grant can en a grant 
rende e grant treu' ['as a result of Ws river, this city has a very great 
quantity of fleets, which carry upon this river many goods and müch 
merchandise, and consequently it is a town from which the Grand 
Khan receives great income and great tribute'] (eh. 147; 507). The 
wealth genera ted upon the river rewards the city upon its banks, but it 
also rewards all those engaged in trade, as weil as the magnificent fig
ure at the head of them all: the Grand Khan, who receives a portion of 
all revenues engendered upon the waters. It is unsurprising, then, that 
the Grand Khan should wish to further expand upon the waterways 
provided by nature, and develop a system of canals: 'Et si vo, di que 
le grant kaan a fait ordrer celle voies de l' eive da ceste cite jusque a 
Canbalu: car il a fait grandismes fosee et large et porfund da le un flum 
a l'autre e da le un lac a le autre; et fait aler l'eive si que senblent grant 
fllm' [' And so I tell you that the Grand Khan established these water
ways from this city as far as Canbaluc: for he had made great ditches, 
wide and deep, from one river to the next, and from one lake to the 
next; and he made the water run so that it seemed to be one great 
river'] (eh. 148; 508). 

As is apparent from just these few examples, tluoughout the Devise
ment dou monde, waterways are (as it were) the life-blood of mercantile 
exchange. Where they flow together, cities arise in which the ebb and 
flow of trade mimics the flow of the watercourses themselves. It is 
therefore unsurprising that we find, elsewhere in the Devisement dou 
monde, description of eities that do not feature watercourses, hut which 
seem themselves almost to flow with currency, if not with currents. For 
example, the city of Toris (Tabriz) is said to be perfectly situated for the 
confluence of traders: 'la eite si en si buen leu que de Yndie et de Bau
dac et de Mosul et de Cremosor et de maintes autres leus hi vient les 
mercandies, et ilüec vienent maint mercaant latin por acater de celes 
mercandies que hi venent des estranges pais' ['the city is in such a 
good location that merchants come here from India and Baghdad and 
Mosul and Kerman and from many other places, and many European 
merchants come here to obtain the merchandise that comes here from 
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exotic places'] (eh. 30; 337). Further east one finds 'Cormos' (Hormuz), 
which is an island at the centre of a great confluence of trade routes, 
visited by traders who bring 'toutes especeries et pieres presieuses et 
perles et dras de soie et d'ores et dens d'olifant et maintes autres mer
candies' ['every kind of spiee and precious stones and pearls and cloth 
of silk and of gold and elephants' tusks and many other types of 
merchandise']. These goods flow into the port city and flow back out 
again, as regularly as the tides: 'en cel cite le vendent ales autres 
homes que puis l' aportent por tute universe monde, vendant ales 
autres gens' ['in this city they seil [these goods] to other men, who then 
carry them out into the wide world, to seil them to still other people'] 
(eh. 37; 347). 

The capital city ('mestre vile') of Canbaluc, further east, experiences 
a similar tidal flow of goods and of travellers, 'si grant moutitude' ['so 
great a multitude'] of merchants and travellers, continuallyarriving 
and departing, 'que ne est homes que peust conter le nonbre' ['that 
there is no man who could count their number']. The multitude of 
traders is matched by the multitude of goods brought to the market, as 
a11 manner of 'pieres presiouses et perles et toutes autres chieres 
chouses sunt aportes a ceste ville' ['precious·stones and pearls and all 
other valuable things are carried to this town']. Both the quality and 
the quantity of merchandise exchanged at Canbaluc exceed that found 
anywhere in the world: 'a ceste ville vienent plus chieres chouses et de 
greignor vailance et les greignor quantites que en nulle ville dou 
monde, et plus merchanties hi si vendent et achaten!' ['to this town 
come the most valuable things, and of greater value, and in greater 
quantities, than in any other town in the world, and more rnerchandise 
is bought and sold here'] (eh. 95; 437-8). 

In one curious case, the city of Sindanfu located on the border sepa
rating Cathay from Mangi, the watercourse that runs within the city 
almost appears to contain another mini-city upon it. This great river is 
so wide that 'il ne senble flum mes mer, tant est large'. ['it does not 
seem to be a river but a sea, it is so largeT Dotled with merchant ships 
upon its surface and by trading posts along its banks, the river is 
crossed by a bridge that is itself a loeus of dynamic exchange: 'encore 
ha sus ceste pont maintes maü;ormet, es quelz se font mercandies et ars 
asez' ['upon this bridge are many shops, in which there are many mer
chants and craftsmen']. This tiny marketplace generates not only trade 
revenues for the individual merchants but also tribute money for the 
ruler (eh. 114; 461). The dynamic flow of the waterways is mirrored not 
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only in the cities, but in the stream of trade conducted upon the 
bridges. The distinction between city and waterway is similarly almost 
invisible in the account of 'la tre nobilisme cite qui est apelle Quinsai' 
['the very noble city called Quinsai']. This case is rendered particularly 
interesting by the fact that Kin-sai appears to be something of a para
dise itself, for its name signifies "'lacite dou cie!''' ['''the celestial 
city"']. Unlike the paradise of Eden described by Mandeville, however, 
the traffic on the river, and the goods in the streets, flow in every possi
ble direction. The city is a hundred miles around, permeated with 
twelve thousand bridges over its canals: 'ceste ville est toute en eve, et 
est environe de eve' ['this town is entirely filled with water, and is sur
rounded by water']. The many bridges are necessary to serve the abun' 
dant population that gathers there, buying and selling: 'Il hi a tant 
mercaans et si riches que font si grand mercandies que ne est hornes 
que peust dir 1a verite' ['There are so many rnerchants there, and so 
rich, selling so much merchandise, that there is no man who could tell 
the whole of it'] (eh. 152; 513-14)]. Though Quinsai may seem to be a 
kind of paradise, this 'celestial city' is not like Eden in that its pre
eminence 'is transitory, not permanent. lts stature 'is dependent upon 
imperial power, apower which (as history teaches us) is mutable. 
Quinsai may be a centre of trade, for nOWi the same is true even of thc 
Grand Khan's imperial centre of Canbaluc, which is at the centre 01 a 
whole web of trade networks - for now. The status 01 these cities is 
ephemera!, however, compared with the enduring pivotal role of Eden, 
and of Jerusalem, as portrayed in the Book of Jolm Mandevil/e. 

In the Devisement dou monde, cities are the places where the paths of 
travellers and traders converge, where exchange takes place. Most 
often, these paths are waterways, though even in examples like those 
noted above where waterways are not emphasized, cities still continue 
to be described in terms of the swift currents and little eddies gener
ated by the dynamic flow 01 trade. This ebb and flow featured in the 

. Devisement dou monde can be profitably juxtaposed with the depiction 
01 one-way flow we saw in the Book of John Mandeville. There, we will 
remember, the rivers of Paradise may bear material wealth, but such 
gems and jewels are simply physical manifestations 01 the spiritual 
goods that flow outward from Eden. In Marco Polo's account, by con
trast, vvealth flows in more than one direction; and, significantly, this 
wealth is reproductive, multiplying in the form of profit margins and 
in the form of revenues generated from trade and flowing backward 
into the coffers of the Grand Khan. 
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There is asense, however, in which the spiritual currents that per
vade the devotional geography of the Book of John Mandeville do indeed 
flow in more than one direction. The watercourses emanating from 
Eden, certainly, flow in only one direction; Mandeville makes this quite 
clear. The spiritual blessings conveyed by those waters, however, do in 
a sense return to their point of origin - not to the cradle of mankind's 
first birth, Eden, but to the origin of mankind's rebirth, Jerusalem, 
through the redemption of Christ. The pilgrimage itinerary which 
makes up the first filteen chapters of the Book of John Mandeville (a!most 
half the whole work) traces just this flow of believers to the Holy Land, 
and to the sacred places. This journey inward ends, appropriately, at 
the centre 01 the world: Mandeville states that, in the Church of the 
Holy Sepulchre, there is a perfect eirde drawn upon the floor that 
marks the point where Chris!'s bodywas lowered from the Cross. This 
loeation, he says, is 'the mid-point of the warld' (79; ch.10). The bless
ings which flow outw-ard from Eden, borne upon the waters, eventu
ally flow backward toward the site of mankind' s redemption in the 
lorm of faithlul pilgrims, whose 'way' (or via) is as surely guided by 
God as the watercourses that flow outward from Eden. 

This two-part movement found in the Book of John Mandeville, where 
thc flow of the rivers of Paradise outward from Eden is mirrored in the 
reciprocal flow of pilgrims inward toward Jerusalem, is very different 
from the dynamic, constantly changing flow which unifies the mercan
tile universe depicted in the Devisement dou monde. While the symbolic 
geography of Mandeville is devotional, the symbolic geography of 
Marco Polo is mercantile: consequently, materials and men flow both 
ways, up and down the rivers and canals. In Mandeville's devotional 
geography, however, time is conceived of in terms of teleology, where 
mankind moves inexorably forward on a one-way journey from Eden, 
through Jerusalem, to the plain of Har-Megiddo where the Day of 
Judgment will begin. In Marco Polo's mercantile geography, locations 
are relative, each city contributing both to the supply of the market and 
to the demand for goods. Time is not teleological but cydica!, arga
nized about the day-to-day exigencies of exchange, and patterned 
around the weekly, monthly, and seasonal cydes of the market itself. In 
Mandeville' s account, the rivers cOUfsing violently outward from Eden 
mirror the teleological flow of time. In the Devisement dou monde, how
ever, the one-way flow of water current has a rather different set of 
connotations. Only on one single occasion in the Devisement is water 
said to flow strongly in one direction. In his description of Madagascar 
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and üs surrounding islands, Marco states that only two of the islands 
are regularly visited by merchants, 'por ce que la mer hi cort si ver 
midi que a poine s' en poroient venir; e por ceste achaison,:; ne i vont les 
nes ... [L]a corent vait toe; jore; ver midi; e ce avint toutes foies que 
james ne cort en autre mainere que ver midi' ['because here the sea 
runs so toward the south that one can move forward only with great 
difficulty; and for this reason the ships do not sail here ... The current 
always flows toward the south, and it always happens that it does not 
flow in any direction except southward'] (eh. 191; 594). This singular 
case of one-way current is described emphatically as an unusual (and 
dangerous) exception to the rule, notable not for its symbolic value but 
for the very practical obstacle it poses to the effieient praetice of trade. 

Similarly, the cases where Marco Polo describes waterways rllIll1illg 
with gems or gold are notable not for the reasons given in the Book 01 
lohn Mandeville, but for very practkal reasons. In Mandeville's account, . 
as noted above, rivers flowing from paradise abound in gems which 
are material manifestations of the spiritual blessings that emanate from 
Eden. In Marco Polo's account, by contrast, the gems in the rivers are 
simply sources of wealth, pure and simple. For example, through the 
province of Ciarcian run rivers 'qui moinent diaspes et calcedon' 
['which carry jaspers and chalcedonies'], which are carried away by 
merchants and sold at great profit, 'ear il en ont asee; et bones' ['beeause 
they are so many and so good'] (eh. 56; 369). In the case of the city of 
Gaindu, the acquisition of the gems to be found in the waterways is 
dependent upon the imperial authority of the Grand Khan: near the 
city is a lake, 'ou se treuvent maintes perles' ['where many pearls can 
be found']. The quantity of pearls is so great that, if the Grand Khan 
allowed everyone to take them, 'eIes seroient malt viles et ne vaudroi
ent noiant' ['they would become very debased and would be worth 
nothing'] (eh. 117; 466). Several other locations, like the province of 
Caraian, are said to have rivers flowing with flakes and even lumps of 
gold (eh. 119,470). This gold is not symbolic of blessings, as it might be 
in the Book 01 lohn Mandeville; rather, it is simply a eommodity like any 
other. Marco Polo describes these waterways coursing with gold not 
for spiritual edification, but to tell the travelling merchant where he 
might find what he seeks, and make a profit. 

In the Devisement dou monde, the really significant flow of wealth 
takes place not by means of the discovery of gold dust, or even the trea
sure trove of rich lodes of jewels. Instead, wealth is created by trade, a 
process of exchange that generates revemies not only for the buyers 
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and seilers, but for the rwer whohas authority over the places where 
trade takes place and who receives revenues accordingly. This process 
is facilitated by the flow of currency, a neutral, quantifiable means of 
exchange that enables the establishment of practieally universal stan
dards. The practiee of trade is made far more efficient - and, therefore, 
more profitable - by the presence of currency. The most famous 
description of currency in the Devisement dou monde is, of course, the 
description of the paper money minted by the Grand Khan, described 
in more detail below. Other peoples, however, are also said to mint their 
own currencr, such as the people of Gaindu. They have two currencies, 
the greater of which is made of gold rods, cut to a particular thickness. 
Their 'smaller' currency is eomposed of salt eakes, whose value varies 
depending upon the region one is in (eh. 117; 467). Several other peo
pIes are said to use a certain kind of white shells for money. In Caraian, 
west of Gaindu, 'vaillent les LXXX porcelaines un saje d'arjent, que sunt 
deus venesians gros, et sachies que les VIII sajes d' arjent fin vailent un 
sajes d'or fin' ['eighty of the white shells are worth a saggio of silver, 
which equal two Venetian groats, and you should know that eight saggi 
of fine silver are worth one saggio of pure gold'] (eh. 118; 469). The value 
of this partieular currency varies depending upon the place where ü is 
used. It is not a stable, fixed currency, -put rather a currency that (likc 
the salt cakes used by the people of Gaindu) varies in value almost as 
much as the commodities themselves. 

No such variability can be attributed to the paper money minted by 
the Grand Khan, whose currency is of fixed value, backed not only by 
the imperial authority of the ruler but by the gold standard. This 
famous account is worth summarizing at length: the Grand Khan 'fait 
faire une tel monoie eum je vo~ dirai: il fait prendre escorses d' arbres 
... et de celes solil buces fait fer chartre come celle de papir ... Et quant 
cestes chartre sunt faites, ille fait trinehier en tel mainer, car il en fait 
une petite que vaut une moitie de tornesel petit; et l' autre est de un tor
nesel eneor petit; et l'autre est d'un mi gros d'arjent, et l'autre d'un 
gros d' arjent' ['has a kind of money made as I will describe: he has 
them take the bark of trees ... and from the thin lining [between the 
bark and wood] he has made documents like those of paper ... And 
when these doeuments are made, he has them trimmed in such a man
ner, that he has made a small one, that is worth half a denier tournois; 
and an.other that is worth a denier tournois; and another that is worth 
half a silver groat, and another that is worth a silver groat'] (eh. 96; 
439). The passage goes on to give numerous currency equivalents, 
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relating each measure of currency issued by the Grand Khan to the 
equivalent value in various European currendes - deniers, groats, and 
besants. The currency is carefully controlled, with the Grand Khan's 
own royal seal affixed to each note, and is distributed widely through
out all the lands under the Khan's rule. Use of this paper money is not 
optional but obligatory: 'nulz ne le ose refuser a poine de pardre sa vie' 
['no one dares to refuse it, on pain of losing his life']. It is widely 
accepted, exchanged freely 'de mercandies et de perles et de pieres pre
siouses et d'or et d'arjent. Toutes chouses en puent achater' ['for mer
chandise and for pearls and for precious stones and for gold and for 
silver. All things can be purchased with it'] (ch. 96; 440). Note the 
emphasis on the practice of authentication of the paper currency, 

. stamped with the seal of the Grand Khan, with its value guaranteed by 
the ruler himself. Everyone freely uses this money, not just because its 
use is the law of the land, but because it can be exchanged without dif
ficulty for gold or jewels - in short, used to purehase 'all things.' It is 
universal currency, at least within the Grand Khan' s borders. 

Significantly, the paper currency flows not only outward, from the 
mint under the authority of the Grand Khan, but inward as well, for 
damaged or over-used currency can be exchanged freely: 'quant l'en a 
tenue ceste carte tant qu' eIe s' en ranpent et que se gastent, et ille porte 
a la secque et il sunt cangü~ a noves et fresches, si voiremant qu'il en 
lase trois por C' ['when one has used this currency so that it tears or 
gets thin, he takes it to the mint and they [the notes] are changed for 
fresh, new ones, as long as he leaves three for every one hundred'] 
(eh. 96; 440). Note how the coffers of the Grand Khan are directly 
enriched by the inevitable exchange of currency as his officers collect 
3 per cent on every transaction, as well as indirectly enriched by the 
general facilitation of trade (and therefore of tax revenue). Marco Polo 
coneludes that, certainly, 'tuit les seignor deu seiele ne ont si grant 
richese come le grant sire a' ['none of the lords of the world has so 
great riches as the Grand Khan·] (ch. 96; 441), for he controls a source 
of wealth that is renewable and, at least potentially, infinite. This paper 
currency circulates everywhere within the realm of the Grand Khan, 
and even in some of the territories bordering rus domain. In the nearby 
city of Chintigui, for example, the people use the paper money of the 
Grand Khan ('lar monoie est de carte et sunt au grant kaan' [eh. 138; 
496]). The same is said of a whole series of cities, about which Marco 
Polo identifies only three features worth noting: in. each ca se, he 
remarks that the people 'are idolaters and burn their dead; they use 
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, 
paper money' (e.g., chs. 131-3, 140-1). These details, apparently, are all 
the traveller really needs to know. 

Money flows not only outward, fram the mint of the Grand Khan, 
but also inward, both in the form of used up paper currency returned 
to the mint far replacement and, far more impartantly, in the form of 
revenues. These are described in deta~l in the Devisement: some goods 
are taxed at the rate of three and one-third per cent but others, espe
cially items imported from farther away, are taxed at the rate of ten per 
cent. The remarkable total of the revenues is summed up, with the 
added authenticity of eyewitness testimony: 'jeo, Marc Pol, que plusor 
foies oi faire le conte de la rende de tous cestes couses ... por chascun 
an, vaut CCX tomain d'ar, que vailent XIV m miaia et DCC m' ['I, 
Marco Polo, who often heard the accounting of all these things ... for 
each year, [the revenues] equalled 210 gold tumans, which are worth 
fourteen million seven hundred thousand ducats'] (ch. 149; 520-1). 

The last feature of the economy of the realm of the Grand Khan 
remaining to be pointed out concerns the rare moments of stagnation, 
moments when the energetic flow of goods and currency comes to 'an 
abrupt halt. These moments, I would argue, are significant within the 
mercantile symbolic geography of the Devisement dou monde, for they 
sigIlal points of vulnerability in the discursivc und cconornic system 
that is, in general, so highly praised throughout the wark. One of these 
appears in connection with the description of the luxurious palace of 
the Grand Khan located at Canbaluc. The narthern quarter includes an 
artificial pond, fed by a small river and used to water cattle, which 
leads in turn to another artificial pond. This pond hauses many kinds 
of fish, waiting to be selected to be served to the king: 'un grant flun hi 
met et oisse, mes si est si ordres que nul peisson non poit oissir, et ce 
est fait con rees de fer et de raim' ['a great river issues from there, but it 
is built in such a way that no fish can escape, with gratings made of 
iran and copper'] (eh. 84; 418). Here, the usual function of waterways, 
to fadlitate movement of people, goods, and currency, comes to an 
abrupt halt: these fish, destined for the Grand Khan' 5 table, have 
nowhere to go. 

Comparable moments of stagnation appear elsewhere in the Devise
ment dou monde, here in connection not with the flow of goods l?ut with 
the passage of currency. Ordinarily, as we remember, the paper money 
minted by the Grand Khan is used to make the practice of trade still 
more efficient (and hence profitable): it flows back and forth, from 
hand to hand, temporarily taking the place of goods of every kind. On 
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rare oeeasionsf howeverf paper money passes only in one direetion: 
this occurs when it is used by the dead. In the province of Tangut, 
Marco recounts, the people cremate their dead with great ceremony, 
and carry out a peculiar practice: the moumers 'font entailler hornes de 
earte de papir et ehevaus et gamiaus et monete grant eome bi<;ans; et 
toutes eestes couses funt ardoir avec le cors: et dient que en le autre 
monde le mors aura tant escalif et tantes bestes et tantes montons eom 
iI font ardoir de charte' ['have the figures of men etched on pieces of 
paper, and horses, and camels, and money as large as besants; and all 
these things they bum along with the body; and they say that, in the . 
other world, the dead one will have as many slaves and beasts and 
sheep as they burned in the form of paper'] (ch. 58; 372-3). These 
'pieces of paper' are dearly simulacra which take the place of the 
objects they depict, whether servants, dothing, or beasts of burden. 
The paper pieces of money, however, are somewhat different. Presum
ably they are copies or simulacra of 'real' paper money, for who would 
want toburn hard currency? If so, they are simulacra of something that 
iSf in a sensef itself a simulacruillf a representative or pIace-holder for 
that which has intrinsic value. Another example of this practice is 
observed among the Tartars, who have so firm a belief in the parallel 
world of the dead that they carry out marriages uniting their deceased· 
children. In the ceremony, 'il font enpindre et portraire en carte hornes 
a similitude de eIes, et ehevaus et dras et bi<;anz et arnois, puis les fant 
ardoir; et dient que toutes celles couses qu'il avoient fait portraire et 
ardre auront lor enfans en I'autre monde' ['they have drawn and 
painted on papers the Iikeness of men, and horses and dothes and 
besants and equipment, and then they bum them; and they say that 
their children will have in the other world all these things that they 
had drawn and then bumed'] (eh. 70; 392). Among the Tartars as in 
Tangut, the f10w of currency is one way, for there is no possibility of 
goods or money retuming from the land of the dead. This stagnation of 
the cyde of exchange, as substance is annihilated through flame, dif
fers strikingly from the circular, liquid economy of salvation that per
meates the Book of John Mandeville. 

If the Devisement dou monde of Marco Polo and the Book of John 
Mandeville are works of medieval Orientalism, we must ask whether 
these texts participate in the construction of the same Orient. The sim
ple answer, of course, is 'no.' The geographieal focus of the Book of John 
Mandeville is dearly the Holy Land, especially Jerusalem. Mandeville's 
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description of the regions further east participates in the same devo
tional discourse, so that, as the birthplace of mankind, Eden serves as a 
forerunner of Jerusalem, the site of mankind's spiritual rebirth. 
Although Prester John's land is spatially proximate to Eden, it is tem
porally remote from it, for Prester John is associated with the Apoca
Iypse and subsequent Day of Judgment. In other words, Prester John's 
land is located atthe end of days, just as Eden is located at the begin
ning; both, however, are located deep in the Orient. 

This Orient is very different indeed from the Orient of Marco Polo, 
an Orient domina ted by Cathay and Mangi, by the magnificent cities 
of Quinsai and Canbaluc, and by the imperial authority of the Grand 
Khan. One might argue that this Orient, even though it is centred geo
graphically on a different part of the world, is basically similar to the 
Orient of the Book of John Mandeville. I would object, however, that the 
impermanence of these Oriental centres of Quinsai and Canbaluc 
makes them, in the end, very different from Eden and Jerusalem. I 
would suggest, therefore, that Marco Polo's Orient is -jf I can put it 
this way - differently oriented from the Orient of Mandeville. In terms 
of the symbolic geography of the Book of John Mandeville, the f10w of 
currency, whether in the form of the rivers f10wing outward from Eden 
ur the devout pilgrims hastening inward toward Jerusalcm, is cssen
tially stable. The devotional economy of Mandeville's world is bal
anced, with the abundance of grace f10wing from God making up for 
any shortfalls on the part of mankind. Conversely, in terms of the sym
bolic geography of Marco Polo's Devisement dou monde, the f10w of cur
rency is not necessarily stable. The value of goods f1uctuates, as supply 
and demand ebb and ·f1ow. Currency itself wears out and has to be 
replaced (at the price of 3 per cent), and sometimes disappears entirely 
into the parallel world of the dead. While the paper currency minted 
by the Grand Khan is currently stable, and will remain so as lang as his 
imperial authority lasts, it will not remain so forever, because there will 
be a time when the power of the Grand Khan has passed away, just as 
there was a time before his power had come into being. The discu.rsive 
systems of the Devisement dou monde and the Book of John Mandeville are 
comparable, for each is structured in terms of the flow of currents and 
currency. In each of these texts, the process of mediation - whether 
devotional or mercantile - is carried out by the waters. For Mandeville, 
these are the blessed waters of grace; for Marco Polo, they are the 
dynamic tides of the harbour. 
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I 

The two most famous European books about Asia, those of Marco Polo 
and John Mandeville, were written within sixty to seventy years of 
each other, between 1298 and, at the latest, 1365, which is to say toward 
the beginning and end of the first direct engagement of Europe with 
the further East. The work of J an de Langhe, a Fleming who wrote in 
Latin under the name Johannes Longus and in French as Jean le Long, 
and whose life straddled those same years, is much less weil known. 
But he too has importance in our theme, which is to consider the rela
tive importance of their writingsto the growth of geographical knowl
edge in Europe. 

First in time was Marco Polo, who, with Rustichello of Pisa, began 
writing his book, as its preface says, 'in the prisons of Genoa in the 
year 1298.' Since I have already written about it at some length else
where, l I will make only a few salient points here. First it is worth 
stressing that it is a collaborative work. Mareo was a man who had 
spent twenty-four years, most of his life, all his adult life, in Asia. His 
return to Europe must have been a deeply unsettling exp'erience; he 
was coming back to a world that he would often have found difficult to 
understand. It was, in particular, a world of whose literary traditions 
he knew almost nothing. If he were to write of what he had learned, it 
was essential that he should find a collaborator, and by good fortune 
he eventually found hirn when captured by the Genoese. It is a com
monplace that this man, Rustichello, wrote poorly, that his style is sin
gularly lifeless, and many have doubted whether it was indeed such 
good fortune that it was precisely this man whom Marco met. Yet 
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much the same rnight be said of some of the best-selling authors of Our 
own or any day; their skilt like Rustichello' s, is in having an under
standing of what contemporaries will take. Here that ability was of key 
importance, since the novelty of the book' s material was likely to pro
voke scepticism. What this meant toD was that Marco was not a COill

pletely free agent. Literary collaboration always exacts penalties; in 
this instance it is as though it were Marco's western audience which is 
helping hirn to write the book, a book he has sornetimes to change in 
order to meet their interests Of expectations.2 

One should add that if it were Rustichello who devised the plan of 
the work, he had a gift for organization of material. That plan takes the 
form of aseries of imaginary journeys to, within, and frorn China. Yet, 
though well developed for its task, it has led to a serious misunder
standing of what the book actually iso It is not a travelogue. One finds a 
lot of passages which at first sight allow one to think that it is describ
ing real travels. In fact, these are simply an organizing device to. pres
ent geographical material. There is no description here of the route of 
the Polos through Asia; the route is just the means by which Marco and 
Rustiche110 lead their readers from West to East and then back from 
East to West, the route of the narrator through his book. 

. It is worth saying this agam, since still today th~ baok is vcry COffi

monly spoken of as the Travels of Marco Polo. In the Middle Ages it 
was never given that title. What it was normally called was some vari
ant of the Description 0/ the World, or the Baale 0/ the Great Khan. The first 
to call it the Travels was Giambattista Ramusio at the end of the 1550s. 
Ramusio was a Venetian, the compiler of a great mass of geographieal 
reports, mostly travelliterature, which he ca11ed Travels by Land and Sea 
(Navigazioni e Viaggi). When he included Marco, it was explicable that 
he should have changed the title of his book to I Viaggi di Marco Polo. In 
doing this, Ramusio almost changed not just its title but its subject. 
Call a book 'The Travels' and, if it is interesting enough, people will set 
about discovering the route of these travels. The first whom I know of 
to attempt this was the learned Jesuit Athanasius Kircher in his China 
Illustrata, published in 1667. Kircher was also the first to highlight a 
common crux of later scholarship: 'I am staggered [vehemente mirar] 
that Marco Polo does not mention the Great Wall of China through 
which he must have passed.' And, as if that observation was not going 
to breed enough difficulty, he then went on to discuss Marco' s itinerar
ies and to print a map of what he believed was the Polos' journey from 
the Caspian to Canbaluc.3 
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This proved an attractive game for anyone who knew something 
about the East. You wrote out a11 the place names in the order they 
appeared in the Book, you tried to identify them, and then you said this 
was the route the Polos took. The more you knew the better you could 
display a11 YOllT knowledge. One 01 the best at it was the Victorian edi
tor, Henry Yule. And his conclusions, refined by his Iriend, Henri 
Cordier, became more or less standard4 The only difficulty with them
though this wasn't first pointed out until some twenty years ago - was 
that the results were unbelievable. Here are the Polos carrying a mes
sage from the pope, already two years overdue, to the most powerful 
ruler in the world. By virtue of their possession of the gold paiza given to 
them by the Great Khan, their safety was guaranteed in Möngollands, 
and they could have used the MongoI post-system right up to Beijing, 
which would have brought them. to the Khan in, at most, nine months. 
Instead, if you lollow Yule, they decide first to sall to China, which, as a 
contemporary put it, was 'the most difficult and dangerous way' and 
which would have taken them at least double the time.5 Accordingly 
they make their way to Hormuz on the Indian Ocean. When they gel 
there, they take one look at the Arab ships and timorously decide they'll 
go by land instead. They set off again, once more studiously seeking to 
avoid Mangoi territory. 11ley arrive at Badakhshan, where they da some 
mountaineering, traversing a plateau of the Pamir some sixteen thou
sand feet up. And so on it goes. It is like travelling from Toronto to New 
Orleans by way of the Rocky Mountains. The first to rebel against this 
was Jacques Heers in 1984.6 Since then others have added their contri
butions to this insight.? Yet scholars contioue to march along the old 
itineraries. In 2001, in a new edition of the northern French manuscripts 
of the Book, we have an editor who once again forces the luckless Polos 
to make their laborious way up into the Himalayas.8 

The truth is the Book is not an account of travels: it is a geography. 
As such, it has very little in common with any geography found previ
ously in the West. There had been very few chorographies, and Marco 
and Rustichello' s book bears no resemblance to them. For instance, 
and despite what so many writers claim,9 the book does not serve up a 
diet of fabulous marvels. None of the 'The Monstrous Races' appear 
here. The ma~vels here are above aU true marvels, such as the amazing 
number and wealth of the eities of China, rather than those prodigies 
which are the staple 01 most other accounts of the East written in the 
Middle Ages. To write the book, that is to say, its authors had to create 
a new genre of western literature. 
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That genre derived ultirnately from Chinese writings. lt eame from 
Chinese loeal topographies, geographieal eneydopedias, and anthro
pologieal descriptions. Or rather, sinee Mareo himself knew no 
Chinese, from what of Chinese geographiealliterature had been taken 
on board by the MongoI administrative dass whieh at that time ruled 
China. One thinks here of the reports delivered to the Great Khan 
Kublai on missions he had sent out in seareh of strange birds and 
beasts, or on the expedition he had sponsored to find the souree of the 
Yellow River. Or again the written reports of ambassadors to foreign 
parts, the road-guides within and outside the Empire, and the maps 
used by the MongoI government.!O 

This is the tradition that informs the work. Mareo' s Book is that of a 
Mongolian civil servant who has taken early retirement, and is telling 
us about the human geography of Asia, its eustoms and folklore, and 
above all, about the politieal authority of the Great Khan who there 
holds sway. These things are welded together into a work whieh is 
bounded by immensely wide horizons and eould only be written 
because Marco had been the servant of an enormous empire. Within 
that span, wha!' s remarkable is the variety of what he takes into eon
sideration: trade-goods, artisan production, accounts of animals, birds, 
fish, vegetation, religions, crops, customs, goverrunents. It should be 
added that, in modern eomments on the book, one quite often meets 
suspicious, slightly querulous remarks, pointing out that Mareo says 
nothing about architecture, or art, or landscape. But these things were 
not yet discussed in the Europe of his day; one has to wait until the 
humanists and the artists of the Renaissance before they become eom
mon themes. 

Certainly it eould be argued that, in what is treated, there is mueh 
that is superfieial, that the eoneision is often extreme. Of the seventy 
Chinese towns whieh are reeorded in the book, only two reeeive any
thing beyond abrief one- or two-sentenee deseription. ll Yet it is 
beeause Mareo so often merely grazes the surface of his materials that 
he ean take on' the whole of Asia. As a result, what the book gave its 
first readers was a portrait of a new world. Here Europeans received 
their introduction to the Far East, China, and the East Indies. And they 
were introdueed to this by a book which derived its power from the 
fact that its author was a man who, having left Veniee at the age of sev
enteen and having spent some hventy-four years of his life in the ser
vice of an Asian empire, was someone who had found himself at horne 
in that empire, more so perhaps than he was, on his return, in Europe. 
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This was Mareo Polo' s legaey. Was it, in the later Middle Ages, 
aeeepted as truth or as a romantie fantasy? Generally, scholars have 
dedared that it waS disbelieved and ignored. In my own study, I have 
eonduded that this was not so. Though some readers were seeptical, 
Marco Polo came to carry general conviction, more particularly when, 
in the fifteenth eentury, he was taken up by the humanists. As a result, 
his was a work whieh made a major eontribution to that European dis
eovery and reconnaissanee of the world whieh took place at the end of 
the Middle Ages. 

II 

Back in the fourteenth eentury, one ",ho believed in the truth of Mareo 
Polo was the Benedietine monk J an de Langhe. Born at Ypres, he was 
by 1334 a member of the ancient and celebrated abbey of Saint-Bertin 
at Saint-Omer, some twenty miles from Calais. Two of its abbots had 
been canonized; it boasted a vast collection of relies; it had what for the 
time was a very large library of over eight hundred volumes; and it 
owned eonsiderable rights and property in northern Franee, Flanders, 
and the Rhineland.12 As a young monk Jan was sent to the University 
of Paris, where hc rend philosophy and law. On his return he was 
appointed legal defender of the Abbey's possessions and eventually, in 
1365, eleeted abbot. These were diffieult limes, not least beeause the 
monks had the English at Calais as their dose neighbours and were 
often eaught up in the Hundred Years' War. In the monastery's annals 
one reads: 'While he lived our Abbot Jan struggled on behalf of his 
ehureh, but as a result of the wars of the English and Freneh, and the 
revolts of the Flemings, he eould do very little of what he wished to 
restore its fortunes,'13 

In 1383, the last year of his life, we find him writing a ehronicle 
whieh teils the story of the abbots who had ruled Saint-Bertin. This is 
set within a universal history, and an account of IDeal cITcumstances in 
Franee and Flanders.!4 It seems at first sight to be just what you would 
expeet from a member of the ecdesiastieal establishment. It is written 
in serviceable medieval Latin; it is serious, level-headed, conventional. 
Predietably enough for anyone writing in the thiek of the Hundred 
Years' War, it has a lot on 'the good old days.' The good old days were 
the days of Abbot Guibert, who lived in the thirteerith eentury: 'All 
things then smiled and rejoieed; in his time there was peaee in the 
country and if lords went to war, it was in other lands. In those days 
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the young obeyed the old, servants were most punctilious in their ser
vice, and were eontent with liUle.' You eould see that from looking at 
the accounts for the building of the refectory; the builders in those days 
were satisfied 'with some bread, a plate of beans, and a penny a day.'!5 

The eharacteristic tone of an elderly gentlemen in a position oi" 
power is broken only at one moment when suddenly, and in impas
sioned and confessional terms, Jan warns his readers against alchemy: 

It promises fair things and gives few; powerfulIy does it seduce and draw 
men on, and much are they deceived in that. Experto crede! Take it from 
one who knows. For I who write was deceived in that, and I have seen 
many others deceived in the same way, and I have never seen anyone 
who achieved its supposed purpose.16 

For a brief instant he reveals himself as having at least once in the past 
been a fantasist, a dreamer. 

Just two more things about this man before we look at the big ques
tion which hangs over his head. The first, which may just be of impor
tance in considering the big question, is that one 01 his monks 
described him as being so large-bellied, so grossly lat, that he was 
barely able to walk.17 The second i8 that he had astrang intcrcst in the 
East. In his Chronicle, after telling 01 the death of Clement IV in 1268 
and the three-year papal interregnum which lollowed, Jan goes on to 
say this: 

In this interim the great emperor of the Tartars, Cobilaazan, brother of 
Alaholl, sent his emissaries to the pope with letters. These, c1aiming great 
devotion to the faith of Christ, asked that the pope should dispatch to rum 
in sufficient numbers men weH versed in the Catholic faith and the liberal 
arts who would know how to prevail in disputations with the unbeliev
ers, lews, Saracens, and idolaters of his land; at the same time they asked 
that he should send some of the oil from the lamp burning at the sepul
ehre of the Lord in lerusalem. 

These emissaries were two citizens of Venice caHed Niccolü Polo and 
his brother Maffeo Polo, with Catagal, a certain Baron of the Tartars who 
died on the way. The two men took three years from the Kingdom of 
Cathay and the afotesaid Great Khan to Rome. When they arrived they 
found that the pope had in fact died, and so, while waiting for the election 
to take place they went to Venice to attend to their family and business 
affairs. Then, seeing the election to be so long drawn out, and afraid that 
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their lord would blame them for the over-Iong delay, they took ship to the 
Holy Land, the lord Niccolü Polo taking with rum back to the Tartars his 
son, a very able young man, twenty years old or thereabouts, called 
Marco Polo.18 

He goes on to tell how in the Holy Land the Legate (as he calls him) 
Tebaldo came to be elected pope, how he sent them off with two friars 
who then deserted the party, and how, linally, they were warrnly 
received by the Great Khan. He continues: 

And then the lords Niccolo and Maffeo were sent back "again to these 
parts [Europe] wHh other Tartars. But Marco Polo, whom he made a 
knight, was retained by the Emperor and stayed with hirn for aperiod 
of twenty-seven years. Because of the skill he showed in his affairs he 
sent hirn to various parts of India, Tartary and the islands where he 
saw many marvellous things about which he afterwards wrote a book 
in French, which Book oj Marvels, with many others similar, we have in 
our possession.19 

This is the only aecount of the Polos in which Mareo's age on leaving 
Venice is reckoned as 'lwenly 01' thereabouts' instead of, as it is gener
ally given, 'seventeen,' and where his father and unclego back 
straightaway to Europe rather than staying on in China and returning 
with Marco in 1292. De Langhe must either be referring to aversion 01 
Mareo' s book whieh has been lost or he has misremembered his read
ing 01 the Book lrom perhaps several years back.'o But what is 01 most 
interest here are Jan's concluding words on the 'many other similar' 
books which are 'in our possession.' 

In lact, in 1351, over thirty years belore, Jan had produced another 
book lrom just these materials. This was a collection 01 his own transla
tions lrom Latin into French 01 six works about the East. The first is a 
book called the Flower of the Histories of the East, which had been writ
ten in France in 1307 by Prinee Hetoum, a Prince 01 Little Armenia, a 
country whieh had had a lot to do with the Mongois and the rea1ms 
they ruled. The second is by an !talian traveller in India and China, a 
Franciscan missionary called Odoric of Pordenone, who on his return 
from the East in 1330 had dictated an important account of his experi
ences. And the third is arecord 01 a pilgrimage to Jerusalem through 
Egypt and Palestine by the German knight William 01 Boldenseie, writ
ten about 1336. There are other very interesting works, but these lor 
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DUf purpose are the most important. This compilation survives in six 
manuscripts. In two of them (among which is the famous, richly illus
trated Livres des Merveilles given by John the Fearless of Burgundy to 
the Duc de Berry in January 1413), the books of Marco Polo and of John 
Mandeville are added to the basic six texts. The earliest surviving man
uscript says that it was written by Jan of Saint-Bertin in 1351, and that 
he is 'at present, l368, Abbot of that place.'21 

In itself this collection is sufficient to give Jan de Langhe a position 
in the history of geography. This is because it established a new genre. 
It is the first surviving example of those translated compilations of 
travels beyond Europe which in the Renaissance culminate in the 
multiple volumes of Giovanni Battista Ramusio and Richard Hakluyt. 
One tries to imagine what impulse lay behind Jan's work. Translation 
from Latin to French was a noticeable feature of French culture of the 
fourteenth century. An important figure here, for instance, is Jean de 
Vignay, who between the l320s and l340s translated at least twelve 
sizeable Latin books into French, among them some which treat of the 
East22 Yet Vignay's works fit into the traditions of the Parisian book 
trade. They are a11 commissioned works, most of them commissioned 
by the French royal family. De Langhe's collection differs from these 
in that he does not mention any patrun~ and due~ nut make any dedi
cations, which would suggest that his book has not been commis
sioned, that it has not been written to raise müney - as an alternative, 
say, to alchemy - but that it came into existence as a diversion, the 5at
isfaction of a private passion. 

Here then is this Benedictine monk, normally tied to his cloister, who 
in his life never travels anywhere further than Avignon, who in l351 
has just lived through the most terrible events - the Black Death, the 
pogrom against the Jews who have been accused of spreading it, the 
opening stages of the Hundred Years' War. His days were already ded
icated less and less to the liturgicallife or that religious contemplation 
which perhaps first drew him to the cloisters, more and more to the 
study of the intricacies of law and the struggle to retain the material 
possessions of the monastery. He who will never go to Jerusalem, let 
alone beyond it, thinks it is worth while to translate these works. They 
do not just describe, as BoIdenseIe' s does, the pilgrimage to the Holy 
Sepulchre - that would be easily comprehensible. That was an already 
common literary form, a work of sympathetic piety, amental pilgrim
age which allowed the home-stayer to participate vicariously in the 
great religious experience. They include, too, accounts of much wider 
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journeys beyond Jerusalem to the realms of the Great Khan and the 
furthest horizons of fourteenth-century Europe. Perhaps what lay 
behind his interest was some element of escapism. 

In which case is it possible that, within at most fourteen years, it is 
he, Jan de Langhe, who, under the same impulse, wrote, again in 
French, that dassic story of eastern travel, The Book of Sir lohn 
Mandeville? M.C. Seymour has remarked that Jan would be 'an ideal 
candidate' to be its author. Seymour thinks of the author as someone 
who is a fluent French speaker, who compiles his work in a large con
tinentallibrary, a man who is an ecdesiastic with an excellent knowl
edge of the Bible, fluent in Latin, and someone who has never 
travelled to the lands he describes. 23 Certainly the three principal 
sources which The Book of Sir lohn Mandeville draws upon, often word 
lor word, are Hetoum, Odoric, and BoIdenseIe, and the versions of 
them the author draws upon are precisely those in the French of Jan 
de Langhe. Wilh two of these, BoIdenseIe and Odoric, it' s dear that 
the author also knew and used the Latin texts. Accordingly one has 
to ask how many libraries outside Saint-Bertin would, even in north
ern France, have held by l365 not only the Latin originals but also the 
French translations which had been made only a few years before. 

As it is, the identity of the origu"1al authaT is still a Inatter of specula
tion. Christiane Deluz, who has done so much to illuminate the text 
and to place it within its fourteenth-century context, holds that the 
author was an English layman, that he had actually visited, at least, 
the Near East, and that the original text was written in Anglo-French 
rather than continental French.24 If any of these contentions are true, 
they would be fatal to any claims for Jan de Langhe. I remain drawn 
to the idea of Langhe's authorship. This is partly, as I've said, because, 
given the character of book-production of the time, it is difficult to 
think of the volume written in l351 as having travelled very lar before 
1365. But also, I confess, for subjective reasons. I like the idea of a 
monk who, bound to his monastery as a serf to the glebe, dreams of a 
freedom which takes hirn to the ends of the earth. As a ~an a!ready 
developing that enormous paunch which will cause him to be remem
bered as having had great difficulty in walking, who !hinks himself 
into the image of a great traveller. And again as one who, living a few 
miles from 'the March of Calais' held by the English, in a locality 
harassed by the intrusions of English soldiers, ironically assurnes the 
body and mind of an English knight, a man to whom he gives his own 
name, 'John.' 
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III 

What the truth of this is cannot be established until that day when both 
Jan de Langhe's translations and the continental French version of 
Mandeville's text have been edited with a full collation of all the manu
scripts25 In the meanwhile, we have the Book, one whieh in the·later 
Middle Ages was much more popular than Mareo Polo' s. What sort of 
book is it? Far Josephine Bennett, it was 'a romanee of trave!,' which 
belonged 'primarily, to the history 01 literature.'26 But since she wrote 
those words, another view has grown up. This has been expressed 
most emphatically by CW.RD. Moseley, who has written 01 the Book's 
'impeccable geographieal thought (in the sense that we use the term 
"geographieal" in our methodology),' and goes on to saythat it 
'embodies as true a picture of the world as anyone in the lourteenth 
century could have given.'27 A big claim. The scholar who has looked 
at the question at the greatest length is Christiane Deluz. Her book 
bears the subtitle Une 'Geographie' au XIV' Siede, which signals that she 
comes down firmlyon Moseley' s side. She argues from such things as 
that the Mandeville-author offers over sixty place-names from the Far 
East. She highlights his aecount 01 a near circurnnavigation of the 
worldf which she sees as an iInportant vulgarization of lhose proofSf 
which John 01 Holywood had given in the thirteenth century, that the 
earth was aglobe. And she has a long section in which she analyses 
the number of what she calls geographieal expressions in the text -
these are wards like fweather/ 'river/ 'stream/ 'desert/ and so on -
and shows, perhaps not a!together surprisingly, that there were indeed 
a lot of them. 

Yet there are many elements in the Book to suggest that it is a geo
graphieal fantasy. East of Jerusalem it makes no attempt to deal with 
coherent space. Hs principal source is Odoric of Pordenone; yet the 
Mandeville-author curiously dispenses with most of the genuine geo
graphie material found in it. Instead, he portrays Asia as a sequence 
af islandsf each with their own marvels. There is an island where 
mountains of gold are guarded by ants as big as dogs, others where 
rivers run not with water but with precious stanes. There are Isles of 
Cannibal Giants, of Basilisk-eyed Women, of Apple-Sniffers, and so 
on. Finally we come to the borders of Paradise, and from there on to 
the Vale Perilous ar Vale of Enehantment. A!though it has been tried, 
all attempts to map the book are doomed.28 And it is the reverse of 
the truth to say, as Moseley has said, that the Book seeks to exdude 
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fabulous materiaL In fact, when the marvels don't appearin his 
sourees, the author cannot resist putting them back. After describing 
an island called Dondin, Odoric had gone on to say this: 

There are many other strange things in those parts about which I will not 
write, for without seeing thern no one could believe them. For in the 
whole world there are no such marvels as in that kingdorn. I have written 
about only those things of which one can be certain that they are as I hav~ 
spoken of them.29 

This note of caution is the reverse 01 what the Mandeville-author is 
looking for. It only spurs him on to redress the balance. As Josephine 
Bennett has pointed OU!,30 it is precisely at this point that he decides to 
treats us to what Odoric has omitted, the whole gamut of 'the mon
strous races': headless men with eyes and mouths in their backs, men 
who use their huge upper lips to shield their faces from the sun, mono
peds, Cynocephali, men with ears hanging to their knees, and so on, 
and so on. 

The Book is outside geography and anthropology; and it is outside 
history too. Here in the fourteenth century, Sir John and his compan
ions enlist for sixteen months in the army of the Great Khan, which 
was, we are told, at war with the King 01 Southern China.'! Yet, as 
Mareo Polo and Odoric had shown, the MongoIs had already con
quered all of China back in the 1270s. Still more striking, this is a world 
in which the mythic emperor Prester John continues to rule in majesty. 
On his return from Karakorum in the 1250s, the Dominican missionary 
William of Rubruck had reported that the Prester was just 'a prosper
ous shepherd' whom the Nestorians had set up as their king. ('They 
called hirn King John and they used to tell ten times mare about hirn 
than the truth. For the Nestorians of these parts da this kind of thing. 
Out of nothing they make a great brouhaha.') After Rubruck, Marco 
Polo again was to make it dear that Prester John was simply just 
another vassal among MongoI warlords. Then Odorie of Pordenone 
had gone on to echo and reinforce this by saying that not just one
tenth, as Rubruck had had it, but not one-hundredth part of what was 
told about his lands was true.32 

The Mandeville-author ignores all this spoil-sport realism. Instead 
he throws his weight behind all those in Europe who preferred to 
retain their dreams. With hirn Prester John lives on, as Emperor of 
Greater and Lesser India, Emperor 01 Upper India, one of the four 
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great Lords of the Earth. He resumes a11 that splendour which the 
famous, fabulous twelfth-century Letter of Prester John had bestowed 
on hirn. The land over which he rules is four months' journey in 
breadth, its length measureless. It is divided into seven pravinces, 
each presided over by a subordinate king. His palaces at Nise and 
Susa are constructed from a dazzling variety of gold and jewels; and 
here he is attended by the Patriarch of St Thomas as his pope. The 
mythic resonances are so strang that they cannot be resisted; mere fact 
must step down before a11 the pleasures of medieval Orientalism. 
And wriling at a time when most who continued to pradaim the Pre
ster's reality and power were transplanting hirn fram the East to Ethi
opia and Abyssinia, the Mandeville book kept hirn on the borders of 
the terrilories of the Great Khan. It is with Prester John that any 
attempt to portray the book as a geography, as giving 'as true a pic
ture of the world as anyone in the fourteenth century could have 
given,' must vanish.33 

What is here instead is a cheerful, exotic travel-fiction with lots of 
marvels and good stories, plus public-spirited, effortless uplift. Fol
lowing some moral reformation at horne, the crusade will be successful 
quite soon. Indeed since the religion of the Muslim and a11 other peo
pIes has so much in common with ours, they may very weH becOlue 
Christians first. Here is a work of escapism, which flourishes on llllre
ality. It is just the thing to take one' s mind off the Hundred Years' War, 
if only for a few hours. 

Having said which, it is easy to see why, although its author must 
have known Marco Polo' s baok, he never draws upan it. Marco' s 
habitual tendency is to cut down a11 fabulous marvels and to present 
what is stemly factual. I write 'sternly' because, as a11 his readers know, 
Marca is never in the least touched by any awareness that he might 
possibly be boring them. There is a marve110us integrity in his determi
nation to tell them all manner of things that they don't want to know. 
Think of those imagined itineraries through Mangi: 

Now we will quit Suigiu and go to a city which is called Viugiu, and you 
should know that this Viugiu is a day from Sugiu [sie]. It is a very large 
city ... But as there is na novelty to be called to mind there we willleave it 
and I will tell you of another city called Vughin. 

And this Vughin is also a very large and noble city. They ar~ idolaters, 
obey the Great Khan and have paper money ... Now we will part from 
that city and tell you of the town of Ciangan ... 34 
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And so it goes on. One can imagine Rustiche110 getting very edgy as 
Marco insists that these passages stay in; the factual density is going to 
destroyany attempt to make a name for hirnself as a writer of chivalric 
literature. The interest of dozens of towns is no more than that: 'their 
inhabitants are idolaters; obey the Great Khan, and have paper money.' 
The words run like a litany - yet we have to be told all their names. 
Our fantasy is shrivelled up. The Mandeville-author does not have any 
cataloguing of that sort. He is terrified of boring his readers with, as he 
puts it, 'many places which il would take too long to name and 
relate,'35 and this leads him to the constant production of new marvels 
at the expense of reality. 

With that contrast between Polo and Mandeville, I think of the argu
ments of Francis Wood, who has claimed that Marco Polo never went 
to China, that he wrote his book after spending twenty-four years hid
den away somewhere around the Black Sea or at Constantinople. This 
thesis has been critically examined and dismissed by several scholars, 
most thoroughly in a long artide by Igor de Rachewiltz.36 In addition 
to what they have written, there is something else to be said: if Marco 
Polo had set down an account of the East which he had invented with
out going there, what he wrote would not have looked at a11like The 
Book of Marco Polo. Wha! it would have looked like would have been 
The Book of Sir John Mandeville. It would have been a book which 
was based solelyon sources available in the West, on the West's imag
ining of the East, and it would have been filled with a11 those heady 
marvels which so delight the Mandeville-author. It too would have 
been a travel romance. 

IV 

If Mandeville's Book is simply a travel romance, does this mean that it 
had no role in the European discovery of the East? Could it, nonethe
less, given its vast popularity, given the vast ignorance of the East in 
the West, have influenced exploration, have had geographical conse
quences? Despite the occasional exceptional incident - and despite the 
arguments of several scholars basing themselves on these exceptions -
my own conclusion is that the Book was rarely accorded any serious 
standing in scholarship or cartography. Around 1450, the Bavarian 
monk Friedrich Ammann gave a list of the SOUIces for his 'Cosmo
graphical Table.' He induded Ptolemy, Marco Polo, and Pomponius 
Mela, but specifica11y exduded Mandeville as unreliable.37 This is the 
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first time, as far as [ know, that this happens, but it happens a lot there
after. There is a great contrast here with the way in which, at that very 
time, the humanists (notably the cirele of Toscanelli and Nicholas of 
Cusa) were taking up Marco Polo. 

[ say one finds exceptions - for instance, Martin Behaim in 1492 cer
tainly cited Mandeville as one of the sources for his globe.3S The most 
famaus oE these, one often cited, is the appearance of a Latin version oE 
Mandeville in the first edition of Hakluyt's Principal Navigations, pub
lished at London in 1589.39 But Sir Jolm was not resurrected here as a 
result of any geographical considerations, but in order to meet political 
needs. Europeans who were planning to take over lands outside 
Europe could at the time seek legitimacy only by claiming, as the Span
ish did, to have been their first discoverer - of course, the first discover
ers were the indigenous inhabitants, but they did not signify - or by 
appealing for legal endorsement to the pope, as the French had done 
but as Protestant England could not now do. This explains the opening 
seetion of Hakluyt's work, where one finds documents to prove that 
back in the sixth century King Arthur had first discovered America, 
that the Welshman Madoc had colonized it in the twelfth century, that 
the Bristol merchant, Robert Thorne, had rediscovered it in the fifteenth 
century, and that 'Sebastian' Cabot (Hakluyt did not get the right Cabot 
but nobody cared) had then discovered it again on behalf of Henry VII. 
All this constituted a counter-claim to Spain' s assertion of rights over 
the New World. Britons had got to America long before Columbus. 
Hakluyt ineluded Mandeville for a similar reason. He was hoping that 
the early appearance of this Englishman in the East would justify, by 
the doctrine of first discovery, any English expansion in the East. He 
gave it in the Latin version because he was appealing to the community 
of internationallaw. He did not translate it into English - as he does all 
the other Latin in his book - because, as [would guess, he did not want 
English sailors or merchants to become confused by it. 

Hakluyt follows the text with an Admonition to the Reader, still in 
the Latin, which ends with the words, 'Vale atque aut meliora dato, 
aut his utere mecum,' which might be translated aso 'Farewell, and 
either produce something better yourself, or make use of this as I'm 
daing.' He continues, in defence of Mandeville's fables, to give some 
extracts from Pliny's Natural HistDry which spoke of the monstrous 
races." It may just be an unfartunate phrase - 'make use of this as I'm 
doing' - hut one wonders how far it rnay be a subconscious revelation 
of cynicism. However this might be, Hakluyt eventually came to 
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realize that it wouldn't carry conviction; nirre years later, when he 
published a second edition, silently, without explanation, aur English 
knight is thrown out. Mandeville thereafter was normally treated as 
the fiction it iso 

Yet, though it seems improbable that Jolm Mandeville ever cut 
much ice in learned cirdes, with scholars, with cosmographers, imagi
nation is often more powerful than reason and romance too may be an 
essential prelude to discovery. In 1512, Ponce de Le6n mounted an 
expedition from Puerto Rico in an attempt to discover 'the Island of 
Bimini,' which was said to contain a 'fountain of youth' which 

. washed away the effects of age and which looks very much like that 
'Weil of Youth' from which Sir John teils us he has drunk. As a resull, 
Ponce became the first white man to discover Florida, to where, of 
course, today 1:he elderly still flock in search of much the same thing4l 

Seven years later, Diego de Velasquez, governor of Cuba, commanded 
Cortes to mount an expedition to Mexico, telling him to keep a 
weather eye out for dog-headed men and those with great flat ears. 
And it was of course the Amazons who gave their name to Ameriea' s 
greatest river.42 One cannot claim any direct influences in these inci
dents, but they all derive from that world of medieval fantasy to 
which Mandeville belangs. 

Above all, in the England of Shakespeare, the East was Mandeville's 
East. It is where Benedick pleads to go to escape Beatrice in Much Ado 
abaut Nothing: '[ will go on the slightest errand now to the Antipodes 
... [ will feteh you a tooth-picker now from the furthest inch of Asia, 
bring you the length of Prester John's foot, fetch you a hair off the 
Great Cham's beard, do you any embasage to the pygrnies rather than 
hold three words conferenee with this harpy.' It is from where Othello 
draws the tales with which he woos Desdemona, stories of: 

the cannibals that each other eat, 
The Anthropophagi and men whose heads 
Do grow beneath their shoulders ... 43 

There is something curiously appropriate in Martin Frobisher having a 
copy of Mandeville aboard when he picks up fool' s gold on Baffin 
[sland.44 Or that Sir Walter Raleigh's DiseDverie of Guiana, that archetyp
ieal bogus prospectus, should tell us of the anthropophagi dwelling by 
the river Caora: 'Such a nation was written of by Mandeville, whose 
reports were holden for fables many yeeres, and yet since the East 
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Indies were discovered, we find his relations true of such things as 
heretofore were held incredible.'45 Adventurers need rornance; they 
need fiction as weil as fact. 

There are, we have seen, considerable differences in the way in 
which the three books and their four - or is it three? - authors tell of 
the East. Jan de Langhe, inventar of a new genre, presents his collec
tion and translation, a work of history, of popularizing scholarship, 
valuable for those who were trying to discover truth or create fiction. 
The Mandeville-author offers one of the high points in centuries of 
European Orientalism, a powerful stimulus to the imagination. 
Marco Polo and Rustichello gives us simply pages and pages of what 
was for their world new information, one hair after another patiently 
plucked frorn the Great Charn's beard. With these three works, schol
arship, fantasy, the narration in chivalric rhetoric of a lived experi
enc€, came together to commemorate the first age of European 
involvement in the Far East and, at the same time, to persuade west
ern minds, in the years that followed, onee more to reach out anee 
toward that world. 

APPENDIX 

The Collection 01 Jan de Langhe 

A. 

Jan de Langhe's Book consists of six principal parts: 

1. The Itinerarium, the account by the Franciscan Odorico da Pordenone of his 
travels in the Middle East, India (c. 1321), and China (1324/5-28). He was at 
Padua in rv1ay 1330, when he dictated his work to Fra Guglielmo da Solanza, 
and died there 14 Jan 1331. A copy was sent to Avignon where it was recopied, 
with some rewriting, by Henry of Glatz. 
See: Sinica Franciscana, ed. A. van den Wyngaert (Quaracchi, 1929) i, 381--495; 

Les voyages en Asie au XIV siede du bienheureux frere Odoric de Pordenone, ed. 

H. Cordier (RecueiI de voyages et de documents, X, Paris, 1891). 
H. Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, 2nd ed. revised by H. Cordier (London, 

Hakluyt, 1915, photo-reproduction, New York, 1967), vol. 2. 
EE. Reichert, Begegnungen mit China: Die Entdeckung Ostasiens im Mittelalter 

(Sigmaringen, 1992), 148-51. 
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2. The Flower of the Histories 0/ the East, a book on the Mongois and 'The Realms 
of Asia' by Prince Hetoum of Korykos (otherwise Hethrun, Hayton, Haytoun, 
etc.), nephew 01 King Hetoum I of Little Armema. Shortly after becoming a Pre
monstratensian canon, at the comrnand of Pope element V, Hetoum dictated his 
work in French to Nicholas Paukon, at Poitiers in 1307. Later Faukon translated 
it into Latin. Jan de Langhe retranslated Fau1con's Latin back into French. Since 
Little Armenia had been a vassal state of the Mongois from the 1240s, Hetoum 
was in a position to know a great deal about the East. The first part of the book is 
an account of the realrns of Asia. The second gives an history of the 'Emperors' 
of the continent since the birth of Christ (Persians, 'Saracens,' Khwarazmins, 
Mongois). The third speaks of the Mongols lrom the time of Genghis Khan. The 
fourth part, which consisted of a plan for a crusade, is in Jan's version consider
ably abbreviated. Using this source, in his Chronicon S. Bertini, 728, Jan de 
Langhe writes ofKing Hetoum 1's embassy to Möngke in the early 1250s. 
See: Die Geschichte der Mongolen des Hetoum von Korkyros (1307) in der Rücküber

setzung durch Jean Ie Long, Traitiez des estas et des conditions de· quatorze 

royaumes de Aise (1351), ed. Sven Dörper, mit parallelem Abdruck des latein
ischen Manuskripts Wroclaw, Biblioteka Uniwersytecka, R 262, Frankfurt a. 
M., 1998. (= Europalsche Hochschulschriften, Reihe XIII: Französische 
Sprache and Literatur, 236). 

Hayton, La Flew' des histories de Ia terre d'Orient, ed. C. Kohler (RecueiI des Histo

riens des Croisades. Documents armeniens; Paris, 1906, vol. 2). 
Hetoum, A Lytell Chronycle, ed. G. Burger (London, 1988), reprints Pynson's 

English version with valuable comment. 

3. Two letters written by the Great Khan, Toghon Temur, to Benedict XII in 1338 
with the Pope's reply. 
See: Jan's translation in 'Notice sur quelques relations diplomatiques des Man

goIs de la Chine avec les Papes d' Avignon,' ed. M. Jacquet, Nouveau Journal 

Asiatique, 7 (1831), 417-33. 
On this incident B.Z. Kedar, 'Chi era Andrea Franco?' Atti della Societa Ligure di 

Storia Patria, n.s. 17 (1977), 369-77. 

4. The Book oj the Estate oj the Great Khan, written around 1334 and dispatched to 
Pope John XXII by either John of Cori or Guillawne d'Adam, successive Arch
bishops of Sultania in Persia, gave abrief account of the East and missionary 
hopes there. This is only known in Jan de Langhe's version. 
See: Jan's translation in 'Le Livre du Grant Caan,' ed. M. Jacquet, Journal Asia

tique, 6 (1830), 57-72. 
H. Yule, Cathay, 3: 89-103, for English version. 
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5. An aCCDunt of and guide to pilgrimage through Egypt and Palestine to Jeru
salem, written by the German knight William of Boldenseie, about 1336. 
See: 'Itinerarius Guilielmi de Boldenseie,' ed. c.L. Grotefend, Zeitschrift des 

Historischen Verein für Niedersachsen, 1852, rptd. Hanover, 1855, 236-86. 

I have been unable to see Liber de quibusdam ultramarinis partibus, 1336, ed. C. 
Deluz, with translation of Jean Le Lang, roneotyped, Paris, 1972. An edition of 
the Latin, French, and German texts is being prepared by Scott D. Westrem; see 
the introduction to his Learning jrom Legends in the farnes Ford Bell Library Map
pamul1di (Minnesota, 2000). 

6. Ihe Book of Travels in Parts of the East written by the Dominican friar, Ricoldo 
da Montecroce. Ricoldo was born c.1242 at Montecroce, near Florence, joined 
the Dominicans at Florence in 1267, and became MA at the convent of S. 
Caterina at Pisa in 1272. He then travelled to Palestine, and journeyed on as far 
east as Baghdad. He was back at Florence in 1307, in wruch year he presented 
the pope with his Confutatio Alcarani. Died 1320. Most of his works (against 
Muslims, Jews, Eastern Christians) were written at Baghdad. 
See: Monneret de Villard, JlIibro della peregrinazione nelle parti d' arien te del frate 

Ricaldo da Mantecroce, Rome, 1948. 
A Dondainc, 'Ricoldiana: notes sur les oeuvres du Ricoldo de Montecroce,' 

Archivium Fratrum Praedictatorum, 37 (1967) 119-79. 

B. 

The work sUl"Vives in six manuscripts, wruch I give from Dörper's -edition of 
Hetoum, pp. 41-98: 

1. Bibliothegue Nationale, fr. Mss. Ancien fonds fr.2810, written on vellum, 297 
leaves, 265large miniatures. 
This is the ce1ebrated LiVJ-es des MerveilIes given by John the Fearless, Duke of 

Burgundy to the Duc de Berry in January 1413. It gives five of the six constitu
ent parts of Jan's translations, but substitutes Faulcon's original French text of 
Hetoum for ]an's translation. Ta these are added an Anglo-French version of 
Mandeville, the northern French version of Marco Polo, and a Life of St Alban 
of Germany or Mainz.46 

See: Le Livre des Merveilles, ed. H. Omont, 2 vo1s, Paris, 1904 (Reprod. de man. et 
min. de la BibI. Nat., Xll). 

M. Meiss, French Painting in the Time of fean de Berry: The BaucicauIt Master 
(London, 1968), 112-16. 
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Jean de Mandeville, Le Livre des Merveilles du monde, ed. Christiane Deluz 
(Paris, 2001), 50-3, 

Marco Polo, Le Livre des Merveilles, Manuscrit Franr;:aise 2810 de la Bibliotheque 
nationale de France, commentary of F. Avril, M-Th. Gousset, J. Monfr).n, 
J. Richard, M-H. Tesruere, Th. Reimer, Lucerne, facsimile ed., 1996. 
L. de Backer, L'Extreme Orient au Moyen Age (Paris, 1877), printed from this 

manuscript his (not always accurate) transcriptions 01 the text 01 Odoric (89-124), 
Hayton (125-255), Ricoldo 01 Montecroce (256-334), the Archbishop olSultania 
(335-46)and the letters between Toghon Temur to Benedict Xli (347-56). 

2. Bern, Bürgerbiblothek, Ms. 125. 
Parchrnent of 14th century, which, as in the previous manuscript, substitutes 
the original French text for Jan's translation of Hetoum and adds copies of the 
Anglo-French version of Mandeville and the French of Marco Polo. 

3. Besancon, Bibliotheque de la Ville, 667 
Parchment, consists of the six pieces translated by Jan of Saint-Bertin, adding that 
he wrote it in 1351 and that he is 'adpresent abbe dicelluj lieu Mi1.CCC.lxUiii.' 
See Dörper, 77, who uses it as the base manuscript for his edition of Hetoum. 

4. Bibliotheque Nationale, fr. 12202 
Paper, 15th· century, has the six works oi Jan, with some text missing at the 
beginning. 

5. British Library, Cotton, Otho D. II 
Parchrnent, first half of 15th century, severely damaged by fire. Contains the 
six pieces of Jan, plus an Histoire de ia farteress de Lusignan en Paitau (86r-150v). 

6. Bibliotheque Nationale, Ir. 1380 
Parchment, 15th century, contains the six pieces o"f Jan. 

The collection, as a whole, was first printed as Lhystore merueilleuse plaisante ct 
recreative du grand empereur de Tartariel seigneur des Tartars, flamme Ie Grand Can, 
Paris pour Jean-Saint-Denys, 1529 .. (Accordi.ng to Backer, above, only tvm 
copies survive.) 
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NOTES 

1 Larner, Marco Polo and the Discovery 01 the World. 
2 Moreover, in the course of the later lv1iddle Ages - and rain Macleod 

Higgins, in Writing East, has shown how the same thing happened to the 
Mandeville baok - subsequent transmitters of the text often imposed their 
own messages upan it. 

3 Athanasius Kircher, China monU1~nentis ... illustrata (Amsterdam, 1667), Pars 
secunda, cap. vi, 87-90. The map is betweeri pp. 47 and 48. On the Wall, see 
Waldron, The Great Wall ofChina. 

4 See The Baok oj Ser Marco Polo the Venetian, ed. H. Yule, 3rd edition, revised by 
H. Cordier (London, 1903); reprinted in 2 volumes (New York, 1993), passim. 
The most laborious. construction of the supposed itinerary is found in N.M. 
Penzer's edition of John Frampton, The Most Noble and Famous Travels of Marco 
Polo tagether with the Travels ofNicolö Conti (2nd. ed., London, 1937, 1st ed. 1929), 
where lowing to the kindness of Sir Aurel Stein in allowing me to use the maps 
illustrating his Third Journey to Innermost Asia, I have been able, with the help of 
my expert cartographer, Miss G. Heath, to construct eleven [!!!] entirely new 
maps which I trust will help to elucidate the itinerary of the great traveller' (xi). 

5 Sinica Franciscanl1, ed. A. van den Wyngaert (Quaracchi, 1929) 1: 349 (letter 
of Fra Giovanni Montecorvino, 1305). 

6 In chapter 5 of his Marco Polo, Heers advances as an 'hypothese naturelle
ment hasardee mais, je crois t seduisante' the question as to whether the 
Book is followmg 'non pas 1a route effectivement suivie lors de l' expedi
tion, mais une route exceptionelle, ideale done imaginaire, eneOTe jamais 
decrite?' (151). This is hardened in 'De Marco Polo a Christophe Colornb: 
cornment lire le Devisement du lvionde?' esp. 126: 'Vouloir, par habitude, 
faire du Devisement un recit de voyage est manifestrnent une erreur. Rien ne 
milite en ce sens et le Livre ne dit jamais rien de pareil.' 

7 See, e.g., D. Rieger, 'Marco Polo und Rustichello da Pisa. Der Reisende and 
rein Erzähler.' 

8 Marco Polo, Le Devisement du lvfonde, vol. I, Depart des voyageurs et traversee 
de ia Ferse, principal ed. Philippe Menard, with M.-L. Chenerie and 
M. Gueret-Laferte. 

9 E.g., Menard, Le Devisement du Monde: 'A la fat;on de ses conternporains 
Mareo Polo est persuade que l'Orient est une terre de prodiges' (1:106). But 
cf. Larner 77-83. 

10 J. Needham, with Wang Ling, Seienee and Civilisation in China, vo1. 3, Mathe
maties and the Seienees of the Heavens and the Earth passim; Larner 84-5. 

11 C. Deluz, 'Villes et organisation de l'espace: La Chine de Marco Polo.' 
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12 J.G. Niehols, 'Inventory 01 Reliques atSt Omer 1465'; G.W. Coopland, The 
Abbey of St BeI·tin and Its Neighbour, 900-1350; D. Niehola" Town and COUI1-
tryside 92, 100, 102. 

13 'Johannes Iperii Continuatum S. Bertini Chronicon,' in Veterum seriptorum et 
munimentorum historieorum ... ,opera, vol. 6 (Paris, 1729), col. 619 (of 614-32). 
The Abbey's 'border' character is underlined by the fact that in 1360 it 
became the centre for the collection of the ransorn for the release of King 
John Il; E. Perroy, La Guerre de Cent Ans 114. Trns was to lead to accounting 
disputes between the Abbat and the French monarchy; see 'Johannes Iperii 
Continuatum' 618-19. 

14 Chronica nwnasterii Sancti Bertini auctore Iohanne Longo, ed. O. Holder
Egger; Holder-Egger', life 01 Jan, ete. 736-47; ehron. 747-860. 
The life of St Erkernbode, fourth abbot of Saint-Bertin, faund in Acta Sancto
rum (1863), 12 April, 93-5, has also been attributed to him. L. van der Essen, 
'Jean d'Ypres ou de Saint-Bertin,' argued that it is a work displaying partic
ular rnstorical insight and is to be distinguished from the standard hagiog
raphy of the age. But M. Coens, 'L' auteur de la vita Erkembodonis' shows 
that this is to confuse our John V the Long of Ypres with the true author, 
John I11, also 01 Ypres, abbot lrom 1187 to 1230. 

15 Chrol1ica monasterii Sancti Bertini 853. 
16 Chroniea monasterii Sancti Bertini 853. 
17 Iacopus Mayer, Commentarii sive annales rerum Flandricarum Libri septendecil11 

ed. Antonius Mayer (Antwerp, 1561), p. 200r; J.F. Foppens, Bibliotheea 
Belgiea (Brussels, 1739), 2: 669-70 (under Joannes Iperius). 

18 Holder-Egger, the editor of the text in the Monumenta Germoniae Historiea, 
omitted passages, among them this, which he held to be of no interest. Here 
one must consult the older edition, Johannes Longus, Chroniea sive Historia 
Monasterii sancti Bertini from E. Martene and U. Durand in Thesaurus novus 
aneedotorum, vol. 3 (Paris, 1717, reprint Farnborough, 1968), 746. 

19 Chronica sive Historia monasterii, 746-7. 
20 Neither the northern French version (in Menard)( which has' Alaü,' 

'CogataV and 'Cablay,' nor the Franco-Italian (Marco Polo, Milione/Le 
Divisament dou monde, ed. G. Ronern), which has 'Alau,' 'Cogatal,' and 
'Cublai,' has the form of names that Jan gives in his chronicle. All the 
manuscripts of Pipino's Latin version that I have seen have I Alau/ 
'Cogata!,' 'Cublay.' 

21 See Appendix for a fuller account of the Colleetion. 
22 C. Knowles, 'Jean de Vignay,' and D.A. Trotter's introduction to his edition 

of Jean de Vignay's Les Merve~lles de ia Terre de Outremer. 
23 M.C. Seymour, Sir John Mandeville 23-4. On the date of composition, 
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see 5-7. The first northern French and Anglo-French versions of the 
text say that it was written in 1356 and 1357 respectively, which seems 
probable. 

24 Christiane Deluz, Le Livre de Jehan de Mandevillc, passim, and in the intro
duction to her critical edition of the Insular text: Jean de Mandeville, Le 
Livre des merveilles du monde. Against Mandeville as an Englishman and as 
dying at Liege, see Seymour, Sir lohn Mandeville 11-15, 25-36. 

25 In her edition of the Insulartext (note 24), Deluz gives suasions for an Eng
lish origin by citing same different Continental versions of words used in 
the Insular text of 1371, but concludes: 'seule une edition critique de la ver
sion continentale permettrait d'arriver Ei des certitudes' (33-6). 

26 josephine W. Bennet!, The Redi5covery of Sir John Mandeville 19. 
27 C.W.R.D. Moseley, 'Introduction' to his translation of Ihe Travels o/Sir John 

Mandeville 15; and his 'The Metamorphoses of Sir John Mandeville,' esp. 7. 
Christian K Zacher, "vho broadly follows him in Curiosity and Pilgrimage, 
tells us that Moseley 'is eurrently [1976] preparing a lengthy study 01 the 
strang influence Mandeville had on Renaissance voyagers' (184). 

28 Compare Mandeville's Travels: Text and Translations, ed. M. Letts, end-paper 
to val. 1, with Deluz, Le Livre, 400-1 and Jean de Mandeville, Le Livre, 88-9, 
'Mappemonde de Mandeville.' Ta draw such maps requires knowledge of 
much later maps than those available in the 1340~. In the Deluz vesioll, 

based confessedly on Behaim's globe, one sees for instance a representation 
of 'Cipangu' or Japan (found in Marco Polo but not in Mandeville) and a 
coastline of Africa wrnch cannot have been suspected before the fifteenth 
century. 

29 H. Yule, Cathay and the Way Thither, 2nd ed. revised by H. Cordier (London: 
Hakluyt, 1916, photo-reproduetion, New York, 1967), ii, 176. 

30 Josephine Bennett 37-8. See also Mary B. CampbeIl, The Witness and the 
Ofher World 154; Mandeville's Travels: Text and Translations, ed. M. Letts, 
eh. 22, 342-4. 

31 'Et sachiez que my compaignon et moy aveeques nos valles le servismes en 
soudees xv. mois eontre le roi de Marchi, a qui il auait guerre' (Mandeville's 
Travels, ed. M. Letts, 353). 

32 'Itinerarium Willelmi de Rubruc,' in Sinica Fransicana 1: 206-7; Yule, Cathay 
and the Way Thither 2: 245, TI.l for Jan de Langhe's version ofOdoric: flinten est 
mie la centisme par de ce que on dit comment soit riche terre et noble pais.' 

33 'Ci eommence a parler du pays et des yIles de lempereur Prestre Iehan' 
(Mandeville's Travels, ed. M. Letts, eh. 30, 383-7). And see 499-506 lor trans
lated extraets from Prester Jolm's Letter, probably used by the Mandeville-
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author. Cf. Bernard Hamilton, 'Continental Drift: Prester John's Progress 
through the Indies,' esp. 247-55. 

34 Marco Polo, Milionc/Le Divisament dou monde, ed. G. Ronern, eh. 15l. 
35 'mointe pays qe trop serroient long a nomer et diviser.' Jean de Mandeville, 

Le Livre, ed. Deluz, eh. 20, 331. 
36 Igor de Raehewiltz, 'Mareo Polo Went to China.' See also J.P. Voiret, 'China, 

"Objektiv" Gesehen'; Jmgen Jensen, 'The World's Most Diligent Observer'; 
U. Tucci, 'Mareo Polo, andü veramente in Cina?'; D.O. Morgan, 'Marco Polo 
in China - or Not.' 

37 D.B. Durand, The Vienna-Klostemeuburg Map.Corpus oj the Fifteenth Century 
176. 

38 C.W.R.D. Moseley, 'Behaim's Globe andMandeville's Travels';E.G. Ravenstein, 
Martin Bel1aim 62-7l. 

39 R. Hakluyt, Ihe Principal Navigations, Voiages and Discoveries 01 the English 
nation, made by Sea or ouer Land 23-79. 

40 Hakluyt 77. I do not think it has been pointed out that the wordirig is influ
eneed by Horace, EpistIes, I, vi, 67-8: 'Vive, vale! si quid novisti reetius istis, 
eandidus imperti; si nil, Ws utere meeum.' It may have been simply the 
attempt to produee a modish classical eeho which gives the unhappy tone. 

41 L. Olsehki, 'Ponce de Leon's FOlmtain of Youth.' 
12 L. Weckmann, 'The Middle Ages in the Conquest of America'; K.N. March 

and KM. Passman, 'The Amazon Myth and Latin America' (see 292-4 for 
Amazons in Prester Jolm; 294-5 for Amazons in Alexander romances). 

43 Much Ado about Nothing 2.1.246-53; Othello 1.3.143-4. 
44 E.G.R. Taylor, Tudor Geography, 1485-1583 36-7. 
45 Sir Walter Raleigh, The Discoverie of the Large, Rich, and Bewtiful Empyre of Gui

ana 178. 

46 Supposedly martyred at the beginning 01 the fifth eentury; see Bibliotheca 
Sanctoru11I, ed. E Caraffa 1: 659-62. On five oeeasions, trus Life is bound 
together with the Anglo-Freneh version of the Book 01 Sir John Mandeville; see 
josephine Bennet! 170-1. On 271 she cites lram BN. Ir. 5633 the explanation 
offered there: 'Pour ce que je sills nes de Saint-Alban, et maintes gens de 
nostre pais euide qu'il ne soft nul autre Sain Albain que celui de nostre pais, 
je vueil que vous saernres gu'i! y a ung autre Saint Albain en Almagne.' 



7 The World Translated: Marco Polo' s 
Le Devisement dou monde, The Book of Sir John 
Mandeville, and Their Medieval Audiences 

SUZANNE M. YEAGER 

Questions of veracity have long surrounded two closely related medi
eval travel narratives: the fourteenth-century compilation The Book of 
Sir John Mandeville, and Marco Polo's earlier Le Devisement dou monde. 
One debate concerns Polo in particular, whose reputation suffered 
posthumously in 1553 when Giovanni Battista Ramusio published his 
first edition of Polo' s work in his Navigazioni e viaggi: The Navigaziani, 
both a translation and a substantial abridgment of Polo's Devisement, 
cast doubt on the veracity of Polo's <lccount by cornmcnting that Polo's 
family name, 'n Milione: in fact meant ~the liar: ' This interpretation; 
now known to be inaccurate, caused subsequent commentators to 
doubt the truthfulness of the account originally assembled in 1298 by 
Polo and Rustichello of Pisa. Yet even before Ramusio' s translation, a 
contemporary of Polo' s, Jacobo of Acqui, wrote in his Imago Mundi that 
Polo himself was aware of the incredible nature of his work: 

because of the tongues of detractors who easily impose lies on others, and 
rashly condemn as a lie whatever they cannot believe cr will not under
stand ... And because great and vast and almost incredible things are 
found there, [Polo] was asked-by friends when he was dying to correct his 
book and take back what he had written ... ; and he answered, I did not 
write half ofwhat I saw.2 

Regarding the eontent that Polo and RustieheIlo did include, some 
manuscripts of the Devisement, contain the authors' own explanations 
for memorializing Polo' s travels - that the book' saudiences from 
every level of society may leam something about 'the East: 3 Polo and 
Rustichello effectively reinscribe then-traditional views ,of 'eastern' 
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sites and peoples - no longer the uncivilized denizens of monstrous 
loeales, Polo's inhabitants operate in a world of sophistieated eities, 
eommerce, and intellectual development. Those things deemed stereo
typically 'heathen' are 'corrected'; for instance, the Great Khan 
becomes a reasonable ~uler who is said to harbour secret preferences 
for Christianity - a position which, in the time of the texts' circulation, 
would have proven his wisdom and civilized manner. 

With its primary focus on praetieal matters of life in eastem and 
western Asia, India, and adjacent environs, along with its relative lack 
of 'miraculous' content the Devisement dqes much to revise the prior, 
more fabulous depictions of exotie peoples and regions. If this revision 
of Asia and India were indeed part of the design of the work, it is sig
nificant that some late medieval audienees seemed to prefer the com
paratively more marvel-filled aceount offered by the above-mentioned 
Mandeville-writer. In recent assessrnents of Mandeville' s book, Mary 
B. CampbeIl, Iain MacJeod Higgins, John Larner, and others have spee
ulated that its writer's apparent restoration of marvellous content 
added to the audienee pereeption of The Book af Jahn Mandeville's reli
ability, for the Mandeville-writer was, after aIl, describing exactly the 
kind of content medieval audiences expected to see.4 Expectations of 
this type were shaped over centuries by sources ranging frorn antiq
uity, including Pliny' sand Solinus' s encyclopedias, to later, medieval 
productions such as Alexander's Letter to Aristotle, the Liber monstro
rum, and the so-called Letter af Prester lahn. While Polo and Rustichello 
may have prepared the Devisement for a eritieal reeeption, The Book af 
John Mandeville, hereafter Mandeville, contained information twice as 
'incredible' as that in the Devisement, yet was received as fact by most 
western European and English audiencess While present-day logic 
may suggest a contradiction in the perceptions of Mandeville and the 
Devisement as 'true' representations of the East, this essay will show the 
bifocal nature of late medieval, European audience reception of travel 
literature; that is, differently as 'the Easf and its inhabitants are often 
portrayed in these two works, eertain audienees nevertheless 
employed both texts to define the Christian morality of their European 
readers. It is with this context in mind that this essayexplores the com
paratively different receptions of the texts. 

The distinction hetween audience reception of the two books is 
nowhere more cJear than in England. Medieval manuscripts of Mandeville 
circulated across England and Europe in many versions; all of them por
trayed their writer and narrator as an Englishman. The work itself was 
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linguistically more accessible than the Devisement, for it circulated in 
Latin, French, and the vernacular in medieval England while Polo and 
Rustichello's account remained in Latin. Because of the special relation
ship between Mandeville and the Middle English vernacular language, 
along with the more limited pattern of the Devisement's transmission into 
England, the reception of both the Devisement and Mandeville by English 
audiences deserves further assessment regarding what factors distin
guished these books, making one a 'best-seiler' in England and the other, 
not. Indeed, judging from the many extant English Mandeville manu
scripts, from those produced cheaply to the finest production copies, 
Mandeville's audience occupied a broad social range. No doubt other vari
ables such as the different cultural moments in which each text was pro
duced must have affeeted popular reception. However, this study foeuses 
primarily on eantent, and seeks to comment on the subjectivity of medi
eval audiences in the fourteenth century. As I discuss, medieval audi
ences may have favoured Mandeville for being at once more 'incredible' 
and more devotionally focused than the Devisement; moreover, one sus
peets that Mandeville's indusion of a description of jerusalem (and Polo 
and Rustichello's omission of it) may have played a crucial role in 
encouraging Mandeville's popularity. 

Reception of the Texts 

The Devisement circulated in continental Europe long before it ap
peared on the scene in England. There, the Dominican friar Francesco 
Pipino's translation and adaptation of the Devisement appeared in the 
mid-fourteenth century as De mil'ibilibus mundi, written between 1314 
and 1324. This translation was the most common: of the seventeen 
extant manuscripts- of Polo/s account in England, fourteen are from 
Pipin06 By comparison, Consuelo W. Dutschke's survey of Polo manu
scripts shows that as of 1993 there were 135 known extant manuscripts 
of the Devisemenl in Europe, and 43 per cent of these stem from ,the 
translations made by Pipino? In comparison with other manuscripts of 
the Devisement, such as the widespread Franco-Italian version, Pipino 
adapted his translation frmli the Venetian version, which was already 
abbreviated in relation to its sourees. Both john Critchley and lohn 
Larner have hypothesized that Pipino's Latin version was produced as 
a guidebook for missionaries. 8 As is later discussed, the more sophisti
cated version of Polo's Bast may not have been viewed as the appropri
ate type of material for imparting a Christian orientation of the world 
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to a popular audience, but rather as reading suitable for a more expert 
group of theologians. Notably, neither the Pipino translation nor the 
other medieval Latin manuscripts of Polo in England were ever trans
lated into English9 Indeed, the Devisement may never have appeared 
in England in English unti11579. 

Among medieval manuscripts, Pipino's version of the Devisement 
featured in collections of scientific treatises and devotional works. lO 

Some Pipino manuscripts in England derive from monastic communi
ties and also contain treatises designed for crusade and pilgrimage, 
induding Hayton's Flos histol'ial'um terre orientis, appearing in three 
English manuscriptsll Similarly, it also features in a single manuscript 
together with William of Tripoli's De statu saracenorum, jacques de 
Vitry's HistOl'ia Hierosolymitana abbl'eviata, and Odorie of Pordenone's 
Relatio12 At times the Devisementappears in English manuseripts with 
Odorie' s Relatio alone, leading one to speculate on the dose relation
ship between the two texts. Moreover, Dutsehke diseusses a manu
script of Odoric and Polo whose heavy annotation in different hands 
shows that both the Devisement and the Relatio were read as books of 
factual information.13 Pipino manuscripts .trom fourteenth-century 
monastic scriptoria also place Polo alongside historieal works, such as 
Ranulf Higden's Polychronicoll - there are four extant manuscripts 
which show this practice; moreover, all four manuscripts are of English 
origin and represent the Pipino version.14 The Devisement also appears 
with another well-known historical text, Geoffrey of Monmouth's His
toria I'egum Brittaniae; it is also found accompanying devotional works 
like Piers Plowman; and even along with the Defective version of The 
Book 0/ Sir John Mandeville. '5 As Dutschke has shown, the appearance of 
Polo' s account with so many contemporary histories and devotional 
works suggests that his narrative was accepted for its facts; it was per
ceived as an account of actual events, rather than as a fantastic story. 

Along with collation practices, accounts by English medieval read
ers of the Devisement show how the book was received. For instance, 
Pipino's translation in Oxford, Merton College, MS 312 belonged to 
Thomas Bradwardine (c.1290-1349); the theologian and philosopher 
was also one of Merton College' s famous mathematicians as well as 
archbishop of Canterbury. Around 1344, Bradwardine completed a 
book entitled De causa Dei contra Pe/agium in which he used Polo and 
RusticheIlo' s description of non-Christian faiths in order to uphold 
the merits of Christian orthodoxy against other religions. '6 Among 
other ecdesiastical authorities in England who read the Devisement 
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were Simon Bozoun, prior of Norwich; John of Tynemouth, Benedic
tine monk at St Albans; and Richard Exeter, Benedictine monk and 
prior at Westminster. C1early this sampIe represents a specialized audi
ence, and, in the case of Bradwardine, shows the Devisement's use in 
sophisticated theological arguments. Moreover, Polo and Rustichello' s 
work does notseem to have circulated extensively among English 
fourteenth-century laity. 

In contrast to Polo' s work, Mandeville enjoyed a popular reception in 
England among dergy and laity alike17 The writer appears sympa
thetic to this particular audience, presenting hirnself as a fourteenth
century Englishman, 'Ioon Maundeuyle kni"t,' born in St Albans, Eng
land (5/6). Although the writer says he is English and calls hirnself the 
book's narrator, nineteenth-century through present-day scholars have 
speculated that Sir John Mandeville may have been a fictitious per
sona, and, Iikewise, may not have been English. The suggestion has 
been made that the Mandeville-persona may have been the invention 
of a French writer who never, in fact, travelled.18 In spite of what pres
ent-day scholars have deduced about Mandeville, it is dear that much 
of the book's contemporary medieval audience accepted its author as a 
real, historical person and the actual narrator of the text. His work was 
not only papular in England, butalsa in continental Europe, where the 
fact that the number of extant Mandeville manuscripts is greater than 
that of the Devisement suggests that Mandeville enjoyed a wider reader
ship and greater circulation. Over three hundred manuscripts of 
Mandeville survive in a variety of languages, with Czech, Danish, 
Dutch, English, French, German, Irish, Italian, Latin, and Spanish 
among them; chronologically, these span the fourteenth through sev
enteenth centuries19 Like Mandeville, the Devisement was translated 
into several languages; yet fewer copies of each language are repre
sented. Moreover, in places further afield, such as England, Ireland, 
and Portugal, more copies of Mandeville exist. Extrapolating from the 
numbers of extant manuscripts which survived in non-Reformist 
countries, Josephine Waters Bennett and Susanne Röhl submit that the 
present number of manuscripts in England is small in comparison to 
the number that existed prior to the Reformation; even so, the numbers 
of surviving Mandeville manuscripts in England more than quadrupIe 
those of the Devisement20 

References made to John Mandeville in works by other writers of the 
fourteenth and fifteenth centuries also show that his book was influen
tial and widely read. In England, information gleaned from Mandeville 
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appears in the poem 'Clemmesse' by the Pead-poet, the 'Morte 
Arthure,' and Geoffrey Chaucer's 'Squire's Tale.'21 Mandeville was also 
popular in France, where it influenced Jean d' Arras' s Melusine and the 
work of Christine de Pizan. It is of some significance that manuscript 
collation patterns of Mandeville in England differed from those on the 
Continent. For instance, many Mandeville manuscripts produced in 
France appear as single-work productions containing that work 
alone.22 In French versions where this is not the case, some manuscripts 
show Mandeville with another historical text, such as Ovid's Heroides, a 
history of the Old Testament, or a chronide of the kings of France23 

Other French manuscripts collate Mandeville with romances such as rhe 
Seven Sages and Gervais du Bus's Roman de Fauvel (with which it 
appears more than twice )24 Another notable manuscript offers a partic
ularly devotional reading list, placing Mandeville among religious trea
tises, political letters, and saints' lives.25 One manuscript combines 
romance and devotion in a collection including L'Image du Monde, a 
voyage of St Brendan, the Roman de Fauvel,and Advoeacie Notre-Dame26 

French manuscripts containing works of exploration and politieal 
interest also featured the text, leading Röhl to suggest that Mandeville 
was especially popular among aristocratic audiences in France who 
obtained the book as a sYlnbol of political, even royal, prestige.27 

Of the Mandeville manuscripts written in English and collated in 
England, some appear with scientific works, such as Chaucer's Trea
tise on the Astrolabe. Romances, such as rhe Seven Sages or Sir Gowther, 
were also popular company:28 Likewise, it appears with historical 
works, such as John Lydgate's Des/ruetion 0/ Thebes, a historical 
chronicle from Brut to Rouen, and a Chronicon from creation to the 
coronation of Richard 11.29 In the greater part of the English manu
scripts, however, Mandeville features with devotional works such as 
Piers Plowman and treatises on visiting the siek; it also accompanies 
Robert Mannyng's Handlyng Syn11e, religious and moral works in 
Latin, the story of Susan, accoun\s of Daniel and the Flight into 
Egypt, and Chaucer's Troilus.30 One manuscript shows Mandeville 
with William Staunton's Vision o/St. Patrick's Purgatory; another pro
duction places it in with the Ten Commandments, an exposition on 
De mirabilibus mundi in Latin, a treatise on the Sacraments, and 
works by the Church Fathers.'1 Another manuscript indudes 
Mandeville in company with rhe Gospel 0/ Nicodemus, a letter by 
St Bernard, and other moral works.32 Still another manuscript places 
it with rhe Proverbs 0/ Solomon and Lydgate's Life 0/ St. Edmund. 
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Another manuscript accompanies Mandeville with an English 
account of The Translation of SI. Anthony,. Abbat of Constantiople, and 
the Lang Charter of Christ. 33 One manuscript with particularly strik
ing moral content places Mandeville with Ypotys, The Friek of Con
seience, Guy ofWerwyke, Seven Wise Masters, and Chaueer's Melibee. 34 

Of the devotional works, Piers Plowman appears several tirnes with 
Mandeville in manuscripts, often in works planned as a single unit. 35 

Among other devotional trimmings, one manuseript of Mandeville has 
added the passage: 'And oure holy fader hath graunted to al tho that 
redith or wrytith or heryth this boke with good devocion, an C dayes to 
pardon and goddis blessynge an hye. Explicit Maundevyle.'36 The 
numerous appearances of Mandeville with other devotional material 
suggest that some English audiences received it as a book useful for 
promoting religious understanding and Christian spirituality. Fur
ther, this reception of Mandeville, in contrast to the French, offers dis
tinctions which may be made between audience preferences in the 
late medieval period, and that may apply to English reception of 
other texts like Polo's Devisement. 

Taking Bennett, Dutschke, and RöhJ' s manuscript evidence into 
account, a major difference that emerges between the English medieval 
reception of Pipino's translation and Mandeville in England is the con
sistent association of Mandeville with devotional material. If Mandeville 
was indeed considered in some way an 'improvement' on the Devise
menl because of such content, then this may suggest the English expec
tation of travelliterature as a devotional medium. Such patterns lead 
one to speculate that the more incredible and miraculous content 
regarding the far reaches of the world was what English audiences 
enjoyed. By the fourteenth century, travel writing featuring monsters 
and miracles eonsolidated rather than ehallenged orthodox Christi an
ity and invoked the powers of the human imagination to build faith. 
By comparison, the account by Polo and Rustiehello, being compara
tively drier and more faetual, did not provide the imaginative view of 
the world which had been eodified by previous Christian texts. Mov
ing away tram ecdesiastical, doctrinal explanations and into a trade
based, deseriptive mode, Pipino transmitted Polo and Rustiehello' s 
world view, which foeused primarily on political and anthropologieal 
knowledge. In order to further investigate these patterns, I contrast the 
eontent of the two works and assess those faetors whieh may have 
affected audienee reeeption. 
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The Texts' Shared Approaches to the Uses of Marvels 

It is inconclusive whether the writer of Mandeville ever knew Polo's 
work or whether he used it as one of his sourees. Higgins has dis
cussed passages from Mandeville' s text which appear to be an inten
tional 'response' to Polo; in spite of this responsive content, however, 
the Devisemenl is 'conspieuously absent' from Mandeville's own list of 
his work's sources.37 Whether the Mandeville-writer was writing to 
correct Polo and Rustichello, or whether his views emerged coinciden
tally, both texts describe the East and its inhabitants as instrumental in 
increasing the membership of the Christian Church. Pipino, adding 
substantially to his Venetian sQurce, writes that his work is aimed at 
learned people with ecclesiastical knowledge. He says that he trans
lates the text into Latin because he was asked to do so by his masters 
'qui amplius latino quam vulgari delectantur' ['who were more 
pleased by Latin than by common speech'] (1). Not coincidentally, 
then, the text is known to have circulated in England among monastic 
houses and in the universities. However, Pipino also suggests that his 
work is designed 10 attract people at all religious levels, and he relates 
the spiritual merits which may be earned by reading it: 

ex huius libri inspectione fideles viros posse multiplicis gracie meritum a 
domino promereri; sive quia ... mirabilia dei opera aspicientes ipsius pot
erint virtutem et sapientiam venerabilius admirari aut videntes gentiles 
populos tanta cecitatis tenebrositate tantisque sordibus involutos gracias 
deo agant, qui ... de tarn periculosis tenebris vocare dignatus est in admi
rabile lumen SUUffi. 

from reading this baok, faithful people may earn from the Lord the 
reward of great grace; either because seeing the marvellous works of Gad 
... they will be able to more reverently admire his power and wisdom Of, 

seeing the pagan people enveloped in such darkness of blindness and 
such wretchedness, they may give thanks to God who ... has deigned to 
call thern out of such perilous darkness into his marvellous light. (1; cf. I 
Peter 2:9) 

Here, Pipino names the fideles, that is, worshippers of Christ, as his 
intended audience who may be positively affected by mirabilia. He 
then goes on to explainthat he writes also for those Christians whose 
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faith needs strengthening (1). Finally, he says that he hopes to inspire 
the Christian conversion oE non-Christians: 

religiosorum aliquorum corda pervocari poterunt pro ampliacione fidei 
christiane, ut nomen domini nosh'i Jesu Christi portent ... ad occecatas 
infidelium naciones, ubi messis quidem multa, operarü vero pauci. 

that the hearts 'of some religious people may be moved for the spreading 
of the Christian faith so that they may carry the name of the Lord Jesus 
Christ ... to the blinded nations of the infidels, where indeed the harvest 
is great, but the workers are lew. (1; cf. Matthew 9:37, Luke 10:2) 

For Pipino, miracles in the Devisement will inspire into missionary 
activity those who are already Christians. His view of the East as a 
locus of religious conversion aligns with other episodes later in the 
narrative which can be construed as having similar views; these 
include the tale of the Caliph of Baghdad, who secretly converts for the 
piety of a Christian shoemaker. and the later depiction of the Khan, 
who harbours secret admiration for Christianity and only withholds 
conversion for want of ocular proof of Christian might. In Ws call for 
conversion, Pipill_o' s addition to the Prologue perhaps heightens the 
impact of these later vignettes. 

Like Pipino, Mandeville appears interested in assisting Christian 
devotion through his narrative; yet in contrast, Mandeville adopts an 
approach more substantially grounded in the fantastic. Certainly 
Pipino acknowledges the powers of mirabilia in his Prologue, but he 
does not proceed to deliver on this promise to describe them - at least 
to the degree that Mandeville does. As if he were fulfilling the promise 
made in Pipino' s Prologue, Mandeville employs an abundance of the 
wonders of the East, foreign trave!, and marvels; for, as he himself sug
gests, both mirabilia and manTels are significant as evidence oE God and 
useful for strengthening Christian devotion. The most definitive state
ment on the lise of these phenomena in aiding religious piety is seen in 
other Insular versions of Mandeville in a seetion which the Defective 
version may have contained at one time: 

For the myrac1es that God hath don and yit doth euery day ben the wyt
nesse of His myght and of His merueylles, as Dauid seyth in the Psault
ere, Mirabilia testimonia tua domine, that is to seyne, Lord, Thi merueyles 
ben Thi wytness, (Mandeville, Cotton 44/25-9)38 
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Here, the conflated use of the wards 'merueyle' and 'mirabilia' sug
gests that these terms, at least as far as Mandeville was concerned, con
noted similar phenomena, and were based in biblical verses such as 
Psalms 71:17-18. As Higgins has shown, Mandeville links earthly and 
divine wonders in order to reflect the onmipotence of God; moreover, 
Mandeville goes on to provide these marvels throughout his work, 
making it understandable that most present-day scholars have placed 
the book in the genre of the.'history of the imaginary' and 'imaginative 
travels.'39 Notably, the Devisement is rarely classified as such. Even 
though Mandeville and Pipino differ in the content they deliver, they 
both attest to their mutual goals of inspiring Christian faith through 
their varied depictions of the East. 

Along with supplying Christians with inspiration, Mal1deville and 
the Devisement, reveal an interest in the conversion of eastern peoples. 
As Mandeville puts it, certain similarities between Christianity and 
Islam should, make conversion from Islam to Christianity a simple 
matter. Therefore he depicts Muslims as knowledgeable of the Chris
tian faith: 

And pei graunte wel pe workis of ll1esu Crist to be goode and his wordis 
also and his vn[di]rstondyngis and bis gospels and his myrac1is to bc 
sope; and pat pe virgyne Marie is a goode mayde and holy bifore pe 
beryng 01 lhesu Crist and after also; andpat pese pat trowip parfytly in 
God schal be saued. And for as myche as pei trowe nere oure feYr pei ber 
liotlich conuertid to oure fey whanne men preche to hern of oure lawe and 
openep to hem pe'prophecies. (58/19-26) 

Polo likewise portrays the Mongols as a people ripe for western 
Christian conversion. He writes that the Khan himself is not Muslim, 
but that the people in Kublai Khan's lands are of diverse faiths, with 
Muslims, Nestorian Christians, Jews, and 'idolaters' among them; by 
'idolaters,' he almost certainly is referring to Buddhists and possibly 
Daoists, or, depending On his IDeation, Hindu peoples. In one scene, 
the Khan appears so interested in Christianity that he invites mis
sionaries into bis lands: 

kaam ... rogavit [Polos] ... ut a more sui redirent ad papam ... pro parte 
ipsius summum christianorum pontificem rogaturi querentes, [ut] ad 
eum centum sapientes christianos dirigeret, qui ostenderent sapientibus 
suis racionabiliter et prudenter, si verum erat, quod christianorUln fides 
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esset mehor inter omnes et quod dii tartaroum essent demones et quod 
ipsi et orientales alii erant decepti in suorum cultacione deorum. 

The Khan ... asked the [Polos] that according to their custom they 
should return to the pop~ ... to ask the great pope of the Christians, 
requesting that he would send to [the Khan] one hundred wise Christian 
men who would show his learned men rationally and prudently, if it was 
true that the Ghristian faith was the best among a11 faiths and that they and 
other easterners had been deceived in the worship of their gods. (9-10) 

Polo also presents the Khan as a man with Christian sympathies who 
asks the Polos to bring him oil fram the lamps whieh burn in the 
Chureh of the Holy Sepulchre (10); such oil was eonsidered a holy, 
miracle-working relie. The portrayal of the Khanas interested in this 
partieular objeet may imply his general euriosity, and, together with 
surrounding material, depicts in the Khan adesire to access the power 
of the Christian God. 

Thraugh this diseussion of non-Christian religions, both Mandeville 
and the Devisement share a reflective perspective on the state of west
ern Christendom. Both narrators express dissatisfaetion regarding the 
moral condition of western Europeans and place these criticisms in the 
mouths of eastern rulers. Mandeville relates a conversation in which 
the Sultan explains that the Christian loss of the Crusader states was a 
direet result of spirituallapse (60/27-61/7). Likewise, Polo shows the 
Khan in the aet of explaining orthodox Christian teaehing regarding 
Christian defeat. In one instance, Naian, Kublai Khan's uncle, identi
fied as a Christian, is defeated in his uprising against the Khan, and it 
is the Khan who plaees the loss in a Christian eontext. The Khan chas
tises Naian while simultaneously reassuring Naian's Christian army of 
their faith: 

Si deus vester et eius crux noluit Nayam ferre presidium, nohte erubes
cere, quoniam dominus bonus iniusticie et iniquitati patrocinari non 
debet. Nayam domini sui proditor extitit et iniuste rebeIlis et dei vestri in 
sua rnalicia auxilium implorabat. Deus autern vester, quia bonus est 
noluit eius favere criminibus. 

If your god and his cross did not wish to give Naian aid, da not feel 
asharned since a good lord is not obligated to protect injustice and iniq
uity. Naian was a traltor to his lord and an unjust rebe1 and asked help of 
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YOUf god in his (i.e., Naian's) malice. But your god, since he is good and 
did not wish to reward crirnes [did not aid hirn]. (77-8) 

Such rationale of blaming the sins of western Christendom for military 
losses also appears in ecclesiastical works and sermons written in west
ern Europe and England after the Fall of Acre. This explanation plaeed 
the defeat in a Christian framework whieh pramised victory 10 those 
favoured by God and punishment to those who sinned. Such justifica
tions may have served as a textual balm to ease feelings of disillusion
ment toward the Christian God by making the loss part of a divine plan. 
These explanations would salvage their God's reputation as an omni
seient. power benevolent toward his people. By claiming a plaee for 
Christian defeat in the eeonomy of their religion, both the Devisement 
and Mandeville texts indireetly explain the loss of the Crusader states and 
may have appeared as calls for spiritual reform in western Europe. 

The Texts' Divergent Approaches to Similar Sites and Peoples 

Polo and Mandeville both claim to enjoy similar privileges and travel 
opportunities; they even visit many of the same plaees. Yet although 
they claim to share like experiences, they da not oHen interpret their 
subject matter similarly. Regarding loeations mentioned by both Polo 
and Mandeville (that is, western and eastern Asia, including India), we 
see that biblical interpretation is superimposed repeatedly on loeation 
and history in Mandeville. This is not (arried out to the same degree in 
the text of the Devisement with which most English medievaI audienees 
would have been aequainted. For example, in Asia, Mandeville 
emphasizes the relationship between the Khans and the Christian God. 
Here, Mandeville describes Chinggis Khan's great-grandson, Mango 
Khan, with referenee to a speeifieally Latin Christian plan: 

Mal)go Chan, that was a gode Cristene man and baptyzed, and yaf lettres 
of perpetuelle pes to alle Cristene men ... sente his brother Halaon with 
gret multytude of folk for to wynnen the Holy Lond and for to put it into 
Cristene mennes hondes and for to destroye Machametes lawe and for to 
take the Calyphee of Baldak, that was emperour and lord of alle the Sara
zines. (Mandeville, Cotton 165/21-7) 

Historieally. there was serious military action among the Khans against 
the Caliphate; however, it is nowhere verifiable that this was undertaken 
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esset melior inter omnes et quod dii tartaroum essent demones et quod 
ipsi et orientales ahi erant decepti in suorum cultacione deorum. 

The Khan ... asked the [Polos] ... that according to their custom they 
should return to the pope ... to ask the great pope of the Christians, 
requesting that he would send to [the Khan] one hundred wise Christian 
men who would show his learned men rationally and prudently, if it was 
h·ue that the Ghristian faith was the best among all faiths and that they and 
other easterners had been deceived in the worship of their gods. (9-10) 

Polo also presents the Khan as a man with Christian sympathies who 
asks the Polos to bring hirn oil from the lamps which burn in the 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre (10); such oll was considered a holy, 
miracle-working relic. The portrayal 01 the Khan as interested in this 
particular object may imply his general curiosity, and, together with 
surrounding material, depicts in the Khan adesire to access the power 
01 the Christian God. 

Through this discussion of non-Christian religions, both Mandeville 
and the Devisement share a reflective perspective on the state of west
ern Christendom. Both narrators express dissatisfaction regarding the 
moral condition of western Europeans and place these criticisms in the 
mouths of eastern rulers. Mandeville relates a conversation in which 
the Sultan explains that the Christian loss of the Crusader states was a 
direct result of spirituallapse (60/27-61/7). Likewise, Polo shows the 
Khan in the act of explaining orthodox Christian teaching regarding 
Christian defeat. In one instance, Naian, Kublai Khan's unde, identi
fied as a Christian, is defeated in his uprising against the Khan, and it 
is the Khan who places the loss in a Christian context. The Khan chas
tises Naian while simultaneously reassuring Naian's Christian army of 
their faith: 

Si deus vester et eius crux noluit Nayam ferre presidium, nohte erubes
cere, quoniam dominus bonus iniusticie et iniquitati patrocinari non 
debet. Nayam domini sui proditor extitit et iniuste rebellis et dei vestri in 
sua malicia auxilium implorabat. Deus autem vester, quia bonus est 
noluit eius favere criminibus. 

If your god and his cross did not wish to give Naian aid, do not feel 
ashamed since a good lord is not obligated to protect injustice and iniq
uity. Naian was a traitor to his lord and an unjust rebel and asked help of 
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your god in his (i.e., Naian's) malice. But your god, since he is good and 
did not wish to reward crinles [did not aid hirn]. (77-8) 

Such rationale of blaming the sins of western Christendom for military 
losses also appears in ecdesiastical works and sermons written in west
ern Europe and England after the Fall 01 Acre. This explanation placed 
the defeat in a Christian framework which promised victoryto those 
favoured by God and punishment to those who sinned. Such justifica
tions may have served as a textual balm to ease feelings of disillusion
ment toward the Christian God by making the loss part of a divine plan. 
These explanations would salvage their God's reputation as an omni
scient power benevolent toward his people. By claiming a place for 
Christian deleat in the economy of therr religion, both the Devise111eJ1t 
and Mandeville texts indirectly explain the loss 01 the Crusader states and 
may have appeared as caUs for spiritual reform in western Europe. 

The Texts' Divergent Approaches to Similar Sites and Peoples 

Polo and MandevilJe both claim to enjoy similar privileges and travel 
opportunities; they even visit many of the same places. Yet although 
thcy claim. to share like experiencesr they do not often interpret their 
subject matter similarly. Regarding loeations mentioned by both Polo 
and Mandeville (that is, western and eastern Asia, including India), we 
see that biblical interpretation is superimposed repeatedly on loeation 
and his tory in Mandeville. This is not carried out to the same degree in 
the text of the Devisement with which most English medieval audiences 
would have been acquainted. For example, in Asia, Mandeville 
emphasizes the relationship between the Khans and the Christian God. 
Here, Mandeville deseribes Chinggis Khan's great-grandson, Mango 
Khan, with relerenee to a speeifieally Latin Christian plan: 

MaI)go Chan, that was a gode Cristene man and baptyzed, and yaf lettres 
of perpetuelle pes to alle Cristene men ... sente his brother Halaon with 
gret multytude of folk for to wynnen the Holy Lond and for to put it into 
Cristene mennes hondes and for to destroye Machametes lawe and for to 
take the Calyphee of Baldak, that was emperour and lord of alle the Sara
zines. (Mandeville, Cotton 165/21-7) 

HistoricaUy, there was serious military action among the Khans against 
the Caliphate; however, it is nowhere veriliable that this was undertaken 
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as a ChriStiall initiative. Yet Ma11deville loeates the Kha11S fully within 
biblical history, explaining that they are the descenda11ts of Hatn, alld 
that God sent Ghengis avision appointing him the ruler of all Asia (94/ 
25-98/11). Here, Mongolia11 greatness is explained as a function of sal
vation history, alld the rise of this people is justified as a plan foreseen by 
the Christian God. In this way, Ma11deville' s Mongois work for the good 
of the Christia11s a11d their respective histories are intertwined. Unlike 
Ma11deville, Polo' s Mongois work for the profit of the Khans. Polo wriles 
that 'Tartari' ['the Tartars'], not God, 'de communi consensus' ['hy com
mon consent'] chose Chinggis Kha11 as their ruler (52). For Polo, the 
Asian people, not the Christian God, shape their own histories, and the 
fate of non-Chrislia11 nations is thus depicted as separate from that of 
the Christia11s. According to Polo, the Mongois are not unwitting inter
mediaries in a divine pla11 designed for the betterment of ChriStia11S; 
instead, their history a11d religion develop independently of Christendom. 

Regarding India and western Asia, Mandeville applies a Christian 
scriptural paradigm there as weil. Ai> if elaborating on Polo and 
Rustichello' s brief aecount of the tomb of SI Thomas in India, Ma11deville 
extemporizes on the body of the saint. He declainls about the powers of 
the sain!'s arm - it being the arm supporting the ha11d with which Doubt
ing Thomas touehed the risen Christ' s side. Unlike the reHe in the Devise 
menl, that in Mandeville has miraculous powers a11d assists in judicial 
decisions (75/25-76/24). However, when Polo alld Rustiehello account 
for the body of St Thomas, buried in the province of Maabar, they focus 
more on the region than on the saint, describing the area as unimportant 
for merma11ts (173). In spite of the scant possibilities for trade, Polo does 
mention that Christia11 pilgrims take away dust from the shrine, for il is 
known to heal the sick. While this dust is unlike the commodities usually 
listed elsewhere in the Devisemml, it is significa11t that the earth of 
Maabar is considered an asset, as if it were a kind of merehandise similar 
to the jars of holy oil whieh the Khan wished to acquire. 

As seen above, the Mandeville-writer is known to add devotional 
material to his sources; Higgins describes Mandeville's patterns of 
embellishment, explaining that the Mandeville-author establishes 
hirnself as the successor of Polo, paying Polo's work 'a kind of correc
live homage by bringing its material under the aegis of Christian his
tory.'40 Likewise, when Mandeville and Polo discuss western Asia, 
their descriptions aga in diverge according to their priorities. Polo 
oHers a merchant's view of the area, describing it in terms of its com
modities, not pilgrim interests. Indeed, most of Polo's entries loosely 
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follow a formula wherein he lists who is in control of the city, what 
language its inhabitants speak, what religion they uphold, and what 
commodities they export. The account of Balashan is typical of his 

urban descriptions: 

Reges habet ex una provincia sibi iUTe hereditario succedentes ... Ibi ado
ratur maehometus. In montibus huius provincie inveniuntur lapides pre
ciosi pulcri magnique valoris. 

[It] has kings succeeding each other from one province by hereditary layv 
... There Muhammad is worshipped. In the mountains of this province 
are found precious stones of greZ!t beauty and value. (34) 

For those towns that have nothing to trade, Polo employs a different 
kind of descriplion. For example, he describes how, in Su-chau, 'nego
tiatores non sun!' ['there are no merchants']; nevertheless, he says that 
the land is weil provisioned, makingit a pleasa11t place for merchants 
to pass through 'ad ceteras mundi partes' ['(on the way) to other parts 
of the world'] (49). If there are any restrictions on trade as there are in 
the city of Balashan, he earefully notes them (34). Not only does Polo 
show a detailcd knowlcdge of trade regulations, but he also holds out 
the tantalizing detail that there are riches to be had in plenty. Although 
Pipino' s Prologue suggests that the DevisemeHl is useful for building 
Christian piety, the rest of the work appears to be just as interested in 
describing trade. 

Several insta11ces of scripturally related marvels subordinated to fae
lual alld economic information appear in Polo's descriptions of the East. 
In Greater Armenia he relates: 'In montibus huius armenie est archa noe' 
['Noah's ark is in the mountains of Ihls Armema'] (18). What appear to 
be of greater interest to Polo a11d Rustichello, however, are the region's 
exportable products: 

ad aquilonem fons unus magnus est l ex quo liquor quidam scaturit oleo 
similis, pro cibo quidem inutilis, sed pro unctionibus et lampadibus opti
mus. Omnes naciones affines hoc liquore pro unctione et lampadibus 
utunfur. Tanta enim de fonte emanat huius liquoris copia, ut de ipsa 
naves centum aliquando onerentur. 

To the north is a great fountain from which streams a eertain liquid like 
oil. However, it is not useful for food but is best for ointments and lamps. 
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All neighbouring nations use trus liquid for ointment and lamps. Far such 
an abundance of this fluid flows from the fountain that sometimes a hun
dred srups can be loaded from it. (18) 

In this examp1e, oil is not only a relic, as it was at the Ho1y Sepulchre, 
but also a finaneia1 boon. This is not to say that Polo and Rustichello 
never include the miraculous in their work. For example; they discuss 
the earlier-mentioned miracle of the mountain that moved at the 
request of a Christian shoemaker. Near Baghdad, they say, 10ca1 saYG
ceni asked their Christian neighbours to prove the bib1ica1 verse spoken 
by Christ in the Gospels: 'si habueritis fidem sicut granum sinapis 
dicetis monti huie transi hinc et transibit' ['if you have faith the size of 
a grain of mustard seed, and you say to this mountain "move here", it 
will move'] (Matthew 17:19; cf. Luke 17:6). In Polo and Rustichello's 
work, the Christians are threatened with death if their God fails them. 
When the prayers of the shoemaker, a 'devotus ... vir christianus' [' a 
devaut Christian man;]; were answered; and the mOlUltain moved, 
many peop1e were converted to Christianity (21-2). Thus Polo and 
Rustichello provide asolid examp1e of the use of marve1s: they are used 
to convert and strengthen individua1s in the Christian faith. However, it 
is noteworthy that the Pipino translation of thc tale is substantially 
abbreviated compared to the other manuscripts, such as the Franco-Ita1-
ian version. 41 In contrast to lvlandeville, episodes such as the miracle of 
the moving mountam are rare in the Devisement. Comparative1y speak
ing, Polo and Rustichello rare1y. overlay the landscape and peop1es of 
western Asia, greater Asia, or India with bibliea1 history, and, perhaps 
more significantly, they omit description of Pa1estine allogether. 

The Place of J erusalem in Medieval Trave1 Literature 

Apart from Polo and Rustiehello's brief reference to Jerusa1em as a pil
grimage site, they do not include adescription of Pa1estine in the 
Devisement; this is worth comment for many reasons. Polo's collabora
tor on the Devisement, Rustiehello of Pisa, at one time received the 
patronage of Prinee Edward of England, later to become King 
Edward 1. Some scho1ars believe that Rustiche110 had trave11ed in 
Edward's suite to Palestine; however, if he had done so, it is indeed 
curious that he does not show off hjs familiarity with the Ho1y Land by 
including descriptions of it in his work42 In addition to the possibility 
of Rustiehe11o' s first-hand experiences in Pa1estine, he cou1d have 
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drawn !rom almost one thousand years of devotiona1 writing about 
the Ho1y Land. It is therefore a11 the more interesting that Rustiche110 
and Polo not only skip Jerusa1em but also do not emp10y bibliea1 
deseriptions of the East which were popu1ar throughout the medieva1 
period. The Mandeville-writer, by contrast, re1ates much of his 
description of the world to events which biblica1 scripture located in 
Jerusa1em. Drawing extensively from his sourees, especia11y William 
of Bo1dense1e and Odoric of Pordenone, Mancjeville portrays the 
earth1y city as a relic in its own right, consecrated tluough Christ' s 
having inhabited it. . 

As Mandeville relates, the Passion events, above a11 athers, gave 
Jerusa1em its significance (3/2-10). Through the primary importanee 
attributed to the Passion, events of the first eentury shape fourteenth
eentury devotion for a terrestria1 p1ace. In fact, Mandeville states 
explicitly that the p1ace itself is to be accorded nearly the same rever
ence as his God, suggesting that Christians fell that they could gain 
access to their God through that land: 

Ri?t wel au?te men to loue and worsehipe and drede and serue siehe a 

god and a lord, and warsehipe and preyse siehe an holy lond rat brou?t 
forp siehe fruyl, pur? pe whiehe eche man is sauyd but it be hjs owne 
defaute. (4/8-12) 

Likewise, placed as it is in the Pro1ogue, this statement guides inter
pretation of the rest of the book. Mandeville's later chapter on Jerusa
lern, . eompared to other chapters, is quite 1engthy and detai1ed, 
suggesting an effort to present a substantia1 amount of information 
which cDuld have been used as devotional material for meditation on 
the Passion of Christ. The Church of the Ho1y Sepulchre is important 
in Mandeville' s discussion of the Passion reHes, and he makes clear 
its ro1e as the spiritual centre of the ho1y city. Like most Christian pil
grim accounts, Mandeville va1ues the Chureh of the Ho1y Sepulchre 
for housing the site of several major Passion events. As he says, 
'when men go to Ierusa1em, pei gop pe firste pilgrimage to pe chirehe 
whare is pe ho1y graue' (28/24-5). A10ng with the tomb, the Church 
of the Ho1y Sepulchre housed Mount Ca1vary, believed to be the site 
of Chris!'s crucifixion. Mandeville states that Ca1vary is engraved 
with the statement, 'pat pou seest is ground of alle pe world and of 
pis fey,' translated by hirn from Greek into Latin and English. Here, 
Mandeville recou·nts in rather bad Greek, 'Gros ginst rasis thou pestes 
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Ihoy Ihesmoysy,' and comments ']:>at is to say in Latyn, Quod vides esl 
fundamenlum locius mundi el huius fidei' (29/26-8). Situating Calvary 
as the fundamenlum or foundation of the world and Christian faith, 
Mandeville highlights the role of the Passion as the central focus of 
western medieval Christianity (29/28-9). Indeed, a spot on that 
mountain is referred to as such when Mandeville reports that the 
place where Joseph of Arimathea set Christ's body is ']:>e myddel of 
]:>e world' (31/5-7). 

The Church of the Holy Sepulchre is presented as a life-size 'store
house' of Passion memories both for Christians making the actual pil
grimage and for those visualizing the Passion at horne. Like other 
relics, the fixtures of the Passion are described with exactitude: 
'wi]:>ynne ]:>e mount of Caluarie at ]:>e ri?t side is an auter whare ]:>e pyler 
li]:> to whiehe oure lord was bounde whenhe was scourged' (30/10-12). 
Even the stones are held saered for their proximity to the crucifixion 
(30/12-13). Likewise, other sites within the Chureh of the Holy Sepul
ehre are venerated as eontact reHes, such as the place of Helenaf s inven
lio, the wall where the four nails were hidden, the north side of the 
Church of the Holy Sepulchre where Christ was imprisoned, and part 
ofthe chain with whichhe was bound (30/14-20 and 31/5-11). Moving 
outward frmn the church, Mandeville Inenlions dozens uf important 
Christian pilgrimage sites throughout the city, including another pillar 
where Christ was bound, and where Peter denied Christ (34/4-7). On 
Mount Sion he mentions more plaees made sacred by their role in the 
Passion events, such as the site where Christ gave the Last Supper, and 
the Garden of Gethsemane (38/7-8 and 39/30). Gradually Mandeville 
moves his description outside of Jerusalem, reporting how 'there' out
side Bethany, Christ forgave Mary Magdalene, Lazarus was raised from 
the dead, the Virgin appeared to St Thomas, and Christ sat and 
preaehed (40/24-30). He describes the area where Judas hanged him
self, the synagogue where Judas made his contract to betray Christ, and 
the field that was bought with the silver (39/10). In a round-about way, 
Mandeville pieces together the major evenls of the Passion as they 
occurred all over the landscape within and around Jerusalem. Though 
the pieces are not chronologica!, as is seen with his memory of Judas, 
together they make up the central events of medieval Christian faith 
and inscribe that land with a historiea!, theological definition. 

Such deseriptions suggest that, at least as far as Mandeville was eon
cerned, eontemporary fourteenth-eentury -Palestine was not as impor
tant as Ihe Palestine inhabited by Jesus. As for Polo, the immediacy of 
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the Middle East, India, and Asia retained its contemporary cultural 
vitality. Thus while Mandeville both resurrects and reconstructs bibli
cal history for his descriptions, Polo portrays a kind of textual present, 
based on actual oecurrences in the thirteenth-cenlury world. The foeal 
points of Polo and Rustiehello' s book are trading centres, and for busi
ness purposes, their recommendations would have been considered 
the more valuable the more current they were. Perhaps it is possible to 
suggest, then, that had Mandeville included those ordinary, actual 
details that he might have seen in Palestine - for he does, after all, 
claim to have been there - then his audienee might not have believed 
hirn. That is to say, English Christian medieval audiences seem to have 
had certain expectations about what they would see in Palestine; many 
of these preconceptions were cultivated by descriptions of the celestia!, 
holy city in John's Revelation, the crusade chronicles, and eeclesiastical 
teaching. Beeause Mandeville satisfied these biblical and, at times, fab
ulous, expectations, his account may have been better received than 
theDevisemenl. 

While descriptions of Jerusalem are absent from the Devisemenl, Polo 
and Rustichello do express an interest in describing how Asian and 
Indian cullures might be brought into aglobaI economy. To that end, 
Polo/s concuIIlitant interesi in lhe religious conversion of the people he 
eneountered may be part of his rhetaric of trade, with the exportation 
of eastern goods to the West and the importation of Latin Christianity 
to the East. Polo's mereantile and politieal priorities thus explain why 
he does not mention Jerusalem and Paradise: western Asia would have 
been too diffieult to wrest from the hands of its Muslim oeeupants, 
political instability injured Irade, and Paradise was nol considered 
humanly inhabitable. Mandeville calls Jerusalem the centre of the 
world and Eden its well-spring, in keeping with contemparary mappae
mundi that give pride of place 10 Jerusalem and Paradise. As work by 
Suzanne Conklin Akbari, rain Higgins, and Scott Westrem has shown, 
these dual centres serve to orient the rest of the world according to a 
Christocentric framework.43 Knowledge of the world in the Devise
menl, conversely, finds its fod in Veniee and Khanbaliq - trade centres 
of a mercantile world. 

Of the important cities in the Devisemenl, Polo and Rustichello do not 
describe Veniee directly; however, it is always present tluoughout the 
narrative as a point of origin - it is horne. In turn, Khanbaliq features as 
the Khan' s favourite city, fit for the richest lord on earth, and for a ruler 
who is almost godlike in his powers (52-70). Even the translation of the 
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city's name, 'Civitas domini' ['city of the Lord'], reflects the importance 
of the Khan (83). Just as Polo and Rustichello's depictions of the Khan 

. make him appear godlike, their descriptions of Khanbaliq bear resem
blances to medieval biblical depictions of Jerusalem. Like Jerusalem, 
Khanbaliq 'olim nobilis fuerat et regalis' ['once upon a time was noble 
and regal'] (83). Physically Khanbaliq rnirrors the Celestial Jerusalem 
with its many walls: 

Est autem murus palacii grossus valde habens altitudinis passus X, cuius 
tota exterior facies undique colore albo et rubeo est depicta. 

The great wall of the palace is more than ten paces high, whose entire 
outer surface is painted everyvvhere with white and red color. (81) 

This passage is reminiscent of Jolm's vision of Jerusalem in the Apoca
Iypse wherein he sees the city with white gates formed of a single 
pearl, whose foundations are bejewelled with precious stones, sap
phires among thern (Revelation 21:19-21). Another passage echoes 
Chris!'s description of his celestial kingdom in John 14:2: 'In my 
Father's house are many mansions.' This compares c10sely with the 
Devisemcnt's description of Khanbaliq: 'hltra Urbe111 vero Illulta et pul
cra palacia sunt. Et alie domus mu!te pulere sunt valde' ['Indeed 
within the city there are many beautiful palaces. And the other houses 
are certainly beautiful'] (84). 

As the language above suggests, Polo and Rustichello did not ignore 
Christian, religious concerns a!together,but used them in new ways 
to describe trade and universality. Here, I suggest that Polo and 
Rustichello used biblical models to increase the importance of their 
account, refashioning scriptural description in order to drive home the 
importance of the financial cmtres of the world in maintaining eco
nomic well-being. To this end, Khanbaliq, Iike Jerusalem, has a sacred 
centre: the Khan's palace (84). Like the Church of the Holy Sepulehre, 
which housed all of the historical events of the Passion, the Khan's pal
ace is painted with the history of all of his past battles (82). Thus both 
city centres function as repositories of communal memory. Alon.gside 
Khanbaliq's quasi-divine status and historical functions are financial 
concerns. Instead of the names of the twelve sons of Israel which are 
depicted on the walls of the Celestial Jerusalem envisioned by John, we 
find descriptions of the city gates couched in terms of urban trade 
(Revelation 21:12-l3): 
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Apud civitatem Cambalu sunt suburbia xii magna valde ante singulas 
portas, in quibus mercatores recipiuntur quique et via tores. Multus enirn 
populus continue ad Civitatem confluit propter Curiam regis et merca
ciones innumeras, que deferuntur illuc. 

In the town of Khanbaliq there are twelve very great suburbs before sin
gle gates, in which merchants and travellers are received. For a great 
many people surge to the city continually on account of the royal curia 
and the innumerable trade goods which are brought there. (84) 

As a chief city of governance and trade, Khanbaliq differs greatly frorn 
medieval Jerusalem, which occupied a poor trading position and was 
politically insubstantial compared to the port cities nearby, such as 
Tyre and Acre. Polo and Rustichello go so far as to call Khanbaliq the 
greatest trading city in all the world (85). It is also the financial heart of 
the Tartar Empire, since the Khan houses his mint there (97-8). Here, 
familiar biblical topoi have been exchanged; in their new currency they 
now reflect both the Khan's greatness, and a financial centre's farne. In 
these representations, the Devisement follows the conventions that 
place Jerusalem at the centre of the world, yet replace that centre with 
Khanbaliq; here, they design a new mappamundi centred on trade a 
version of the world which some English medieval audiences may not 
have been ready to accept. 

As I have discussed elsewhere, many Christian writers of medieval 
travel literature who journeyed eastward beyond Europe included 
Jerusalem in their accounts.44 But certainly this depended upon 
whether the writer travelled prirnarily as a pilgrim, missionary, or 
functional emissary (the latter two seen, for example, in William of 
Rubruck or John of Plano Carpini). If the Pipino version really was 
intended strictly for a missionary audience, then it is curious that in 
the English reception of the text, one finds what appear to be attempts 
to situate the Devise111ent among pilgrim literature. Many pilgrim writ
ers journeying in the Middle East saw Jerusalem as the ultimate goal of 
their travels. In omitting Jerusalem, the Devise111ent differs markedly 
from those texts in the medieval Christian pilgrim geme. However, 
manuscript evidence shows that medieval writers and manuscript col
lators often placed the Devise111ent together with works describing pil
grimage to the Holy Land. For example, of the five copies of Pipino's 
Tractatus de locis terrc sancte whlch sUfllive in the original Latin, four are 
transcribed in volumes that also contain the Pipino translation of the 
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Devisement45 Since it is known that Pipino composed the Tractatus at 
some time after he translated the Devisement, this medieval collation 
suggests that he either had intended the !wo pieces to go together or 
that medieval collators perceived them as part of a single uni!. 
Although it is entirely possible that the pieces were placed together 
because they were composed by the same author, the fact that the 
Pipino text is continually included with other accounts of Jerusalem 
composed by other authors makes the pattern difficult to ignore. For 
instance, it is significant that Mandeville's work accompanies Polo and 
Rustichello's work in fifteen cases, whether in complete manuscripts 
or excerpts, or whether in Latin or in the vemaculars. Similarly, the 
Pipino text is joined with another pilgrim account, that of Ludolph von 
Suchern, in eight instances.46 One manuscript in England even pro
vides a T-O map with Jerusalem at its centre to accompany Pipino's 
text - notably this is the only surviving map accompanying a medieval 
Polo manuscript47 These consistent combinations of pilgrim literature 
with Polo's account of the East suggest that, for some English medieval 
Christian audiences, the addition of the Jerusalem material made the 
Devisement complete. 

Along with extant manuscript material, historical events mayaIso 
cxplain Polo and Rustichello' s content choices. In response to the his
torical context in which they were writing, it is tempting to speculate 
that the falls of the last crusader states, Antioch and Acre, led to a shift 
in perception of the Holy Land and the East during the late thirteenth 
and early fourteenth centuries. The western gaze might have moved 
away from the reminders of its defeat in the Holy Land and toward 
more promising prospects in eastern Asia. Likewise, European ambi
tions of trade may have moved to the forefron!, competing with the 
acquisitive arnbitions of colonization and settlement. Moreover, west
ern Europeans were becoming more aware of the MongoI peoples all 
the time: the increasing popularity of the Letter of Prester John after the 
loss of Jerusalem in 1187 fuelled the western European belief that the 
MongoIs could be recruited as allies against the Turkish threat, and 
news of the MongoI invasion of eastern and central Europe in 1241 
may have stimulated an interest in Polo's description of these areas. At 
the same time other areas of western interest were explored: one 
remembers that in 1271, Prince Edward and the Christian king of 
Armenia, together with the papacy, attempted an alliance with the 
Khan of Persia by sending Christian missionary and military embas
sies there from 1271 up until 1277. The exchange continued as the 
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Khan sent a Nestorian monk from Peipeng to Europe in 1287, 1290, 
and 1291, along witha Persian embassy in 1307 to see Edward. Negoti
ations seem to have broken off in 1316 when the Khan officially 
adopted Islam. Thus when the MongoIs appeared on the scene in the 
thirteenth century, they were perceived by the West as potential allies 
and Christian converts against Islam; for western Christian Europeans, 
MongoI peoples were untapped resources. 

Finally, commenting on the popularity of Mandeville over the Pipino 
text in England, Dutschke has suggested that along with the Mandeville
author's supposedly English nationality, the less didactic tone of 
Mandeville made it easier reading; in Ws sense, the Fipino translation 
of the Devisement, as the English saw it, was more moralizing than 
entertaining48 To Dutschke' s assessment, I would add that Mandeville' s 
popularity was also attributable to its devotional information. lt is this 
devotional focus, particularly surrounding Mandeville' s serious concern 
with the Holy Land, which worked to make it more popular than the 
Pipino text with English readers. By accessing the mirabilia and miracula 
abundant in pre-existing accounts of the Holy Land and Far East, 
Mandeville not only included the expected material, but also provided 
fodder for the imagination, and that fuel was vitally important to medi
eval devotion. Although the Pipino version of the Devisement may have 
been didactic and moralizing as Dutschke says, Mandeville was just as 
seriously concerned with Christian teaching and moral matters. The 
work fulfilledthis purpose by proving to its medieval readers the 
greatness of their Christian God through evidence of his miracles far 
and wide. Thus, for Mandeville and writers of other 'wonder' works, 
truth claims were not an issue; rather, the object of the 'wonderful' 
accounts was to turn the audience' s attention toward what was per
ceived as a higher truth: God in his glory among the world' s monstrous 
and miraculous creation. By their looser adherence to this biblical tem
plate, Polo and Rustichello, via Pipino, may have lost credibility with 
later English medieval audiences. Perhaps had Polo recounted more 
than 'half of what [hel saw,' the Devisement might have joined Mande
ville's work as a best-seiler in England, establishing credibility through 
the incredible. 
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8 Calvino's Rewriting of Marco Polo: 
From the 1960 Screenplay to Invisible Cities 

MARTIN MCLAUGHLIN 

Throughout the centuries poets and other writers have been inspired by 
Marco Palo/s 1l Milione as though by a fantastic, exotic scenario, to pro
duce new works: Coleridge's famous poem, Kafka's Ihe Emperor's Mes
sage, Buzzati's The Tartar Steppe. On1y The Arabian Nights can boast a fate 
similar to Polo's Travels: books whieh becorne imaginary continents, as it 
were, inside which other works of literature find their space. 

(Prom a lecture by Calvino, to the Graduate Writing Division 
of Columbia University of New York, 29 March 1983, 

now in Calvino, Le dtti? invisibili viii)1 

Italo Calvino's Invisible Cities (1972) is, according to the author himsel!, 
his most famous and best-selling work in North America ('Behind the 
Suceess' 232). It has also aehieved cult status in the rest of the world, 
being enthusiastieally read and quoted not just by the literary publie 
but also by artists and architeets. In fact, a major international confer
enee held in Milan in 2002 to eelebrate the thirtieth anniversary of the 
publication of the book brought together critics, artists, architeets, and 
directors to discuss the work's influence (see Barenghi, Canova, and 
Falcetto). It is weil known that the book was inspired by Marco Polo's 
Il Milione (Travels),' and is part of that fashion for the rewriting of das
sie older works that postmodern authors-indulged in from the 1960s 
onwards (one of the earliest examples from the period would be 
Michel Tournier' s rewriling of Defoe' s Robinson Crusoe, Vendredi [1967], 
mueh admired by Calvino). Indeed, the author himself said of Invisible 
Cities: 'The book was a result of the fact that in those days I and some 
of my friends were faseinated by non-literary forms of narrative, and I 
was also interested in literary works that were re-writings of other 
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works' (cited in Zancan 876). However, Calvino's is a highly original 
and illuminating kind of rewriting. Invisible Cities does not spring fully 
formed from the writer's head but has a lengthy and fascinating gesta
lion whieh we are now able to study in some detail. 

The fact is that Calvino first became interested in Polo' s travels more 
than ten years before he wrote Invisible Cities. In July 1960, he agreed to 
write a sereenplay for a film project on Marco Polo, and that substan
tial, eighty-page work, entitled Mareo Polo, written between August 
and September 1960, is now available to scholars (it was published 
posthumously in 1994, in Calvino, Romanzi e raeconti (henceforth RR) 
3: 509-86). Mareo Polo is not a definitive sereenplay - it is too sketehy in 
plaees for that - but il is a substantial narrative, divided into thirteen 
sections containing sequences of descriptioTI, narr~tive, and dialogue. 
In the end, the film was never made, and the sereenplay has reeeived 
lillle attention from seholars, apart from abrief but perceptive artide 
by Bruno Falcetto. Exaelly ten years later, in July 1970, Calvino wrote 
the first page of Invisible Cities, a mueh more eomplex and highly orig
inal work somewhere between a novel and a sequence of prose-poems, 
describing fifty-five imaginary cities that Marco Polo visits and recounts 
to Kublai Khan. The work has an elaborate, symmetrieal strueture, 
whereby the fifty-five eitles are divided into eleven series of five cities 
each, and these are distributed aeross nine chapters (ten eities in ehap
ters 1 and 9, and five cilies in eaeh of the intervening seven ehapters). 
In addition; eaeh ehapter begins and ends with a piece of dialogue 
between Marco Polo and Kublai Khan on topics that will be illustrated 
by the five or ten cilies in each ehapter, topies such as the relationship 
between cities and fear Of desire, the idea of cities of lightness, the 
analogy between a city and agame of ehess. The eomplex, symmetri
cal shape of the book is effected by assigning the cities to eleven dif
ferent categories of five cities each, such as Cities and Memory, Cities 
and Desire, Cities and Signs, and so on, arranged in such a way as to 
produce a diamond or lozenge shape, as in the two alternative dia
grams on the next page. 

In each case, reading the diagram from top to bottom and from left 
to right eorresponds to the order in which the cities are described in the 
text. The numerieal pattern on the left above, where the digits refer to 
the first, second, third, etc.appearance of a partieular eategory of city, 
is the one first advocated by Milanini (130-1) and identical.\o that 
found amongst the author's own papers (RR 3: 1360). The use of let
ters, where astands for all the cities of memory, b for all the eities of 
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1: 

2: 
3: 
4: 
5: 
6: 
7: 
8: 
9: 

1 
21 
321 
4321 
54321 

54321 
54321 

54321 
54321 

54321 
54321 

5432 
543 

54 
5 

a 
ab 
abe 
abed 
abede 
bedef 

cdefg 
defgh 

efghi 
fghi j 
ghijk 

hijk 
i j k 
jk 
k 

desire, c für a11 the cities of signs, etc., makes a similar pattern but in an 
inverted form: the letters have a progressive sequenee (abede), the num
bers a regressive sequenee (54321). The structure is not gratuitous but 
closely refleets the thematics of the book, which is very much about the 
ideal pattern that lies bene"ath cr above the Khan's empire and its cities. 

The purpose of thls essay is to examine the !wo-stage process 
whereby Polo's original text led first to Calvino's 1960 'screenplay' of 
Mareo Polo and subsequently to Invisible Cilies, charting the different 
kinds of inspiration that Marco Polo's account exereised on the modem 
novelist, in particular the creative chemistry that was to inspire one of 
the greatest eult works of recent times. 

The Screenplay of Mareo Polo and Invisible eities 

To reach that minimum of arousal of the imagination that would allow me 
to work on this project, I had to read Marco Polo's Il Milione aver and aver 
again, even the bits that least lent themselves to narrative, in order to 
absorb that visionary charge that is the book's seeret. In short, I tried to 
follow Coleridge's rnethod: by smoking opium and reading Marco Polo 
he rnanaged to compose in a dream-like trance 'In Xanadu did Kublai 
Kalm ... '. (Calvino, Letter to Suso Cecchi d'Amico, 2 September 1960, 
now in RR 3: 1264) 

Calvino's lengthy letter to the screenwriter Suso Cecchl d'Amieo, the 
beginning of which is cited above as the epigraph to this seetion, 
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contains important insights into the poeties behind the film project, 
in particular with regard to the two central characters, Marco and 
Kublai Khan: 

Naturally the key to everything has to be Marco's character .... There are 
essentially hvo things that interest hirn: rich rnerchandise (with a distinct 
propensity more for the marvellous than Jor the practical), and women 
and sexual mores. So here we already have his character: young Marco in 
Venice is a dreamer who goes crazy for everything that has a hint of the 
Orient: he wanders through the markets and every silk border or whiff of 
spices or glint of precious stones sets hirn off on a reverie, just as his 
dreams of the Orient's sexual freedorn have hirn chasing every Saracen 
maidservant in Venice .... Another character that has to be highlighted is 
Kublai Khan, this perfect ruler, full of absolute wisdom and a taste for 
the pleasures of life. And yet - and this is where we corne in - melan
cholie and with barely perceptible psychological flaws, ambiguous and 
unfathomable, haunted by something between metaphysical despair and 
a secret perversity of mind just kept in check by reason. I want to turn 
him into an emblem of Shakespearean nobility and melancholy, a prince 
who is still young, handsome, refined, with a metaphysical sadness, a 
cross between the D1lkE' in Twelfth Night (T think) and Mareus Aurelius. 
He rides on horseback with a tiger on bis saddle and a falcon in his hand. 
(RR 3: 1265-6) 

At this stage, then, Calvino's love of contrast has already identified the 
psychological traits that will eharacterize the !wo protagonists of both 
his screenplay and Invisible Cities. In the same letter, he also stresses the 
need for!wo female characters: Princess 'Cocaein' (or Kukachln), who 
is not opposed to Marco seducing her, but who is resigned to her des
tiny to be married to an Oriental prince; and the warrior princess 
Algiarne (or Agaruk in the screenplay), who on the contrary challenges 
all her suitors to a duel, and defeats every one of them. Here we are 
close to the eontrasting chivalric characters of the novel that Calvino 
had just completed. In The Non-Existent Knight (1959), the female pro
tagonist Bradamante challenges in combat and defeats a11 her suitors, 
symbolizing 'love as war,' while her opposite Sofronia is a passive, 
resigned woman, standing for 'love as peace' (for these symbolic roles, 
labe11ed as such by the author himself, see the 'postfazione' to the tril
ogy Our Ancestors [RR 1: 1217], written in June 1960 just before Calvino 
embarked upon the screenplay project [Falcetto 63]). Thus as far as 
characterization is concerned, the two male protagonists and their 
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contrasting natures are already dear in the author's mind in 1960 and 
will remain the central psychological opposition in Invisible Cities, 
whi!e the two female eharaeters adumbrated at this stage will be elided 
in the later work. 

Calvino's screenplay of Marco Polo opens with a first seetion ('Depar
ture') in which fascinated erowds on the quayside watch the two eIder 
Polo brothers sai! back into port in Venice in a scene reminiseent of the 
opening page of another favourite Calvino text, Dumas' s The Count of 
Montecristo. Calvino so admired the tale that he even went so far as to 
rewrite Dumas's story in 1967, in a story entitled 'The Count of Monte
cristo: in Time and tlle Hunter (RR 2: 344-56). Young Marco, who had 
been encouraged by his family to become a monk, is however obsessed 
with women, and at the end of this first seetion hides in a barrel in 
order to be on board the eIder Polos' ship as it sai!s back to the Orient. 
Marco's stratagern here demonstrates that if the section had opened 
with an evocation of Dumas's novel, it ends with a mütif straight from 
another adventure classic well thumbed by Calvino, Stevenson's Trea
sure Island (for Calvino's faseination with the Scottish writer's work, 
see McLaughlin 29, 39, 81). Alongside these intertextual echoes, we 
also find elements that are more distinctive of Calvino's own works, 
and will remain constants in the later rewriting of the Polo story. In this 
first section, for example, Marca notes that the designs on the Persian 
carpet that he and the Moorish maid are sitting on at first appear not to 
have any meaning, but on doser inspection 'all these lines, all these 
calours, the way they emerge from one another, and lueet up and over
lay eaeh other, all this seems to me to cantain a whole world, eities 
with golden-roofed palaces and temples emerging from the thickest 
forests, and rivers, and bays, and seas full of islands' (RR 3: 515). We 
are dose here to what will be two key moments in Invisible Cities: the 
first when the city of Eudoxia is said to be reflected and eontained in 
the carpet that represents it (Invisible Cities 97-8), and the second when 
Mareo is able to tell Kublai that even in the wood of the chessboard 
he is able to see how its fibres are arranged, and thus to deduce that 
that square came from a trunk that grew in a year of drought, and to 
see in each square a whole world of 'forests ... rafts laden with logs 
that come down the rivers, docks, women at the windows' (Invisible 
Cities 132). 

The seeond seetion of the screenplay ('On the Threshold of the Ori
ent') cantains Marco's initial adventures in his travels with his father 
and unde. Here the satire on the arbitrary nature of the religious 
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customs of Muslims, Buddhists, and Brahmins is redolent of the early 
Calvino's attacks on other religious seets (in the satirical portrayal of 
Protestant eapitalists in The Cloven Viscount, and the caricature of 
Jansenists and Jesuits in The Baron in the Trees, for instance). 

In terms of content, section 3 ('The Old Man of the Mountain') is 
dearly based on the episode in chapter 31 of Il Mi/ioHe eoneerning the 
Old Man of the Mountain and his sect of Assassins. However, jt is also 
a harbinger of the key motifs in Invisible Cities in at least three aspects. 
First, there is adescription of a city on the edge of adeser!: 'What is 
that at the end of the endless stretch of sand? There is a shape like a 
city, yes, roofs of strange shapes, a tower, an areh, palm trees' (RR 
3: 529). This image of the city bordering on the desert reeurs in one of 
the first cities in the later work, the city of Despina, which sits on the 
edge of a desert and can be approached either by land or by sea: 'Each 
city receives its form from the desert it opposes; and so the came! 
driver and the sailor see Despina, a border city, between tvvo deserts' 
(Invisible Cities 18). Secondly, when he is in the Old Man of the Moun
tain's false paradise, Marco's character is described in a way that will 
be strongly emphasized in the later :;rork: 'Of all the beautiful things 
he sees, Marco instantly seeks out their opposite, the trick, the false
hood' (RR 3: 533). Similarly, in Invisible Cilies, when Marco describes 
the city of Moriana, which eonsists of two halves, one half of which is 
glassy and crystalline, Marco is dearly just as interested in the other 
half, the obverse of the city, with its rusting metal and rotten beams: 
'[the city] has no thickness, it eonsists only of a face and an obverse, 
like a sheet of paper, with a figure on either side, which ean neither be 
separated nor look at each other' (Invisible Cities 105). Finally, Kublai 
Khan, even after allying with Halogu Khan and defeating the Old Man 
of the Mountain, is portrayed as feeling paradoxically melancholie, as 
he muses: 'Every time an enemy is eliminated a kind of void opens up 
in the perenrually provisory order of our lives. For us rulers our ene
mies are more important than our friends, alas .... The destruction of 
an enemy leaves a void. And we are left even more on our own' (RR 
3: 540). This last phrase recalls the very first sentenees of Invisible Cities, 
the opening deseription of Kublai: 'In the lives of emperors there is a 
moment which follows pride in the boundless extension of the territo
ries we have conquered, and the melaneholy and relief of knowing we 
shall soon give up any thought of knowing and understanding them. 
There is a sense of emptiness that comes Qver us at evening' (Invisible 
Cities 5). Indeed, the theme of the void that permeates and surrounds 
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the Khan's empire recurs on a number of occasions in the later text. 
The e10se of chapter 2 elaborates on this theme: 'But what enhanced for 
Kublai every event or piece of news reported by his inarticulate 
informer was the space that remained around it, a void filled with his 
words' (Invisible Cities 38). Similarly, cities like Armilla and Ottavia and 
Laudamia are suspended over a void, while the fullness and emptiness 
of the chess-pieces are a central contrast at the end of chapter 8: 'The 
quantity of things that could be read in a little piece of smooth and 
empty wood overwhelmed Kublai; Polo was already talking about 
ebony forests, about rafts laden with logs that come down the rivers, of 
docks, of women at the windows' (Invisible Cities 132). Consistently, 
then, the later work ignores the key action moments of Polo' s account, 
such as the defeat of the Old Man of the Mountain and the Assassins, 
and there is no mention of the Old Man' s false paradise, since Invisible 
Cilies observes astriet unity of place (the Khan's palace) and concen
trates not on military action and conquest but on charader and stasis. 

In the fourth seetion ('Marco the Pake Monk'), Marco is made to 
resist temptation along with other novice Buddhist monks in atempie. 
In a scene reminiscent of Torrismondo' s attempt to pass the test to 
become a Knight of the Holy Grail in The Non-Existent Knight (RR 1: 
147-9), Marco has to remain contemplating the void whDe an attrac
tive girl dances a striptease. The first student passes the test and is 
made a novice. But, when it comes to Marco's turn, he at first resists 
because a beautiful butterfly flies into the temple and he concentrates 
on the butterfly, a recurrent symbolic animal in Calvino, usually 
denoting lightness (there is abrief but useful survey of this symbolisrn 
in Belpoliti 12-13). However, when the creature lands on the girl's 
breast and she gives astart, Marco leaps on her 'like a wolf.' The 
monks cry out at this sacrilege as Marco flees and a wry smile plays on 
the Khan's lips (RR 3: 544). This kind 01 comic eroticismwill also be 
entirely absent from the later work. 

In section 5 ('At the Grand Khan's Court'), Kublai makes a speech 
that could come straight out of Invisible Cities: 

The things of the earth are wonderful ... but when a man reaches the 
point of being able to say 'r possess a11 of them: there is no kind of pre
dous stone; or weave of silk, or caged beast that I do not possess,' then the 
time has come when you would like a11 these things to come together to 
form a pattern, an order, a harmony ... reflecting a pattern in the heavens, 
an order, the music of the heavenly spheres. (RR 3: 547: Barenghi in abrief 
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note first drew attention to the signilicance of this passage for the later 
work, in RR 2: 1364-5.) 

Here, naturally, we think of the emphasis tluoughout Invisible Cities on 
the contrast between chaos and pattern, order and disorder, reflected 
both in the symmetrical structural pattern of the book and in its themat
ies. The end of the first page of the work contains the famous phrase: 
'Only in Marco Polo's accounts was Kublai Khan able to discern, 
through the walls and towers destined to crumble, the tracery of a pat
tern so subtle it could escape the termites' gnawing' (Invisible Cities 5-6). 
Later, the Khan remarks to Marco: 'my empire is made of the stuff of 
crystals, its molecules arranged in a perfect pattern. Amid the surge of 
the elements, a splendid hard diamond takes shape, an immense, fac
eted, transparent mountain' (Invisible Cities 60). Moreover, this empha
sis on pattern and order conlinues to the end, notably the passage at the 
start of chapter 8: 'Contemplating these essentiallandscapes, Kublai 
reflected on the invisible order that sustains cities, on the rules that 
decreed how they rise, take shape and prosper, adapling themselves to 
the seasons, and then how they sadden and fall into ruin' (Invisible 
Cities 122). Even the last chapter emphasizes no fewer than three times 
the pallerns of the e111pire that the Khan fi11.ds in his various atlases 
(Invisible Cities 135-7). The more specific theme of the earthly pattern 
reflecting a heavenly one is found in the whole sequence of 'Cities and 
the Sky,' notably the last one of this series, Andria, whose buildings 
'repeat the order of the constellations and the position of the most lumi
nous stars' (Invisible Cities 150), and whose inhabitants are convinced 
that it is the innovations in the city that modify the pattern in thesky 
and not vice versa (Invisible Cities 151). If the heavens are one source of 
the pattern, in both the screenplay and the later nove!, what is unique to 
the latter is another analogy of the pattern, namely the chessboard; tl1at 
favourite metaphor of linguistic structuralists in the 1960s and 1970s. At 
the beginning of chapter 8 we are told that 'knowledge 01 the empire 
was hidden in the pattern' drawn by the moves of the different chess
pieces (Invisible Cities 122-3), but there is nothing structuralist or self
referential in the 1960 screenplay. 

Instead, the screenplay is very much concerned with action and 
character. Still in section 5 of Marco Polo, there is astrang character con
trast between Marco and Princess Cocacin, who is being brought up by 
Kublai. Her fatalism and acceptance of destiny are the opposite of 
Marco' s desire to fashion his own destiny. She argues that if we do not 
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like our destiny it is because we are looking at it the wrong way; when 
we hold a leaf up to the sun we see only a dark shadow, not its beauty, . 
but when we place it in the right position, we see its beauty and har
mony. Marco points out, however, that we are the ones who move the 
leaf until it is in the right position. This contrast of character is sub
sumed in the later work into the opposition between Marco and 
Kublai, and instead of a leaf, the difference is symbolized in the 
famous discussion of the chessboard and its pieces that encloses chap
ter 8 (Invisible Cities 121-3, l31-2). Another element of dialogue trans
ferred !rom Marco and Cocacin to Marco and Kublai in the later work 
is Marco' s description of Venice, to which the Princess replies: 'My city, 
Hang-Kow, has all its roofs made of gold, and when the sun strikes 
them we are almost blinded. It is surrounded by a huge canal which 
goes all round the walls. At the spring festival we all go on boats with 
silken sails' (RR 3: 549-50). This implicit similarity between Venice and 
all cities, particularly the city of Hang Chow (or Quinsai as it appears 
in Polo's text), resurfaces at the beginning of chapter 6 of Invisible CWes 
(as pointed out by Bemardini Napoletano 171), but interestingly, in the 
later novel, Calvino chooses not to use the modern name but to return 
to its older form Quinsai, or Kin-sai in the English translation (Invisible 
Cilies 85). The later, Inore poetic text adopts the Inore archaic fonn uf 
nomenclature. Calvino spoke, in a letter of September 1970, about the 
self-consciously 'precious' nature of the novel he had just embarked 
upon: 'In the work I am writing this summer I am pushing myself as 
never before toward a precious, Alexandrian style, a sort of prose 
poem: it is a rewriting of Marco Polo' s Il Milione all made up of brief 
descriptions of imaginary cities' (Calvino, Lettere 1089). The poetic 
prose of Invisible Cities is thus a deliberate effeet pursued by the author, 
and is in stark contrast to the flat narrative of the screenplay. 

Returning to Kublai's character, in the screenplay the Khan teils 
Marco that he constantly thinks of death (RR 3: 553), and even resorts to 
the kind of gnomic utterance that will be part of the prose music of Invis
ible Cities. When Marco asks hirn how many faiths he has sludied, the 
Khan replies, 'The faiths are many; but there is only one heaven' (RR 3: 
547). Later in the chaptel~ the Khan opines: 'What is our wisdom except 
a fragile covering which we don?' (RR 3: 551). One final key element in 
this seetion taken up in the later work is the episode in which the Khan 
is bored by the monotonous statistical accounts of his other ambassa~ 
dors but is rapt by Marco, who captures the monarch's attention by 
moving !rom speech to pantomime (RR 3: 548; cf. Invisible Cities 21-2). 
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The sixth seetion ('Marco Polo' sEmbassies') recounts Marco' s travels 
throughout the kingdom and, in a passage closely based on a recurrent 
feature of Polo's original text (Mi/ione, chapters 43, 47, 99), emphasizes 
his amazement that in some towns, the rules of hospitality oblige the 
wornen to sleep with astranger, and their husbands to leave the house 
as long as the stranger stays (RR 3: 553-4). This erotic motif sudaces 
only briefly in the later novel. In the city of Anastasia, Polo talks of the 
wornen bathing who invite passing strangers to disrobe and chase 
them in the water (Invisible Cilies 12), while in Hypatia he describes 
'the beautiful women who mount the saddle, thighs naked, greaves on 
their calves, and as soon as a young foreigner approaches, they fling 
him on the piles of hay or sawdust and press their firm nipples against 
him' (Invisible Cilies 48). This sixth section also shows us that Marco tao 
is able to reproduce gnomic maxims, as when he instructs Princess 
Cocacin, 'There is something else that makes travelling swee!. It is the 
thought of retuming horne' (RR 3: 556). 

Seetion 7, entitled 'The King of Ceylon's Ruby,' is a fairy-tale elabo
ration of an episode !rom Polo' s TI-avels but has no counterpart in the 
later work, in which the Khan's court remains the centre of narrative 
gravity and supplies astriet unity of place that would have been 
destroyed by loeations such as Ceylon. Thus, although- thc erotie 
motifs are present in both of Calvino's reworkings of Polo's text (albeit 
toned down in the later work), the action and travel sequences that are 
another essential ingredient of the screenplay do not survive the transi
tion to the novel form. 

Seetions 8 (' Agaruk, Warrior Princess'), 9 ('Cocacin Is Married') and 
10 (' Agaruk Again') foreground the two contrasting female charac
ters, the active, warrior princess Agaruk, and the resigned fatalistic 
Cocacin who is to be married to the Indian prince Argon, all charac
ters who are present in the original of Polo's Travels. The characters of 
Cocaein and Agaruk, who are both used to provide the love interest 
for the screenplay, are Inissing entirely frorn the later novel. However, 
certain moments in Cocacin' s tale find a particular resonance in Invisi- -
ble Cities. When the Khan teils the princess that he is sending her as a 
bride to the Indian Prince Argon, this important conversation takes 
place in the 'observatory at the top of his tower, where he studies 
astronomy, amidst maps of the zodiacs, sextants, telescopes and pIani
spheres' (RR 3: 570), all elements that will resurface at prominent 
points in Invisible Cities. The opening paragraph of the later work, for 
example, mentions the planispheres portraying the empire's rivers 
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and mountains (Invisible Cities 5), while astrolabes are listed among 
the goods in the second city, Dorothea (Invisible Cities 9), and the open
ing seetion of the final chapter of the book repeatedly mentions 
Kublai's atlases: 'The Great Khan owns an atlas where ... ' is the 
refrain that is repeated three times in this dialogue at the start of chap
ter 9 (Invisible Cities 135-9). Similarly, the lesson the Khan imparts to 
the princess is one that he will give to Marco in the later work: 'The 
stars too, the Khan says, merely trace in the heavens the lines of a 
complicated geometry. Yet in it is contained a11 that life can give us, 
the past andthe future, good and evil, a11 the roads we fo11ow on 
earth' (RR 3: 570). This analogy between the heavens and the earth is 
clearly the germ for the whole sequence of five 'Cities and the Sky' in 
Invisible Cities. In Eudoxia, there is the famous carpet which contains 
the city's design, and the orade gives an ambiguous reply ab out the 
relation between these two objects, the carpet and the city: 'One of the 
two objects - the orade replied - has the form the gods gave the starry 
sky and the orbits in which the worlds revolve; the other is an approx
imate reflection, like every human creation' (Invisible Cities 97). Fur
ther, the city of Beersheba has its reflection in a celestial cityof the 
same name in the skies (Invisible Cities 111) and the blueprint for 
Thekla resides in the heavens (Invisible Cilies 127). As fur Perinthia: 
'Summoned to lay down the rules for the foundation of Perinthia, the 
astronomers established the place and the day according to the posi
tion of the stars' (Invisible Cilies 144). Fina11y, Andria, the city which 
reflects the heavens so perfectly that any change in the sky causes a 
change in the city, was 'built so artfu11y that its every street fo11owed a 
planet's orbit, and the buildings and the places of community life 
repeat the order of the constellations and the position of the most 
luminous stars' (Invisible Cities 150). 

The eleventh section ('Adventures at Sea') recounts what happens 
when Marco and Cocacin are shipwrecked on a cannibal island. While 
some moments of this episode have obvious Conradian resonances ~ 
'The first sign of human life they find [on the islandl plunges them 
into the deepest terror. They see shrunken human heads stuck on 
poles' (RR 3: 577) is an obvious echo of the dimactic scene from Heart 
of Darkness (for the importance of Conrad throughout Calvino's oeu
vre, see Calvo Montora, and McLaughlin and Scicute11a) - this is a 
sequence of aclventures whlch contain toD much action and are set in 
too different a location to remain in the later work. In the penultimate 
seetion 12 ('Orient Lost'), the Polos reach India, and when Marco is 
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told that that Khan has committed suicide, he exdaims to the messen
gers: 'Hirn? The wisest of men! ... I have to go back to a11 of your 
countries, I have to understand everything you think, make you 
understand everything I think, to seek truth together, stop a11 this 
blood flowing!' (RR 3: 583). The Khan's dramatic end and Marco's 
rather melodramatic reaction are, of course, omitted in the restrained, 
polished prose of the later work. The final, thirteenth section ('Epi
logue') returns to Venice and to the jocular tone of the opening, as 
we11 as a11uding to the false etymology that is at the origin of the !tal
ian title of Polo's work, Il Mi/ione. We catch Marco courting a Venetian 
girl and constantly repeating: 'We11, just imagine, in the land of 
Cathay there are a million times more' (RR 3: 585). 

Despite its unfinished state, the 1960 screenplay of Mareo Polo, writ
ten for a film that was never realized, contains key elements in the cre
ative itinerary that leads fram Polo' s original text to Calvino' s Invisible 
Cities. The main constants in Calvino's two reworkings of Il Milione 
cancern character and motifs. Mareo' s brilliant accounts and panto
mimes, his restless pursuit of the marve110us but also his interest in the 
reverse side of thingsf are already in evidencef as are the Khanf s melan
choly and sense of emptiness lurking behind a11 his conquests and 
achievernenls. Molifs such as those of the pattern in the Persian carpetf 

or the design formed by the Khan's empire, are also adumbrated at this 
stage f as is the theme of the Khan' sinterest in astronomy and its tools 
(telescopes, sextants, maps), and the relationship between earthly cities 
and the sky. 

However, more significant than the constants are the elements that 
are discarded by Calvino as he moves from the abortive screenplay to 
achieve the extraordinary poetic prose of Invisible Cilies. Despite the 
different genres to which Calvino's two Polo texts belong, and their 
different audiences, these changes still constitute a representative sam
pIe of the divergences between 'early' and 'late' Calvino. Again, the 
chief differences concern characters and action: there is no room in the 
later work for any secondary character to distract from Marco and 
Kublai, whereas the screenplay contains two different female leads, 
Agaruk and Cocacin, as weIl as other important male characters such 
as the Old Man of the Mountain, Halogu Khan, and Prince Argon, not 
to mention lesser characters such as friars, soldiers, Assassins f and 
Huris. The only other characters in the later work apart from the two 
protagonists are the nameless ambassadors to the Khan' s court, whom 
Marco dearly outshines, but they playaminimal role in the later text. 
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The absence of female characters also eliminates most (though not all) 
of the erotic elements from the later work, while the lack of seeondary 
male characters elides most forms of action: instead, the emphasis is on 
contemplation. There is also a very tight unity of place that distin
guishes the novel from the screenplay: the screeriplay's secondary, 
exotic locations of Ceylon, Java, and India are nowhere in evidence in 
the later work, thus giving it a striet sense of unity of place, as the cen
tre of narrative remains the Khan's court. If the screenplay contained 
intertextual homages to three of Calvino' s favourite 'action' authors 
(Dumas, Stevenson, Conrad), the later book dispenses with all action 
except brief formulaic accounts, amounting to half a sentence, of 
Marco's journeys at the beginning of certain city descriptions: 'Beyond 
six rivers and three mountain ranges rises Zora ... ' (Invisible Cities 15). 
The intertextual SQurces in the later work are not 'aclventure' narratives, 
apart from Il Milione, but rather utopian and poetic works: More's 
Utopia, which talks of the island's fifty-five cities, and Coleridge's 
famous poem (for other utopian intertexts, from Campanella to Fourier, 
see Kuon, 'Critica e progetto dell'utopia'). The whole self-referential 
dimension of Invisible Cilies, particularly the allusions to chess, to the 
arbitrary nature of the linguistic sign, as weH as to how we look at the 
world, is entirely absent in the earlier 1960 text. The portrayal of 
Marco' s father and unde in the screenplay, with their ludicrous Vene
tian accents, allowed for a constant comie element to emerge, as also 
did Marco's mishaps with various Oriental religions. Indeed, the 
comic and the erotic come together in the episode when he tries to 
become a Buddhist monk and resist the temptations of the flesh. There 
are no such elements in Invisible Cities. In short, if the screenplay is 
about action and the body and has 'a cast of thousands,' the novel 
deals largely with meditation and the mind and concentrates exclu
sively on the Khan and Polo and their meta-literary discussions. Yet 
despite its pared-down nature, fhe later text paradoxically has a total
izing ambition: like many of Calvino's works of the 1970s and 1980s, it 
aspires to be a literary universe, and is organized into a much more 
complex structure. 

Marco Polo's Travels and Invisible Cities 

MaIeo describes a bridge, stone by stone. 
'But which is the stone that supports the bridge?' Kublai Khan asks. 
'The bridge is not supported by one stone or another,' Marco answers, 
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'but by the line of the areh that they form.' 
Kublai Khan remains silent, reflecting. Then he adds: 'VVhy do you 

speak to me of the stones? It is only the arch that rnatters to rne.' 
Polo anSwers: 'Without the stones there is no arch.' 

(Invisible Cities 82) 

Turning to Invisible Cilies itself and its relationship to Polo's Il Milione, 
it is worth recalling the important points made in an excellent essay on 
Calvino's text by Marina Zancan, 'Le citta invisibili di Calvino.' Zancan's 
conclusion is that while the screenplay Mareo Polo is largely a recon
struction of the past, the novel is entirely concerned with the present. 
She identifies three main areas of divergence: the later work contains a 

. meta-narrative discourse; it privileges the theme of the mpdern city; 
and it is concerned with redefining our gaze on the world. Her atten
tion foeuses in particular on the city of Quinsai (Hang Chow), which 
she claims is the only city from Polo' s original text to be cited in 
Invisible Cities (Zancan 923). She notes the passage in Polo's Travels 
where he says, 'At the end of these three days' travel one reaches the 
noble city of Quinsai, which when translated means "the city of the 
heavens'" (Zancan 923), and it is this passage that she rightly sees as 
inspiring the ilnportant sequence of eities, 'The City and the Ski es,' in 
Calvino' s novel. 

In this final section I would like to suggest some other important 
areasof contact between the two texts, the. medieval and the modern. 
These areas divide into three broad categories: characters, descriptions, 
and structural elements. As far as the first category is concerned, we 
have noted how Calvino hornes in, as in all his texts, on a central con
trast of character: in this case, the lively, talkative Marco, recounting his 
various eities, and the sedentary, laconic, and melancholie Kublai, a 
contrast already adumbrated in the earlier screenplay. In fact, Marco's 
bravura was already featured in Polo's own account, in Travels chap
ters 10-11, where Marco's ambassadorial technique is shown to be 
superior to that of his rivals, since they concentrate solelyon their 
embassies, whereas Polo also gives the Khan an account of 'the differ
ent customs of the world' (chapter 10), as weil as 'all the marvels and 
the important and new things he had seen' (chapter 11). 

The second group of links concerns description, and is most dearly 
visible in the descriptions of cities, especially the emphasis on numeri
cal lists of the physical or architecturaJ charaeteristics of the city. An 
obvious example here would be the very first city, Diomira: 'Leaving 
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there, and proceeding for three days toward the east, you reach 
Diomira, a city with sixty silver domes, bronze statues of all the gods, 
streets paved with lead,3 a crystal theater, a golden cock that crows 
each morning on a tower' (Invisible Cilies 7). If this seems a rather for
mulaic account, with its list of different metals, many other eities are 
inspired by more complex mechanisms. Some of the most interesting 
ones are the 'specular' or double cities such as Sophronia, Eutropia, 
oy Laudamia. Sophronia consists of two half-eities, one of which is 
devoted to fun-fairs and roller-coasters, while the other consists of the 
banks, factories, and schools; but the one half that is permanent is the 
fun fair, whereas the temporary half that is towed away each year for 
six monthsis the half-city of banks, factories, and schools (Invisible Cil
ies 63). Similarly, when the inhabitants of Eutropia get tired of their 
jobs, relations, houses, and streets, they move into the adjoining empty 
city and take on different jobs, relations, houses, and streets (Invisible 
Cities 64-5). Moreover, the description of Laudamia begins 'Like 
Laudamia, every city has at its side another city whose inhabitants are 
called by the same names: it is the Laudamia of the dead, the cemetery' 
(Invisible Cilies 141). These are typically Calvinian reversals of the 
description in Polo's own text of the Khan's capital Cambaluc (Beijing): 
in Travels, chapter 72, Polo teils how the capital Cambaluc has another 
city right beside it, separated only by a river, the reason for this being 
that 'the Khan, finding through his astronomers that this other city 
would rebel and cause great problems for his empire, consequently 
had this other city built beside it, and separated only by a river; and he 
decanted the people of one city into the other.' Another possible source 
for Calvino's moveable cities is the city of Sindafa, which is described 
in Polors text as having 'several mansions where much merchandise is 
contained, and many trades are practised, but I tell you that these 
houses are made of wood, and they are taken down in the evening and 
put together again in the morning' (Milione, chapter 98). In addition, 
the famous dialogue between Marco and Kublai about whether it is the 
stone or the arch that supports the bridge, at the end of the central 
chapter 5 (Invisible Cilies 82), is actually based on the emphasis in Il 
Milione on several stone bridges. First there is the bridge ten miles from 
Cambaluc: 'Over this river there is a very beautiful stone bridge. And I 
tell you that there is no other bridge like it in the world: it is a good 
three hundred paces long and eight wide, so that as many as ten horse
men can ride abreast along it' (Mi/ione, chapter 89). There is also the 
bridge in the city of Sindafa, 'a bridge all made of stones, and it is a 
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good half a mile long, and eight paces wide' (Mi/ione, chapter 98). But 
the most relevant passage is the description of the bridges in Quinsai, 
since Quinsai is also mentioned in Calvino's text at the beginning of 
chapter 6 (Invisible Cilies 85), immediately after the dialogue about the 
stone bridge at the end of chapter 5 (Invisible Cities 82). In Polo's n'av
els, we find this description: 

The city of Quinsai extends fully one hundred miles in circumference, and 
contains twelve thousand stone bridges; and under the arches of most of 
these bridges a large ship could pass, and the other bridges would be big 
enough for a ship half that size. And no one should be amazed by this, 
because the whole city sits on the water and is surrounded by water, and 
consequently has to have so many bridges to allow people to pass over its 
territory. (Miliane, chapter 131) 

Needless to say, the Venetian Polo is struck by this city that sits on the 
waters and requires so many bridges. Tbis is picked up by Calvino in 
his text, since it is at this same point (the beginning of chapter 6) that 
Kublai asks Marco why the one city he never mentions is Venice. 
Marco replies, 'Every time I describe a city I am saying something 
about Venice' (Invisible Cilies 86). 

Zancan' s suggestion that Quinsai is the only city mentioned in 
Calvino's novel is not quite accurate, because the text mentions at the 
outset that the ambassadors return to the Khan's court at Kemenfu 
(Kai-ping-fu in the English translation; Invisible Cilies 21), just as the 
Polos are described in Il Miliol1e as first coming to the Khan at Kemenfu 
(chapter 8), although it is also possible that Kemenfu is mentioned in 
Calvino because Polo' s longer description of the city (in chapter 63) 
occurs at a structurally strategic point, just before the description of 
Kublai Khan and his exploits (chapters 64-71). We have seen that 
Quinsai is mentioned in the middle of Invisible Cities, and Calvino's 
text mentions a third city, Cambaluc (or Kambalu, in Weaver's transla
tion), at the opening of the final chapter 9 (Invisible Cities 135). The 
modern text thus reflects the order in which Polo' s text mentions these 
same three cities (Kemenfu, Quinsai, Cambaluc), and this final empha
SIS on Cambaluc probably derives from the many chapters devoted to 
that city in Polo' s original text. There is the description of the palace 
and garden (Mi/ione, chapter 71), the mention of the adjoining city 
(chapter 72), and the description of the city's feasts and use of paper 
money (chapters 79-83, especially chapter 81). Polo's interest in money 
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and exchange systems in his text probably also suggested to Calvino 
the sequence of five 'Citt" e gli seambi' (rather narrowly translated by 
Weaver as 'Trading Cities' [see Invisible Cilies 36, 51, 64, 76, 88], even 
though such cities are also about semiotic and linguistic exchange). 

Lastly, we should consider the important structural elements that 
Calvino takes from the aneient text and transforms within his own. 
First of all, the very title Invisible Cities derives from a characteristic 
Calvinian inversion, since some of the first wards of Palds Travels 
concern the visible evidence of what he saw: 'And all this will be 
recounted in this book in due order just as Messer Marco Polo, a wise 
and noble citizen of Venice, reeounted them, and he himself saw these 
things' (Prologue). Indeed, throughout Polo's text there is an emphasis 
on what he saw with his own eyes (chapters 89, 131, 133, 139). Calvino 
reverses Polo's emphasis on the visible both in his title and in the 
description of each city, whieh follows a format of first itemizing the 
visible elements of the city, then stating that what is really striking 
about the city is something other than the visual. A good example of 
the technique is the city of Zaira: 

In vain, great-hearted Kublai, sha11 I atternpt to describe Zaira, city of high 
bastions. I cDuld tell you how many steps make up the sireets rising like 
stairways, and the degree of the arcades' curves, and what kind of zine 
scales the roofs; but I already know this would be the same as telling you 
nothing. The city does not cansist of this, but of relationshlps between the 
measurements of its space and the events of its past. (Invisible ·eities 10) 

Another key structural element is Calvino' s use of Polo' s journey for
mula. In the early part of the Travels, Polo talks at first of shorter jour
neys of seven days (chapters 24, 25, 28, 32), or tluee days (chapters 34, 
62). Similarly, we find in the early descriptions in Calvino mentions of 
three days (Invisible Cities 7, 12), and indeed at the beginning of chapter 
6 the words Marco addresses to the Khan - 'Di Ja I'uomo si parte e cav
aka tre giornate tra greeo e levante' ['You leave there and ride for three 
days between the northeast and east-by-northeast winds'] (Cittil 88; 
Invisible Cilies 85) - are a verbatim quotation from Polo' s Travels (chap
ters 24, 34). Bernardini Napoletano (175-6) points out that Calvino 
eehoes Polo in stressing the huge distances covered in each journey, 
using wards such as 'lungamente' or 'finalmente,' but it is also inter
esting to note that at a later stage, when the journeys become longer, 
Polo's text switches from days to miles: thirty miles (chapter 90), 
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fifteen miles (chapter 126), and even a thousand miles (chapters 150, 
152, 167). Similarly, in Calvino, the early mentions of three days' or 
seven days' travel are later replaced by distances such as eighty miles 
(Invisible Cities 36). Calvino's text thus follows Polo's original faithfully 
in these spatial particulars. 

Perhaps the most striking recurrent structural feature of Invisible Cit
ies is the fact that all the cities have female names. Although some crit
ics have noted this and advanced plausible reasons for it, nobody has 
suggested that this feature mayaIso derive from the fact that, in the 
important chapter 63 of Polo's Travels, the description of Kemenfu, 
Polo says that in that city all the gods in the temples have female 
names. That this is a key chapter is underlined by the fact that the very 
next sentence states, 'Now we leave here, and I will tell you of the great 
lord of all the Tartars, namely the noble Khan who is called Kublai' 
(chapter 63). 

Finally, even the elaborate, patterned structure of Invisible Cities is 
probably also inspired ultimately by Polo' s own fascination with statis
tics and numbers. This numerical obsession is then creatively trans
formed into a structural feature of the later text as Calvino opts for a 
highly symmetrieal shape of fifty-five cities divided into eleven series 
of five cities each, distributed among nine chapters; the total of fifty
five and nine then give the number sixty-four, which amounts to the 
number of squares on a chessboard, one of the themes of the book. The 
shape of the work is thus like the diamond mentioned by Kublai as the 
secret pattern of his empire (Invisible Cities 60). Thematics and structure 
are tightly and symmetrically interwoven in Invisible Cities, as opposed 
to the rambling, asymmetrical 173-chapter aceount of his travels by 
Polo himself. 

In short, the secret chemistry behind Invisible Cities appears to be 
this: Calvino takes an old text and makes it (post)modern. He sup
presses action for contemplation, downgrades mercantile description 
for an analysis of mental states, replaces irregularity with symmetry, 
and dispenses with objective non-literary narration in favour of an 
introspective, highly polished, meta-literary text. As Calvino teils us in 
his Harvard essays, published posthumously, Invisible Cities was one 
of the texts with which he was most satisfied, since in it he had man
aged to say the maximum number of things in the smallest number 
of words. He thus was able to concentrate a11 his "meditations on a 
single symbol, and its multifaceted structure allowed multiple, non
hierarchieal readings, both sequential (page after page) and ramified 
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(following any of the different sequenees of eities: see Calvino, Saggi 1: 
689-90; Six Memos 71). Hs influenee and appeal have been enormous, 
and part of that appeal must lie in its eoneiliation of opposites: the 
brevity that encompasses infinity (a lesson learned from Borges), the 
prose that borders on poetry (Saggi 1: 671; Six Memos 49), the mixture 
of imaginary and real eities (see Barenghi), and the single work that 
embraces all his own previous works, as weil as alluding to many 
other canonieal texts (the Bible, classieal literature, medieval texts, 
oriental literature, and utopian/ dystopian literature from More to 
Huxley). Calvino, as we saw in the epigraph to this ehapter, eonsid
ered that Polo's Travels was one of those books that beeome imaginary 
continents, inside which other works of literature find their space. 
Invisible Cities is a highly literary work that has found its spaee inside 
Polo' s work, and in turn has also become another eontinent of the 
imagination eapable of inspiring other writers and artists (see, for 
instance, Bonsaver). And yet, however unique Calvino's modern mas
terpiece may be, its main inspiration was Marco Polo's Travels, which 
also inspired the substantial 1960 sereenplay. Calvino' s Polo teils us 
that there is no areh wlthout the stones; similarly, without Il Milione, 
there would have been no Invisible Cities. 

NOTES 

1 All quotations from Calvino and from Polo's Il Milione have been given in 
my own English translation, except for quotations from WiJliam Weaver's 
1974 translation oE Invisible eities. 

2 The edition I have used is Marco Polo, Il !ibro di Marco Polo detto Milione 
nella versione dell"ottimo', ed. Daniele Ponchiroli (1954. Turin: Einaudi, 
1962), since this Einaudi edition is the one that Calvino himself read when 
working on the screenplay and on his novel. 

3 Act;Ially the Italian original reads 'stagno' not 'piombo,' so should be trans
lated 'tin.' 

9 Fram Alterity to Holism: Cinematic 
Depictions of Marco Polo and His Travels 

AMILCARE A. lANNUCCI AND JOHN TULK 

I content myself with noting the fact that somehow or other the Oriental 
generally acts, speaks, and trunks in a manner opposite to the Europeans. 

(Lord Cromer quoted in Said, Orientalism 39) 

[T]o know the Other is a process of Bildung, of leaming and self-cultivation, 
which is -neither projecting the self onto the Other nor erasing the self with 
the Other's alterity. It is rather a momentwhen self and Other meet and join 
together, in which both ure changcd and enriched in what Gadamer calls 
'the fusion of horizons.' 

(Zhang, Mighty Opposites 53) 

Mareo Polo and his Travels have been the subject of many adapta
tions, including numerous films of the sound era; arnong these is an 
aborted film whose seript was written by none other than Itala 
Calvino, diseussed in McLaughlin's essay in this volume. Many are 
the genres these adaptations eneompass, from swashbuckling adven
ture through documentary and historieal doeudrama, to fantasy, the 
musical, and television mini-series, and many are the resultant views 
of the Venetian traveller and the lands and the people he encoun
tered. Two overriding views of Polo predominate, however: namely, 
the romantic/ adventuresome and the historieal/ cultural. These 
views, in turn, predetermine the way in which the other is filmed and 
portrayed. This essay explores the cinematie reeeption of Mareo Polo, 
investigating various cinematic views by examining two films in 
depth, although other films are used as points of referenee: Archie 
Mayo's The Adventure 0/ Marco Polo (1938), and Giuliano Montaldo's 
Mareo Polo (1982). These films permit, in turn, a close study of the 
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filmic reeeption of Marco Polo by focusing attention on four key 
questions: (1) How is Marco Polo presented and how does this por
trayal agree or not with what is recorded in the Travels? (2) How is the 
other, the object of encounter, presented? (3) How do the cinematic 
conventions of a particular film genre affeet the depiction of the self 
(that is, 'Marco Polo') and the other? (4). How are the various cine
matic interpretations shaped by the historieal, politieal, and cultural 
conventions of the times? 

!n 1923, legendary movie mogul Samuel Goldwyn became an inde
pendent producer and formed Samuel Goldwyn !nc. Becoming friends 
with other independents, he began releasing his films through United 
Artists in 1926 (Thompson and Bromwell 217-18). The 1930s saw the 
height of his fame. He had a fine eye for talent and discovered or 
bought some of the best talent for the production of his movies - talent 
such as the directors Cecil B. DeMille, John Ford, and William Wyler, 
the writers Ben Hecht, Sidney Howard, and Lilian Hellman, and the 
stars Ronald Coleman and Gary Cooper. Goldwyn' s credo was shaped 
by the belief that the single driving force behind any great movie was 
the storytelling. He was therefore most reeeptive to a story idea 
brought to him by his friend Douglas Fairbanks, Sr, who suggested 
making an adventure filnl based on lhe exploits of Marco Polo. 
Undoubtedly, Fairbanks wanted to direct the movie hirnself and have 
his son star in it. Through some rather tricky negotiating, Falrbanks Sr 
was removed and Goldwyn won all rights to the film (Berg 317). The 
Adventures of Mareo Polo was born. 

Goldwyn knew the kind of film he wanted to make and knew who 
would be the film's prineipals. Goldwyn envisioned a swashbuckling 
adventure (see the movie poster, figure 9.1). This was a natural choice 
given the nature of many Hollywood films of this time. For example, in 
roughly the same time period as the release of The Adventures of Mareo 
Polo (April, 1938), the silver sereen was ablaze with adventures such as 
Wells Fargo starring Joel McCrea, Captains Courageaus starring Spencer 
Tracy, Test Pilot starring Clark Gable, Three Comrades starring Robert 
Taylor, and The Adventures of Robin Hood starring Errol FlYlm - the 
swashbuckler par exeellenee. Goldwyn was also sure of his star, Gary 
Cooper. Cooper, the iconie embodiment of all things American, had 
already eontributed mightily to the national passion for adventure 
(espeeially adventure of an Ameriean kind, that is, the western) and 
had starred in such box office successes as Arizona Bound (1927), The 
Last Outlaw (1927), The Virginian (1929), The Texan (1930), and A Man 
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Figure 9.1: Gary Cooper as Marco Polo in The Adventures oj Marco Polo (1938), 
produced by Samuel Goldwyn, diTected by Archie Mayo. ©1938, The Samuel 
Goldwyn, Jr., Family Trust. All "fights reserved. By permission of MGM Clip 
and Still Licensing, inc. 
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from Wyoming (1930), as weil as other non-western roles such as A Fare
weil to Arms (1932) and Mr. Deeds Goes to Town (1936). So great was 
Goldwyn's commitment to Cooper that he withstood eriticism from a 
number of quarters that Cooper was all wrong for the part. Goldwyn 
commissioned a script fram Robert Sherwood, a veteran screenwriter 
who had already contributed to the snappy dialogue of The Sem'let Pim
pernel (1934) and who had reeeived rave reviews for his script of The 
Petrified Farest (1936), a film directed by Archie Mayo. lt was the latter 
who also got direeting nods from Goldwyn after a number of false 
starts with other directors, described below. Mayo, known for his flair 
for melodrama (cf. Thomson, who pans even The Petrified Forest for its 

. theatricality and its principal aetors who 'are unlikely trees in an 
unlikely forest' [579]), had direeted astring of B movies in the 1930s, 
including Desirable (1934), Bordertown (1935), and Call It a Day (1937), 
and would later directmore critically acclaimed movies such as The 
Hause across the Bay (1940), Confirm or Deny (1941), and Orchestra Wives 
(1942). He is, perhaps, best remembered for direeting one of the most 
famous scenes in comie film history, that of Harpo Marx leaning 
against a building in A Night il1 Casablanca (1946). No money was 
spared on the lavish sets for the film, especially the Great Khan' s pal
ace, and Goldwyn assembled what the theatrical trailer for the film 
describes as a cast of five thousand eontributing to the film's 'magni
tude, scope and spectacular sweep' (again from the trailer). Production 
costs exceeded !wo million dollars. . 

The plot of the movie follows the conventions of the adventurel 
romantic drama rather than the dietates of the Travels. The film opens 
with cast credits appearing on a rurming seroll which seems to suggest 
the primaey of the text, but the text is quickly sacrificed in lavour of 
adventure and romance as the· film' s major themes. Abrief prologue 
provides an introduction to J\.1arco, his character, and the travel to 
China. In Venice, various Polo relatives examine the magnificent trea- . 
sures 01 China and muse about trade. puzzled as to who will be able to 
travel there on their behalf, Marco's father announees that it will be his 
son, the one Venetian 'strong enough and clever enough' to make this 
perilous journey. One relative complains that Marco knows nothing of 
business, but Marco's father retorts: 'perhaps not, but in hirn burns the 
spirit of adventure and romance like a sacred flame,' adding flippantly 
that the women 01 China will appeal to his romantk ben!. In a furmy 
scene, the Polos' bookkeeper Binguccio (Ernest Truex) scours the 
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eanals of Venice in search 01 the young Polo (Gary Cooper), turning his 
name into a gondolier's song (very bad) and asking various pretty 
CDurtesans if they have seen him. Discovered in one such Ioeale where 
the ladies' man is engaged in gambling, Marco isbrought to his father, 
who commissions him and Binguccio to travel to China, giving him a 
letter for Kublai Khan and a small pouch in which to store whatever he 
sees on the route. Short scenes convey the travel to China: a violent 
storm at sea en route to Acre reduces the merehant party to Marco and 
Binguccio, the trek across Persia is a single scene of Marco and Binguccio 
on horseback caught in a violent desert sand storm (and the loss of 
one horse), and the crossing of Tibet is a single scene of a blinding 
Himalayan blizzard (and the loss 01 the ·other horse). Quickly they 
reaeh Cathay and Peking.1 

They arrive on foot at the Great Wall, which appears in much better 
repair than it aetually was in the thirteenth century (Larner 59), and 
enter Peking where scores of Chinese walking the streets are not the 
least surprised to see them and where a beatitude-reciting philosopher, 
Chen Tsu (H.B. Warner), invites them into his horne. The subsequent 
dinner consists of a food, we are told, eaten by China's poor, named by 
the philosopher 'spaghett.' After dinner the philosopher gives some 
dried 'spaghett' to Marco, who adds it to his pouch, and the !wo dis
course on the golden rule. An ugly street scene is witnessed by the two 
and in answer to Marco's questioning 01 the emperor's justice the phi
losopher responds: 'Kublai Khan is a good man, a just man, but he is 
dominated by an adviser who has little respect for the sanctity of 
human life ... a Saraeen named Ahmed, a foreigner, the emperor's 
Minister of State. Watch out lor him.' Alterward Chen leads Marco to 
his workshop where he demonstrates the power 01 gunpowder (seen 
only as a toy), and Marco adds a firecracker to his pouch. 

Reaching the palace of Kublai Khan, Marco and Binguccio are given 
quarters and we are introduced to the Khan (George Barbier) in his 
spectacular reception hall. He is, thanks to the advice 01 Ahmed 
(superbly portrayed at his evil best by Basil Rathbone), planning an 
invasion 01 Japan, and has promised his daughter, Princess Kukachin, 
to the king of Persia, a promise he reiterates to the Persian ambassador 
(Ferdinand Gottschalk). While waiting lor an audience, Marco sturn
bles upon Princess Kukachin (portrayed by Sigrid Gurie) in the royal 
courtyard and romance quickly blooms (see figure 9.2). In the first of 
three key romantic scenes, the princess is immediately captivated by 
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Figure 9.2: Gary Cooper as Mareo Polo with Sigrid Curie as Princess Kuchakin 
in a romantic scene fram The Ad7.xl1tures oj Mareo Polo. ©1938, The Samuel 
Goldwyn, Jr., Family Trust. All rights reserved. By permission of MGM Clip 

and Still Licensing, inc. 
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Marco's youthful attractiveness and Iiterally examines his body from 
foot to head, in a slow pan shot of a Gary Cooper suffused in light. 
Marco reciprocates and teils the princess she is Iike no other, describing 
her as 'Iovely' and 'exquisite' and asking her: 'Has any man ever 
looked at you as I'm looking no'.,v?' When she ansvvers negatively, he 
replies: 'Then the men 01 this couritry don't appreciate their own trea
sures.' The scene ends with Cooper, in a cinematic move he pedected 
over the years, becoming romantically f1ustered, tongue-tied, and 
c1ose-lipped. 

Marco is brought belore the emperor, who introduces him to 
Ahmed. The Khan is surprised to leam lrom Kukachin that she has 
already conversed with bis Venetian guest, a conversation that vexes 
Ahmed, who quite c1early lavours the princess. The Khan then has 
Marco serve as the judge in an oriental beauty pageant to determine 
which girls will serve in his harem. Upon its conclusion, Ahmed shows 
Marco and Binguccio the palace, including his own quarters which are 
replete with the torture-Ioving servants Bayan (Stanley Fields) and 
Tocktai (Harold Huber), man-eating vultures, and a Iion pit into which 
a hapless spy is thrown for the benefit of the visitors. 

A second romantic scene follows in the courtyard, this time at night, 
in which the princess tells Marco of her betrothal. ROIll.ant,ic bantering 
leads to a number of ultra-romantic Iines, all spoken by Marco ('The 
reason I am going is, well, there are warnings of danger sounding in 
my heart. I've heard such warnings before but never so strongly. You 
see. You may be a princess but when I look at your eyes I see deep 
beauty and when I touch you I feel warm life') and the development of 
new romantic techniques such as Marco' s teaching the princess how to 
kiss, something to wh ich she takes rather too eagerly. A spy reports 
their kissing antics to Ahmed, who has the emperor send Marco into 
the robber tel'l'itory of Kaidu as a spy and possible assassin. When 
Marco complains that he has no experience of killing, Ahmed retorts: 
'That is not necessary. We only want to make use of your remarkable 
gifts for intrigue.' He gives assurances to Marco that he will be pro
tected and that he need have no thought for his weil being. 

The third rOlnantic scene takes place in the princess's boudoir. She is 
distressed that Marco is being sent to bandit territory and teils hirn that 
Ahmed is plotting against hirn, adding: 'He' s afraid of you beeause 
you're strang.' She expresses deep fear for his safety and the two hug 
extremely c10sely in a shot suffused, anee again, with deep Iighting. At 
the end of the scene, Marco says that his mission may bring some good 
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and encourages her to look to the future: 'Then perhaps the Moon god
dess might tell you that you don't have to travel all the way to Persia to 
find your love.' The princess repHes, 'She doesn't have to tell me.' 
More kissing follows, kissing which is interrupted by Ahmed, who 
grabs the princess and doses the door on Marco. 

Marco and Binguccio no sooner enter Kaidu's territory than they are 
captured and taken before Kaidu (Alan Hale), a womanizing warlord 
desperately trying to escape the attentions of his possessive wife Nazama 
(Binnie Barnes). Kaidu questions Marco, who protests his innocence 
('we are only commercial travellers from Venice'), and instantly recog
nizes that his wife is attracted to the young Venetian. He therefore 
keeps him as a distracting foil against his wife for his numerous 
romantic trysts, especially with Nazama's maid (the seventeen-year
old bombshell from Idaho, Lana Turner). Eventually, however, events 
in Peking take over. The emperor has lost most of his army in Japan 
and returns in disgrace. Ahmed seizes his opportunity and forces the 
emperor to abdicate in favoUT of himself, claiming the princess as his 
bride. She sends a note via eagle to Marco, who convinces Kaidu to let 
him return to Peking. Kaidu also agrees to rouse his troops and attack 
Ahmed in Peking. Returning in disguise to Peking, Marco encounters 
Chen Tsu, from whom he learns that the marriage of Ahmed to the 
princess is to take place that very night and with whom he hatches a 
plot to strike at Ahmed. 

The final scenes bring to a resounding condusion the adventure 
and romance themes. Marco returns to the palace to find the princess 
about to commit suieide. Reunited, they pledge their love and Marco 
leaves her, encouraging her to do whatever she can to delay the mar
riage ceremony. Kaidu's forces attack Peking, but due to Ahmed's 
clever plans, are splintered, some remaining outside the walls and 
the rest bogged down within the city's gates. Marco comes to the res
cue with a massive load of gunpowder provided by Chen Tsu and 
blows up the eity's main gate, thus allowing Kaidu's forces to strike 
at the enemy. Marco rushes to Ahmed's quarters to find the ceremony 
all but completed. A no-holds-barred fight ensues between Ahmed 
and Marco, at the condusion of which Ahmed is pushed into the 
lions' pit. The next scene sees the emergence of Kaidu as the friend of 
the Khan and his being rewarded handsomely. In the final scene, 
Marco and the princess discuss her upcoming marriage to the king of 
Persia and Marco promises to accompany her on what he describes as 
'a very long journey.' 
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It is dear that this movie is a liberal adaptation of the Travels that 
bears little or no resemblance to the original, except in name only. The 
prologue to the Tmvels (33-45)2 makes it dear that !wo Polo brothers 
(Niccolo, the father of the author of the Travels, and Maffeo) had 
already travelled to the court of Kublai Khan around 1260 (Travels 34-
5; for date cf. Larner, Marco Polo 33) and had returned to Venice in the 
late 12605, around 1269 (Larner 35). They returned to the Great Khan 
around 1271, taking the seventeen-year-old Marco with them (TJ'avels 
38 ff.). This second Polo expedition was undoubtedly mounted so that 
the Polo brothers could report to the Great Khan on their progress, for 
the Khan had entrusted them with a letter to the pope requesting a 
hundred men educated in the liberal arts who could act as missionaries 
within his domain, along with some holy oil from the Church of the 
Holy Sepulchre in Jerusalem (Travels 36). There is therefore nothing in 
the Travels to suggest that young Marco had undertaken a voyage on 
his own and there is no mention of the bookkeeper Binguccio. lt is true 
that the Travels menlions 'bad weather and severe cold' (Travels 39) as 
contributing to the inordinately long time for their journey (some three 
and a half years), but does not provide the movie's details of the storm 
at sea which destroyed most of the party, the desert sandstorm, or the 
blizzard in the Himalayas. 

It is really with Marco's entry into China that the cinematic details 
become more and more fanciful. Thus, while the Travels make no men
lion of the Great Wall (a fact often adduced to argue that Marco Polo 
never travelled to China at all), the very first scene of the arrival in 
China has Marco and Binguccio approaching it on foot. There is no 
mention in the Travels of Chen Tsu. And while we know that Marco 
met the Great Khan, and while the Travels state that he achieved high 
rank In his court (Travels 40 ff.), there is nothing to suggest Marco was 
ever dispatched as a spy to the territory of Kaidu. The latter does make 
an appearance in the Travels (114 ff.) as a nephew of the Great Khan 
and a powerfullord who rebelled against him with Nayan, Kublai's 
unde, but without success. Moreover, while Ahmed the Saracen does 
figure in the Travels (131 ff.) as a powerful and ruthless governor of 
Peking and confidante of the Great Khan, he is killed by a eonspiracy 
of Cathayans, and is not involved in a long-rurming feud with Mareo 
Polo. Moreover, while there is a Princess Kukachin in the Travels (42-3), 
she is adamantly not a love interest of Mareo Polo. Rather, she is a 
seventeen-year-old beauty who is given by the Great Khan to King 
Arghum of the Levant and who is aeeompanied on her journey of 
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betrothaI by Mareo, Maffeo, and Niceolo on their return to Venice. 
Finally, there is no evidenee in the navels for the extremely far-fetehed 
details that Mareo Polo brought baek 'spaghett' or gunpowder from 
his trip to China. 

Just as telling as the plot diserepancies between movie and text is the 
emphasis plaeed in both on Marco' s character. Through the TI'avels 
Marco is revealed as a traveller,. a merchant, a geographer, and a 
keen observer of people and places. In the movie, conversely, Marco 
becomes a young swashbuckler whose major interests are adventure 
and romanee. 111e travel is thus handled in a eursory manner with little 
deseription of people or places: the only geography is provided by ongo
ing updates on a filmed map. As for the merchant aspect, Marco deliber
ately keeps hidden his mereantile interests for no apparent reason, a fact 
made all the more puzzling because Binguccio is forever filmed as tend
ing to his books. In this respect, it is interesting to note that the Travels 
and The Adventures 0/ Marco Polo share a hybrid style. The Travels consist 
of two interwoven styles: the mercantile and matter-of-fact objective 
style of Marco Polo and the romance style provided by Marco Polo's co
author, Rustichello of Pisa (Larner 46 ff.). Thus, while Marco Polo 
brought the bare details, Rustichello brought the themes of romance and 
adventure to the enterprise of the composition üf the Travels, employing 
the conventions of popular chivalric literature. Likewise, but in an alto
gether skewed matmer, The Adventures 0/ Mareo Polo takes this chivalric 
style to deliberately exaggerated heights to produce a film which is a 
radieal departure hom the original text. The story that results is one that 
even Rustichello would not recognize. 

What then of the film' s portrayal of alterity, the experience and rec
agnition of the other? It is clear that the film presents the other through 
aseries of dichotomies that emphasize the difference between East and 
West, civilized and primitive, active and passive, noble and wicked, 
male and female, dominant and submissive. The opening shots of the 
film make dear the fundamental binarism of East and West. Marco's 
father prefaces his eommission to Marco by telling hirn: 'The Orientals 
are a curious people. They da not trade as we do.' When they reach 
China, this dichotomy is maintained. Marco is astounded to discover 
that the philosopher Chen Tsu knows of the Beatitudes and equally 
astounded to hear hirn recite the golden rule, 'Thou shalt love thy 
neighbour as thyself.' China is thus represented as an eastern civiliza
tion that must be based on other non-western principles, rather than 
kindness and love. Similarly, although China is seen as ancient and 
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highiy developed, it is mlred in the primitive, a primltiveness that con
fers on it a passivity, an inability to act. Kublai Khan laments that the 
Chinese have thousands of years of history, but that it takes them for
ever to reach decisions, while Marco has to goad Chen Tsu to give hirn 
gunpowder, a commodity the philosopher relegates to the rank 01 a 
child's toy. Only Mareo, the film makes dear, sees the potential of this 
technology and only Marco can take effective action. In a telling scene 
he chides Chen Tsu, 'There's no time for philosophy, Chen Tsu; we 
need action.' The West, therelore, is pragmatic, while the East remains 
stagnated in idle philosophieal speculation. 

A major theme 01 the movie is the contrast between noble and 
wieked. Marco is a noble man. He does not take lile indiscriminately, 
he does not torture, he does not lord it over other people, he does not 
force himself upon women. In contrast, Ahmed, a 'Saracen,' does all of 
these things in the Khan' s service and seems to have a free hand to do 
so. Ahmed is the wicked easterner so feared by the West, ruthlessly 
resourcelul and cruel, who cements his power by means 01 a system 01 
well-developed espionage. As the palace guard tells Marco on his 
arrival: fIt is a country where no one is so important as not to be 
watched ... constantly.' China therelore appears as an Orwellian coun
trYf teeming with intrigue and unjust acts. Finally, in contrast to the 
dominant male westerner is the passive eastem female: Marco Polo is 
not only the hero but also the conquering lover. From the beginning, 
Mareo Polo takes the lead, teasing the prineess at court, teaching her 
how to kiss, and saving her lrom the brink of suicide. He is resolutely 
the dominant force throughout, and through his eyes - the eyes of the 
western male subject - we are privileged to see the feminine and emas
culated East. In a nutshell, the film' s view of alterity is blatantly racist 
and sexist, built on the most extreme stereotypes imaginable. 

Alterity is dearly a major problem for the movie, since everyone in 
it is pretending to be someone hel she is not. Thus Marco Polo is 
not Venetian, not even Italian, but a young American from Helena, 
Montana. Similarly, and more glaringly, the Prineess Kukaehin is not 
'oriental': she is none other than Sigrid Gurie, whom Goldwyn had 
billed as the 'Norwegian Garbo' and the 'siren 01 the fjords.' It hurt the 
film and Goldwyn' s reputation considerably when it was diseovered 
that Sigrid Gurie had been born Sigrid Haukelid on 11 May 1911 in 
Brooklyn, New York, right in the middle 01 Flatbush (Berg 317). 
Equally risible are H.B. Warner from London, England as Chen Tsu, 
George Barbier from Philadelphia as Kublai Khan, Basil Rathbone 
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from Johamlesburg (via Englandl as Ahmed, and Alan Haie, an Irish
man from Washington, as Kaidu. The film is a veritable cultural melt
ing pot of Anglo-Saxons. Frank Nugent in Ihe New Yark Times (8 April 
1938) captured the rather inane casting as lollows: 

The Khan speaks with George Barbier's nasal Philadelphian, the Venetian 
Marco Polo with Mr. Cooper's Montana drawl, the Saracen Ahmed with 
Basil Rathbone's clipped Londonese, the Princess Kukachin with Sigrid 
Gmie's Garboesque Norwegian, the servant Binguccio with Ernest Truex's 
Burbanked-Kansas-Broadway. And we're not counting Binnie Bames's 
Cockney, Stanley Fields' growling Pennsylvanian, Ferdinand Gottschalk/s 

whatever-it-is. 

In a similar way the film's make-up artists go to great lengths to make 
the principals resemble either Venetians or Mongois, but with disas
trous results. Thus, Gary Cooper's one claim to being Venetian is pro
vided by his wardrobe, which alternates between (in Venice) a tunie 
over which is a fur-lined coat, or (Peking) a long tunie which gives way 
to shirt over pants and a head scarl lor the battle scenes. He looks lairly 
loppish: to Cooper's subsequent dismay, his sartorial elegance in the 
film set a new trend in women's duthing (Myers 131). Sigrid Curie is a 
pastiche 01 multiple layers 01 plastic-Iooking embalming fluid, clad in 
a kimono and pearls, with her hair in a bun kept in place by vast quan
lities 01 ornamental jewellery. No amount 01 make-up can disguise 
Alan Haie as the Mongoi Kaidu: toying incessantly with his glued-on 
sideburns/tails and beaming through his deliberately squinty eyes, he 
resembles a displaced American Falstaff more than a Mongoi bandit. 
Finally, there is Lana Turner, who, although she has only a small role in 
the film, was hurt by Goldwyn's attempts to make her an exollc Onen
tal and commented harshly on the process: 

I was a Eurasian handmaiden who had caught the eye of a warrior chief, 
played by Alan Haie. I wore a fancy, black oriental wig which had to be 
glued around my face with spirit gum. I didn't mind the wig so much ... 
but the costume made me feel undressed. And, würse yet, they shaved 
off my eyebrows and replaced them with false slanting black ones. 

(Myers 131) 

All of the characters, therefore, resemble the other they seek to repre
sent in no meamnglul way. 
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Such a skewed view of alterity is based in the nature of narrative 
film itsell, of which the adventure film is a leading proponent. As 
Laura Mulvey points out in her seminal essay 'Visual Pleasure and 
Narrative Cinema,' associated with such an 'illusionistic narrative 
film' as The Adventures of Mareo Polo, there are three 'looks,' that 01 the 
camera, that of the audience, and that of the charaders: 'The conven
lions of narrative film deny the first two and sub ordinate them to the 
third, the conscious aim being always to eliminate intrusive camera 
presence and prevent a distancing awareness in the audience' (25). 
Therefore, the looker in a narrative adventure film is not only the 
object of the visual work but also the privileged owner 01 the film. The 
looker is the dominant force and all other objects are inferior and are 
viewed from the looker's vantage point. Thus, the looker is typically, 
especially in Hollywood adventure films, a white, young, attractive 
heterosexual male. His opposite, a woman, is portrayed as a female sex 
object, and outsiders, those 01 ethnic or cultural diversity, are either 
portrayed by white actors or are assigned highly stereotypieal roles. 
Thus, in The Advenlures of Mareo Polo, Marco is the virile, male hero. He 
dominates the action of the film and everything is seen through his 
eyes. He pursues and captures the heart of the Asian sex object figured 
as an cxotic dclight. He is the principal doer and his character sets hlm 
apart. Charming, shrewd, beguiling, and capable 01 superior powers of 
intrigue (cf. Basil Rathbone' s line, 'We only want to make use of your 
remarkable gifts for intrigue'), Marc,! Polo wins over Kublai Khan, 
enamours the Princess Kukachin, outwits Kudai, and is victorious over 
Ahmed. He is, in a word, superior and his superior (read, imperial) 
gaze reduces all 01 the other film presences to secondary entities. Gary 
Cooper's Marco Polo is all-encompassing, a larger-than-lile character 
who subsumes all others. Such a character may make for a good 
adventure film, but it radically skews the partrayal of alterity and is 
totally out of keeping with the Marco Polo of the Travels, where 'imper
sonality, that pronounced lack 01 interest which Marco has in telling us 
anything about himsel!, is one of the most obvious and remarkable 
charaderistics of his Book' (Larner 64). 

The treallnent 01 alterity in The Adventures of Mareo Polo has also been 
shaped by the historical and cultural sensibilities 01 the times. Histari
cally, America and China were not on good terms for most 01 the early 
twentieth century. In the peace negotiations after the First World War, 
the Americans relused to support China, a war ally, concerning the 
return of Shangdong, which had been seized by the Japanese, with the 
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result that China refused to sign the Treaty of VersaiJIes in 1919. This 
event caused a huge outpouring of anti-American protests in China, 
especially in Beijing, where a massive student protest took place on 4 
May 1919 (Haw, Traveller's History, 181; Fairbank and Goldman 267-8). 
This tenuous situation was exacerbated by political chaos in China dur
ing the 1920s and 1930s and by the fledgling Chinese republican govern
ment' s inability to wrest contral of the country from numerous local 
warlords (cf. Fairbank and Goldman 279 ff.; Roberts 214 ff.). America 
was then shocked by the formation of the Chinese Communist Party in 
1921 and by the admission of communists in 1923 into Sun Yat-sen's 
Nationalist Party of China or Kuomintang, a move which helped it hang 
on to power (cf. Fairbank and Goldman 285; Roberts 219-20). Subse
quent developments such as the rise of Mao Zedong in the 1920s 
and 1930s, the Long March of 1934, and the alliance in 1937 between the 
Kuomintang and the Chinese Communist Party in the face of Japanese 
aggression all made America wary of its far eastern neighbour (cf. 
Fairbank and Goldman 301 ff.; Roberts 219 ff.). 

Culturally, ear ly twentieth-century Americans tended to view 'Ori
entals' as outsiders, labourers who had originally come to America in 
the 1850s and who took menial jobs working as part of the gold rush or 
on the building of the Centrall'acific railway (Chang 38 fL). As Ameri
can resentment grew over Chinese immigration and migrants' willing
ness to take on low-paying jobs in restaurant or laundry work, people 
of Chinese extraction were perceived as a threat embodying the so
called yellow peril. They were viewed as 'coolies: low-life labourers 
defined by an exclusive society that was riddled with dark and lore
boding Chinatowns, opium dens, loose women, and dangerous secret 
soeieties (Chang 204 ff.). !t is no accident that the Chinese Exclusion 
Act, which excluded all Chinese labourers Irom immigrating to the 
United States, was passed in 1882 and was not repealed unti11943. At 
the same time, both historically and culturally, America was enam
oured 01 the East: not necessarily as it really is, but as America imag
ined it to be. The East was thus envisioned as exotic and alluring, 
possessing treasures of unknown beauty: as Cooper's Polo exclaims, 
'WeIl, I was told that if I travelled lar over hot deserts and cold moun
tains, I would see what no man 01 my world has ever seen belore.' The 
cinematic portrayal 01 alterity is the inevi table result 01 these polarities. 
Thus, the Great Khan, although magnificent in his surroundings and 
eminently wise, is also scheming and bellicose, his energies taken up 
with mounting a war against Japan. In addition, the country teems 
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with warlord bandits and is ruled by an evil outsider, Ahmed; but it 
also has great beauty, personified by the exotic Princess Kukachin, and 
is rich in a tradition, exemplilied by Chen Tsu, shaped by thousands 01 
years 01 history and though!. 

Goldwyn's The Adventures of Mareo Polo was doomed from the start. 
The original director, John Cromwell, lailed to please Goldwyn and 
withdrew alter only a week (Berg 317). Goldwyn's friend William 
Wyler refused the job. John Ford agreed to direct a lew shots, including 
the blizzard and the crossing 01 the Himalayas. Finally, Archie Mayo 
was brought in to direct (Berg 317-18). Unlortunately, Mayo does not 
seem to have grasped Sherwood' s tongue-in-cheek humour, which 
involved twentieth-century dialogue being mouthed by thirteenth
century characters. The result is that the picture lell flat on its lace, hav
ing neither a recognizable style nor a convincing cast. Same reviews, 
such as that of the Illus/ra/ed London News, were kind, declaring the 
lilm 'irresistible and splendid' (Dickens 154), but most were not, and 
the film failed to win critical and audience approval. Goldwyn knew it 
was a flop and passed out notices seeking audience feedback, describ
ing the film as being in 'rough form'(Myers 132). Years later, Goldwyn 
admitted, 'The Marco Polo picture was the biggest flop I produced _ 
yes, more than Nana' (Swindellll1). The film lost over $700,000. 

Once the image 01 the adventurous Marco Polo was formed, it gov
erned most of the subsequent Marco Polo films. The 1961 adventure 
film Mareo Polo was an !talian produelion with the original litle 01 
L'avven/ura di un itaZiano in Cina (An Italian's Adven/ure in China). 
Directed by Hugo Fregonese and Piero Pierotti, it is a lacklustre' ver
sion of the Polo tale in which much of the plot detail is identical to tl1e 
1938 movie. Marco Polo (Rory Calhoun) is a young adventurer who 
goes to China and battles with the emperor's evil servant (Robert Hun
dar) in order to win the hand 01 the princess Amurroy (Yoko Tani), 
with the added bonus that Marco Polo even gets to build a cannon. As 
Marco Polo, Venetian hero and ladies' man, Rory Call10un, the veteran 
western actor (River of No Return [1954J and the television series The 
Texan [1959-60]), is even less convincing than Cooper. The movie shares 
with the earlier film its fancifu] treatment of Marco Polo and the TI'avels 
and its stereotypical approach to the depiclion of alterity. Above all, 
the films share a forced dichotomy between the West as good and the 
East as scheming and bad, a dichotomy fuelled historically by post
war developments in China and the onset 01 the Cold War. These 
events included the establishment in 1949 01 the People' s Republic of 
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China, a communist one-party state, the war in North Korea (1950-3) 
in which the Chinese fought with the north against the American and 
UN forces supporting the south, and Mao Zedong's repressive policies 
induding the 'Hundred Flowers' campaign of 1957 and the 'Great 
Leap Forward' of 1958 (Roberts 254 ff.). 

Moreover, the West was further estranged owing to the growing co
operation between China and Russia, which began with Mao's visit 
to Stalin in 1949 and which reached its apex in the period 1953-8 (cf. 
Roberts 256-62). The film's lavish sets, however, and its huge cast of 

. extras proved usefuJ. Riccardo Freda, director of the highly regarded 
Maeiste strongman films, was brought in to fashion yet another sword
and-sandal musdeman flick entitled Maeiste a/la eorte deI gran Khan 
(Maeiste at the Court oi the Great Khan [1961]), which came to be 
regarded as one of the better films of the Maeiste genre. The 1961 Marco 
Polo, by contrast, was not very successful, either critically or commer
cially, nor was its immediate French descendant La iabuleuse aventure de 
Mareo Polo (Mareo the Magnifieent) of 1965, which was an all-star pro-· 
duction directed by Denys de la PatelIiere, Raoul Levy, and Noel 
Howard. Filmed on location in France, Italy, Yugoslavia, Egypt, and 
Afghanistan, the film stars Horst Buchholz as Polo, who is figured as 
an ambitious and adventuresome young voyager who, accompanicd 
by his faithful servant Akerman (Orson Welles), ventures to China, 
where he aids (once again, through gunpowder) MongoI Emperor 
Kublai Khan (Anthony Quinn) in his fight against rebelling forces. The 
film was started in 1962 by the imaginative Christian-Jaque, who had 
ambitious plans to produce a movie on a grand scale with a finale fea
turing a giant chess game (hence the earlier title of God's Chessboard) 
starring Alain Delon, Dorothy Dandridge, Michel Simon, and Bernard 
Blier, but production plans went amok and the film was shelved until 
1963 when it was entrusted to other directors. The film is most uneven. 
The cinematography of Vladimir Ivanov, Claude Renoir, and Armand 
Thirard produces absolutely beautiful external shots, but the casting is 
even more outrageous than the 1938 and 1961 films. Horst Buchholz is 
horribly miscast as the young Marco, Orson Welles looks decidedly out 
of place, and Anthony Quinn inhabits his usual jovial pan-eastem per
sona. Onee again, the film is faneiful and even more stereotypical in 
its presentation of alterity than its predecessors (a German Horst 
Buchholz as an !talian, a Mexican-American Anthony Quinn as the 
MongoI Khan, and an Egyptian of Lebanese/Syrian descent, Omar 
Sharif, as 'The Desert Wind'). The net result is a laughable mini-epic. 
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The 1996 adventure film Mareo Polo: Haperek Ha'aharon (Marco Polo: 
The Missing Chapter) is a full-Iength feature directed by Rafi Bukai, a 
young Israeli filmmaker who died young. The film opens promisingly, 
with shots of Rustichello (Peter Firth) in a Genoese prison, but it 
quickly deteriorates: there is a Irade war between Venice and Genoa, 
and the Genoese are keen to have Rustichello obtain a confession from 
the Venetian Marco Polo (Shuli Rand) so that he can be dedared a her
etic by the Inquisition, causing the pope to issue a papal interdiction 
against Venice, thus giving Genoa control of the Irade routes. Polo con
sents to dictate the final missing chapter of his travels to Rustichello . 
The plot then foeuses on this missing chapter, which involves a compli
cated story about Marco' s return from China to the Middle East, his 
numerous marital problems with his oversexed wife Tamara (Avitel 
Dicker), her involvement with an Arab Bedouin, and a bizarre subplot 
of the search and retrieval by two crusaders of the casket of Jesus from 
the Church of the Holy Sepulchre. At the film's end, just as the 
dedared heretics Marco and Rustichello are about to be burned alive 
they are freed by the authority of the pope. In a dosing scene, the Dog~ 
of Venice, standing with Marco on a high diff, hurIs down the manu
script of the missing chapter and says, 'The last chapter is too much for 
me. It was never written.' WouJd that the same sentiment had been 
applied to this inane piece of movie-making. Finally, there is the 1998 
adventure flick The Ineredible Adventures oi Mareo Polo, directed by 
George Erschbamer. In it, Marco Polo (The Young and the Rest/ess' s Don 
Diamont) is sent by his unde to find his missing father, and, along the 
way, makes amazing diseoveries, meets exotic eharacters, and experi
ences non-stop excitement. The fact that there is a supporting charaeter 
named Beelzebub Gack Palance), son of the devil and ruler of Roma
nia, gives some idea of how far-fetched the movie iso 

Little better are the fantasy /musical genre films. All of these, which 
make Mareo an adventurer faeing danger in the East, are Marco Polo 
films in name only. Thus, the fantasy film Mareo Polo Versus the Red 
Dragol1 (1972), directed by Eric Porter, is an extremely good piece of 
film animation (Australian), but bears little resemblance to Polo or his 
Trave/s. The hero, Marco, is a distant descendant of the thirteenth
century explorer who travels to Xanadu bearing one half of the Golden 
Medallion of Friendship passed down by his ancestors. He must slay 
the Red Dragon, which has enslaved the country, and rescue the prin
cess, both of which tasks he accomplishes with the assistance of fantas
tic friends such as Guru and the Delicate Dragon. A remake of this 
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film, Mareo Polo: Return to Xanadu (2001), directed by Ron Merk, was 
nomina ted for a Best Animated Feature Oscar, but was critically 
panned, being deemed family entertainment at its worst. It has basi
cally the same plot as the first and recycles animation from that film, 
blending into it new sequences and songs. Thus, young Marco JOur
neys to Xanadu in order to reunite the kingdom. Along the way~ he 
encounters many dangerous traps set by the eVII soreerer Foo-Lmg. 
Once again, however, Marco has a special medallion and enough sup- . 
port from his friends to overcome his evil nemesis. The kung fu film, 
Ma Ko Po La (1975), directed by Cheh Chang, was a box-offIce smash, 
grossing more than HK 1,000,000. Action sequences aside, however, it 
is a dreadful and boring film. The plot concernS Marco Polo (Richard 
Harris), who travels to Cathay, meets with Kublai Khan, and is made 
governor of Yangchow. After !wo thugs attack the Khan, Marco must 
hunt them down, tracing them eventually to Tlen Tao MansJOn, where 
an insidious group of conspirators is practising their kung fu tech
niques and where the final fight sequences are choreographed in an 
awesome manner. Finally, in the musical Marco (1972), directed by 
Seymour Robbie, we have a Mareo Polo portrayed by Desi Arnaz and a 
Great Khan portrayed by Zero Moste!, in a Japanese environment, in a 
Xanadu that never was. Although the sets are extravagant and the 
music often funny and upbeat, the film is pedestrian and soon gets 
bogged down in its own escapism. 

Meriting separate brief discussion is a piece of pornography of the 
hardcore genre, Mareo Polo: La storia mai raceontata (Mareo Polo: The 
Story Never Told [1995]), directed by Joe D' Amato (Aristide Massac
cesi), the quintessential sexploitation filmmaker, sometJmes known as 
'Italy's worst film director.' The film is an over-the-top romp about a 
lustful Marco Polo who likes to explore more than land on hIS numer
ous travels. D' Amato, having started in gore with films such as Buio 
Omega (Beyol1d the Darkness or Blue Holocaust [1979]), turned more and 
more in the 1980s and 1990s to hardcore sex films, which all have a for
mulaic structure: exotic locations, little plot, acting reduced to costume 
wearing (or, more often than not, no costume wearing), and lots of sex. 
His Marco Polo: La storia mai raecontata is typiea!. Marco (Rocco Siffredi) 
is presented as a clever young man who travels to China, beds the 
emperor's wife, and completes the Great Wall of China. In all of these 
endeavours he is manly, a quality epitomized by his exceptional sexual 
prowess. The emperor, on the other hand, is impotent and is only 
restored to virility by an elixir provided by Marco Polo. Thls fIlm, 
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therefore, presents a more extreme form of the mythologically adven
turous Polo and pits East against West in a battle of epic sexual propor
tions. Polo IS a hero possessed of a virility unknown in the East. He can 
have any woman he wants, and so he does. The racism and sexism 
apparent in the adventure genre come to the surface and are explicitly 
acknowledged as western assets. Marco Polo: La storia mai raccontata 
was very popular and did weil at the box office, but it is a horrible film, 
trading on the worst stereotypieal images, although this time of a 
decidedly sexual nature. 

On a far different level is Giuliano Montaldo's 1982 television mini
series Marco Polo. The film was initiated by the Chinese government, 
which made inquiries through Italy' s ambassador if the Italian govem
ment would be interested in p:laking a film version of the Travels which 
would have access rights to sites not previously viewed (Patterson 
470). This was therefore the first film produced with Chinese backing 
smce the foundmg of the People's Republic in 1949. The Italian govern
ment immediately began negotiation with China and brought in RAI 
(Radio Audizioni Italiane), the Italian public service broadcaster3 

The first order of business was the choice of producer and director. 
RAI entrusted the project to executive producer Franco Cristaldi (along 
wlth VU1cenzo Labella and Giovanni Bertolucci), onc of the most 
successfu!, if not the most successful, of the post-war producers in the 
ltalian cinema (cf. Morandini 595). Over the years, many Cristaldi pro
ductlOns, such as Monicelli's 1 soliti ignoti (1958), Germi's Divorzio 
all'italiana (1961), and Fellini's Amarcord (1973), had garnered a slew of 
international film awards, and Cristaldi, weil respected for his intelli
gence and taste, had worked with leading Italian directors such as the 
three above, as well as Rosi, Bellocchio, Pontecorvo, Petri, and Torna
tore. He had also branched into television and had just completed 
work on the popular mini-series Jesus of Nazareth. Giuliano Montaldo 
was brought in as director, albeit Genoese (for the irony, see Crespi 
124). Montaldo was a veteran wha had begun as an actor in Carlo Liz
zani's Achtung! Banditi! (1950), but had turned to direction in the 1960s. 
He made a succession of films including Una bella grinta (1965), which 
was awarded the special jury prize at Berlin, and achieved interna
tional recognition for his film trilogy on power (Gott mit uns [1969J, 
Saceo e Vanzetti [1971], Giordano Bruna [1973]). Montaldo quiekly 
assembled a talented film team, including himself, David Butler, and 
Vincenzo Labella (writing), Pasqualino De Santis (cinematography), 
Ennio Morricone (music), John MartineJli (editing), Bruno Cesari (set 
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design), and Enrico Sabbatini (costume design). He also brought 
together an international cast consisting of hoth .easte~n and western 
stars. The film took three years to make. A scoutmg tnp by Montaldo 
and Labella was undertaken in 1979 and this was followed by a full 
year of pre-production in Rome plus the actual shooting (consisting of 
more than a million and a half feet by De Santis) whlch took place m 
ltaly, Morocco, and China. The result was one of the costliest budgets 
in television hlstory, some thirteen billion lire (Bondanella 383), and a 
ten-hour television mini-series which is_ one of the most sumptuous 
and opulent Marco Polo films, induding incredible on-site sets whlch 
had never been seen before and some four thousand lavish costumes, 
whlch were designed for their authenticity. 

The film begins with the shot of a Venetian galley in 1298. Jump cuts 
quickly follow. Above deck, a sombre and reflective Marco Polo (Ken 
Marshall) is in charge. Below deck, a ramblmg crew member regales 
his mates with tall tales. Quickly, the ship is set upon by a Genoese 
boat and during the ensuing battle the cast credits begin to roll. Just as 
quickly, we are transported to a Genoese prison where Dormrucan 
brothers, Damian (Pa trick Mower) and Phlhp (John DICks), summanly 
visit Marco Polo and then rush to the cell of Rustichello (David War
ner) who~e cellinate is the above teller of tall tales. Brandishing some 
dis;rganized papers, Damian throws them on a table and shouts: 'We 
want you to explain what you have written down on these page~, 
seductive tales that you and the Venetian Marco Polo have been fabn
cating during the eight months you have spent in this cel!.' ~tressing 
the gravity of the situation, he pointedly asks Rustrchello What m 
these tales is the Venetian's fantasy and what IS your own contnbu
tion?' The brothers wish to get at the truth and, in a derogatory man
ner, Philip dismisses Rustichello as ' a Pisan and a story teller,' to which 
the latter snaps 'Writing is my trade.' The brothers are not to be 
deterred, for the 'notes' contain tales that could corrupt the young and 
innocent. Since deciphering the pages seems out of the question, they 
demand that Rustichello tell them what he knows. Rustichello, in 
flashback mode, now recounts: 'lt all began in the year of our Lord, 
1254, when Marco Polo was born in Venice.' 

The story line unfolds in four parts (each part is preceded by a scene 
of Rustichello in prison as he continues the narration). The first part 
deals with events prior to Mareo's leaving Venice in 1271. Through 
Rustichello's narration, we are transported via same magnificent shots 
of the harbour of Venice to Marco as a boy (Alexander Picolo). His 
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father Niccolo and his unde Matteo have left some time in the past and 
are still away. Marco's mother (Anne Bancroft) is ill (she dies shortly 
afterwards in a tearful farewell with her young son) and he comes 
under the care of his aunt Flora (Sada Thomson) and unde Zane 
(Riccardo Cucciolla). Marco spends his time at the harbour, where he 
listens to the tales of wandering seafarers and anxiously hopes to hear 
of his father. Family tensions are exposed as Flora reveals that she is 
no admirer of the boy's adventurous father, while the repressively 
endosed atmosphere of the in-laws' house is established by means of a 
film technique that treats Marco's surroundings as an aquarium. 

Fast forward several years (1269) to Marco as a young adult. 
Although he works for his unde in the doth trade, he still dreams of 
trave!. He constantly reminds hls in-laws that there is much more to 
the world than Venice, an attitude that gets hirn into further trouble, 
causing the young Marco to turn to an independent and pretty young 
friend, Caterina (Georgia Stowe), to whom he confides hls dreams. 
There follows an amorous plot as Marco tries to see her, is brought 
before the authorities, then escapes with Caterina on a home-built boat 
only to end in disaster. Returning horne, he is astounded to find that 
his father Niccolo (Denholm Elliott) and unde Matteo (rony Vogel) 
have returned. Joyfully, SOll welcOlnes father dIld Ibtens to his tales 
about his journey, the 'years' it took 10 get there and back, and the 
wondrous sites he has seen, especially the vastness of China, the 
extraordinary realm of the Great Khan, and its immeasurable riches. 

Eventually, in 1271, the Polo brothers appear before the Doge of Ven
ice (John Gielgud) and the assembled senate, surrender the paiza or 
gold tablet the Great Khan had given them, and tell hirn of their mis
sion: to return to the Khan with one hundred doctors of the Church. 
The Patriarch of Aquileia (John Houseman) opposes the idea, ruling 
out any contact with 'barbarians' and 'MongoIs ... a race of blood
thirsty savages.' He is reluctant to enter into arrangement with 'the 
enemy of the one true God' and speaks only of conversion or conquest. 
rhe Doge, however, is more sympathetic to the possibility of a peace 
with the Khan and mindful of the importance of mercantile interests. 
He secretly encourages the Polos to continue on their missionf inforrn
ing them that the election of a new pope is stalled interminably: 'Go 
now. Go with Venice and St Mark.' 

In the second part, the Polo brothers begin their preparations and 
secure a crew whose leader is Jacopo (F. Murray Abraham). Niccolo is 
reluctant to take Marco with hirn, but after consistent lobbying by the 
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young man, coupled with the rather troubling disclosure of the indeli
cate tryst between Marco and Catarina, agrees to take the boy with 
him. Marco takes his leave of Catarina, realizing that his destiny is 
fixed. There follows the voyage through the Middle East. Against a 
mist-filled morning, the ship plies the waters on its way to Acre, where 
the Polos arrange an audience with the prominent ecclesiastic Arch
deacon Teobaldo Visconti (magisterially portrayed by Burt Lancaster). 
He is most liberal, open to the possibi!ity of contact with the Great 
Khan and understanding of other people and their ways. He is pro
gressive and has a deep appreciation of the prevailing attitude of fear 
and ignorance: 'We should e1ear roads, build bridges, open doors.' The 
archdeacon condenms the myopia of the patriarch and, indeed, the 
senate of Vernce for not furthering the Polos' mission and decries the 
dilatory process for electing the new pope. He arranges safe passage 
for the Polos to Jerusalem, ineluding Marco, whose father had wanted 
to leave him in Acre, but who had relented in this decision thanks 
to Teobaldo. 

En route to Jerusalem they come upon a tribe of Muslim Bedouins 
filmed beautilully against the desert wild. Marco is fascinated, espe
cially by the arrival of some crusaders whom he describes as 'splen
did: His fascination quickly turns to disbelief emd revulsion when the 
crusaders murder the tribespeople and burn their simple dwellings. 
Extreme e1ose-ups of the faces of women and children emphasize the 
horrors of war. Later, in an olive grove outside of Jerusa~em, Marco is 
haunted by the slaughter. As soon as the Polos visit the Church 01 the 
Holy Sepulchre to obtain some holy oi!, they are summoned back 
to Acre where they meet with Pope Gregory X, the former Teobaldo 
Visconti, who names them his ambassadors and commissions them 
with the letter, the oil, and the first apostolic visitors, brothers Nicholas 
(Tony Lo Bianco) and William (HaI Buckley). 

The Polo party (Niccolo, Matteo, Marco, the two brothers, and three 
crew members) crosses the Armenian and Persian deserts, where they 
suffer from l-ack of water, and Marco is shown taking notes on the vari
ous things he witnesses, including a second scene of the carnage of 
war. Warring 'Saracens' overrun the party, kill Marco's friend Giulio 
(Bruno Zanin), and take them to the Saracen camp at Tabriz, where 
they are imprisoned. Brought before a Christian-turned-Muslim 
leader, Ali Ben Yousuf (Deadwood's Ian McShane), they are freed after 
they are given a lecture by Ali on understanding and the primacy of 
Allah, a lecture which has a deep impact on Marco. The Dominican 
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brothers desert the party and the others head for Hormuz on the Per
sian Gulf, which they reach in the autunm of 1272. Barred from travel
ling at sea by the outbreak of plague (which Marco contracts but 
survives), the party travels north up the Oxus to Badakhshan, which is 
shot mainly through the myriad faces of its inhabitants, largely Tajik 
peoples. From here they cross the Pinnirs in scenes which are breath
taking in terms of raw beauty, serenity, and harsh reality. In the Parnirs, 
an avalanche overtakes the party and Marco, upon waking, sees a levi
tating lama and finds himself in a Tibetan larnasery being taken care of 
by a young Tibetan novice (Jesse Dizon) on Mount Muztagata (winter 
1273). The novice gives Marco a prirner on Buddhism and stresses that 
his destiny has just beg1m. The party, reunited, then skirts the southern 
edge of the Takla Makan desert to Lop Nur, crosses the Gobi Desert, 
and continues on to Gansu in northern China (spring 1275). Falling in 
with a group of MongoIs, the party is treated to loeal food, drink, and 
customs, such as dances, horsemanship, courting practices, and wres
tling (some comic relief is provided by a slightly tipsy Marco and his 
wrestling anties), and eventually rneets Caidu Khan (Shaokang Yn), 
the nephew of Kublai. Through hirn we see that there are tensions in 
the MongoI kingdom, as when he teils Marco direetly that 'Caidu 
would never accept his orders, never.' Pram here the party reaches 
Shang-Du (summer 1275) and the summer court of Kublai Khan. 

The third part foeuses on Marco in China. Quickly, Marco meets the 
Great Khan (Ruocheng Ying, resembling the general description pro
vided by the Travels [121-2]) who responds to his 'active mind' and 
who has hirn report up-to-date information to Phags-pa (James Hong), 
a Tibetan lama and the keeper of records. The Khan even relaxes eti
quette for hirn, allowing Marco to stand or sit in the Great Khan's pres
enee. Marco also wins favour with the Empress Chabi (Beulah Quo), 
who is grateful for the oi! !rom the Holy Sepulchre and who marvels at 
Marco' s ability to tell stories. Most irnportantly, he forms a c10se 
friendship with Prince Chinkin (Junichi Ishida), the Khan's eldest and 
heir apparent, a friendship that draws the rnounting enmity of Phags
pa. On a hunting outing, Marco witnesses Chinkin having an epi!eptic 
seizure and, later, confronted by the Khan over what he has seen, 
instructs him on the benign nature of the 'falling sickness,' correcting 
his interpretation of it as 'the plague' and 'a weakness' and telling hirn 
'many people have suffered !rom it, famous men, Alexander the Great, 
Julius Caesar, the noblest of Romans. Ws an affliction, it didn't destroy 
them, it didn't affeet anything else in their Iives.' For this insight the 
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Great Khan rewards Marco with a position of authority in his court, a 
position which further draws the jealousy of Phags-pa. 

The court then returns to Khanbaliq. En route, Marco and Chinkin 
visit the Great Wall. The regent Achrnet (Leonard Nimoy) weJcomes 
the Khan and tells hirn that his armies have been victorious in the 
south, and 'have defeated the last resistance of the 5ung.' Accordingly, 
Achrnet tells the Khan that his empire is now 'one ... the greatest 
empire under the sun.' The Khan enters The Forbidden City and there, 
enthroned in high splendour, receives General Bayan (Lao Li), the 
leader of his armies, to whom he entrusts the throne of the 5ung. 
Marco is introduced to Aehrnet, who offers his friendship, but appears 
highly suspicious. 

The rest of the third part is taken up with the tensions, factions, and 
conflieting opinions over a possible campaign against Japan. Both 
the empress and Chinkin diseuss the faiJure of past campaigns and 
the rumours surrounding the present one. Outside the paIaee with 
Chinkin, Marco visits an astronomical observatory where he is given a 
brooding prophecy that is Ieft unexplained. Two conferenees, involv
ing the Khan's relatives (induding Kaidu and Nayan [Erkang Zhao]) 
andthe King of Korea, surround a visit to a J apanese potter. In the first, 
the King of Korea proposes a naval invasion of Japan followed by a 
ground offensive. The Khan' s in-Iaws disagree. Aehmet advises war 
for the great profit of gold, 'more gold than any other kingdom has 
known,' while Phags-pa says that 'perhaps the last word should be left 
to the stars.' But the last word is the Great Khan's, for he explains that 
his envoys have been sent to demand submission and they must wait 
for their return. Marco then visits ablind Japanese potter, 5aiamon 
(Tetsuro Tamba), and inquires about Japan. The potter explains that 
whiJe his country is divided, in the face of a common enemy, Japan 
turns into a fist, 'united and strong': 'No foreigner will ever dominate 
our country. The on1y domination we accept is from OUf own lord ... to 
protect our land. Every man is ready to saerifice everything, even the 
sight of the glorious sun.' He also interprets the ambiguous prophecy 
as meaning certain death for the Khan' s armies and encourages Marco 
to go to the Khan and make reason prevai!. 5ubsequently, the second 
conference opens with the Khan's revelation that his envoys have been 
beheaded. WhiJe he is keen on war, his in-Iaws again advise restraint; 
even Chinkin asks his father to listen. Mareo attempts to explain the 
prophecy, but the Khan cuts hirn short. He has made up his mind, 
and dismisses 'the quibbling and the caution' of his advisers as being 
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simply 'fear and cowardice.' He therefore proposes war. Mareo, 
because of his outspokenness and the suspieious jealousy of Phags-pa, 
is sent by Achmet on a mission with Matteo to Yanzhou in the south in 
order to undertake a tax census. 

The fourth part foeuses on the revolt of Nayan and Kaidu against the 
Great Khan (Travels 114-19), the departure of the Polos from China, and 
(in a dosing film coda) the release of Marco from prison. The revolt is 
situated within a subplot at the centre of which is Marco. In the south, 
Mareo encounters the aetor Yang-Zhu (500n-Tek Oh) and the poet Yang 
Ku (Tang Bowen). Through them he becomes aware of the iniquity of 
the tax system for the conquered Chinese, is introduced to The Immor
tal (Tad Horino), a reclusive monk who provides a primer on Daoism, 
including its development as a form of hygiene, and develops a 
relationship with Moniea (Katluyn Dowling), Yang Ku's adopted Cau
casian daughter. Yang-Zhu's sweetheart, Mai Li (Agnes Chan), is kid
napped by soldiers and Marco returns to Khanbaliq to denounce the 
corruption of the south and to plead with Achrnet for the safe return of 
Mai Li. Meanwhile, the Great Khan is grieved to learn that his invading 
armies against Japan have been horribly ravaged by a typhoon, a kami
kaze, which has wreaked havoc and destruction on his ships and sol
diers. Achrnet is no sooner seen by Marco than he is slain by Yang-Zhu 
after having his way with Mai Li. The Great Khan, furious over the cor
ruption of his ministers and the assassination of Achrnet, orders all eon
spirators to be put to death or driven into exile. Among the latter is 
Moniea. Then the Great Khan turns bis attention to the revol! of Nayan 
and Kaidu. He refuses to listen to Marco' s call for mercy and under
standing. Instead, he leads a vast army against the camp of Nayan 
before Nayan ean join forces Witll Kaidu. Ineredibly large forces battle it 
out on the plains of Mongolia so as to do full justice to the Travels' 
account (117): 'Enough that this was the most hazardous fight and the 
most fiercely contested that ever was seen.' Nayan and his forces are 
defeated, Nayan is executed, and the Khan returns horne. Here he relue
tantly agrees to let the Polos return to Venice (1292), accompanying the 
Prineess Kukachin, who is betrothed to the Ilkhan Arghun. In a film 
coda Marco and Rustichello are released from prison in Genoa in 1299 
and Marco returns to Venice where, a voice-over informs liS, he 
remained until bis death in 1324. 

It is abundantly dear that this film is a serious attempt at recreating 
the wards and world of Marco Polo. Both at its beginning and at select 
moments, the film establishes that the Travels is a privileged intertext 
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by focusing on three pivotal issues: the primacy of the text, its joint 
authorship, and its formative status within the culture of the times. 
The primacy of the text is apparent from the opening of the film. 
When Brother Damian visits Rustichello in his prison cell, he throws 
some disorganized papers on a table. In almost all of the flashback 
scenes which follow, the papers are present, and many times they are 
used to emphasize a point of contention, as when Rustichello holds a 
page up to the camera and mouths the word 'Badakhshan' to rein
force his description of the Polos' voyage to China. It is also dear that 
these papers have been produced from Marco's memory and his own 
notes. Rustichello explicitly says that he produced these papers from 
Marco' s memory of events and places: 'It all happened so fast. I found 
Marco Polo blessed with such a prodigious memory and such a vast 
quantity of tales I couldn't resist the temptation to write them down.' 
Moreover, Mareo is filmed throughout as taking copious nates, some
times in the field, sometimes in his study, so much so that Chinkin 
jokes that Marco has seemingly become a scholar and should be 
assigned to the Archives. And the thread of 'notes' is carefully woven 
into the priSOl) flashbacks, Rustichello at one point pleading for the 
return of Marco' s nates so that he may produce more accurate work. 
In short, the film makes dear that memory and notes produced the 
Ti·avels, and that the Travels qua text is what is most important. It is 
also a nice cinematic touch that the text is presented as aseries of disi
uneta membra or scattered papers, thereby foreshadowing the compli
cated issues of textual transmission which have been front and centre 
in much Mareo Polo research. 

Also given prominence is the joint authorship of the text: Marco 
Polo and Rustichello are the authors of the Travels, Marco providing 
the raw material of his travels and Rustichello shaping it into an 
adventurous whole. Mareo insists to the Dominicans that 'he recorded, 
only what he saw without adding or taking anything away,' while 
Rustichello keeps Marco' s contribution before us by reminding his lis
teners that the Travels contain Marco's account of everything he saw 
during his travels: 'Marco Polo says it's all true and that he can prove 
it if only he had his notes.' At the same time, Rustichello also makes it 
dear that he is not a travellel~ but a writer ('Writing is my trade ... I 
am very widely read') of 'stories '" ventures, romances, comedies, 
tragedies.' In the film's coda, Rustichello admits his dramatic flair and 
begs Marco's forgiveness 'for a few inventions, some background of 
colour my pen allowed itself to scribble. You will understand when 
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you read what I've written. Don't hate me for it.' He also a~knowl
edges that Marco's is the lion's share of the work - 'The Book ofWonders 
is truly yours' - to which Marco replies 'Ours.' The film thus 
establishes that, although the Travels was shaped by diverse hands, 
with different stylistic registers, the Travels is nevertheless a single 
book that was produced by a joint undertaking of Marco Polo and 
Rustichello while they were prisoners at Genoa (cf. Travels 33-4). This 
dual authorship, once established, is then developed deverly to 
account for certain textual anomalies, such as the introduction of fan
tastical elements or the presence of lacunae. Marco repeatedly dis
avows knowledge of any fantastic elements, ascribing everything to 
what he witnessed as fact. Rustichello, on the other hand, repeatedly 
lets slip that he may have invented certain details of fancy, confessing 
that 'he may have written them by mistake' or questioning their inclu
sion because 'they are not proper.' Similarly with the lacunae that 
have caused same to deny that Marco ever went to China, such as the 
Great Wall,fishing with cormorants, printingj acupuncture, and tea 
houses. All of these are actually shown being witnessed by Marco 
Polo in the course of the film. Why then are they not mentioned in the 
Travels? In a pivotal scene, Rustichello provides the answer. He says 
that he suppressed reference tu the Great Wall because he thought that 
it was too fanciful, a thought that could easily be applied to other fan
ciful sights. Although such an explanation is not as convincing as oth
ers, such as the possibility that Marco was simply indifferent to the 
customs of the conquered Chinese (cf. Larner 59), it still deverly uses 
joint authorship to account for a number of textual problems. 

The film also makes the TI-avels a formative text for its times, insert
ing the Travels into the religious ferment of the period and showcasing 
its broad human appeal. Against the backdrop of the crusades of the 
thirteenth century and the establishment of the Inquisition in 1231, the 
Travels is presented as a potentially dangerous book. Whenthe Domin
ican brothers visit Rustichello in prison at the film' s beginning, they 
make it dear that they are scandalized by the content of the papers that 
they have seen, since they contain tales that 'could pervert the mind 01 
the reader ... for they contain pages of pagan places, sinful practices 
that could easily lead to the corruption of the young and innocent.' 
And in the film' s coda, prior to the final decision of the Inquisitorial 
Office, the charges against the accounts of the Travels are set out in 
detail: they contain descriptions of pagan peoples, pagan places, pagan 
practices, pagan religions, pagan astronomy. The flashbacks to prison 
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therefore constantly remind us that the Travels is a dangerous text and 
that the text's milieu is a battleground between religion, superstition, 
and ignorance on the one hand, and secularisrn, reason, and tolerance 
on the other. Not only Marco and his work are portrayed as suspicious, 
but so is anyone who has contact with the 'infidel. ' When, for example, 
Niccolo and Matteo appear before the Venetian senate to plead for 
approval for another journey to China, they are given short shrift by 
the Patriarch of Aquileia, who decries contact with 'the enemy of the 
one true God' and rules out any contact with 'barbarians' and 'Mon
gois '" a race of blood-thirsty savages.' Against such ignorance Marco 
and his Travels are positioned within the film as voices of reason, of 
humanity. In the film' s coda, Rustichello sings the praises of his associ
atian with Marco and his memories which have brought hirn 'a new 
faith, a new faith In man, a creature born to overcome frontiers and 
prejudice. He made me see that violence, hatred, suspicion are mere 
shadows in the light of reason's sun. Marco Polo made me free. Prom 
his long journeys across lands known and unknown he returned the 
champion of a new mankind.' It is this humanity of the text which, at 
least in part, accounts for its broad popular appeal and which provides 
a modus operandi for the filmic encounter of self and other. 

Given the primacy of the 'lravels in the film, it is no surprise that the 
film foUows the text very dosely, not only historicaUy and geographi
caUy but also in its portrayal of Marco Polo and of the world he encoun
tered in China. Historically, the film begins accurately with Niccola and 
Matteo away and Marco as a boy in Venlce. They return in 1269, make 
preparatory arrangements, and begin travel to China in 1271, taking 
the seventeen-year-old Marco with them. They consult with Teobaldi 
Visconti in Acre in 1272 and, after he becomes Pope Gregory X, are com
missioned by him with letters and the oil from the Chureh of the Holy 
Sepulchre to travel withtwo Dominicans to the Great Khan. After sun
dry experiences and a rather circuitous journey, they reach China in 
1275. After accomplishing various important missions, Marco returns 
with his father and unde from China in 1292 and reaehes Venice in 1295. 
He then takes part in the naval battle between Venice and Genoa, is 
imprisoned in 1298, and released shortly afterwards in 1299. All of these 
film details accord generaUy with the description of the travel of Marco 
and his relatives in the Travels (cf. 33 ff.; for dates cf. Larner 39--44) and all 
of the film dates are weil researched and carefuUy presented to the audi
ence as aseries of ongoing intertitles before decisive events (i.e., 'Shang
Du, summer 1275,' 'Khanbalic, 1292'). 
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Geographically, we do not know exactly from the Ti'avels what route 
the Polos followed, but the rough one given in the film (from Acre 
through Persia to Hormuz, north through Persia to the Oxus River, up 
the Oxus to the Pamirs, across the mountains, around the southern 
edge of the Takla Makan Desert to Lop Nur, and across the Gobi Desert 
to China) dosely foUows Marco' s westward geographical account of 
lands en route to Cathay (Travels 46ff.). Moreover, geography, the 
essential charactenstic of the Trave/s, is front and centre throughout the 
film, although it is limited, making no mention of Burma (Travels 188-
9), India (Travels 260-94), Ceylon (Ti'avels 258-9;281-4), etc. Since this 
film was shot onlocation and not in a studio, the audience gets a dose
up V1ew of phys1cal geography, the terrain and its beauty and difficul
ties. This lS espec1ally true of the shots (even if Morocco fiUs in for Persia) 
of desert wilderness (Trave/s 68-70), of the flora and fauna of the moun
tainous terrain of Badakhshan (Travels 76-9), of the plains-dwelling 
Tartars (navels 97 ff.), and, especially, of the cities and places of the 
Great Khan's domain (Travels 108 ff.). In short, this film version is a 
welcome relief from the historieal and geographical distortions and 
oversights of its 1938 counterpart. 

The film's depietion of Marco Polo is consistent with what little 
we know of hirn from the Travels: he is frorn Venice and his relatives 
are Venetian merchants. He does not see his father untilhe is fifteen 
years old (Travels 37) and sets off to China with his father and unde 
in 1271 (Travels 38). There, he meets the Great Khan, who prizes his 
'alert mind: his ability to remember details, that is, the 'novelties 
and curiosities' of a partieular place (Travels 41): for, as Marco main
tains in the film, 'I remember what interests me.' And the film makes 
clear that wh at is of interest is exceedingly broad: customs, beliefs, 
practices, crops, teaching, care for the oId, asbestos, wild sheep in 
the Parnir mountains, mining, weaving. In one telling scene, Marco 
and the Great Khan become much doser as Marco relates that he 
observes 'what makes a people strang OY weak, determined OY 

uncertain. I make the notes to help me, especially the principal prod
ucts of a dlstnct, how many days it took to cross it, OY the distance 
between towns ... [EJvery place, every city sends out signals to your 
eyes, the way the paths and streets are Jraced, the alignment of 
the trees, the pattern of the furrows in the fields.' The Khan responds 
warmly to Marco's ability to remember detailed information and 
Marco goes on to serve the Khan on various missions for nearly 
two decades: 
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What need to make a long stary of it? You may take it for a fact that 
Messer Mareo stayed with the Great Khan fuHy seventeen years; and in 
all this time he never ceased to travel on special missions. For the Great 
Khan, seeing that Messer Mareo brought him such news from every COUll

try and eonducted so suceessfully all of the business on which he was 
sent, used to entrust him with aU the most interesting and distant mis
sions. He eontinued to conduet his business with great sueeess and to 
bring back ward of many novelties and euriosities. And the Great Khan 
was so wen satisfied with his conduct of affairs that he held hirn in high 
esteem and showed him such favor and kept hirn so near his own person 
that the other lords were moved to envy. (Travels 41) 

Both in film and text, therefore: Mareo is not an adventurer, not an 
amorous westerner who is an expert on kissing. He is, first and fore
most, a recorder of information, most of it of a geographieal/ topo
graphieal/ anthropologieal nature, and a eivil servant in the Khan' s 
administration. Althollgh the previously quoted passage from the 
Travels probably exaggerates the importanee of Mareo in the service of 
the Khan (as does the non-factual assertion of the TI-avels [206] that 
Mareo Polo' governed the city of Yanzhou for three years,' as well as 
the claim thdt the surrender of Siang-yang-fu was due to the Polos' 
eonstruetion of siege weapons ealled mangoneIs [Travels 208]), the film 
follows the Travels in depieting Mareo as highly regarded by the Khan 
(cf. Aehmet's eomplimentary referenee to Mareo's 'talents for observa
tion that the Khan so highly values') and shows him being assigned 
missions such as a trip to Yanzhou in order to draw up a tax census, 
and one to Nayan to avoid an. all-out dash, missions which arouse the 
envy of lords such as Phags-pa. These missions, of course, are perfeetly 
eonsistent with the Khan's poliey of using foreigners in his administra
tion, an administration in whieh 2.1 per cent of the foreign population 
held the most important positions (LovellI76). 

Outside of his eivie duties, Mareo throughout the film is portrayed 
as an inveterate traveller, a eharacteristic that must have been an inti
mate part of his personality. In the shots of his youth he is filmed as a 
boy who dreams of exotie and distant lands and who cautions his rela
tives against the viee of being too smug: 'everybody here thinks that all 
this, the lagoon, the square, is all. tha!'s worth knowing, but there's a 
whole world out there, beyond the lagoon, vast as the sky.' He eonfides 
his love of travel to Caterina and, when he is reunited with his father 
and ereates an opportunity for himself to travel to China, he relishes 
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the experienee. Along the way, the desire for travel does not abate. Even 
in China, Mareo longs to see more. He tells Chinkin that the nighttime 
sound of horses 'makes me think about travel ... 1 a!most smell the dust 
in the road.' He wants to experienee the world, and expresses some 
small regret over the statie nature of Khanbaliq, a city where 'e"erything 
is so quiet, so ealm, so imperial.' Achmet tells Mareo that the mission to 
the south should be welcome to him, for 'you have not tried to hide your 
impatienee to travel again.' In short, then, Marco is a traveller, for whom 
travel is inextrieably bound with destiny. The young Buddhist monk 
who nurses Mareo back to health after the avalanehe pointedly says to 
Mareo: '1 understand you, Mareo. Your destiny is to travel. You will go 
from land to land with your mind and body.' 

The film aeeordingly portrays Mareo as a traveller, arecorder, and a 
civil servant in the service of the MongoI Great Khan. Sinee these are 
the aspeets of Mareo' s eharaeter most germane to his sojoum in China, 
and sinee the Ti'avels is almost totallv retieent about details of Mareo's 
life before, during, and after his st~y in China, the direetor Giuliano 
Montaldo may be allowed some leeway in adding some dramatie 
touehes to flesh out a televisual eharaeter (whose eharaeter in the Trav
els is marked by 'stoie silence' and 'impersonality' [Lamer 183]) and to 
fashion same ereative details to propel his narrative epic for the sinall 
screen. This he does most tastefully. The boyhood and adoleseenee in 
Veniee includes nothing intrinsieally illogieal, and is notable for the 
introduction of Mareo's mother. The theme of family tensions is kept 
deliberately low-keyed, even if the filming teehnique foregrounds 
claustrophobia. True, the romanee with Caterina. is faneifu!, but the 
details are kept to a bare minimum and avoid overly rornantic under
tones. Most importantly, Caterina is portrayed as an independent 
woman who ean stand her own ground against Mareo and who und er
stands, when he does not, that his life is destined to be different. The 
travel to China aeeords with the Travels and the only jarring seenes 
seem to be the rather strained defenee of Islam by Ali Ben Youssuf and 
the levitating lama witnessed by Mareo d uring his convaleseenee after 
the avalanehe. The eharaeter depietion of Mareo in China follows the 
Travels in its main details, and ineidental details such as Mareo' s 
friendship with the Empress Chabi and with Prinee Chinkin, his loose 
assoeiation with Achmet, his eventual friendship with Phags-pa, his 
missions, his ~xtraneous involvement in the plot of Yang-Zhu, and his 
being present at the eouneils of the Great Khan are not totally improba
ble. ~he only false notes are the romanee between Mareo and Moniea 
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and certain details of the friendship with Phags-pa. It is a bit of a strain 
to introduce a Caucasian woman who is the adopted daughter of a Chi
nese poet and to have her meet by chance the Venetian h·aveller. 
The naggmg question persists: why not a Chinese aelress as a love
interest, as abhorrent a thought as that was, apparently, to the Chinese 
co-sponsors 01 the film? It further strains credulity that her lather's 
name is 'millione.' Just as important is the manner of her exit, for Man
ica, though horribly wronged, is exiled with Marco's agreement for 
being involved in a plot 01 which she has no apparent knowledge. The 
film also depicts Marco as an object 01 jealousy, at first, and, much later, 
as a friend to Phags-pa. This presents some ehronological difficulties, as 
the lama Phags-pa died in Tibet in 1280 (Rossabi 221; Man 151) alter a 
lile of distinguished service to the Khan, and most 01 his aecomplish
ments, including the Buddhist-Daoist debates and the famous Phags
pa script, took place before Mareo's arrival in China (Rossabi 41-2; 155-
60). The scene, therefore, in which Phags-pa takes his leave 01 Marco 
and announces his plan to help the Polos in therr desrre to leave China, 
clearly oecurring long after Mareo's mission to the south which the lilm 
places in 1280 and toward the end of Marco' s stay - say somewhere in 
1292 - cannot have taken place. 

Just as noteworthy as its depiction of Marco's charader is the cine
matic vision of the world which Marco experienced, a world demarcated 
by the splendours of the court 01 Kublai Khan (Travels 113 H.) and his 
limitless power. Marco is shown as awe-struck at the 'stately pleasure
dorne' and the splendours of the imperial summer court at Shang-Du 
(cf. Travels 108-9), even if the summer palace of Emperor Qian Lang sub
stitutes for the palace of Shang-Du, which is now little more than an 
eroded mound. Film shots include ornate palaces with magnifieent 
chambers, intricate ritual and etiquette, lavish outdoor banquets (shot 
against the beauty of the evening sky), entertainments, especially fantas
tie magicians, acrobatic sword dances and spectacular firework displays, 
parks, groves, hunting parties, numerous retainers, and luxuries, such as 
baths in hot water prepared by burning coal. Although many of these 
shots are culled from details applied in the Travels to palace loeales other 
than Shang-Du, therr juxtaposition in the filrning of Shang-Du displays 
an attentive reading of the text and reinforces the munificence of the 
Great Khan. Then follows the cinematie portrayal of the court at Khan
baliq. The Khan's majesty is reinlorced by the opening magnificent pro
eession into the city. It consists of thousands of extras lorming long lines 
of family members, horsemen, retainers, guards, and advisers, and its 
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apex is a litter earrying the Great Khan, borne by sixty-four servants. The 
Khan then enters the great palace (Travels 124 H.) - filmed within The 
Forbidden City, a significant anachronism - with its vast hall, its high 
roof, its endless deeorated charnbers (cf. Travels 125). Here the Khan 
holds court, and the film foeuse,; repeatedly on the ornate couneils 
including the barons, ambassadors, military advisers, and clerks (Travels 
149-50). In this place, the Khan's word is absolute: he decides to send his 
armies to tlle south, he decides on warwithJqpan, he decides to mount a 
eampaign against Nayan, he decides the life or death fate of his generals 
and his subjects. In short, his authority is supreme. On those few oeca
sions when the Khan leaves the confines of his palaces, his power and 
magnificence remain also cinematically front and centre. So, when he 
takes to the field at the head of his army, as he does against Nayan, he is 
conveyed in a golden mobile battle station, a veritable fortress, leading 
an army of innumerable forees filmed on location against the broad 
sweep 01 the vast plains of Xilin Hot 01 Irmer Mongolia. In sum, every
thing about the filmic depiction of the Great Khan' s realm and person 
presents the Khan as 'the mightiest man ... who is in this world today or 
who ever has been' (Travels 113). Such a presentation is perfeetly in 
accord with the Travels, in which 'Marco is above all else a champion of 
the glorie. 01 Kublai Khan' (Lamer 94). 

Given that this Marco Polo is lar more textually accurate, how does 
it present alterity, the meeting with the other? As is to be expected 
from a film with a strong humanistic bias, the 'other' is depicted as 
human, that is, as an extension of the self. The film's prineipal other, 
the Great Khan, is not exclusively other: he is not a doddering old 
man, or a savage Mongol, OY a fanatic eastern potentate, hut a COffi

plex charaeter of deep human appeal, an appeal reinlorced by the 
masterful performance 01 Ruocheng Ying, one 01 China's most ilIustri
aus actors. True, he is arrogant, opinionated, stubborn, given to hav
ing his every wish fulfilled, and, above all else, bellicose in the 
extreme. As Achmet rerninds Mareo, 'The sword is never far fram its 
scabbard: and the film gives great precedence to Kublai's conquest of 
the Sung in 1273 and his campaigns against Japan in 1274 and 1281 
(the latter appear in the Travels 244-7, treated as one). But he is also a 
benevolent mler whose 'thoughts are directed toward helping the 
people who are subject to him' (Travels 155), thereby cutting into the 
perception 01 Mongoi as other. In a telling scene which highlights his 
personality, the Great Khan is filmed, in a slow circular shot, having a 
conversation with Mareo and Chinkin, aboard a water enclosure in 
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Shang-Ou. He compliments Marco on his 'alert mind' and his ability 
to remember detailed information, talents necessary to any ruler: 

This is the information a ruler needs to understand the very soul of bis 
people. The way of life behind the walls of their houses, their ability to 
farm land, so that, if famine should hit certain areas, one would know 
where there may be food to share. 'What we need are accurate records and 
we must study them. 'fI!e must know our land and people better. 

Such a preoccupation with the demands of proper rule accords well 
with the portrayal of the Khan in the Ti·avels (cf. 155-8), which places 
great emphasis on the Khan's 'bountiful' nature, so much so that 
Marco tells us that 'all the people hold hirn in such esteem that they 
revere him as god' (Travels 158). Thus, the Khan is a humane visionary 
who manages the military, eeonomieal, sodal, legal, and religious lives 
of his subjects through a well-oiled bureaucratic system. Constant film 
shots of the Khan in council or of his ministers and clerks at work 
make this abundantly clear, reflecting the Travels' depiction of the 
Khan·as 'the wisest man and ablest in all respects, the best ruler of sub
jects and of empire and the man of the highest character of all that have 
ever been in the whole history of the Tartars' (navels 124). The Khan is 
also intellectually curious and eager for knowledge (Travels 36), a mir
ror image, in sorne ways, of the inquiring Mareo. In the same scene, he 
carefully questions Marco about the lamasery and the roads leading 
outwards from thete, and displays a keen interest when Marco corrects 
the official map with his own memory of the route. The Khan also val
ues the truth and likes open disagreement, telling Marco, '00 not be 
afraid. Too many people are only too ready to agree with me. To find 
someone who can speak frankly is refreshing.' The Khan combines this 
thirst for knowledge with a deep sense of culture and religious toler
ance. When he is presented with an ornate cross by the Polos, he care
fully examines it and says pointedly, 'Strange ... yours is the only 
religion to turn an instrument 01 death into an object 01 beauty.' In his 
realm, all religious practices seem to mingle (cf. Travels 119-20): the 
Christianity of the Polos, the Buddhism of Phags-pa, the Islam of Ach
met, the Oaoism 01 Yang-Zhu and the Immortal, the Conlucianism of 
Yang Ku, the necrornancy / quasi-Christianity 01 Chabi. Moreover, in 
spite 01 his Mongoi bombast, he is a devoted husband and loving 
father, who does not hesitate to consult with Chabi about important 
matters and who exerdses great eare in the personal formation of 
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Chinkin, adding at one point close to lilm's end, 'Everything I did was 
lor Chinkin.' The film even draws a parallel between the love of both 
fathers, Niccolo and the Great Khan, which is presented as almost 
identical in its caring and normative role, recognizing the flightiness of 
youth in both Marco and Chinkin and endeavouring to guide thern to 
new positions 01 awareness. Finally, the Great Khan is portrayed as a 
noble man, generous and hospitable, ever eager to we!come the other
that is, Marco himself - and to embrace the other in true and lasting 
friendship (Travels 40). In the film's most touching scene, the Great 
Khan Kublai is filmed taking his leave 01 Marco in 1292. He tells Marco 
that his departure will cause him great suffering and accepts a promise 
that Marco will return, but adds, 'I will not be here to greet you. Some
thing of you will remain behind, in this land, though, as long as men 
have memory. People eoming here in your name wilJ- need no safe con
duct. You have proved yourself a friend and they will be we!come as 
friends.' He rues what is happening to his empire, the absence 01 unity 
and the loss 01 blood it entails. Too old and too weak to mount his 
favourite steed by himself, he enlists the help of Marco, and from the 
saddle tells him that in the future 'Nostalgia will seize me and I will 
think of you as a faraway son.' He then extends his hand to Marco, say
ing, 'Take my hand, Marco. Rernernber that when a Mangoi takes YOUT 

hand some of his spirit passes over to you.' With this deeply human 
and moving touch the Great Khan rides slowly away from the Vene
tian traveller for the last time. 

What is true of the principal other is likewise tTUe 01 all the minor 
ch~racters. "Where information from the Travels is sparse or non-existent, 
Montaldo and his writers turn to other sources such as the .Yuan-shill or 
Chinese annals and other travel accounts by foreigners such as Rashid 
al-Oin for their character portrayal. For example, Chabi is a loyal wife 
who is aware of her husband' s weaknesses, especially his penchant for 
war. Of hirn she says coolly there is 'always a new frontier to be 
crossed ... a new land to conquer.' She is also coy and has a good sense 
of humour. When Kublai approaches her in her chamber and comple
ments her beauty, she teases hirn and reminds him of their initial 
encounter: 'Your hair is more beautiful than my horse' s mane, you said 
... [C]oming from a Mongoi, there could be no higher compliment.' 
But she also has a serious side and is at the heart of palace decisions: 
Kublai consults with her before he invades Japan and clearly pays 
attention to her advice, a fact in keeping withwhat is known of the 
Empress historically (Rossabi 41; 67-9). Like her husband, Chabi is 
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open to new ideas: she willingly accepts the oil horn the Church of the 
Holy Sepulchre and deposits it in a receptaele she had made especially 
for this purpose. She also welcomes the tales of Marco and asks him 
pointed questions about other lands, taking particular delight in his 
description of Rome. Although ostensibly a Buddhist (Man 20), she 
practises necromancy and admires Christianity. In all, Chabi is not a 
distant other, a subservient Oriental, OY a scheming "eastern empress, 
but adecent human being, the lifelong companion of the Great Khan, 
with whom she spends forty-one years of her life, and the loving 
mother of Chinkin, to whom she is especially devoted. 

Chinkin himself is not other, but a refledion of the young Marco, 
with whom he develops a elose bond. It is appropriate, given the 
meticulous Chinese education prepared for hirn by his father (Rossabi 
137-8), that Chinkin (mentioned in the Travels [123] as 'Chinghiz') is 
depicted by the film as being aware of the history and sufferings of the 
other: that is, the subject Chinese. When Marco and Chinkin visit the 
Great Wall, Chinkin teils hirn that the Wall was built to keep out the 
'the deadly barbarians ... the MongoIs.' When Marco inquires who 
built it, Chinkin says that people would say the Emperor had done so 
but, in reality, 'It was hundreds of thousands of slaves, prisoners, a 
hundred years of forced labour ... and untold thousands of deaths ... 
[T]heir tomb is this wall ... these stones are cemented with their blood 
'" they were the builders ... theirs should be the glory.' Chinkin is both 
principled and deeply aware of the disparity in his father's realm: as 
he reminds Marco, 'Order and peace do not dwelllong among us.' He . 
is also philosophieal - one might say, Confucian. Chinkin believes that 
emperors should be just and should lead by the power of example. He 
is guided by resped for his father and strives to be kind, upright, deco
raus, wis€, and faithful. He is also a realist, aware of his mortality and 
his place in his tory. He knows the reality of petty intrigues at court and 
cautions Marco against being toD naive in matters of government: 'Ta 
them you are just a pawn on a chessboard. Who knows which of them 
will gain more by moving you. But remember, Marco, that the pawn is 
the last to find out.' Chinkin, therefore, is not other, but a mirror image 
of the young Marco, who is equally principled and who strives to fol
low the same virtues as his MongoI counterpart. Like Chinkin, Marco 
comes to experience the suffering of the conquered Chinese and to 
empathize deeply with their lot. 

Phags-pa is not a scheming eastern court official who is eager to plot 
against Marco and have hirn killed or removed from the realm, but 
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evolves in the course of the film into a man of deep spirituality and 
kindness. True, at times he seems jealous of Marco's favour with the 
Khan, but his underlying motivation is loyalty to the Khan and his 
empire. He wants peace for bis country and decries the wanton wars 
and destrudion. Phags-pa even comes to like and admire Marco, tell
ing hirn, 'We should have been friends a long time ago.' When Marco 
laments that this friendship has come too late, Phags-pa retorts, 
'Friendship is a bridge that reaches across space and time, even when 
you're home in Venice.' Once again, the other is not who he or she 
seems to be, but is, in the end, a human being who often turns out to be 
more human than the observer. 

Lastly, Achrnet is not an 'other' stereotype. True, he is immoral, 
scheming, and ruthless, just as the Travels portray him (131-5). But he 
is also 'a man of great energy and ability' (Travels 131) and deserves the 
kind of objective historieal treatment that Rossabi (178-84) accords 
him. He is obviously valued by the Khan, who gives him a free hand to 
act as he pleases. The film, in fact, portrays him as an 'agent,' in many 
respeds, of the MongoI court. He also has his human if forced side 
showing the Polos hospitality and offering his hand b, friendship ('If 
you should ever need any help or advice, do not hesitate to come to me 
before you approach anyune else'), although one suspects a high 
degree of self-ingratiating scheming on his part. A !ittle laler, for exam
pIe, he teils Marco that Phags-pa is the cause of the emperor's displea
sure and that he suspects Marco of 'distracting Chinkin from his 
duties,' of poisoning him 'with ideas foreign to the MongoI spirit, ideas 
as foreign as yourself.' Achm€t' s powers of intrigue, however, finally 
get the better of him. He justifies his immora!ity with the glib line, 'I 
spend my days solving the Khan' s problems. I am entitled to spend my 
nights solving my own,' and proceeds to seduce Mai Li in One of the 
most frightening film scenes in movie history. Shortly afterwards, he is 
assassinated in the manner described in the Travels (133-4). 

Thus, throughout the film Mareo Polo, there is an absence of stereo
typing in its presentation of the other. Charaders are presented as 
three-dimensional, having both positive and negative qua!ities. Above 
all else, it is the humanity of the charaders which is front and centre. 
This is true not only of the charaders listed above, but also of the irmu
merable 'other' extras - the Muslim Bedouins, the MongoIs, the Chi
nese - who are captured on film for their humanity, whether that 
humanity is being expressed by simple labour (the rice harvesting and 
hshmg sequences), entertainment (the slow pan shot of the faces of 
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Chinese peasants at the pantomime performance), joy (the e1ose-ups of 
the Chinese wedding sequence), sorrow (the shots of anguished faces 
of Bedouins after being attacked by the crusaders), or .family life and 
traditions (the myriad shots of Mongollife and Mongoi celebrations). 
All of these things Marco experiences and, through them, comes to 
perceive the other as simply an extended self. True, there are differ
ences of faeial features, of language, of culture, of customs, of history, 
of politics. These are explicitly acknowledged as differences in several 
key scenes, as when Marco faces the etiquette of the Impenal court 
with its constant kneeling before the emperor; or wltnesses forms 
of justice alien to him; or learns of the ways that people of different 
cultures express their love; or observes the phght of hIS Chinese ser-
vant versus that of his Mongoi overlords. None of these differences, 
however, is an impediment to discovering the value of the human. The 
film Mareo Polo has therefore been described as an extraordinary 
human experience: 'Mareo Polo was to be not only a spectacular piece 
of entertainment but the embodiment of a kind of humanity that 
reaches across national barriers of political differences in a gesture of 
cooperation and respect' (Patterson 471). . 

The human and humane vision of Mareo Polo has been shaped by lIs 
film genre anu by hisiorical developluents in China. Marco Polo i5 a 
film of discovery, of the 'journey' film genre. In all such movies4 the 
protagonist is pictured on a life quest, which, after all sorts of twists 
and developments, leads to some fundamental realizatlOn. In the pro
cess unlike the traditional adventure flick, the protagonist' s gaze is no 
lon~er exclusive, but is now extended to incl~de the c~~era, the di~ec
tor, and the audience, who, like the protagonIst, are pnvIleged to View 
the various discoveries. Moreover, the discoveries are not grasped as 
alien, aS 'other,' but fundamentally as one with the protagonist. This is 
the case with Mareo Polo, in which the production itself and the film are 
figured as expeditions comparable to Marco's original journey. So, 
through an international crew and cast, we are transport~d to Mar~o's 
world of discovery, and realize what he undoubtedly reahzed: that IS, a 
sense of a profoundly abiding hurnanity that binds us all together. This 
is reinforced in one particularly telling scene. After Jacopo, the Polos' 
servant and chief crew member, has been caught in a fire and is horri
bly burnt, he is comforted by Marco and Matteo with the thought of 
returning to Venice. But he refuses to entertain the thought and instead 
says, 'No. I'm staying here. I want to stay with these people. The 
flames took half my face away. I am crippled. If I return to Venice, I 
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would be seen as some sort of monster. But here they treat me with 
affection, like an unfortunate brother. So, leave, leave. I am staying 
here ... [T]his is my true horne.' Marco sees, in this moment, that China 
is also his horne, the place where he is truly one with hirnself and with 
the other. Grasping this realization, he tearfully bids Jacopo good-bye. 
Marco, therefore, discovers who he is, and in the process of discovery 
we are given what is missing in the travels, namely the development of 
a personality in the Venetian which is grounded in the transformation 
of a boyish naivet<, in Italy into a humane maturity in China. In asense, 
Montaldo guided Ken Marshall in a condensed version of Marco's 
physical and spiritual journey. Accordingly, Marco Polo 'is the struggle 
of a man of limited experience and education to absorb wonders and to 
rise above culture shock to an understanding that makes the change in 
character so fascinating' (Patterson 467). Thus does the film genre of 
'journey' leave an indelible stamp on the film and on its portrayal of 
the other. 

Crucial to the film's vision is the historieal development of China at 
that time. After the isolation of China of the 1950s and 1960s a new era 
of openness started to dawn in the 1970s. In 1971, the Peopl~'s Repub
lic of China was given the China seat in the United Nations, replacing 
lhe nationalist government on 'laivvan, which had held the seat since 
1945. In the same year, Henry Kissinger, the National Security Adviser 
of the United States, made a secret trip to China, followed in 1972 by 
an oflicial visit by President Richard Nixon, which brought to an end 
the 'aberration [fram 1949 to 1971] that could not last' (MacMillan 
329). This 'was, after all, the first-ever visit of an American president to 
Chma, an end of the long stand-off during which neither country had 
recognized the other. It was an earthquake in the Cold War and meant 
that the Eastern Bloc no longer stood against the West' (MacMillan I). 
As a result of this visit and its mutually agreed upon need for contact 
and withdrawal of troops fram Taiwan, China became more integrated 
wühln the world comlTIunity and many other nations now svvitched 
their allegiance from Taiwan. China normalized many of its diplo
malle relations, including, in 1972, Japan. After the death of Mao in 
1976, Deng Xiaoping initiated aseries of overdue economic and soeial 
reforms that involved modest political changes and the adoption of a 
market economy (Roberts 285-6). These reforms, in turn, led to an eco
nomic boom which saw China's industrial output nearly double in the 
period 1981-6 (Roberts 287). Such improvements were accompanied 
by an open-door policy by which the Chinese government made 
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known its wish to engage in trade and cultural exchange. It is a direct 
result of the latter policy that the Chinese inaugurated the Marco Polo 
film. Moreover, the Chinese made dear that they would make avail
able whatever was needed in the way of travel visas, travel arrange
ment, film extras, and logistieal support. They also did not exercise 
any direct censorship of the film, retaining only a right to a limited 
voiee in matters of scripting, such as not portraying Genghis Khan as a 
savage but as astatesman and leader. As a result of such openness, the 
film was made and amply repaid its debt of gratitude by a filmic por
trayal of other as inclusive and non-stereotypiea!, areminder of the 
humanity of us all. 

In addition to Montaldo's Mareo Polo, three other factual films are 
worthy of note. All are short and cast in doeumentary / docudrama 
mode. La Croisiere jaune (1932), direeted by Leon Poirier, is part of the 
'eroisieres' series of films pioneered by Andre Citroen, founder of the 
Freneh automobile factory. Billed as 'technical, humane and diplomatie 
adventures,' these films opened up worlds barely known and were 
closely followed by the public. The first 'croisiere' took place in 1922 in 
the vast region of the Sahara. This was followed by many others, 
induding the expedition of 1932, La Croisiere jaune, which was an 
attempt to retrace the steps of Marco Polo from Beirut to Peking and 
tell the story in fifty-five minutes. The expedition was undertaken by 
George-Marie Haardt and led by Citroen himself. The film follows 
Haardt through Persia, Afghanistan, and the Himalayas and was com
piled from the more than forty thousand metres of film shot during the 
trek. Unfortunately, Haardt died while en route. The film provides an 
excellent introduction to the terrain of many loeations described by 
Polo, but is not primarily concerned with him. La Route des Epiees 
(1953), direeted by William Novik, is only fifteen minutes long, and 
presents Marco Polo' s journey to China and back by means of images 
from European illuminated manuscripts, Indian miniaturists, and Chi
nese paintings. The film has two parts: in the first, we are treated to the 
Muslim conquests, the crusades, the campaign of the Mongois, and the 
journey of the Polos. In the seeond, Marco deseribes the wonders he 
has seen and there is a tension kept before us between wonder and 
exaggeration. Beyond the inherent beauty of the images, the film is 
very flat and too brief to be litlle more than a classroom aids A com
pletely different sort of short film (thirty-five minutes) is the indepen
dent and avant-garde A Deseription of tlte World directed by Mike Eaton 
(1981). Made at the New Cinema Workshop at Nottingham, England 
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and funded by loeal authorities, the film is a postmodern refleetion on 
the pervasive human need for fiction. The tille appears on a magie 
screen toy and IS followed by shots of a modern city' s streets, superim
posed over whieh are rhetorical captions. The body of the film is taken 
up with conversations between Marco Polo (Tim Leggatt) and Rus
hehello (Hugh Curriston), in a Genoese prison, which explore the ten
SIon m thelr collaboration, the former aiming for factual reporting and 
the latter devoted to the exposition of the fantastic. Marco argues for 
truth for truth' s sake and responds to Rustichello' s eynicism by resort
mg to his own tIchve self, boasting of wonders he has left untold and 
reminding Rustiehello of his nickname 'Il millione.' Interrupting ;hese 
co.nversations are shots of an exotic upscale building and an interview 
wIth a tattoo artist. The film is clever, drawing attenhon to the space 
between the spoken word of the traveller and the written word of the 
romance writer, but is limited by its subject matter. Besides these three 
brief films there are no other feature films of the factual kind. Most 
reeent of these docudramas is the 2007 American-backed mini-series 
Mareo Polo, directed by Kevin Connor with lan Somerhalder as Marco 
Polo and Brian Dennehy as Kublai Khan, testifying to the ongoing cen
trahty of the Travels m modem reimaginings of the encounter of East 
and West. 

Through the many films of Mareo Polo, a constant theme has been 
the kind of person Marco Polo was and the kind of people he encoun
tered. From the perspeetive of the adventure film, to which most 
Marco Polo films belong, Marco is a youthful hera who goes to the 
exohc Eas~, where he ~lscov~rs both rOmance and the ability to excel in 
combat wIth threatenmg Asmn enemies. The depiction of Montaldo's 
Mareo Polo, by contrast, is the one serious attempt at presenting a his
torical Marco according to the Ti'avels, a boy who was taken by his 
father and unde on an eastern journey to the court of Kublai Khan and 
who there came to maturity, discovering his common bond with the 
'other' in spite of profound cultural differences. This cinematic journey 
from altenty to hohsm has n~t been easy, nor has it occurred quickly. In 
fact, the Issues underlymg emematic alterity and holism are still with 
us today. In 1972, the incomparable Miehelangelo Antonioni made his 
three-and-a-half-hour-long documentary of China, Cltung Kuo. It was 
subsequenlly shown at the Veniee Biennal Exposition, where it created 
a furor. Antonioni was convinced that he had made a creative and 
compelling docurnentary based on the evidence made available to 
hirn by his Chinese hosts. The Chinese, however, saw the film as an 
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anti-Chinese piece of Fascist/Soviet revisionism and American imperi
alist propaganda, and eonsequently did everything in their power to 
ha ve it banned. 

In an aptly entitled artide CDe Interpretatione, or Tbe Diffieulty 01 
Being Mareo Polo'), Umberto Eeo pleaded lor reason and ealm on both 
sides. He correctly surmised that the underlying problem was due to 
the einematie depietion 01 holism and alterity. Antonioni had wanted 
to stress the holism of the Chinese eneounter, to show persons 'who are 
calm and much more human than we are, at times [coming] elose to 
our ideal 01 serenity, harmony with nature' (Eeo 10). But Antonioni, 
being more interested in personal relationships than ideologieal ques
tions, ereated a film that alienated by its portrayal 01 alterity. Antonioni 
did not hesitate to use such loaded words as 'povera' (i.e., 'arte pov
era,' 'medicina povera'), or to make the politieal statement that Shang
hai was built by eolonial powers (an !talian flyer eorrected this 
statement with 'Shanghai was built by People's China with the help of 
the imperialists'), or to depiet the Chinese in ethnie terms instead 01 the 
revolutionary ideal, thereby promulgating stereotypes as offensive as 
!talians in Sardinian peasant garb (Eeo 10). Underlying Eeo's analysis 
is the realization that it is not easy to navigate the cinematic space 
behveen the 'other' and its depiction. Any lack of sensitivity, no matter 
how small, ean vitiate the linal produet and lead to eontroversy. Too lit
tle attention to holism results in broad stereotyping, whlle too little 
attention to alterity sugarcoats essential differenees. Such a delieate bal
aneing aet makes us all the more aware 01 how masterful a job Montaldo 
has done in recreating the world 01 Mareo Polo, its inhabitants, their dif
ferenees, and, above all else, their shared humanity. 

Eco appreciated Antonioni' s vision of shared humanity; at the same 
time, however, he also stressed a sensitivity to differences, conduding 
that 'The dialogue between peoples (and between persons of the same 
class who live in different eultures) must be sustained by a historieal 
and socialconseienee of cultural differences' (Eeo 11). The three lollow
ing essays in this volume, whieh stress the need to move beyond 
diehotomous thlnking, might disagree with Eeo's eondusion. Such a 
sentiment however, is a sober reminder of the differences that con
tinue to separate us, hut whlch nonetheless never blind us to our 
shared humanity. To return to the opening quotation lrom Longxi 
Zhang, 'to know the Other is a process of Bildung, 01 learning and self
eultivation, whieh is neither projeeting the self onto the Other nor eras
ing the self with the Other's alterity. !t is rather a moment when self 
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and Other meet and join together. in which both are ehanged and 
enriched in what Gadamer calls "the fusion 01 horizons'" (53). One can 
only hope that future einematie visions of Mareo Polo and the world he 
eneountered will respond to these determining words. 

NOTES 

1 The names of places and people are those contained in scriptsl cast creditsl 
intertitles and are not necessarily consistent, nor has any attempt been 
made to transliterate consistently according to one system such as pinyin. 

2 All references to the Travels' are from The Travels 01 Marco Polo translated by 
R.E. Latharn. On this essay's citation of a modern translation in preference 
to the medieval text, see the Introduction, p. 10. 

3 For a condensed history of the film's genesis, development, and success, 
see the interview with Montaldo in Crespi 107-15 and 123-7. 

4 The list is exhaustive and includes Dennis Hopper's Easy Rider (1969), "\Tim 
Wenders's Im Lauf der Zeit (1976), Bill Forsyth's Local Hero (1983), Aki 
Kaurismaki's Ariel (1989), David Lynch's The Straight Story (1999), Olivier 
Ducastel and Jacques Martineau's Drole de Felix (2000), Sofia Coppola's Lost 
in Translatio11 (20111), Walter 5a lles's niarins di motoricleta (2004), Alexander 
Payne's Sideways (2004), and)im Jarmusch's Broken Flowers (2005). 

5 The issue of classroom movies is outside the scope of this paper, but there is 
a Iarge number of such films which are readily available. 
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10 The Perils of Dichotomous Thinking: 
A Case of Ebb and Flow 
Rather Than East and West 

5U5AN WHITFIELD 

The brief of this paper - which was originally given as a keynote address 
in a conference that called for 'cultural encounters in the various human
istic disciplines' - is to be provocative. But it is not intended to be flip
pant. Although I do not have dear answers to the dilemmas I pose, I 
!hink they needto be addressed sooner rather than later if we are to 
make headway in understanding world history. So I will start by asking, 
'What are we doing still ta!king in terms of East and West?' In our post
orientalist times, should we nol be nlOving beyand the dichotomy lEast 
and West'?l1his is even more pressing today when, as I will argue, Cen
tral Asia is again beginning to be acknowledged and studied. Where 
does Central or Inner Asia2 fit into the dichotomous model of East and 
West? In the West and the East - that is, Europe and China - the peoples 
of Central Asia have often been disrnissed as barbarians or nomads, in a 
display of still more oversimplifying, dichotomous models (barbarians 
versus civilized; nomads versus sedentary). TIley were neither West nor 
East hut occupied what, for some of these same historians, has been eas
iest to dassify as a void, only definable in terms of the space or cultures 
around it. But if we move beyond comfortable, familiar dichotomies, 
how do we categorize the world? How do we define Central Asia, 
unfamiliar to most, if not in contrast to a familiar category and using 
familiar terminology? This paper examines these dichotomies and their 
limitations and argues that we need to move beyond the comfortable 
certainties they offer to new, more flexible models tor exploring and 
understanding world history. 

The arguments of those who defined Orientalism have been strongly 
challenged and are now rejected by many. Yet the Orientalist debate 
has changed the way we look at the world, while its terminology has 
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permeated our language and continues to define many of our debates. 
It cannot be ignored. Several of the papers in this collection are con
cerned with the post-medieval world - when Europe, for the first time 
in world history, became dominant. This is where the attack on Orien
talism was targeted; that is, on post-medieval Europe and its narratives 
of Islam. And this gave rise to one of its most ubiquitous dichotomies, 
Self and Other. Marshall Hodgson was the first to offer a sustained 
attack on the western narratives of Islamic his tory in his three-volume 
The Ventul'e o[ Islam. Others followed, notably scholars like Tibawi, but 
it was Edward Said's attack, making use of Foucault's theories, which 
sparked the greatest debate. 

In recent years, some scholars have started to spread the Orientalism 
debate wider to iriclude attacks on western narratives of China, India, 
and East Asia, not traditionally !slamic countries3 Several Chinese 
scholars have further broadened its scope, notably Zhang Longxi. In 
his excellent study of the Orientalist debate, Mighty Opposites, he 
shows how modern China subverted the Orientalist argument by 
adopting with alacrity the role of the Other in relation to the West as it 
served the anti-imperialist, nationalist political agenda of those in 
power. Instead of denouncing the characteristics of the 'Other' as a fab
rkation of corrupt western Orientalists, lhey instead tunl.ed the argu
ment on its head, accepting China' s passivity and backwardness as a 
sign of the unavoidable harm that western imperialism had wrought 
upan modern China. Tbis served the very useful purpose of blaming 
outside forces for internal problems. 

What Said's attack on Orientalism succeeded in achieving, at least to 
some extent, was to make what had previously been seen as good in 
the European narrative be seen as bad, and this included, among other 
things, ethnocentricity, racial pride, service to the state, and national 
pride. In tbis interesting subversion of the original argument, China 
adopted its attack on Orientalism to promote these very same values. 
And, of course, by accepting the attacks on Orientalism, China also tac
itly accepted its theoretical foundations, which, as Macfie pointed out, 
'were either based on, or assumed the existence of, a European philos
ophy or thought system, derived from the most part from the work of 
... Hegei ... and Nietzsche' (6-7). But then modern Chinese historiog
raphy is also based on a European thought system - Marxism - wbich 
is yet another theory riddled with dichotomies. China' s reaction to the 
Orientalist debate is thus replete with ironies, as Zhang points out in 
an insightful chapter in his book4 
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Zhang is concerned with modern Chinese bistoriography, but if, as 
Said postulates, the capitalist West from its position of perceived supe
riority in both might and cuHure could not study the Other dispassion
ately, then might not bis argument be applicable to other cultures in 
simitar situations at other times in history? Specifically, what about 
China when it was a major world power in the Han (206 BC-AD 220) 
and Tang periods (618-907) before Islam, Marco Polo, and the rise of 
Europe? How did the Han- and Tang-period historians' characterize 
the world outside the remit of the Cbinese culture which was, in a very 
real sense, their 'Other '? 

According to Said, European scholars characterized the Orient in their 
narratives as 'irrational, aberrant, backward, crude, despotie, inferior, 
inauthentic, passive, feminine and sexually corrupt' (Macfie 8). We only 
have to read a few accounts of China's neighbours from the chapters on 
the 'Western Regions' in the early histories to come across very similar 
characterizations, as Zhang shows in bis paper in tbisvolume. Foreign
ers were certainly often described as 'feminine,' being 'yin' as opposed 
to 'yang,' and also inferior, backward, and crude. Deviant sexual prac
tices are also often ascribed to them. But does tbis language imply accep
tance of models of the Self and the Other as in Said's definition of 
Orientalism (that is, absolute dichotomies), cr does it reflect something 
closer to the Chinese concept of yin and yang, expressing two ends of a 
continuum? 

From early times the Chinese emperor was expected to set a moral 
example as a civilizing influence, bolb for bis own people (and several 
early Chinese philosophers made clear that the 'ordinary' people of 
China were in need of such influences) and for peoples beyond the 
boundaries of China. Once China started to expand and colonize the 
west and south, tbis remit extended to foreign peoples within its bound
aries as weil. Foreigners could come to China and be transformed or 
'laihua.' Once they had accepted the Chinese way and had, in effect, 
been transformed, they were considered to be Chinese, now civilized or 
'hua.' This was not an empty concept; although it is open to doubt 
whether Marco Polo ever became an official in China, there are many 
instances of foreigners being accepted into the inner sanctum of the civil 
service and not solely in lowly positions. Thus we see the paucity of this 
dichotomous framework, Self and Olber, when applied to narratives of 
pre-modern China and, indeed, to those of the pre-modern world in 
general. Clearly, there was no absolute dichotomy in medieval limes 
between the Self and the Other in either China or Europe. 
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The framework also fails when applied to modern China, as Zhang 
recognizes: 

It is indeed the image of the SeH that appears truough the mirrar that we 
call the Other, and this is no less true of the Chinese than of the Europeans 
cr Americans. But there is perhaps this essential difference: while the 
Westerners tend to see the Chinese as fundamentally Other, sometimes 
the Chinese would thllk the Westerners eager to become like the Chinese 
themselves. In the minds of Chinese fulers and officials, China was the 
sole centre of civilisation where an foreigners were barbarians. What we 
find in this inadequate picture of the Other is of course nothing but the 
incredible ignorance and arrogance of the Chinese ruling elites. (40-1) 

Should we therefore reject entirely the dichotomy of Self and Other, or 
may it still have some function in helping us to interpret pre-modern 
Chinese historiography? Is it a viable conceptual tool for some narra
tives? If we accept that there are always 'Others' by which we define 
ourselves, and if the dominating 'Other' for the post-capitalist Chris
tian West has been Islam, China' s dominant otherin pre-modern his
tory is the 'nomad,' the 'barbarian' from the West. 

This raises another problenl, however, with the dichotomy as 
applied to pre-modern times. The Orientalist argument was predicated 
on both the West and the 'Orient' as having essences, essences that 
were displayed in their Great Books: their texts. Said criticized specifi
cally the essentialist approach rather than the study of the languages, 
societies, and peoples themselves. As Burke says: 'The textualist posi
tion foreshortens history, annihilates changes, and levels difference the 
better to represent an image of the past in dramatic form' (xv). China's 
own past is certainly presented in this form, one that suits political 
leaders - and not only those of the modern era. The Tang emperors, 
whose ancestors came from the steppes, sought to link their genealogy 
with the father of Daoism, Laozi, daimllig to be descended from the 
same clan. But most of China's 'Others' were, for ~uch of the first mil
lennium, cultures without books. How, then, are their essences to be 
defined? Without essence, moreover, can there be anything approach
ing 'Orientalism' as Said defined it or, for that matter, 'Occidentalism,' 
as it should probably be termed from a Chinese viewpoint? For these 
and the other reasons argued above, the dichotomous model of the Self 
and the Other as defined by Said is redundant for interpreting pre
modern Chinese historiography. 
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So what about other dichotomies as interpretative tools, such as the 
nomad and the agriculturalist? Here is one example from a very emi
nent historian of Inner Asia, typifying attitudes widespread in western 
historiography only a few decades ago. He describes the nomads of 
Central Asia as little known and unpredictable peoples living in aland 
of 'immense wastes' surrounded by civilizations. These people, he con
tinues, 'can only be defined by comparison: the Brother of the Civilised 
... They are opposed but complimentary.' Once they have conquered 
the civilizations, they themselves become civilized and 'prefer to lose 
their identity rather than to return to their nomadie state.' 'Historical 
circumstance/ he says, 'may force a human group to remain or to 
return to barbarism, but it never does so of its nwn free will.' He ends 
with a rhetorical flourish: 'Who would like to leave the flesh pots and 
go forth into the wilderness? There are no volunteers for the Outer 
Darkness. To be a barbarian is a moral as weH as an economic and 
political state. The history of Central Eurasia is a history of the barbar
ian' (Sinor I: 94-5). Surely this rhetoric exemplifies the pitfalls of 
dichotomous thinking, yet the narrative of this dichotomy between the 
nomad and the farmer in Central Asia continues today. For example, a 
book published as recently as 2001 states that 'the roots of abasie dual
ity bctwccn thc nomadic und sedentary ways of life exist[ cd] here from 
the earliest times' (Knobloch 34). It must be acknowledged, however, 
that there has also been a sophisticated debate in recent years challeng
ing the absolute distinction between the nomad and the agriculturalist, 
and more subtle analyses are starting to appear which show that the 
boundaries between the two are blurred. For example, An End to Nomad
ism, by Humphrey and Sneath, has gone some way toward rejecting 
the dichotomy. 

The cases reviewed above show how readily hlstorians slip into 
dichotomous models and how they continue to be used by both Chi
nese and western historians of China, especially when discussing 
China's relationships with her western neighbours. As soon as we 
characterize Central Asia in contrast to China,· however, it becomes 
almost impossible to avoid thinking of it as opposite to how we think 
of China. Central Asia is viewed as an tmcivilized, backward, and thus 
an uninfluential place, except perhaps militarily; even then, as Sinor 
suggests, its influence is also seen as entirely negative, destroying 
rather than building. It has been too easy to define this region in terms 
of the surroW1ding 'civilizations.' To quote Sinor again: 'The definition 
of Central Eurasia that can be given in space is negative. It is part of the 
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continent that lies beyond the borders of the great sedentary civilisa
tions' (I: 95). The idea of Central Asia as a void, a place outside, is also 
implied by the dichotomy 'East and West.' Some scholars have chal
lenged this negative definition; Andre Gunder Frank, for example, 
presents Central Asia and the steppe as central to the rise of world civ
ilization and the source of many of the most iniportant inventions of 
early world history, including the development of agriculture, domes
tication of animals, the chariot, horseback riding, stringed instruments, 
and more. All these had a profound impact on both China and Europe 
and their development. The preponderance of the negative view must 
be owing in large part to the absence of an 'essence' or large corpus, 
but, as Frank shows, the absence of a written his tory does not mean the 
absence of influence. 

The influence of Central Asia continued to be pervasive throughout 
the first millennium, yet modern histories of China, whether in Chi
nese or English, hardly mention the region. Tang China is presented as 
unequalled and unchallenged, as virtually the only civilization in East 
Asia. In these narratives, China' s neighbours may have posed a tempo
rary military threat, but they could not threaten the power of Chinese 
civilization. In recent years, this has started to c\lange. Books like the 
collection of papers China among Equuls, ediled by Morris Rossabi, 
Barfield's The Perilous Frontier, Valerie Hansen's The Open Empire, and 
Joanna Waley-Cohen's The Sextants ofBeijing: Global Currents in Chinese 
History challenge the view of China as unequalled. One hopes that this 
new outlook will seep into classrooms and university lecture halls 
and educate a new generation 01 scholars to be more sceptical of 
traditional historiography. 

However, dichotomies are difficult to avoid. In The Perilous Frontier, 
Barfield exp lains Chinese foreign policy in terms of the Self and Other, 
the Agriculturalist versus the Nomad: 

It was 110 accident that the steppe and China tended to be mirror images 
of each other. Ultimately the state organisation of the steppe needed a sta
ble China to exploit ... a weak rang dynasty was actually preserved by 
the nomads and protected fram internal revolts and invasions because of 
the benefits it provided. A relationship that began as predatory became 
syn\biotic. VVhen the Uighurs fell in 840, the T'ang dynasty lost its protec
tor and collapsed in internal revolt within a generation. (131) 

In his contribution to China among Equals, Tao Jingshen provides a more 
subtle challenge to one of the mainstays of the narratives of Chinese 
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foreign policy: 'The tribute system does not adequately describe these 
fluctuations in China's relations with loreigners.' He goes on to note that 
'even the tribute system masked what were really relations between equal 
and independent states. The relationship between the Han and the Hsi
ung-nu, for example, was at lirst conducted on the basis 01 equality ... in 
the T' ang, Sino-Turkish and Sino-Tibetan relations were often marked by a 
sense 01 equality between the parties' (66). As Tao's argument suggests, 
the idea that China in its arrogance disregarded knowledge of the outside 
at this time is a myth. There were few Chinese who learned and studied 
the languages, literatures, and religions of their neighbours (with the nota
ble exception of Buddhlsm from India, which became absorbed into Chi
nese culture), let alone who wrote books on the subjecl. It is calculated tliat 
sixty thousand books were written on the languages and culture of Islam 
by western scholars between 1800 and 1950, but this was a different time; 
one might say, a more literate time. There is no shortage of travel narra
tives, such as Faxian' s and Xuanzang' s travels to India. Nor were such 
accounts restricted to joumeys to near neighbours: a .prisoner of war 
captured in the 751 battle between the Arabs and Chinese was subse
quently sent to Damascus, capital 01 the Arab caliphate. He returned 
twelve years later to Chang' an, where he wrote an account 01 the Arab 
lands and their customs. Though most of these accounts are no longer 
extant traces remain in the official histories or other such works, and 
they were not uninfluential in their time. As Rossabi points out, 'Chinese 
envoys olten returned to China with valuable accounts of their travels, 
which occasionally included uselul military intelligence ... Using tliis 
inlormation ... [the Chinese rulers] differentiated among the various 
"barbarians," treating each one according to its presumed power and 
wealth. Some rulers and envoys were addressed as equals, whereas oth
ers were clearly dealt with as subordinates' (China among Equals 9). In 
other wards, their view 01 their neighbours was dictated by a political 
pragmatism: there was no single 'Other.' 

It was not only politicians who studied foreigners and their customs. 
Monks, medical men, merchants, musicians, and others a11 studied for
eign forms and customs and incorporated them into their body of 
knowledge. There is no need to attempt to summarize here the multi
farious influences, for Schaler's study, The Golden Peaches of Samarkal1d, 
gives details of all areas of Tang lile affected by foreign ideas, goods, 
and technologies, while Kieschnick's recent study looks at the influ
ences of Buddhism on Chinese material culture, from chairs to bridges. 
One can argue without much dissent that China is a richer and more 
interesting culture because of this openness. In China Turnil1g Inward, 
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Liu has developed this argument further to suggest that the conserva
tism of the Song (960-1279) led to an ossification of Chinese culture 
which, ultimately, led to its downfall. 

The roots of another stultifying dichotomy, that separating Chinese 
and non-Chinese, can be traced back to the period following the Song 
conservatism. To modern China, this dichotomy serves a politieal 
agenda which seeks to promote 'racial' and national pride by present
ing a unified historical narrative. This dichotomy is expressed using 
the terms 'Han' (that is, the Chinese) versus everyone else, non-Han. 
This nomenclature is now widely used in a11 writings on China, 
whether journalistic or scholarly, or written by Chinese or others. What 
does the category 'Han' signify? It was the MongoI rulers who used 
'Hamen' - 'Han' people - to name one of the four peoples they ruled in 
China. The Han were distinguished from the MongoIs, the Central 
Asians, and the Southemers ('Namen'), but they also ineluded the Khi
tan and other groups living in northern China. 

Dikotter argues that it is misleading to think of such a categorization 
as akin to a racial distinction and suggests that the dichotomy between 
race and culture is inappropriate when applied to pre-modern Chinese 
history: 'It introduces an opposition so far not supported by historieal 
evidence, and tends to project a modern perception into a remote 
phase of history' (3). Recent studies have shown that the distinetion 
between Han and non-Han certainly bears no clear and unequivocal 
relationship to genetic make-up. Northern Chinese are genetieally doser 
to their northwestem 'barbarian' neighbours than to southern Chinese, 
who are eloser to their southeastern Asian neighbours (Bowring). 
Dikotter further argues that it was only during the Qing dynasty 
(1644-1911) that 'Han' became a racial categorization in China. It is 
arguable that it is still used this way in China, despite 'race' having 
been rejected as a meamngless concept by many. The adoption of the 
same nomenclature among western historians of China during the 
twentietll century would make an interesting study, but it is beyond 
the remit of this paper. It is, however, now firmly entrenched in their 
vocabulary, and while many scholars and journalists would defend 
their use of it in terms of ethnicity and culture (Saussy 21), very few 
challenge it. The dichotomy is therefore now ubiquitous in non
Chinese and Chinese narratives of both modern and pre-modern 
China, whether political, journalistic, or scholarly. 

The use of the term 'Han' suggests a unified, hornogenized cultural 
tradition and confuses Dur perceptions and insights into pre-modern 
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China. This is shown by the reaction to the relatively recent archaeo
logical finds from the Bronze Age Shu culture in the southwest of 
China with their gilt-covered metal masks with protruding eyes. 
Robert Thorp, in his catalogue frorn one of the several exhibitions 
showing these finds; expresses his disquiet: 'An exceptional archaeo
logical context ... means that archaeologists have few mIes of thumb to 
guide their interpretations. When a find is made within an archaeolog
ical culture only recently recogmzed, the challenges are greater still, 
"Common knowledge" does not exist, and each new report may alter 
even basic information' (in Yang, The Golden Age 206). The problem is 
not this material, however; it is Dur categorization of it. Despite the fact 
that this is dearly a new archaeological culture, it is only exceptional if 
considered as part of a five-thousand-year continuum of Chinese cul
ture. Yet this is how it is packaged. For example, in the same catalogue, 
Zhang Wenbin, then Director General of the State Administration of 
Cultural Heritage in China, states: 'Each work of art exhibited here will 
help the visitor along the path that leads towards understanding the 
profundity and grandeur of Chinese civilization ... The present China 
is the extension of the historical China, which is a country with a his
tory of five thousand years of history and civilisation' (10). This exem
plißes lhe probleHl. We have alt to SOHle extent, been hoodwinked into 
accepting the concept of a homogenized 'Han' culture, that repre
sented by orade bones, restrained Shang bronzes, Confucian texts, 
beautiful ceramies, and a literati tradition with a dear link to the pres
en!. As Galambos puts it in his challenge to one such narrative, the 
standardization of Chinese characters, it is necessary to deny the 'ideo
logically rnotivated unilateral genealogy of traditional historiography 
which traced the mandate of Heaven from mythical emperors' (1). This 
is our narrative of China, one that has been presented to us by the rul
ers of China past and presen!. This narrative of a unified culture does 
not correspond to the complex reality as exemplified by these finds. It 
is not surprising that scholars struggle to contextualize them within 
this narrative. We should realize that the his tory of the geographical 
area now called China is far too complex to fit into a unified narrative. 

If this modern dichotomy Han/non-Han has stunted our under
standing of the diversity of the world encompassed by the 'Han,' then 
it has also forced us to think of the 'non-Han,' including the Central 
Asians, in terms of negative definitions - what the 'Han' are not. The 
rejection of this diehotomy would liberate our approacI1 to both Chi
nese and Central Asian history. But any such progress would also 
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require greater concentration on Central Asia as a field of study. In 
1979, Luc Kwanten suggested this was a!ready happening: 'For a long 
time Central Asia remained a neglected field of study, the domain of a 
few brilliant, eccentric scholars and a hast of unenlightened amateurs. 
It is a field where misinformation is still more readily available than 
accurate documentation. Ouring the last three decades there has been a 
remarkable change ... and it now appears that the study of Central 
Asia in genera!, and of the Mongoi empire in particular, is an impor
tant constituent element of integrative and comparative world history' 
(1). But the late twentieth-century scholars were not the first in this 
field. The importance of Central Asia was recognized by the archaeolo
gists and scholars who followed in the wake of the Great Game in the 
late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Central Asian studies 
flourished for these few decades in western scholarship. A new society 
was founded, the Central Asian Society (now the Royal Society for 
Asian Affairs), and, far from neglecting this region, the major academic 
journals of the time carried artieles in every issue on its geography, 
archaeology, history, and manuscript finds. Translations were made of 
all the major known travel accounts; the relevant chapters of the Chi
nese histories, and, where available, other historical sourees. 

Unfortunately this momentum was not maintained. Although the 
tradition continued in some centres, notably among German philolo
gists and French sinologists, these became islands of excellence as 
knowledge, interest, and the skills needed for the study of this area 
waned.5 The demands are considerable. Open any account of Central 
Asian his tory and one is bombarded with names of unknown peoples, 
regions, cultures, an moving across a vast landscape and living lives on 
which it is almost impossible to get a grip, speaking languages which 
are now understood by only a handful of people worldwide, practising 
any number 01 religions and in any number 01 social and political 
Irameworks. The main sources for their history are through those of 
the cultures located on their peripheries. Although there are primary 
manuscript sourees, these are in numerous different languages and 
scripts, while the growing body of archaeological and epigraphical 
data is still comparatively underexploited. 

Is Kwanten right to suggest that we are seeing a renaissance in Cen
tral Asian studies? There is no doubt a resurgence of interest in this 
area, only encouraged by events of the early twenty-first century 
which have relocused political attention on the region. There are any 
number of organizations, talks, symposia, and conferences on Central 
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Asia and even UNESCO Silk Road initiatives. Cataloguing of the pri
mary sources has reached a momentum not seen since the early 
decades of the twentieth century, and historians worldwide are finally 
working together on researching some of the key areas of Central 
Asian history, such as that of the Sogdians. But to counter this, the use 
of the binary of East and West is still pervasive, used to name depart
ments, universities; conferences, and books. The number of courses on 
Central Asian history and culture is stilliamentably smalI, while his
tory in Europe and China is still taught as if Central Asia is periphera!, 
not only in space but also importance. To change this we need to make 
Central Asian history more accessible. 

Writing history often entails choosing what to leave out, determin
ing which events show a larger picture. Historians, for example, talk of 
movements at a certain period of history of peoples from the northeast 
to the southwest Central Asian steppes, or of changes from Iranian to 
Turkic cultural influences in the region. To borrow a term from Bud
dhism, this is upaya: an expedient means to get an initial grasp 01 the 
subject. Of course, there will be exceptions, and once we have a general 
grasp we can move on to those. So is there perhaps a role for the old 
dichotomies in our expedient means? Might they offer a way in for 
scholars perplexed by Central Asian complexity? I would argue 
against this. As we have seen, dichotomies are dangerous. They offer 
too much simplification, as Knobloch suggests: 'The History of 
Afghanistan is so complex that every attempt at simplification must 
inevitably lead to superficiality and confusion' (187). He is arguing the 
case for just one area of this vast region, so how much more valid is bis 
argument when we consider the region as a whole? 

In a discussion of Orientalism, T0nnesson argues passionately for a 
more universal approach: 

East and West have so much in common, and both East and West differ so 
much internally that any attempt to understand the world from the stand
point of an East-West divide is bound to fail. We should thus reject Sam
uel Huntington and Hassan Hanafi's contention that humanism always 
serves as a smokescreen for Western domination. It must be possible to do 
what Liu Binyan suggests: to use 'the best of an civilizations, not empha
sizing the differences between them' (49), to promote global civilization, 
create or build one world on the basis of shared human values, fight 
seclusiveness and protectionism without also promoting domination. 
Bridges can be built on the basis of drawings from architects on both 
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sides, and bridges can be crossed by people from both sides. The basic 
idea behind the humanist approach is that in essence every human being 
is alike. The differences highlighted by cultural relativists should be seen 
as exceptions to the general rule, and should never be exaggerated. 

However, thinking is not changed easily. Conservatism lies at the heart 
of scholarship, so to make a major change in thinking, it is necessary to 
offer a practical model which will reflect this new way of looking at 
the problem. One thing is dear: to reach an understanding of Central 
Asian his tory, we can no longer work in the old model 01 scholarship 
in the humanities, as isolated and independent scholars. There are too 
many data for individuals to collect and process, so we must work in 
collaboration. This is a new departure for historians, although one 
long lollowed by scientists and, indeed, by social scientists. Perhaps 
we can learn from science in their use of modelling as weH as their 
working practices. 

In his 1970 essay on Central Eurasia in Orientalism and History, Sinor 
used the analogy of a volcanic eruption to describe the region: 

Surrounded by trus 'crust' of civilisation lie the immense wastes of Cen
tral Eurasia, little known, and unpredictable in their reactions - the 
Magma, the molten core around which most of world history has been 
built. When it comes to the surface, then it breaks through the shell within 
which the sedentary civilisations endeavour to contain it, man, horror
stricken, speaks of catastrophe ... And when the eruption calms down ... 
the molten lava is added to the crust and helps to contain the forces that 
brought it to the surface. The solid crust becomes thicker and thicker. The 
eruptiol:-S become less frequent. ." (1: 93) 

Trus is again lollowing the old mode of seeing Central Asia, the land cf 
nomads, as a blank or, even worse, as a negative which made its pres
ence lelt only through catastrophes. We hope we have moved beyond 
this. But perhaps there are more useful analogies from the natural 
world. m a previous work, I compared Central Asia to a great ocean, 
but I still made the mistake, as I see it now, 01 suggesting that the vari
ous, literate surrounding civilizations were like the great land masses 
on the shores 01 which the currents of the endosed ocean brought 
influences from other shores, mixed along the way by the ebb and flow 
of ocean currents. But this distinetion between the land and the water 
again inevitably establishes a hierarchy between the two, separating 
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sedentary civilization lrom nomadic barbarism. This model, once 
again, has a dichotomous model at its foundation. I now tlUnk it is 
more appropriate to think 01 a cultural world as being like a world 
only of water, a world where great currents ebb and flow, sometimes 
interacting and sometimes (like the Gulf Stream) retaining a distinct 
identity, but where there is no distinction. All is water, whether wann 
current, cold currents, deep or shallow; each supports its own distinc
tive natural Efe, its own culture, but there are constant interactions 
and exchanges, and blurred or permeable and constantly. shifting 
bounclaries. The interaction and effects of actual ocean currents are 
now described by oceanologists using complex computer animations. 
Perhaps we can make use of these dynamic geospatial models in 
the humanities. 

Allempts to use computer models lor mapping ocean circulations 
began in the 1960s, but it took three decades belore the oceanologists 
had acquired sufficient data and before computers were powerful 
enough to process it quickly. Collecting data and building suitable 
models were essential to a new understanding of ocean currents, as 
Weart explains, but now oceanologists are able to predict future 
changes as weil as to understand past ones. Similar although much 
cruder models are just starting to be used by some in the humanities, 
although this work is still in its infancy. The Electronic Cultural Atlas 
Initiative (ECAI) has been trying to encourage such modelling among 
humanities scholars for a decade by providing some of the necessary 
tools and support, but as yet has made few inroads. ECAI's website 
shows various allempts at such models, including a relatively early 
and emde model showing an animation of the growth 01 the Mongoi 
empire between 1100 and 1400 as well. as a more sophisticated later 
model showing the growth and decline of the Mughal empire (ECAI). 
In the latter example, the empire is shown in red and one can see how 
it behaves in a curious way: it looks rather like a film of oil or ink on 
water that can only cover so much surface area before breaking up. Of 
course, we all know there is a logistic limit on empires, but this com
puter model displays ihn a very immediate and compelling way. lt 
also shows how the empire is constricted by geography, especially by 
the Himalayan Mountains to the north. 

These two examples show single empires and are very crude compared 
to models used by oceanologists. The power of such systems is that they 
can show multiple layers and multiple interactions in space and time. 
Mapping the movements of peoples, languages, cultures, technologies, 
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and ideas, alongside the rise and lall 01 political and economic entities 
such as empires, cities, and trade routes, is all possible. The model both is 
genuinely cross-disciplinary and also, 01 course, shows no boundaries or 
distinetions between East and West. When we have more complex and 
animated models displaying layers 01 data over time, how much more 
will our understanding 01 the complexities 01 human history be changed? 
So, while we understand in some sense that a movement at one end of 
the steppes would, as Knobloch put it, 'bring about quite unexpected 
consequences, continuously subjecting thls immense area to rnigratqry 
movement' (15), can we really conceptualize this with our current 
models, which are merely written wards and statie maps? 

This is just one model which we could use a!most immediately in 
our teaching and research to start to present a more complex reality 
than one mode11ed using dichotomies. This approach will not be real
ized, however, until scholars and students are encouraged to caUate 
data and develop computer models, activities not yet generally recog
nized as scholarship in the humanities. Computers are still used as 
scribes, but, as I hope I have indicated, words coined as shorthand to 
express complex ideas a11 too olten end up suppressing the complexity 
and limiting our thinking. If we are to move beyond stultifying dichot
omous thinking, we need to exploit the available technology to help us 
find better ways to conceptualize history's complexities and to move 
into a world no longer divided into East and West. 

NOTES 

1 See Said's definition of Orientalism: 'Orientalism is a style of thought based 
upon onto]ogical and epistemological distinction made between "the Ori
ent" and (most of the time) "the Occident." Thus a very large mass of writ
ers, among whom are poets, novelists, philosophers, political theorists, 
economists, and imperial administrators, have accepted the basic distinc
tion between East and West as the starting point for elaborate accounts con
cerning the Orient, its people, customs, "m ind," destiny, and so on ... the 
phenomenon of Orientalism as I study it here deals principally, not with a 
correspondence between OrientaJism and Orient, but with the internal con
sistency of Orientalism and Hs ideas about the Orient despite or beyond 
any cor~'espondence, or lack thereof, with a "real" Orient' (1-3,5). 

2 There is a lively debate on nomenclature and boundaries of this region, but 
since my paper is concerned with finding models that do not constrain us 
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to fixed boundaries, I simply use Central Asia here as a recognizable term 
for most readers. For further discussion and references, see my article '\Nas 
There a Silk Road?' 

3 For exarnple, see Haun Saussy, Great Walls o/Discourse, Prasenjit Duara, 
Rescuing History, and Ranajit Guha, History at the Limit. 

4 Other non-western countries are also using the precedent of Orientalism, 
but to argue that western civilization is rnmatural and decadent - that is, 
inherently base and depraved. This 'Occidentalism' is discussed by lan 
Buruma and Avishai Margalit in their recent book They point Out that Said 
himself dismissed such a scenario: 'Nobody is likely to imagine a field sym
metrical to [Orientalism] called Occidentalism.' 

5 The World Wars must have had adetrimental effect not only in interrupting 
the training of new scholars but also in shifting attention to a new world 
arena and new world powers. 



11 Marco Polo: Meditations on Intangible 
Economy and Vernacular Imagination 

YUNTE HUANG 

As belits the genre 01 meditation, this essay proceeds in incomplete cir
cles and ponders the intangibility 01 sound and the mcreasmgly acous
tic quality 01 value, truth, and reality in the twenty-ftrst century. I 
begin with areturn, or re-tune, to the Irequently read but seldom heard 
Prologue to Marco Polo' s book, a passage m which the speaker mak~s 
a plea that we listen to the book. The acousllc truth, to whlch Polo s 
speaker has begged us to attend, finds reverberations throughout this 
essay in Italo Calvino's Invisible Cities, Kublai Khan's paper TIl_oney, 
British Romanticists' poetic imagination, George Soros' s global capital
ism, twenty-first-century virtual money, and so on. Whet~er it is in the 
case 01 cities that are invisible but audible, 01 the emperor s words that 
have acquired gold-like quality, or 01 a lin~ncial marketwhere reality 
is not objectively visible like signals, but mtersubJecllve like echoes, 
my primary concern is with the intangible economy, whlch constantly 
eludes the grasp 01 our logic-based, vision-biased rallonahty. In the 
lantastic tales 01 Calvino, we already witness the pIllall 01 an empIre 
built on the principles 01 spatial conquest - the Great Khan insists on 
hearing the cities he has conquered, as il only sound could reveal the 
ultimate truth 01 those dots already visible on his impenal map. Poetic 
imagination as defined by the Romanticists, while taking us eloser to 
the intangible economy, shares with the imperial conguest the same 
preference for vision. Ta escape such vision-ary constramts,. I pr~pose 
vernacular imaginalion as a description 01 a mode 01 bemg m the 
world built on both vision and sound. In this acoustic space, we hear 
the sound-bites 01 reality as echoes 01 dreams, moneyed thoughts 
uttered in IDeal currencies, and c1ashes of empires as a result of a few 

misheard wards. 
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1. Acoustic Truths 

The book 01, Marco Polo, as one 01 his most recent detractors put it, 
sounds hke a Chmese whisper translated lrom Persian.' The strange
ness of the language, which Frances Wood and others regard as part 01 
the eVldence that the mlamous Merchant 01 Venice actually never went 
to Chma, speaks nonetheless to the acoustic truths of Marco Polo. l The 
genesis of the book, as we know it, lies in dictation: While imprisoned 
m Genoa, Polo asked his fellow inmate, Messer Rustichello, to commit 
hIS oral narratives to writing. In case the reader should miss the acaus-" 
lics 01 the book, the Prologue duly contains a recommendation and 
a caveat: 

Great Princ€s, Emperors, and Kings, Dukes and Marquises, COlmts, 
Knights, and Burgesses! and People of all degrees who desire to get knowl
ed~e of the various races of m~kind and of the diversities of the sundry 
regIOns of the World, take this Book and cause it to be read to you. For ye shall 
find therein all kinds of wonderful things ... according to the description of 
Messer Marco Polo, a wise and noble citizen of Venice, as he saw them wüh 
his own eyes. Same things indeed there be therein which he beheld not· but 
these he heard from men of eredit and veracity. And we shall set d~wn 
things seen as seen, and things heard as heaJ'd only, so that no jot of falsehood 
may mar the truth of our Book, and that all who shall read it or hear it read 
may put full faith in the truth of all its contents. (Yule-Cordier edition 1: 1; 
italles mine) 

;rt'e speaker ~ere is careful to distinguish between 'things seen' and 
things heard, between cognlzable facts and reliable hearsays. Perhaps 

to mtensIfy the effects of the latter, he recommends that it is best to hear 
the book with ears, as does the Great Khan in Italo Calvino's fantaslic 
book, who prefers to hear (about) the 'invisible cilies.' Being invisible 
does not condemn the cities to the realm of nowhere; cities, like truths, 
may be audible, or tactile, existing in what Marshall McLuhan once 
called the 'acoustic space.' 

The book of Marco Polo, then, is built on acouslic signals as much as 
on visual SignS. Names of places, persons, and objects are heard mostly 
In theIr PerSlan, Mongol, or Turkish sounds rather than Chinese ones 
even though they often have Chinese equivalents: Cathay, Cambalue: 
Pullsanghm, Tangut, Chagannor, Saianju, Kenjanju, Tendue, Acbalec, Cara
Jan, Zardandan, Zayton, Kemenju, Brius, Caramoral1, Choreha, and Juju 
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(Yule-Cordier 1: 111). The foreignness of the proper names creates tre
menclous difficulties for annotators to ascertain the exact reference, as 
if the referents existed only in sOill1d. 'Falsehood is never in wards,' 
asserts Calvino's Marco Polo, 'it is in things' (Invisible Cities 62). Com
menting on the French - supposedly the first - copy of the narrative, 
Henry Yule notices that in the book's style, apart from grammar or 
vocabulary, there is 'a rude angularity, a rough dramatism like that of 
oral narrative.' The frequent change in spelling of the same proper 
names, occurring sometimes within only a few !ines, is especially 
indicative of 'the unrevised product of dictation,' a tale caught byear 
first and fixed by pen later (Yule-Cordier 1: 83-4). 

The acoustic markers that draw us into the presence of the narration, 
that disappear faster than they appear, meet their echoes in 'a marvel
ous thing' that Polo describes about a desert in China: 

vVhen travelers are on the move by night, and one of them chances to lag 
behind or to fall asleep or the like, when he tries to gain his. company 
again he will hear spirits talking, and will suppose them to be his com
rades. Sometimes the spirits will call hirn by name; and thus shall a trav
eIer ofttimes be led astray so that he never finds Ws party. And in this 
way many have perished. [Sometimes the stray travelers will hear as it 
were the tramp and hum of a great cavalcade of people away from the 
real line of road, and taking this to be their own company they will fol
low the sound; and when day breaks they find that a cheat has been put 
on them and that they are in an ill plight.] Even in the day-time one hears 
those spirits talking. And sometimes you sha11 hear the sound of a vari
ety of musical instruments, and still more commonly the sound of 
drums. (Yule-Cordier 1: 197) 

lt is striking that Polo here describes an acoustic illusion rather than 
an optical one. Amirage, which trave11ers often encounter in deserts, 
is an illusory image of something that actually exists Ca deceptive 
image of a distant object formed by light that is refracted as it passes 
through air of varying temperatur€' - Oxford English Dictionary, s.v. 
'mirage/). But this Isound mirage,' whlch occurs in a desert known in 
China by the name of Lew-sha, i.e., 'Quicksand,' or 'Flowing Sands' 
(1: 198), cannot be seen but only heard in one's head, not verifiable but 
intensely hypnotizing. 

In The Global Village: Transformations in World Life and Media in the 
Twenty-First Century (1989), Marshall McLuhan and Bruce R. Powers 
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try to differentiate acoustic space from visual space: 'The left
hemisphere [of the human brain] places information structurally in 
visual space, where things are connected sequentially - having sepa
rate centers with fixed boundaries. On the other hand, acoustic space 
structure, the function of the right brain in which processes are related 
simultaneously, has centers everyvvhere with bounclaries nowhere.' 
The nature. of the human eye, which gave birth to linear logic, encour
ages reasoning by exclusion: Something is either in that space or it 
isn't. By contrast, sounds can be neither inside nor outside and they 
function less like signals than replies. If the visual space may be com
pared to a painting or a photograph, the acoustic space may be likened 
to a symphonie surround (McLuhan and Powers 8; 39). 

2. From the Invisible (Cities) to the Intangible (Economy) 

The visible world is no longer a reality and the unseen world is no longer 
a dream. 

(William Butler Yeats) 

The Great Khan waged a battle against the uncertainties in the entangle
ment between an acuustic signal and Hs even lllore elusive referent. 1I"l 
Calvino's Invisible Cities, the Khan begins by listening to the Venetian 
Merchant's tales with some scepticism: 'Kublai Khan does not necessar
ily believe everything Marco Polo says when he describes the cities vis
ited on his expeditions, but the emperor of the Tartars does continue 
listening to the young Venetian with greater attention and curiosity than 
he shows any othermessenger or explorer of his' (5). Soon the emperor 
becomes impatient and interrupts Polo: 'From now on I shall describe 
the cities and you will tell rne if they exist and are as I have conceived 
them' (43). If there is still something iffy in the Khan's conception - his 
voiced words may or may not materialize in real eities, because they are 
still subject to the listener's verification - then the other scheme of his 
would make his words 'achieve cities tao probable to be real' (Calvino 
69). And that scherne is the making of paper money. 

In this famous chapter in Marco PalaIs narrative, the Khan becomes 
an alchemist, a conjuror, who causes his words to be equivalent to a11 
the treasure in the world: 

The Emperor's Mint then is in this same city of Cambaluc, and the way it 
is wrought is such that you might say he hath the Secret of Alchemy in 
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perfectiol1, and you would be right! For he makes his müney after trus 
fasmon. 

He makes thern take of the bark of a certain tree, in fact of the 
Mulberry Tree, the leaves of which are the food of the silkworrns, - these 
trees being so numerous that whole districts are full of thern. What they 
take is a certain fine white bast or skin which lies between the wood of 
the tree and the thick outer bark, and this they make into something 
resembling sheets of paper, but black. When these sheets have been pre
pared they are cut up into pieces of different sizes. The smallest of these 
sizes is worth a half tornesel; the next, a little larger, one tornesel; one, a 
little largeT still, is worth half a silver groat of Venice; another a whole 
groat; others yet two groats, five groats, and ten groats. There is also a 
kind worth one Bezant of gold, and others of three Bezants, and so up to 
teD. All these pieces of paper are [issued with as much solemnity and 
authority as if they were of pure gold or silver; and on every piece a vari
ety of officials, whose duty it is, have to write their narnes, and to put 
their seals. And when all is prepared duly, the chief officer deputed by 
the Kaan smears the Seal entrusted to hirn with verrnilion, and irnpresses 
it on the paper, so that the form of the Seal remains printed upon it in 
red; and Money is then authentie. Any one forging it would be punished 
with death.] And the Kaan causes every yeal' to be made such a vasl 
quantity of this money, which costs rum nothing, that it must equal in 
amount all the treasure in the world. (Yule-Cordier 1: 423--4) 

The secret of the Khan' s alchemy lies in the 'as if' elfect: 'as if they were 
of pure gold or silver.' And the key to the success of the poetic confla
tion is to get rid of the 'iffiness' and turn ',as if' into simply 'as.' This is 
a verbal trickery Calvino's Khan is unable to perform because his 
futuristic descriptions of cities have yet to be verified by Marco Polo: 
'It is not the voice that commands the story: it is the ear' (Calvino 135). 
In Polo's narrative, however, the Khan becomes King Midas; his 
words, as deputed by his officials, change into gold when they fall onto 
sheets of paper. His voice is not just golden; it is as good as gold. 

That voices, words, and other intangible things acquire the power of 
creating wealth or become wealth itself is not just a socio-economic 
reality in Khan' s empire or in any society where there is an uneven 
power structure; it is an essential feature of what we in the twenty-first 
century have called the 'intangible economy.' In our postindustrial age, 
an identifiable shift from the tangible to the intangible has taken place: 
The economic landscape is no langer shaped by physical flows of 
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material goods and products, but by ethereal streams of data, images, 
and symbols. Whereas at the core of the agricultural economy was a 
relationship between man, nature, and natural products, and at the 
core of the industrial economy was a relationship between man, 
machine, and machine-created artificial objects, the intangible econ
omy is structured around reiationships between man and ideas and 
symbols. Today, the source of economic value and wealth is no longer 
the production of material goods but the creation and manipulation of 
intangible content (Goldfinger 93). 

The Khan is apparently a forerunner of such intangible economy with 
his boundless ability to create and manipulate signs and their relation
ship to reality /value. In some sense the name of the Khan is a most pre
cious intangible assel. Like a name brand in our postindustrial age, the 
value of such an asset is beyond calculation, or is indeed, as Polo 
observes admiringly and jealously, 'equal in amount to all the treasure in 
the world.' In the case of the Khan, value is determined not by the 
weight of gold and silver, but by his words, voices, seals, etc.; in the case 
of a postindustrial company, value is calculated not by its output of 
material production, but by its brand, human capital, intellectual prop
erty, knowledge, and above all the ever-fickle pricing of its stocks. 

Such dematerialization of vaIue is deeply uru;ettling because it rum; 

squarely against some of the key tenets of the conventionallogic of econ
omy: 'Conventional logic is concemed with scarcity, dematerialization 
logic with abundance. The former stresses equilibrium; the latter, disequi
librium. Obsolescence, redundancy and volatility, perceived in the past as 
pemicious epiphenomena, now constitute essential and necessary vec
tors' (Goldfinger 98). Most unsettling about such dematerialization, how
ever, is the emergence of the concept of truth that is no longer cognizable, 
but fleeting, flying, audible, tactile, and above all, participatory. 

In his reflections upon the crisis of global capitalism, billionaire and 
philanthropist George Soros points out that truth nowadays is not -
even if it ever were - cognizabIe, hut instead is participatory. 'We have 
come to treat correspondence as the hallmark of truth. But correspon
dence can be brought about in two ways: either by making true state
ments or by making an impact on the facts themselves. Correspondence 
is not the guarantor of truth' (14-15). Especially in the world of global 
capital, cognizable truths, something the narrator in Polo's book pains
takingly tries to differentiate from audible hearsays, become interactive 
mirages that change according to the actions of the observer: 'Physical 
objects move the way they move irrespective of what anybody thinks. 
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But financial markets attempt to predict a future that is contingent on 
the decisions people make in the present. Instead of just passively 
reflecting reality, financial markets are actively creating the reality that 
they, in turn, reflect. There is a two-way conne~tion between present 
decisions and future events, which I caU reflexivity' (Soros xxiii). 

Such reflexivity would place value and truth less in the visual space, 
which is dominated by linear logic and abstraction, than in the acoustic 
space, where sounds, to quote McLuhan and Powers again, flow more 
like replies than signals. In their study of the history of media, McLuhan 
and Powers consider the invention of paper money as a major step 
toward the acoustic and intangible: 'Cash money and the compass, lead
ing technologies of the fifteenth century, illustrate early figure-ground 
transformations of visual space archetypes to the acoustic, from the tan
gible to the intangible, from hardware dominance to software domi
nance - analogous to the present role of the computer. Current shift from 
visual space to acoustic space technologies in society is accelerating' (35). 
And their investigation of the 'global village' concludes with a descrip
tion of the Electronic Funds Transfer System (EFTS) as an acoustic space, 
a world of the simultaneous, whose centre is everywhere and whose 
margin is nowhere (121). It is in this acoustic world that a modern-day 
Cinderella was burn - virtual müney. 

3. From 'Flying Money' 10 'Daylighl Money' 

When evening came Cinderella wanted- to leave, and the prince tried to 
escort her, but she ran away from hirn so quickly that he could not fol
low her. The prince, however, had set a trap. He had had the entire stair
way smeared with pitch. VVhen she ran down the stairs, her left slipper 
stuck in the pitch. The prince picked it up. It was small and dainty, and 
01 pure gold. 

(Jacob and Wilhelrn Grimm, 'Cinderella') 

Virtual money is a kind of money that circles around the globe without 
a permanent, cognizable interface but whose effect is world-changing. 
It enabled, for instance, Soros to make a fortune of five billion dollars 
within a few months in 1992 by successfully shorting the British 
pounds. It is a money that is never to be touched, held, or seen; that is 
always in motion, 'in the form of brief pulses of light that glide out
ward through cyberspace like ripples in apond'; and that also includes 
plastic money, credit and debit cards, and the e-money used in the 
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internet trade (Solomon ix). Virtual money is often compared to a virtual 
particle in quantum mechanics, a particle that, according to Stephen 
Hawking, 'can never be directly detected, but whose existence does 
have measurable effects' (187). And virtual money' s effects are indeed 
astonishing if we would just consider these facts: The value of foreign 
currency trading, which is conducted almost exclusively in cyberspace, 
averaged $1.1 trillion a day in 2000, more than fifty times greater than 
the daily physical trade volume and thirty times larger than the com
bined volume of all US equity markets. The relative weight of non-cash 
monetary transactions now exceeds the value of cash money by a factor 
of ten. Money and payments are almost entirely delivered via electronic 
networks as data bits and database entries (Goldfinger 92-3). 

That mobile digital bits have replaced cash money is not, however, 
such a far ciy from the invention of the so-called flying money, which 
existed in China almost two thousand years ago and to which historians 
have attributed the origin of Khan's paper money. The Chinese feiqian, or 
'flying money,' was essentially a draft to transrnit funds to distant places. 
In the Tang dynasty (618-907), there emerged large-scale commercial 
activities, of which the most spectacular was the tea trade between south 
China and Chang' an, the Tang capital, in the north. The tea merchants 
wished to transfer profits realized from the sale of ted in the nurth back 
to the south, but found the shipment of cash both cumbersome and per
i1ous. The same problem of transfer faced the provincial authorities who 
were obliged to send monetary tribute and gifts to the imperial court. 
These authorities maintained in the capital liaison offices known as 
'memorial-presenting courts,' whose duty in part was to expedite pre
sentation of gifts. The fransfer problem was solved by the institution of 
'flying money,' whereby merchants deposited cash with the 'memorial
presenting courts,' in return for vouchers guaranteeing reimbursernent 
in designated provinces. Thereby a double transfer of cash was realized 
without an actual physical transfer. Hence the picturesque name 'flying 
money' (Yang, Money 51-2). 

Almost all forms of modern-day virtual money are 'flying money' 
of sorts because they all share the feature of mobility. But the queen 
among them, the form that represents the epitome of intangible econ
omy, is 'daylight money.' Imagine a bank sending money by wire but 
being over its credit cap; in the US (and in many other countries) the 
bank can borrow on overdraft but must pay back the sum within the 
day. These funds, existing only as figures on computer screens, live 
essentially on borrowed time. But before their inevitable end-of-day 
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demise, they can buy and seil just as 'real' money does. 'Like Cinder
eIla at the baIl,' writes Elinor Harris Solomon, the daylight money 
'has but a certain length of time in which to play. It buys and seIls 
assets, whether currencies or thirty-year Treasury bonds. It stirs 
things up in markets and responds to expectations shifts. In abrief 
time span, it captures not a prince but a profits prize' (205). When 
the bell rings - not the midnight bell at the prince's ball, but the 
closing bell of a business day - the virtual money vanishes in a 
cloud of settlement smoke, only to arise again like the sun the next 
(business) morning. 

4. Imagination: A Romantic Detour 

In Xanadu did Kubla Khan 
A stately pleasure-dome decree: 
Where Alph, the sacred river, ran 
Through caverns measureless to man 

Down to a slU11ess sea. 
So twice five miles of fertile ground 
With walls and towers were girdled round: 
And lhere were gardens bright with SlllUOUS rills 
Where blossomed many an incense-bearing tree; 
And here were forests ancient as the hiUs, 
Enfolding sunny spots of greenery. 

(Samuel Taylor Coleridge, 'Kubla Khan') 

Like money that is mobile, a romantie poet' s mind can also travellong 
distances. For the poem 'Kubla Khan,' Coleridge provided a note of 
explanation: 'ln the summer of the year 1797, the Author, then in ill 
health, had retired to a lonely farm house between Porlock and Linton, 
on the Exmoor canHnes of Somerset and Devonshire. In consequence 
of a slight indisposition, an anodyne had been prescribed, from the 
effect of which he fell asleep in his ehair at the moment that he was 
reading the following sentenc€, cr wards of the same substance, in Pur
chas's Pilgrimage: "Here the Khan Kubla commanded a palace to be 
built, and a stately garden thereunto: and thus ten miles of fertile 
ground were inclosed with a wall'" (Complete Poems 249). 

The poet is metieulous about the loeal details, 'a lonely farm house 
between Porlock and Linton, on the Exmoor confines of Somerset and 
Devonshire,' partly because he wants to foreground the poeticmind's 
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extraordinary capacity to travel across space and time and land itself in 
an oriental palace centuries ago. Coleridge uses the phrase 'words of 
the same substance' because hls quote from Purchas is not exact2 If 
faithful duplication is the mode of validation of a culture of print, to 
whlch Coleridge rightly belongs, here he is apparently more concerned 
with the 'substance' that underlies wards, visions, dreams, and reali
ties3 He disregards the laws of print for a good reason: He is following 
a hlgher law, the law of imagination. Coleridge is the one who has pro
vided us with the quintessential Romanticist definition of 'imagina
tion,' which he also calls the 'esemplastic power.' He coined the ward 
'esemplastic' and used it to mean 'moulding into unity.' Imagination, 
according to Coleridge, is 'the living power and prime agent of all 
human perception' and 'a repetition in the finite mind of the eternal act 
of creation in the infinite I AM ... It struggles to idealize and to unify. It 
is essentially vital, even as all objects (as objeets) are essentially fixed 
and dead' (Biographia 167). 

That Coleridge in his opium reverie would dream of the palace of the 
Khan may be a result of hls reading of Purchas's book, or it can be a 
staged performance of Romantic exoticism or Coleridge's trademark 
mysticism. But there could be an even deeper reason. If Khan is, as I 
have suggested, a forerunner of intangible economy, the Romanticists 
are certainly its early advocates. Intangible economy, as we know, is 
structured around relationshlps between man and ideas and symbols, 
rather than between man, nature, and natural products as in agricultural 
economy, oy between man, machine, and machine-created artificial 
objects as in industrial economy. Likewis€, the Romanticists ran up 
against the centuries-old poetic theory of mimesis, whlch takes as its 
central cancern the relationship between art and nature, and tllfned 
exclusively to imagination, whose interface is betw-een man, his mind, 
and his poetie work. As M.H. Abrams puts it in hls classic The Mirrar 
and the Lamp, 'Instead of imitation ... the orientation is now toward the 
artist, the focus 01 attention is upon the relation of the elements of the 
work to his state of mind' (47). Like the Great Khan, who envisions eit
ies and wealth at will and in his mind, a Romantic poet, as Coleridge 
put it, expresses 'intellectual purposes, thoughts, conceptions, senti
ments, that have their origin in the human mind' (qtd. in Abrams 48). 
In his opium reverie, Coleridge states that 'The author continued lar 
about three hours in a profound sleep, at least of the external senses, 
during which time he has the most vivid confidence, that he could not 
have composed less than from two to threehundred lines; if that 
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indeed can be called composition in which all the images rose up 
be fore him as things, with a parallel production of the correspondent 
expressions, withcmt any sensation or consciousness of the effort' 
(Camplete Poems 439). Images, things, and expressions - all of them are 
interchangeable with each other. 

Such a Romantic sublimity in the poet' s head may now be recreated 
in a computer's brain: Virtual money, information, access codes, and 
intellectual property all share a common technological substratum of 
digital storage in networked computers. It is, therefore, 'easy and 
cheap to exchange money for information, information for access,. 
access for intellectual property acknowledgement, and so on. Each of 
these can be used alternatively as a store of value and/or exchange 
medium' (Goldfinger 110). Call that the digital sublime. 

5. The Return of Polo: The Ear versus the Eye 

'The other ambassadors warn me of famines, extortions, conspiracies, or 
else they infofm rne of newly discovered turquoise mines, advantageous 
prices in marten furs, suggestions for supplying damascened blades. And 
you?' the Great Khan asked Polo, 'you r~turn from lands equally distant 
and you can tell me on1y the thoughts that come to a man who sits on his 
doorstep at evening to enjoy the cool air. What is the use, then, of all YOUf 

traveling? ... My gaze is that of a man meditating, lost in thought - ladmit 
it. But yours? You cross archipelagoes, tundras, mountain ranges. You 
would do as wen never moving. from here.' 

(Italo Calvino, Invisible Cities) 

The Khan's seepticism over the worth 01 Polo's travel is completely 
understandable from a Romanticist's viewpoint. lndeed, if Coleridge 
could see the Khan's palace without having to move an inch from his 
chair. 'What is the use, then, 01 all YOUf traveling?' It was in this context 
that the Khan told the Venetian, 'Frorn now on, I'll describe the eities to 
you ... in YOUf journeys you will see if they exist' (Calvino 69). Both the 
Khan and Coleridge turned inward to seek reality. 'Perhaps, Kublai 
thought, the empire is nothing but a zodiac 01 the mind' s phantasms' 
(Calvino 22). Why, then, did the Khan want to hear Polo's stories? Could 
it be that there is something in hearing that even the most powerful 
imperial vision would not be able ta, forgive the tautalagy, envision? 

The Mongoi emperor was a loreigner (who wouldn't be?) to the vast 
empire he had built; the dominant language in this empire, namely 
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Chinese, was a loreign tongue to him. 'The loreignness 01 what you no 
langer are or no longer possess lies in wait for you in foreign, unpossessed 
places' (Calvino 29). An empire, boundless as it appears, exists in the 
visual space, which is ruled by boundaries; sound, however, is difficult to 
conquer. Could it be, then, that Polo's book, so lar as it is adescription of 
the empire, already exists in the Khan's mind, since he has indeed con
quered all the cities; but it is the acoustic space, where cities exist in their 
invisibility. that constantly eludes his grasp? "'On the day when I know 
all the emblems," he asked Marco, "shall I be able to possess my empire, 
at last?" And the Venetian answered: "Sire, do not believe it. On that day 
you will be an emblem among emblems'" (Calvino 22-3). Polo's answer is 
enigmatic; a dearer answer would be: It depends on what you mean 
by 'know,' because there is seeing, and then there is hearing. 

Curiously enough, the only piece of Chinese evidence - if it is 
indeed evidence - that may lend credibility to Polo' s narrative exists in 
sound, or at least it requires one to listen across languages in order to 
hear the acoustic connections among a Chinese document, a Persian 
record, and Polo's narrative. Since the story of Marco Polo was first 
introduced into China in 1874, Chinese historians had tried in vain to 
lUlcover any evidence among the vast arrays of Chinese historical 
records to authenticate Polo as a reliable narrator. In 1941, Chill_ese his
torian Zhijiu Yang published an artide in which he announced his dis
covery 01 a passage in Chinese coneerningMarco Polo's departure 
from China. On the basis of an official note recorded in the 19,148th 
volume of the encyclopedic Yongle dadian, Yang proves that the names 
01 the three emissaries the note refers to are the same as those 01 the 
three emissaries dispatched by Argon mentioned in Polo' s book. 

In Book One, Chapter XVII of the Yule-Cordier edition, there is a 
passage that reads: 

Now it came to pass in those days that the Queen Bolgana, wife of Argon, 
Lord of the Levant, departed this life. And in her Will she had desired that na 
Lady should take her place, or succeed her as Argon's wife, except one of her 
own lamily [wruch existed in Cathay]. Argon therefore dispatched furee 01 
his Barons, by name respectively Qulatay, Apusca, and Coja, as ambassadors 
to the Great Khan, attended by a very gallant company, in order t6 bring back 
as rus bride a lady 01 the family 01 Queen Bolgana, rus late ",ne. (1: 32) 

Polo told us that he, his father, and his unde were able to persuade the 
Khan to allow them to accompany the three Barons and the chosen 
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Lady, Kukachin, back to the Levant, and from there they went back to 
Europe. In the Chinese record that Yang uncovered, the passage reads 
in English translation (provided by Francis Woodman Cleaves, who 
published an artide in the Harvard Journal 0/ Asiatie Studies in 1976 to 
reassess in part Yang's evidenee): 'In the 3rd moon of this year there was 
reeeived an Imperial Direetive [to the effeet] that Wu-lu-tai, A-pi-shih
ha, and Huo-ehe be dispatehed to proceed to the domain of the Ta-wang, 
A-lu-hun, via Ma-pa-erh' (Cleaves 186-7). Cleaves further quotes a eru
cial passage from a Persian text: 'And after one moon the royal flags 
faeed in the direction of Xurasan and into the city of Abhar eame Xwa
jah and the party of messen gers whom Aryun Xan had sent to the ser
vitude of Qa'an in order that they bring one of the kinswornen of the 
Great Buluyan and seat her in her plaee' (195-6). 

If the eye eanno! find traces of connection when gliding over the vast 
terrain of scriptural differences, the ear can hear the echoes in Coja, Huo
ehe, and Xwajah. Coja, it seems, was the sole survivor of the three emis
saries sent by the Great Khan after the long joumey, and Polo' s narrative 
also speaks of the loss of many lives on this joumey. The sinologists who 
are willing to lend Polo a syrnpathetie ear seem to coneUf that no one 
who has not heard the name spoken ean provide such a seemingly 
flimsy but acoustically urunistaken line of connection despite the name's 
different appearanees in different texts and languages. 

Of all the episodes of Polo' s adventure, it is this voyage from China 
to Persia that Eugene O'Neill chose as the basis for his 1927 play Mareo 
Millions. In the Foreword, O'Neill laments that his protagonist has 
been called a liar in history. But he blames this injustiee on Polo him
self: 'The failure to appraise Polo at a fair valuation is his own fault. He 
dietated the book of his travels but left the traveler out. He was no 
author. He stuck to a recital of what he considered facts and the world 
ealled hirn a liar for his pains' (v). The undervaluation only shows the 
extent to whieh O'Neill hirnself is a prisoner of print eulture and its 
attendant visual biases. Even Henry Yule, Polo' s most sympathetie edi
tor, adrnits that 'in his Book impersonality is carried to excess; and we 
are alten driven to diseern by indireet and daubtful indications alone, 
whether he is speaking of a plaee from personal knowledge or only 
from hearsay' (Yule-Cordier 1: 107-8). 

In a culture of vision and silent reading, repetitions of such formu
laie descriptions as 'the people are idolaters, burn their dead, use paper 
money, and have a peculiar language' in aseries of chapters not only 
seem unbearably verbose and monotonous, but they also expose the 
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dire lack of visual evidenee. But in a culture of orality and vocalized 
reading, they sound rhythmic and reverberant like an echo ehamber. 
'One ean look at seeing,' says Mareel Duehamp, '[but] one can't hear 
hearing' (23). If applied to Polo, Duehamp's statement would sound 
more like a lament than a description. In a world where vision is pre
dominant, hearing is not personal witness. As if he had foreseen such a 
future verdict on him, Polo's prologue begs us to hear the book read to 
us, to sound it out: Huo-ehe, Xwajah, Coja.lndeed, 'a Chinese whisper 
translated from Persian.' 

6. Vernacular Imagination 

Huo-ehe, the Chinese version of Coja, literally means 'fire person,' a 
person who earries a fire. This fire is the verbal energy that flows 
through an otherwise fractured landscape of multiple graphie signs. 
Our ability to listen aeross linguistie boundaries constitutes what I 
would call the 'vemacular imagination.' The Romanticist notion of 
imagination as 'the living power and prime agent of all human pereep
tion' carries a profound preference for vision; 'transcendence' is above 
all a visualized, spatial metaphor. While the Romantieists may have 
taken us a stcp doscr to thc world of intnngibility (you see, I am using a 
visual metaphor, 'a step doser,' to describe the intangible), they also 
have left us a legaey of imperialist vision, an esemplastie power that 
moulds everything into unity. The coupling of 'vernaeular' with 'imag
ination,' then, is my attempt to describe a relationship to the world that 
is predieated as mueh on hearing as on vision and a mode of being that 
is at onee loeal and global. 

In an essay entitled 'Cosmopolitan and Vernaeular in History,' Sheldon 
Pollock studies the different historical trajeetories of two cosrnopolitan 
vemaculars, Latin and Sanskrit, and comes to the conclusion that 'if the 
cosmopolitanisms [of the two vemaeulars] were similar in transeending 
the loeal and stirnulating feelings of living in a large world, their rnodali
ties were radically different: the one coercive, the other voluntaristic.' 
What justifies Pollock's condUBion is a small but telling sign, 'the graphie 
sign itself': 'Roman script was constitutive of Latin literature: amUl 
virumque eano could be written in only a single alphabet. The graphie 
fonns of Sanskrit literature, by contrast, were innumerable: vagarthau iva 
samprktau could be inseribed in J avanese seript; in Thai, Sinhala, and Gran
tha in Tamil eountry; and in Sharada in Kashrnir - a substitutability unique 
among Benedict Anderson's "inunense co~unities" of premodemity' 
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(28--9). In other wards, whereas Latin irnposed universality in both sound 
and vision, Sanskrit at least allowed graphie variations. Whereas Latin 
'traveled where it did as the language of a conquest state,' Sanskrit 'never 
sought to theorize its own universality,' a feature Pollock deerns consistent 
with Sanskrit being 'an alternative fonn of cosmopolitanism in which 
"here," instead of being equated with "everywhere," is equated with 
"nowhere in particular'" (24). It seems that the world of Sanskrit is such an 
invisible empire built in aeoustic space. 

Here I would Iike to draw an analogy between vernacular and 
money. Money may be a universallanguage, but currencies speak ver
naculars of their own. Curiously enough, currencies are usually called 
in their native tongues: dollar, pound, yuan, yen, won, mark, franc, 
lira, ruble, baht, etc. We may change their graphic appearance when 
we transliterate them into English, but their sounds remain. It is as if 
we must have our ovvn terms, with their sounds as measures, in order 
to understand, to come to terms with the world and its meaning. In 
Polo's narrative, the reader/listener is constantly asked to look at 
things in terms of Venetian currency: 

The smallest of these sizes is worth a half tornesel; the next, a little larger, 
one tornese1i one, a little larger still, is worth half a silver groat of Venice; 
another a whole groat; others yet two groats, five groats, and ten groats. 
There is also a kind worth one Bezant of gold, and others of three Bezants, 
and so up to ten. (Yule-Cordier 1: 423-4) 

Or, 

First there is the salt, which brings in a great revenue. For it produces 
every year; in round numbers, fourscore tomans of gold; and the toman is 
worth 70,000 saggi of gold, so that the total value of the fourscore tomans 
will be five million and six hundred thousand saggi of gold, each saggio 
being worth more than a gold florin or ducat. (2: 171) 

Or, 

And you must know that Messer Marco Polo, who relates all this, was 
several times sent by the Great Kaan to inspect the amount of his customs 
and revenue from this ninth part of Manzi, and he found it to be, exclu
sive of the salt revenue which we have mentioned already, 210 tomans of 
gold, equivalent to 14,700,000 saggi of gold. (2: 172) 

r 
I 
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It seems that unless Polo renders everything in Venetian terms, such as 
tornesels, groats, saggi, florins, and ducats, his European contempo
raries will have no way of imagining what he has seen. Monetary 
terms, besides being called in their vemacular sounds, are often 
themselves related to sounds. The Venetian ducat of Polo's times, 
for instance, bears an inscription 'SIT.T.xREDAT.Q.TV.REGIS.ISTE. 
DUCAT,' which is meant to be read aloud as 'Sit tibi Cluiste dalus, 
quem tu Regis, iste ducatus' ('Let this duchy, which thou rulest, be 
dedicated to thee, 0 Cluist') (Shell 69). The issuing of a new coin is 
technically called an 'utterance.' To utter, according to the Oxfard Eng
lish Dictionary, means 'ta give currency to; to put into circulation,' as 
weH as 'to send forth as asound; to speak, say, or pronounce.'4 

7. Rhubarb, Opium, and Coleridge's Dysentery: A Loose End 

This fragment with a good deal more, not recoverable, composed, in a 
sort of Reverie brought on by tvvo grains of opium, taken to eheck a dys
entery, at a Farm House, between Porloek & Linton, a quarter of a miJe 
from Culbone Chureh, in the fall of the year, 1797. 

(Coleridge's note found on a manuscript copy of 'Kubla Khan') 

Coleridge took the poetically inspiring opium to cure his dysentery 
(Camplete Poems 525). In 1839, on the eve of the first Opium War, China 
was imagining the opposite problem for the population of Great Britain: 
constipation. In his offieial letter to Queen Victoria, the high imperial 
commissioner Lin Zexu tried to persuade Her Majesty to stop dumping 
opium in the Chinese market-the British had engaged in such aggres
sive drug dealing in order to balance the huge trade deficit created by 
thelr exeessive fondness for Chinese tea. Couched within the diplomatie 
nieeties of the letter was a threa!: 'Has China (we should Iike to ask) 
ever yet sent forth a noxious article fram its soil? Not ta speak af Dur tea 
and rhubarb, things which your foreign countries could not exist a sin
gle day without, if we of the Central Land were to grudge you what is 
beneficial, and not to compassionate your wants, then wherewithal 
could you foreigners manage to exist?' (qtd. in J.T.C. Liu 234). In other 
wards, if you don't stop selling opium in China, we will stop exporting 
tea and rhubarb to you. Lin was imagining that with all the excessive 
consumption of tea, the British populaee must be suffering from consti
pation, which may be alleviated by rhubarb, a medicinal root whose 
great abundance in China was keenly noted by Marco Polo.' 
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If Lin' s threat may be eonstrued as a one-sided pereeption of the 
problem, the British were not any better: they wilfully misread the let
ter and heard something far more offensive. Lin' s letter was written in 
Chinese, and the above-quoted passage ean be translated differently 
as: 'Is there a single artide from China whieh has done any harm to for
eign countries? Take tea and rhubarb, for example; the foreign coun
tries cannot get along for a single day without them. If China cuts off 
these benefits with no sympathy for those who are to suffer, then what 
can the barbarians rely upon to keep themselves alive?' (qtd. in Liu 234). 
The crucial substitution oE 'barbarians' for 'foreigners' as translation oE 
the Chinese term in Lin' s letter, 'yiren,' could be deeply offensive to the 

. queen. As Lydia Liu has argued in her study of the politics of transla
tion during China's dash with 'the West in the nineteenth eentury, yiren 
was a supersign that has entangled and embattled etymologies. While 
the Chinese term may be neutral and ean be simply translated as 'for
eigner,' the Western countries often translated it as 'harbarian' and 
thereby regarded Chinese documents that use this word in their origi
nals as deeply insulting (31-69). One nation exaggerated the other's 
bowel problem, and one nation misheard the other's speech (the Creek 
term barbaros mimics the sound of incomprehensible speech). So the 
war broke out and we know the rest o[ lhe story. 

Fast forward one and a half centuries, and we have another story 
that also makes use of vernaeular imagination, but with a happy end
ing. On 1 April 2001, while doing reeonnaissanee in the South China 
Sea, aUS navy spy plane eollided with a Chinese military aireraft. The 
Chinese plane disappeared and its pilot was supposedly dead. The US 
plane was also damaged and had to perform an emergeney landing in 
China without authorization. The US crew was detained by the Chi
nese, triggering a diplomatie crisis. What eventually resolved the issue 
was an intentional mistranslation, a purposeful realignment of the 
equivalence of words in English and Chinese as they are used in diplo
matie exchanges. In his half-hearted letter of apology to the Chinese 
government, the US ambassador Joseph W. Prueher states, 'Please 
convey to the Chinese people and to the family of pilot Wang Wei that 
we are very sorry for their lass ... We are very sorry the entering of 
China' s airspace and the landing did not have verbal clearance' 
(Prueher). When reported in Chinese media, however, the English 
phrase 'very sorry,' which sounds alm ost too simple or easual for an 
event oE such magnitude, was translated into Chinese as 'shenbiao
qianyi.' Meaning literally 'expressing the deepest regret,' the Chinese 
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phrase carries a weight of formality that goes way beyond the English 
colloquial term. It was this Chinese phrase that was published in bald 
as headlines in the Chinese media, and it effeetively quieted the raging 
anti-US sentiments. The crew was released and the spy plane 
returned. Despite the perennial US eomplaint of China's pegging of its 
currency against the dollar (as of today, 19 May 2005, the exchange 
rate of one US dollar to one Chinese yuan is 1 : 8.2765), this is one 
pegged, uneven linguistie trade that the US is more than happy to 
allow: 'very sorry' for 'shenbiaoqianyi.' 

Somewhere the Merchant of Venice is whispering to the ears of his 
listeners because the seeret is alm ost too good to be true: 'In the moun
tains belonging to this city, rhubarb and ginger grow in great abun
danee; insomueh that you may get same 40 pounds of exeellent fresh 
ginger for a Venice groat' (Yule-Cordier 2: 181). We can almost hear the 
jingling of the moneyed mind, some hearsay by a self-labelled eosmop
olite who tries to help the loeals imagine a world of wonder in their 
own terms. 

NOTES 

1 Frances Wood, Did Marco Polo Go to China? 63. See also John W. Haeger, 
'Marco Polo in China?' and Craig Clunas, 'The Explorer's Tracks.' 

2 The lines f.rom Samuel Purchas, Purchas his Pilgrimage (1613), read: 'In 
Xamdu did Cublai Can build a stately Palace, encompassing sixteene miles . 
of plaine ground with a walt wherein are fertile Meddowes, pleasant 
Springs, delightful Streams, and a11 sorts of beasts of chase and game, and 
in the middest thereof a sumptuous house of pleasure, which may be 
removed fram place 10 place' (qld. in Coleridge, Camp/ete Poems 526). 

3 For an insightful discussion of duplication as a literate, visual preference, 
see Vanessa Smith, Literary Culture and the Pacific. 

4 I am indebted to Stephen Deng for pointing me to the term 'utterance' used 
in this context. 

5 About the province of Sukchur, which he would later confuse with the city 
of Suju, Polo says, 'Over a11 the mountains of this province rhubarb is fOWld 
in great abundance, and thither merchants come to buy it, and carry it 
thence a11 over the world' (Yule-Cordier 1: 217). 
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When Marco Polo returned to Venice from the East with his father and 
unde in 1295 after a long absence of twenty-four years, they were not rec
ognized by their own farnily members until they ripped open the seaIllS 
and linings of their well-worn coats cut in the exotic fashion of the Tartars 
and pulled out a large quantity of rubies, sapphires, and other kinds of 
precious stones that they had brought back from China. This legend, told 
by the geographer Giovanni Baltista Ramusio (1485~ 1557) in his Navigazi
oni e viaggi, situates the return of the Polos in the age-old framcwork of 
narrative conventions, of which the recognition of Odysseus by the old 
nurse Euryclea in Book XIX of the Homeric epic provides the archetype 
of what Northrop Frye called 'the theme of the nostos or return home in 
the Odyssey' (319). The establishment of credibility, which is the whole 
point of this legend, has often been a problem with Marco Polo's remark
able story. Many of his contemporaries regarded him as a 'braggart,' and 
tluoughout the centuries the account of his adventurous journey to the 
East has not gone unchallenged by sceptical scholars who either denied 
him the experience of having actually gone to China er questioned the 
veraeity of bis extraordinary tale.' In perhaps the most comprehensive 
study of Marco Polo's book so far, John Lamer has rigorously defended 
Marco against his detractors, disrnissing their sceptical charges as 'noth
ing outside fantasies of 'jiggery-pokery' and a wholly imaginary hostility 
between Maffeo and Marco, compounded in a mass of unbridled conjec
ture' (63).lnsofar as the presence of the Polos in China is concemed, how
ever, Lamer has no choiee but to acknowledge with regret that 'No 
Chinese source can be used to gain evidence of them' (41). 

It is·true that Chinese documents of the Mongol-ruled Yuan dynasty 
have no records either of Marco Polo, or of his father Niccola and uncle 
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Maffeo, but the absence of record cmmot be taken as proof that the 
Polos never went to China. As Franeis Woodman Cleaves remarks, 'If 
we were to draw up a list of historical figures who are not mentioned 
in sources in which we mrght justifiably expect to encounter their 
names, it would be excessively long' (192). Yang Zhijiu, a Chinese his
torian and expert on the MongoI dynasty, also observes that of those 
other Western travellers to the East before and after Marco Polo, such 
as Giovanni di Pian di Carpini, William of Rubruck, Prince Hetoum of 
Little Armenia, and Odorico da Pordenone, there is no Chinese record, 
either (Yang, Make Bole 157). 'If we judge by whether their names 
appear in Chinese records,' says Yang, 'should we conclude then that 
none of these people had gone to China, and that their writings were 
all hearsay or plagiarism? If not, why should we single out Marco Polo 
for such harsh treatment?' (158). Among Chinese scholars, Yang Zhijiu 
is indeed the most eloquent of Marco' s defenders. 

In 1941, while researching the history of the Muslims in the Yuan 
dynasty, Yang Zhijiu came upon abrief and banal piece of official doc
ument, preserved in juan (literallyascroll, hence a chapter or volume) 
19,418 of the Yongle dadian or Great Compendium Composed during the 
Yongle Reign, a multi-volume fourteenth-century encyclopedia. The 
document is areport sent from Quanzhou (Marco's Zaiton) through 
the postal relay system under the Mongoi rule, in which an official 
named Sha-bu-ding (Persian or Arabic Sahiib al-Din) stated that in the 
third month of the twenty-seventh year of the Zhiyuan reign (1290), an 
imperial decreewas issued 'to dispatch Wu-Iu-dai, A-bi-shi-ke and 
Huo-zhe to the court of the Great Prince A-Iu-hun via Ma-ba-er' (Yongle 
dadian 8: 7211). Yang Zhijiu immediately realized that these foreign
sounding names corresponded perfectly with what Marco Polo men
tioned in an important passage of his book: Wu-Iu-tai is Marco' s Vlatai, 
A-bi-shi-ke is Abushka, and Huo-zhe is Koja, the Great Prince A-Iu-hun 
is Arghun, lord of the Levant, and Ma-ba-er is Maabar, the Coromandel 
Coast of India. According to Marco, Lord Arghun's wife Bulagan died, 
and in her will she stipulated that no lady other than from her own fam
ily clan in Cathay should be her successor. Lord Arghun thus sent 
Vlatai, Abushka, and Koja to Kublai the Great Khan, and Kublai chose 
a young lady named Kukachin of the lineage of Arghun's late wife for 
his marriage. When Arghun' s Persian emissaries were ready to return 
to their country with Lady Kukachin, they requested the company of 
the three Polos, who were experienced in sea voyages. 'The Great 
Khan, who was very fond of the three,' according to Marco, 'granted 
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thi5 favor with some reluctance and gave leave to the three Latins to 
travel with the three lords and the lady' (Polo, Travels 29). That was 
how, according to Marco, the Polos were able to take leave of the 
Great Khan and finally return to Venice. Short of naming Marco Polo 
directly, this piece of a Yuan dynasty official document offers the best 
corroborative evidence in a Chinese source to support Marco's claims 
and thus goes a long way toward establishing the credibility of 
Marco' s narrative about his life in China under Kublai' s rule. Although 
F.W. Cleaves already discussed Yang Zhijiu's discovery of the Chinese 
document as supporting evidence of Marco's departure from China in 
an artiele published in the Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies in 1976, 
Yang' s work seems stilllargely unknown in the West, and therefore it 
is necessary to emphasize the importance of his discovery of the hid
den relationship between Marco's baok and that short piece of official 
document buried in the huge amount of materials preserved in the 
Chinese encyclopedic Yongle dadian. I believe that Yang' s work 
deserves much wider circulation and better appreciation in the field of 
Marco Polo scholarship 2 

Insofar as his contemporaries were concerned; Marco's story was 
unbelievable not because it was too extravagant in speaking of fabulous 
creatures 01' supernatural beings, but because it presented such a plau
sible pieture of China under the rule of Kublai Khan as a civilized and 
prosperous society beyond the boundaries of medieval Christendom. 
Of Kublai Marco says: 'all the emperors of the world and all the kings 
of Christians and of Saracens combined would not possess such power 
or be able to accomplish so much as this same Kublai, the Great Khan' 
(Polo, Travels 78). It is statements like this that would sound incredible 
to European readers at the time. As Martin Gasman observes, Marco 
Polo 'was considered a liar mainly hecause he contradicted the tradi
tional image of the MongoIs. People just could not believe that those 
barbarians who had threatened to destroy Europe in 1240-1, had 
reached the level of civilization and organization Marco described in 
his book' (76-7). That does not mean, however, that Marco's book was 
not popular at the time, because many manuscripts in various Euro
pean languages survive to te5tify to Marco's 'contemporary farne,' 'an 
unparalleled record in the Middle Ages for translations effected during 
the life of the author' (Lamer 44). 

For modern readers with expectations of adventures and medieval 
legends or fantasies, Marco' s book may prove to be disappointing. 
Despite some strange episodes like Prester John, the Old Man of the 
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Mountains, and a few other legende and tales, and despite the French 
title Le Livre des Merveilles in a manuscript that includes aversion of it, 
Marco' s book is not one of marvels Of adventures, hut iti; narrative is 
very often matter-of-fact in tonef particularly in comparison with texts 
of medieval travel literature such as the immensely popular Book of 
John Mandeville. Nor is it a guide to trade in the East or a detailed 
account of the varieus regions for missionary purposes. In delineating 
the itineraries of his journey, Marco or his co11aborator Rustiche110 
often glossed over details of various places inschematic and formulaic 
ways, but when he described some of the places in the north, especially 
Kublai's palaces in Beijing (the Mongolian Khanbaliq), or the farnaus 
city of Hangzhou (Marco's Quinsai) in the south, his accounts sud
denly gained momentum and became quite vivid and detailed, bear
ing the marks of lived experience and eyewitness narration. Indeed, 
there is often a clear sense of genuine adrnirationf even identification. 
Marco Polo, as John Larner argues, fis not an adventurer, a merchant, 
or a Christian rnissionary; he is rather a miner Mongolian civil servant 
who during his years in the East has been an observer or student of the 
topography and human geography of Asia, of its customs and folklore, 
of, above all, the authority and court of the Great Khan, all seen from a 
Mongol point of view' (85). Putting him in contrast with the French 
Iriar Jourdain of Serverac, who returned lrom India in the 1330s to 
declare that the best place On earth, after a11 his travels and journeys, 
was still horne 'in our own Christendom,' Larner shows how different 
Marco Polo was in his stance and perspective: 

The splendours of Khubilai's court, the magnificence of his autocratic rule 
(in such contrast to the spirit of Venetian republicanism), the great cities of 
Khanbalikh and 'the paradise' of Quinsai, seern, as we read of thern, to 
surpass anything in the western world. This is not simply because the cit
ies of thirteenth-century China outshone Venice and Pisa, but because 
'East-West, home's best', and for Marco horne was China. (86) 

This is a striking statement, particularly in view of the currently pre
dominant model of East-West encounter based on the opposition 
between West as colonizer" and East as the colonizedf an unequal rela
tionship that obtained in more recent times, above all the nineteenth 
.century, when European colonialism was at the height oE its expansion. 
Given the prevailing force of that oppositional model, however, it is 
only predictable that Marco Polo' s book would come to be read, sooner 
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or later, in the theoretical framework of Edward Said's notion of Orien
talism regardless of whatever historieal gaps there might be in soeial . 
reality and political outlook between the thirteenth and the nineteenth 
centuries. That is exactly what Syed Manzurul Islam did when he read 
Marco' s book as an exemplary text that 'registers the full range of the 
tropes of othering that shaped the Western sense of identity and differ
ence' (123), a text that"'exudes asense of specialist knowledge about 
other cultures that would be the hallmark of Orientalism in its institu
tional phase, which Edward Said has so scrupulously mapped' (124). 
But Said' s 01'ientalism deals largely with European discourse on the 
Arabic world in the eighteenth and the nineteenth centuries, and its 
argument cannot be extended to cover all time and all space as a sort of 
catchall universal theory. Comparing Syed Islam' s claims with the 
actual text of Marca' s book, I find it difficult to support those claims. 
For example, Islam maintains that 'Marco Polo travelled to tell a fan
tastic story. He is singularly obsessed with difference and the desire to 
represent it. The world that sprouts from Marco Polo' s pen is as 
strange as the dreamscape of old fables' (123). That is surely a gross 
exaggeration! If anything, Marco' s text is, as I mentioned above, 
mostly descriptive in a matter-of-fact tone, with very little sensational 
stuff typical of medieval fables of the marvellous and the fantastic. 
Larner observes that 'in comparison with the time-hallowed portrait 
which for so lang constituted the agreed popular and general knowl
edge of the subject, Marco's Asia is strikingly deprived of wonders' 
(107-8). Yang Zhijiu, himself a Chinese Muslim and a specialist in the 
Mongol-ruled Yuan dynasty, never takes Marco's book for a dream
scape or idle fantasies. 'Marco Polo's book,' says Yang, 'has recorded a 
large amount of information about the politica!, economic and soeial 
conditions of China, about its people and customs, of which much can 
be verified in Chinese documents and books, and will continue to be 
verified as scholarship develops further. It does have some inevitable 
defects of overstatements and factual errors, but by and large it can be 
said to provide a true account' (116). The point is that Marco's book 
was wrilten at a time and from a perspective remarkably different from 
that of colonialist explorers of later times, and it is Marco' s different 
outlook on Asia that has made His book so very valuable to us today in 
rethinking the possibilities of understanding and interactions between 
the East and the West. 

Difficult as it may be for us to imagine in a postcolorual time, it was 
indeed possible for Marco the Venetian in the thirteenth century to 
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adopt a Mongo!'s point of view and identify hirnself with Kublai's 
court. Marco was genuinely impressed by the vast Mongoi empire, the 
magnificence of Kublai's palaces, the wealth of China, both the north
em Cathay and the southern Mangi, and he thought of hirnself as at 
the Great Khan's service, though His claim to have governed the city of 
Yangzhou for three years was groundless and has been dismissed by 
almost all commentators. The Yuan dynasty in China was ruled by the 
MongoIs as conquerors, who employed in therr government what the 
Han Chinese called 'people with coloured eyes' (semu ren) - Muslims, 
Nestorian Christians, and other foreigners from regions to the west of 
China. That peculiar situation in Chinese history made it rather easy 
for people like Marco to integrate into the system, and that mayaiso 
explain why he was ignorant of the Chinese language and did not 
mention such well-known facts about Chinese culture and custorns as 
the Great Wall, tea, warnen' s bound feet, fishing with cormorants, 
Confucianism, Chinese writing, and so on. As Henry Yule argued lang 
ago, Marco gave readers the impression 'that his associations in China 
were chiefly with foreigners' (intro. to Polo, Book 1: 111). Such associa
tions made it possible for Marco to culturally adopt a Mongolian per
spective and present to His European readers a pieture of China and 
the East blessed wlih incredible wealth, sophisticated culture, and 
soeial organization, thus offering an alternative model of East-West 
encounter very different from the Orientalist model of conflict and 
domination. If Marco had some knowledge of the Han majority, of 
their language and culture, particularly the idea of Chineseness 
defined in cultural terms, with which I shall be concerned later in this 
essay, he might have found it compatible with his own desire and 
effort to integrate into a different culture and society, and to adopt a 
different perspective. 

As for the marvellous or the fantastic in his book, it is often not 
Marco himself but his early illustrators who are chiefly responsible for 
depicting scenes and Cfeatures mOfe grotesque and stranger than 
Marco described. In a recently published French version based on a 
fifteenth-century manuscript, Le Livre des Merveilles, we find same 
imaginary pictures that take a hint from Marco' s text and push it to the 
limits of credibility. To be sure, Marco had his own prejudices, stereo
types, and wild imagination largely shaped by his time and his 
background. In describing the inhabitants of Andaman in the Bay of 
Benga!, for example, he said that those people 'vivent comme des 
beteSt sans etre gouvernes par un roi' ['live like beasts, without being 
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governed by a king'], and that 'Tous les hommes de cette ile ont une 
mechante tete de chien, avec des yeux et des dents de chien aussi' ['all 
the men of this island have ugly heads of dogs, and eyes and teeth of 
dogs as weil'] (Polo, Livre 158). In the French manuscript illustration 
(Iolio 76v, figure 1; reproduced in this volume as fig. 2.14, p. 47), the 
metaphorical expression in Marco' s text (' comme des betes') was taken 
literally and turned into a surreal pieture of several dog-headed fig
ures. These fabulous dog figures are seen- engaged in 'I' exerciee du 
commerce des fruits et des cereales' ['exercises of trade in lruits and 
cereals'] (Polo, Livre 158). In another seetion, Marco speaks of his jour
ney eastward: 'Depuis Campitiu, I'on traverse cinq jours durant, en 
direction du Levant, une region ou maints esprits parlent la nuit' 
['From Campitiu, one travels for five days, in the direction lrom the 
Levant, across a region where many spirits are heard talking during 
the night'] (Polo, Livre 76). What we lind in the French illustration here 
(folio 29r, ligure 2; reproduced in this volume as fig. 2.13, p. 46) is again 
a lantastic picture 01 wooded hills and three specimens of mythical 
creatures: a Cyclops holding a cudgel and a shield, a Sciopod with his 
big loot up in the air, and one of the Blemmyae, the monstrous race 
famously described by Shakespeare as 'men whose heads / Do grow 
beneath their shoulders' (Othello, 1.3.143).3 These lantastic creatures, as 
Marie-Therese Gousset comments, are hardly warranted by Mareo' s 
text Cil n'est guere question dans le texte'), but they are nonetheless 
painted I evoquent Ia contree sauvage entre la province de Campicion et 
le royaume d'Erguiul dans le Gansu, une region ou I'on entend "parler 
maints esprits de nuit'" ['to evoke the wilderness between the province 
of Campicion and the kingdom 01 Erguiul in Gansu, a region where 
one hears "many spirits of the night talking'''] (Polo, Livre 73). Obvi
ously, there is a discrepancy between Marco's text and its illustrations 
in illurninated manuscripts, which.shows that Marco' s perspective was 
difficult for the medieval artists \0 grasp. Miniaturists commissioned to 
illustrate Mareo's book, as Larner argues, 'though not finding [those 
fantastie creatures] in the text, deeided none the less to include images 
of them; a work about the East must have such things in it!' (82). 

The imagining of the Other as barbarian and monstrous, however, is 
by no means uniquely European or Western, for everycivilization, be it 
Greek or Chinese, in the East or the West, tends to construct its self
identity in differentiation from what is imagined to be the loreign and 
the uncivilized. The sense 01 belonging or the notion of a collective 
identity is always lormed in such coneeptual oppositions. Therelore it 
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is not coincidental that those labulous creatures in French illustrations 
01 Mareo's book can lind almost exact counterparts in an ancient Chi
nese book, Shan hai jing or the Classic 01 Mountains and Seas. Most schol
ars agree that Shan hai jing was compiled during the Warring States 
period (403-221 BCE), but it contains materials that date back to a 
mueh earlier time. It combines geographieal knowledge with mythieal 
lore, and its strange and monstrous Cfeatures may represent different 
tribes and ethnic groups in labled lorms. This book briefly describes a 
kingdom where people have 'only one eye in the middle 01 the lace,' 
similar to the Cyclops in Greek mythology (figure 3, Ma 461). To the 
east 01 these one-eyed people is another kingdom where the inhabit
ants 'have one arm and one leg, with inverted knees so that the arm 
and leg can bend upward' (ligure 4, Ma 463). Tms sounds like just the 
right deseription 01 the Sciopod in Le Livre des Merveilles. Then we have 
the figure Xing Tian, whieh etymologieally may mean 'the beheaded 
one.' The book records an aneient legend that 'Xing Tian contended 
with the Yellow Emperor. The Emperor cut off his head and buried hirn 
in the Changyang Mountains, but he used his nipples as eyes, his navel 
as mouth, and continued to hold his weapons and fight,' looking very 
mueh like a Blemmye (figure 5, Ma 438). From an anthropological 
point of view, that ancient myth may symbolically represent the strug
gle of different tribes and ethnic groups lor the control 01 land and 
resourees, as weil as for cultural and political authority. 

Like the Greek myth 01 the war 01 the Titans against Saturn or the 
Giants against Jupiter, mythological battles linally resulted in tl1e 
establishment 01 cosmic order with the Yellow Emperor as the supreme 
ruler and the aneestor 01 Chinese civilization, while his defeated ene
mies gradually moved lrom the north and central plains to the south 
and southwest, andbecame aneestors 01 marginalized minority tribes 
represented in San hai jing as half-human, half-animal barbarians. The 
geographieal migration 01 the defeated thus also marked them as bar
barie (man), loreign (yi), and even nonhuman creatures dwelling in 
mountainous regions far away from the eivilizing influence 01 the Cen
tral Kingdoms. The word barbaric (man), relerring to the south, was 
etymologically the origin 01 what Marco called, perhaps alter Mongo
lian or Persian transliteration, Mangi, but 01 course by the thirteenth 
century, the south 01 China had long developed into a vast and pros
perous region, having cities like Quinsai, which Marco declared to be 
'without doubt the finest and most splendid eity in the world' (Polo, 
Travels 179). In the Conlucian classic Zhou li or Rites 01 Zhou, we read 
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that men from barbarian tribes were appointed to minor offices in 
charge of royal horses and call1e, becausethey were thought to be able 
to communicate with wild ereatures as though they were kindred fam
ilies, or, as the commentator Zheng Zhong put it succinctly, they were 
able 'to know the language of birds and animals' (Ruan Yuan 1: 884). 
The difference in language always marks the boundaries of ethnieity 
and cultural identity, and what identifies the Chinese is first and fore
most the powerful soeial institution of the Chinese language, the lan
guage of the ethoic majority known in modern time as the Han 
people4 The minorities in the south or southwest, or the nomadic 
tribes in the north or northeast, would be marked as alien barbarians 
because they speak languages different from the Han Chinese, known 
as Han yu, the language of the Han majority, or Hua yu, the standard or 
Mandarin Chinese. Let me quote just one example from the works of 
Ouyang Xiu (1007-72), a famous eleventh-century literati-official and 
poet. When he travelled to the south, where the ancient state of Chu 
was loeated, he wrote a poem to his friend, the poet Mei Shengyu, try
ing to describe what he perceived to be a country of the barbarians and 
their strange rituals and customs. Ouyang Xiu writes: 

Without end blue mountains sprawl chaotic an mound; 

A few hauses with fowis and clogs scattered far and near. 
It's southern custom to worship diverse ghosts in different seasons, 
The barbarian tongue mumbles unintelligible to a Chinese ear. 

(Ouyang Xiu 1: 75) 

To the poe!'s ear, the language of the south was an unintelligible mumble, 
failing to communicate, and 'diverse ghosts' populated the country of the 
barbarians at different times of the year in strange rituals. It is precisely 
the 'diverse ghosts' in various parts of Chinese territory that the wards 
and pietures of the Shan hai jing try 10 describe. By mapping different 
tribes and ethnic graups onto various regions of mountains and seas, this 
aneienl book thus also tells the story of how ethnic and cultural identities 
were constructed as imagined communities, how boundaries were drawn 
between the Chinese and the foreign, the civilized and the barbarian, and 
how culture played a significant role in such conceptual oppositions. 

The differentiation of the Chinese and the barbarian is of course a 
eomplicated issue with a long and complicated history. In the Analeets, 
in which we find many of Confucius's remarks recorded by his disei
pIes dating back to the fifth century BCE, there is a rather revealing 
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statement: 'Barbarian tribes with their fulers are inferior to Chinese 
states without them' (Confucius 67). Here the belief in the superiority 
of the Chinese to the barbarians comes out quite clearly, and the sense 
of superiority was based on Confueius's understanding of the relative 
degrees of eultural development. 'The Chinese view of other peoples, 
which evolved aver many centuries of extensive contact with foreign
ers within China, on China's borders, and beyond,' as Richard J. Smith 
observes, 'was based on the essentially unchallenged idea of China' s 
eultural superiority to all other states' (137). In a narrower formulation 
of the idea of Chineseness, raeial and ethoic differences become deci
sive factors, as we see articulated, for example, in this famaus phrase 
in a Confucian classic, Chunqiu zuozhuan Of Zuo's Commentaries on tlle 
Sp1"ing and Autumn Annals: 'Whoever is not of our kin must have his 
heart different from ours' (Ruan Yuan 2: 1901). In the original context, 
this refers to people in the southern state of Chu, the same region Ou
yang Xiu wrote about in the poem quoted above; the speaker here 
regarded those southerners as barbaric and having totally different 
interests from his own state of Lu in the north, for the two states were 
of different lineage and had no kinship relations with one another. This 
phrase and its emphasis on kinship and ethoicity were often used laler 
10 differentiale lhe Chinese (hua) from the foreign (yi), particularly in 
periods when China was under the reign of non-Han rulers like the 
MongoIs in Marco Polo' stirne, or the Manehu emperors in China' s last 
imperial dynasty of Qing. When the Han Chinese rose against the 
Mongolian rulers and established the Ming dynasty in the fourteenth 
century, or more recently when the Han Chinese tried to overthrow the 
Manchu emperor in the late nineteenth century and the early twenti
eth, the rhetoric of ethoic and racial distinction often became promi
nent and widely used to· serve political purposes. In the twenlieth 
century, particularly when China was weakened and under the threal 
of western colonization, the consciousness of Chinese identity came to 
be sharply defined in nationalistic, that is, racial and ethnic, terms. This 
is true in modem times when the Chinese realize that China is anation 
among many nations of the world, and as a result, the traditional idea 
of the Central Kingdoms as inclusive of 'All under Heaven' quickly 
gave way to the ideas of China as a nation-state and Chineseness as a 
national identity. 

In Chinese history and tradition, however, the distinction between 
the Chinese and the barbarian is not sharply drawn along racial or elh
nie lines. In fact, some scholars argue that the idea of Chineseness has 
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always been open, inclusive, and eulturally defined. Qian Mu, for 
example, compares Chinese and Greco-Roman antiquities and, by sort
ing out the intermarriage and kinship relations among different 
aneient states in China, he comes to the eonclusion that, unlike the 
diversity of races, nations, and etlmicities in Europe, the concept of 
China has been more OY less consistent throughout the centuries as a 
unifying and inclusive idea, constantly assimilating new elements of 
various tribes cr ethnic graups and their cultural characteristics. 
Through intermarriage of princely families, many of the ancient states 
have kinship relations and therefore cannot be differentiated frorn one 
another by racial or ethnic criteria. 'In ancient conceptualization,' says 
Qian Mu, 'the barbarians in the four directions and the Chinese at the 
centre had in fact a different sort of criterioll, and that criterion was not 
"kinship", but "eulture." It is an old saying that "when Chinese lords 
adopt barbarian rituals, one should treat them as barbarians; and when 
the barbarians bring themselves to behave like the Chinese, one should 
.treat thern as Chinese." This rnay serve as clear evidence that culture 
was the criterion for differentiating the Chinese from the barbarian.' 
He goes on to specify 'culture' in terms .of an agrarian mode of life. 
'China was the general name for all city-states grounded in agricul
tural life: says Qian Mu, 'and all others were called barbarians 
who did not engage in agriculture and had no city-states' (41). Such a 
cultural understanding of Chinese identity can find support in numer
ous ancient Chinese books as textual evidence. The important Confu
cian thinker Mencius (372-289 BCE), for example, mentioned a man by 
the name of Chen Liang from the kingdom of Chu - the same southern 
barbarian eountry that Ouyang Xiu wrote about in his poem, - and 
praised that man as a better folIower of the Confucian way than many 
northern scholars. 'Chen Liang was a native of Chu,' says Mencius. 
'Being delighted with the way of the Duke 01 Chou and Confucius, he 
came north to study in the Central Kingdorns. Even the scholars in the 
north eould not surpass hirn in any way. He was what one would call 
an outstanding scholar' (Mencius 103). Perhaps the strongest and most 
lamous evidence of the cultural concept of Chinese identity beyonc\ 
racial cr ethnic denominations comes from another passage of the 
Mencius, in which we read: 

Mencius said, 'Shun was an Eastern barbarian; he was born in Chu Feng, 
moved to Pu Hsia, and died in Ming T'iao. King Wen was a Western bar
barian; he was born in Ch'j Chou and died in Pi Ying. Their native places 
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were aver a thousand li apart, and there were a thousand years between 
them. Yet when they had their way in the Central Kingdoms, their actions 
matched like the two halves of a taUy. The standards of the two sages, one 
earlier and one later, W€f€ identical.' (128) 

By identifying their native birthplaces, Mencius pointed out that Shun 
and King Wen were originally barbarians from the East and the West, 
outside the Central Kingdoms, which in Mencius's original is Zhong
guo, what we now translate as China. It would be of some interest to 
speculate: Why did Mencius make such aremark? Why did he think it 
neeessary to reveal the origins of Shun and King Wen as natives of bar
barian countries? Now Shun and King Wen are both legendary sage 
kings at the beginning 01 Chinese civilization, whose presence in the 
Confucian classics and the commentary tradition is ubiquitous, partic
ularly admired by Confucius himself as models of moral virtue and 
humane rule. That is to say, they are ancient cultural heroes at the very 
core of Chinese civilization, the very SQurce of many basic ideas and 
values about Chinese culture and tradition. In effect, they largely 
deline what is Chinese culture and tradition, and therefore it would 
be utterly unthinkable to have any sense of a Chinese identity that 
excludes Shun and King Wen. Apparenlly, even in the tüne of Mendus, 
they were already so dosely identilied with the culture and tradition of 
the Central Kingdorns that their origin as natives from a barbarian 
country had become an obseure fact that few people knew about or took 
notice of. By reminding us that Shun and King Wen were non-Chinese 
barbarians in origin, Meneius drove horne the important idea that Chi
neseness has nothing to do with one' s ethnie origin, that Chinese iden
tity is culturally delined rather than racially or etbnically determined, 
and that culture is not an mborn essence, but somethmg One adopts, 
assimilates, and cultivates, something we may perhaps call a sort of Bil
dung. For this edificatory idea of cultural identity, Mencius points to 
Shun and King Wen as shining exarnples. According to Mencius, then, 
no matter who we are or where we origmally come from, even if from 
sorne barbarian region outside the Central Kingdoms, we can be 
unequivocally Chinese if our actions rneasure up to the moral stan
dards 'like the two halves of a tally.' 

This concept of Chineseness is distinctly cultural, and its bounda
ries are so porous that the Chinese and the foreign, the civilized and 
the barbarian, do not form a mutually exclusive opposition. After all, 
even Conlucius once expressed his desire to go abroad and 'to settle 
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amongst the Nine Barbarian Tribes of the east' (Confucius 98). The 
assimilation of Buddhism in China may serve as a successful example 
of cultural transformation and enrichment. When the Buddhist monks 
first came from India and the other regions to the west of China, the 
encounter was a fruitful process of exchange and adaptation. The San
skrit language was definitely foreign to the Chinese, but it was not con
sidered barbaric. An interesting poem by the Tang Emperor Xuanzong 
(reigned 712-56) on the difficulty of Sanskrit may express a sense of 
amused marvelling rather than any kind of xenophobic rejection:. 

Like standing cranes and twirling snakes~ trus writing 
Baffles ghosts from all spheres, or even a god. 
No Confucian scholar finds it easy to decipher; 
The green-eyed foreign monk smiles with a nod. 

(Wang Chongmin el a1. 1: 6) 

Since the Tang, many Buddhist sutras have been translated into Chi
nese and many special Sanskrit terms have found their way into the 
Chinese language. Though it takes generations to integrate, the spread 
of Buddhism in China shows the receptiveness of the Chinese tradition 
in cultural terms. In a discussion of the cuncepts uf nation-state and 
national consciousness, Yu Ying-shih also argues that 'insofar as Chi
nese conceptualization is concerned, culture far exceeds nation. 
Whether we are speaking of "All under Heaven" or "Central King
doms/' these were a11 inclusive cultural nations in antiquity, far tran
scending purely political or ethnic boundaries' (18). It is indeed a 
widely accepted view among most China specialists that there was 
very little self-consciousness of China as a nation in pre-modern times, 
that is, before the end of the dynastic history in the late nineteenth and 
the early twentieth centuries. In traditional understanding of the situa
tion, the emperor of China ruled over 'All under Heaven,' and Chinese 
culture was the only culture worth having. It was taken for granted 
that barbarians outside the Central Kingdoms would benefit from 
acculturation and could become Chinese when they adopted Chinese 
cultural values and habits, particularly the teachings of Confucianism. 
But at the same time, Chinese culture itself constantly assimilated ele
ments of non-Chinese cultures and became an all-embracing umbrella 
of universal cultural values. 

For the Chinese, the realization of China as anation among other 
nations was not only relatively recent and modern, but also a painful 
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experience thrust upan them in the encounter with western powers, 
the defeat suffered in the Opium Wars, the signing of unequal treaties, 
astrang and acute sense of crisis, and the desire for survival and reju
venation ~s anation. Therefore, to understand the concept of nation 
was for China to accept the geopolitical reality of the world, which was 
not the traditional notion of 'All under Heaven' ruled or influenced by 
the Central Kingdoms, but an unfamiliar and unfriendly sphere of 
competitive political, economic, and military powers with conflicting 
interests and claims. Just as the late Qing diplomat Xue Fucheng real
ized in 1880, China could not afford to shun change and reformation 
any Ion ger, because 'the "All under Heaven" in which the Chinese 
were insulated from the barbarian has turned into an "All under 
Heaven" in which China and the other countries are a11 connected' 
(88). The encounter with the West marked the beginning of modern 
Chinese history, in which the tension between tradition and modemity, 
and the transformation of an ancient culture and civilization for con
tinuous presence and prosperity in a very different global environ
ment, become vital and perennial questions. In much of the twentieth 
century, traditional culture, particularly Confucianism, went through a 
radical critique by Chinese intellectuals with a strong sense of crisis 
and an urgent need for national salvation. The prcvailing iden in think
ing about China and the world is no longer the claim to cultural wu
versalism as artieulated in Mencius's remark about Shun and King 
Wen, but the consciousness of national identities racia11y defined, the 
awareness of the difference between China and the outside world. 

Given such a historieal background, it is possible that the distinction 
between tradition and modenuty, the past and the present, tends to be 
overemphasized, with the result of reducing the complex historieal pro
cess of social and cultural transformation to a simplistic thesis. With 
regard to Chineseness, this may lead to a clear-cut distinetion betvveen 
cultural understanding and ethnic denominations. It is therefore impor
tant, while acknowledging the cultural concept of Chinese identity, to 
pay proper attention to the ethnic dimension of the idea of Chineseness 
despite Mencius's exemplary sage kings as cultural heroes. Some schol
ars, notably Torbjörn Loden, have called into question the argument that 
traditional Chinese identity was all cultural and that only in modem 
times have the Chinese adopted the concept of nationality and the con
sciousness of race, nation, and ethnicity from the.outside. Loden calls this 
the I culturalism-to-nationalism thesis' and considers it misleading inso
far as the thesis 'leaves out the ethnic dimension W1der culturalism' 
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(275). He points out the paradox and tension between 'the view of 
cullmal commonality as more important than ethnic affinity' on the one 
hand, and on the other the Confueian emphasis on 'the family as a micro
cosm of the world' (273). Not only does the focus on family lead to dose 
attention to lineage and genealogy, thus to kinship relations and ethno
centric concems, but the family as a model for soeial structure also leads 
to unequal relationships: the father and the son, the king and the sub
jects, the superior and the subordinates, etc. 'The relationship between 
the Han Chinese and the so-called national minorities,' he argues, 'is to 
fhis day perceived as a relationship between different cultures; too olten 
it is seen as a relatioriship between a superior Han culture and inferior 
minority cultures' (285). This is certainly true of the understanding of cul
tural development in a value-Iaden hierarchy, as we see in Confucius's 
remark that, even without a ruIef, China was superior to the barbarian 
country under the rule of a king. Ultimately, however, Loden does not 
deny the importance of culture in understanding Chineseness, but 
he calls our attention to the ominous implications of the assumption of 
cultural superiority, and particularly the danger of narrow-minded 
nationalism in modem China. He is certainly right to remind us that 
'Statements regarding identity were ideological and designed to serve 
sodal and political interests' (276), but he also points to a more positive 
side of contemporary Chinese culture - 'the pursuit of authenticity, truth, 
freedom and human dignity' - and believes that such a positive side 
'gives us reason to hope for increasing and mutually emiching contacts 
between Chinese and other cultures in agIobaI context' (296). 

lt is indeed with this more optimistic note that I would like to bring 
my discussion to a dose. What I see as positive in the cullural concept 
of identity beyond race, nation, and ethnicity are its openness and flex
ibility, its ability to make differentiations on the basis of cultivation or 
Bildung, which is something one can acquire and accumulate, rather 
than something inborn and fixed, which one can do nothing to change 
or remedy. To be sure, the concept of identity has always contained an 
element of ethmcity; that is true even with the traditional differentia
tion betWeen the Chinese and the barbarian, and certainly true of the 
distinction between the Han majority and ethnic minorities in China. 
However, compared with collective identities completely defined in 
racial and ethnic terms OY on the basis of exclusive religious claims, the 
cultural concept of identity does tend to be more tolerant of differences 
and to admit of elements that are new, alien, and outside the sphere of 
the very culture that accepts them. Meneius's example of Shun and 
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King Wen as successful transformation from the barbarian to the civi
lized remains intriguing and inspiring; the relatively peaceful coexis
tence of different religious beliefs in Chinese history, the almost 
effortless switch for the Chinese literati from Confucian to Daoist and 
Buddhist ideas and ideologies, and the traditional emphasis on learn
ing, self-discipline, and moral behaviour can all offer a hopeful alterna
tive to the many violent dashes in our world today that are racial, 
ethmc, and religious in nature. Identity defined in cultural terms is 
much less likely to be confrontational than ethnic and religious denom
inations. Although in China, a sense of cultural superiority was indeed 
olten assumed in the past, and perhaps still is in some cases, the trans
formation of Chinese culture in modern time offers dear evidence that 
by and large the Chinese are open to ideas and values from the outside 
and are working hard to adopt them for the continuous growth of their 
cultural heritage and tradition. This may have a partieular relevance 
today to the interrelations of the world's different nations, especially to 
the encounter of the East and the West in the form of dialogue and 
exchange rather than antagonism and confrontation. 

Let us finally return to the Polos' homecoming to Venice in 1295. 
Despite the many difficulties and dangerous adventures, Marco Polo 
belicved that 'it was God's will that we should return, so that men might 
know the things that are in the world' (polo, Travels 295). Marco's moti
vation for telling the story was the desire to know and to understand, 
the curiosity to learn about the world and its different peoples and great 
wonders. Unlike the colonial explorers afew centuries later, the desire 
was not to conquer or to take possession of the land and treasures in the 
same regions that Marco had set his foot on. In our time today, colonial
ism has become a thing of the past and has been recognized as the terri
ble mistake that it was; we can now revisit Mareo Palds remarkable 
story and appreciate that desire to know and to understand. For our 
time, as for Marco's, the encounter of the East and the West should first 
be cultural and culturally emiching, and in that cultural and intercul
rural experience, we shall a11 have a better sense of who we are and how 
we can contribute to the mutual understanding of the East and the West. 
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NOTES 

1 For the most representative sceptical view, see Frances Wood. Wood's argu
ment and similar arguments made by several other scholars have met with 
strong refutations. Yang Zhijiu, a senior Chinese scholar, has been a staunch 
defender of Marco's credibility. Based on textual analysis of Chinese histor
ical records, he has made an eloquent rebuttal of Marco's detractors and 
argued for the fundamental reliability ofMarco's account. 

2 Jolm Larner mentioned EW. Cleaves's article in a note (201 TI 34), but the 
reference is wrongly given as Harvard Journal of Asiatic Studies 15 (1952), 
419-506. The eorrect relerenee should be to volume 36 (1976): 181-203. With 
regard to Marco's story about the Great Khan dispatching a Mangol prin
cess as bride to Arghun of Persia, Larner remarks on the basis of Cleaves's 
article that 'Both Chinese and Persian sources mention the marriage and 
embassy, though without referring either to the Polos or the supposed 
disasters upon their voyage' (43). This is of course true, but it seems to me 
that the significance of Yang Zhijiu's work deserves better recognition than 
it has so far received from scholars outside China. 

3 In The Tempest, Shakespeare has a similar reference to 'such men / Whose 
heads stood in their breasts' (The Tempest, 3.3.46). Critics have identified 
more than one source for the fables in Othello. One is Mandeville's Travels: 

lAnd in another Yle, toward the Southe duellen folk of foule Stature and of 
. cursed kynde, than have no Hedes; and here Eyen ben in here Scholdres' 

(The voiage and travaile, ed. Halliwe1l203). Another source is Sir Walter 
Raleigh's Discoverie 0/ Guiana (1596): 'Next vnto Arui there are two riuers 
Atoica and Caora, and on that braunch which is called Caora are anation of 
people, whose heades appeare not aboue their shoUlders, which though it 
may be thought a meere fable, yet for mine owne parte I am resolued it is 
true, because euery child in the prouinces of Arrornaia and Canuri affirme 
the same: they are called Ewaipanoma: they are reported to haue their eyes 
in their shoulders, and their mouths in the middle of their breasts, and that 
a long train of haire groweth backward between their shoulders' (Raleigh 
85). See OtheIlo, ed. Furness 56. 

4 For a discussion of the construct of Han race, see Chow Kai-wing 34-52. 
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